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Errata: 

 

Map titled “Local Government Areas 1976, p. xiv 

The key contains the following two lines: 

Afon:   LGA Headquarters 

Alapa: Area Council Headquarters 

 

These should read: 

Afon:  LGA Headquarters 

Alapa: Area Council Headquarters 

 

 

Bibliography, Books and Articles, pp. 312-21 

 

The following entry appears on page 320: 

Vandeleur, “Nupe and Ilorin.” The Geographical Journal 10 

(1897). 

 

It should read: 

Vandeleur, Seymour. “Nupe and Ilorin.” The Geographical 

Journal 10 (1897).  
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This study provides for the first time a detailed examination of slavery and
its legacy in the Yoruba and incompletely Islamized periphery of the Sokoto
Caliphate and (later) of Northern Nigeria. It offers a contribution to the
hitherto limited historiography ofslavery in Yorubaland, and it extends the
work of Paul Lovejoy and ]an I-Iogendorn on the large scale and long sur-
vival of slavery in the Sokoto Caliphate. While Lovejoy and Hogendorn
cover the caliphate in general, this study focuses on Ilorin, a city and emir-
ate in northwestern Yorubaland, on the caliphate’s southern fringe. Fur-
ther, it links the story of the decline of slavery (in the early twentieth cen-
tury, under British rule) with the emergence of a small—scale peasantry as
the successor group to the slaves, and follows this peasantry’s fortunes into
the late—colonial and even post—independence periods. It focuses on resis-
tance andaccommodation, using these concepts to illuminate the evolu—
tion of power relations between the slaves and their successors on the one
hand, and their masters and controllers in the Ilorin elite on the other.
Various themes emerge, such as the extent of continuity and change in
these relations, and in the manifestations of resistance and accommodation
by the slaves and their successors; and the role of Islam in these relations.

The study begins by looking at the slaves who were situated both in
and around the city of Ilorin in the nineteenth century, and at the turn of
the century. For the colonial period and beyond, it concentrates on the
hinterland rather than the city, but includes both ex-slaves and their de-
scendants and poor free farmers. There are two main reasons for this. First,
while many slaves were used in agriculture in the nineteenth century, either
as permanent settlers on the land, or as commuter farmers, many more
were sent out of the city in the early colonial period, to settle permanently
on the farms. Thus, although it is often impossible to identify the slave
descendants with any precision today, it seems that at least from this period
onward the majority of the remaining ex-slaves and their descendants have
been living in the rural areas around the city, termed the “Metropolitan
Districts” by the British. Second, it is clear that the Ilorin elite (backed by
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2 Introduction

the British) maintained an oppressive control over the rural population as a
whole, slave or not. As a result, the members of this population, otherwise
heterogeneous and divided, attained what may be called a homogeneity of
deprivation and repression. Whatever their specific origins, therefore, these
people can be regarded as the successors of the slaves. -

Chapter 1 of this study is a historiographical survey of the concepts
of resistance and accommodation among slaves and peasants, including
major themes and questions which have been developed in studies ofvari-
ous parts of the world, and which are used in later chapters to assist in
analyzing the Ilorin example. Chapter 2 provides a general account ofslavery
in nineteenth-century Ilorin, including a survey of the status and condi-
tions of the slaves. Chapter 3 examines the slaves’ various forms of accom-
modation and resistance to their status and conditions. Chapter 4 explores
the situation of the slaves and poor free cultivators, and their reactions,
during the years immediately preceding the colonial takeover, and in the
first twenty years of British rule. 2

Chapter 5 is a survey of the history of the “Metropolitan Districts”
surrounding Ilorin. It details the origins and claims to origin of the people
of these districts, including the extent to which they were descended from
slaves; and their treatment by their various overlords (in the city elite and
ultimately the British administration) from the 1920s onwards. Chapter 5
serves as introduction and background to the succeeding chapters, which
examine the extent and forms ofaccommodation and resistance, over time,
by the poor cultivators of the districts. 2 2

Chapter 6 looks at the “high colonial period,” from about the 1920s
to the early 1950s, when the city elite held tight control. Chapter 7 exam-
ines the period ofstruggle in the middle to late 1950s between the North-
ern-Peoples’ Congress, hegemonic political party of the urban elite, and the
resistant Ilorin Talaka Parapo, or commoners’ party, which gained a large
following among the rural poor, who broke into large-scale open, militant
resistance for the first time. Chapter 8 takes a look at a second period of
political conflict in the 1970s and early ’80s, comparing it with the 1950s.
In the Conclusion, the findings of this study are assessed.

This account of the Ilorin slaves and their successors is based on a
wide range of primary sources, both archival and oral, collected from the
mid—1970s onwards. Extensive archival material has been gathered from
the Nigerian National Archives (Kaduna), the Public Record Office (Lon-
don), Rhodes House (Oxford), and other repositories. Numerous inter-
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Introduction 3

views have been conducted by me (during my residence in Ilorin from
1976 to 1985, and a visit in 1988) and by other people on my behalf.
Newspapers, other published reports, and theses, dissertations, and other
investigations have been extensively consulted. Nevertheless, as will be seen,
the data as available to me do not permit an exhaustive account. There is,
for example, a general dearth of reliable statistical data. Oral information
on the period of slavery is likely to refer back only to the late nineteenth
century. The gathering of oral data has been to some extent hampered by
informants’ reluctance to speak of slavery or slave antecedents, and by the
influence of present-day political concerns. The treatment of the role of
women is hindered by the male orientation ofcolonial and other records. A
full investigation of other topics has been precluded by considerations of
time and opportunity. Apart from problems of data collection, my focus
on resistance and accommodation has necessarily resulted in the neglect of
other areas, such as the economics of slavery and its decline.,I hope that
both my findings and my lacunae will stimulate other researchers to con-
tinue investigating the story of Ilorin’s slaves and their successors. —
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'I'l'lE IIIISTORIOGRAPIIY OF  
RESISTANCE AND AQCOMMODATION

This chapter identifies major themes and questions with respect to the
resistance and accommodation of slaves and peasants,‘ developed in stud—
ies of the United States, Africa and elsewhere, especially themes and ques-
tions relevant to the Ilorin material which is examined in later chapters of
this work. S

Resistance and Accommodation During Slavery

The historiography of resistance and accommodation among slaves owes
much to pioneering studies in the United States. Central to these is the
long-running debate among American scholars as to whether slaves are
actors, agents in their own destiny, as they appear in Herbert Aptheker’s
Work, or Whether they are merely demoralizedvictims, as in Stanley Elkins’?

This American debate has been paralleled in recent years by the de-
bate over underdevelopment theory in Africa. Basically, underdevelopment
theory sees peasants as victims ofworld capitalism, not as agents. Any resis-
tance they attempt is merely temporary and futile?’ Many authors of peas—
ant case studies (even William Beinart and Colin Bundy in their studies of
the peasants of the Transl<ei)4 take up this view, emphasizing the Weakness
ofpeasant movements. Not all peasant movements share the characteristics
ofweakness and futility, however. This has been argued by Allen Isaacman,
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T/as Historiography ofResistance andAccommodation 5

who points out that peasants have been “to varying degrees, able to alter
their living conditions and in some cases the outcome of their history.”5
Other authors, including Beinart and Bundy, have also begun to give greater
prominence to peasants as actors in their later works.“

One of the major protagonists in the U.S. debate over whether slaves
were actors or merely victims has been Aptheker, who for many years has
stressed the importance of slave resistance, especially rebellion.7 The extent
of insurrectionary resistance among slaves, at various places and times, is
still a matter of argument and investigation. M.I. Finley, for example, be-
lieves that large-scale revolt has been relatively rare in the overall history of
slavery.8 In the United States, the incidence and scale of revolt appears to
have been relatively small, compared with other slave societies of the West-
ern I-Iemisphere.9 In Africa, Paul Lovejoy has found evidence of rebellions
involving slave populations in the Sokoto Caliphate (including millennial
movements) and elsewhere.” s 4 I

Various scholars have addressed the question of the conditions and
factors which have led either to slave rebellion or its absence. Finley, citing
Vogt, identifies the conditions necessary to slave revolt in classical antiq-
uity as severe breakdown of the social order, and concentrations of large
numbers of slaves with common nationality, language and culture, among
them men with unusual leadership potential.“ Likewise, Eugene Genovese,
looking at the Western Hemisphere, sees a number of factors which recur
in slave revolts. These include a master-slave relationship which was more a
matter of business than paternalism; economic distress and hardship; large
slaveholding units; a high ratio of slaves to free; military experience among
slaves; divisions among slaveholders; leaders from among relatively privi-
leged slaves; the presence of new, African-born slaves in ethnic groups that
clung together; African religions calling for holy war; and maroon colonies
acting as an example to other slaves.” Prom African data, Lovejoy adds the
suggestion that where flight was difficult the tensions that could lead to
revolt increased. On the other hand, where flight was frequent, organized
rebellion was less likely. In the Sokoto Caliphate, “[b]ecause it was rela-
tively easy for individual slaves to flee, conspiracies on a large scale were
unnecessary, unless ethnic loyalties kept slaves together until group action
could be instigated.“ A

Slave revolts appear to have been relatively scarce and small-scale in
the United States. It is not surprising, therefore, that American scholars
who wish to show that slaves were actors, not passive victims, have declared
(in reaction against Elkins but also in modification ofAptheker) that resis-
tance is not necessarily confined to overt rebellion, but takes a variety of
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forms.“ This perception has been encouraged by C.L.R. ]ames’ work on
Haiti.” I\/lore recently, it has been influenced by Michael Craton, another
historian of the West Indies, who emphasizes the wide range of activities
which can be regarded as resistant. He defines resistance so broadly as “to
include manifestations far short of armed rebellion, including even appar-
ent collaboration where such behavior was designed to frustrate the abso-
lute domination by the master class.”‘6

New World studies therefore recognize and examine many types of
slave resistance, with insurrection and flight at one extreme. Genovese per-
ceives insurrection and (permanent) flight as constituting a break from
what is seen as a resistance-accommodation continuum, since these are the
only types of resistance that actually seek to reject the slave regime, or op-
pose it, in its entirety. Other types (like those included by Craton) consti-
tute “day to day resistance” or “resistance in accommodation.”17

Looking at flight as a means of resistance, Genovese asserts that it was
runaways who struck the hardest possible individual blow against the slave
regime of the American South, causing an “economic drain and political
irritation.”18 This point has been developed by Lovejoy in his study of the
Sokoto Caliphate, in which he points out the importance of flight and its
effectiveness as an attack on slave owners’ property rights. Escape repre-
sented “an absolute loss of property, and even if slaves were recaptured,
their worth could be reduced because they had been fugitives.”‘9

The same author provides a list of variables that examine the condi-
tions and factors encouraging or hindering both the decision to flee and
the success of flight once it was undertaken. According to Lovejoy, the
relative proximity of slaves to their homelands could encourage escape and
facilitate its success; slaves who came from greater distances were at a disad-
vantage. Political turmoil within the caliphate could provide the opportu-
nity for flight, yet contribute to dangers en route and on resettlement. But
geographical conditions might counter these dangers: the savanna presented
few natural obstacles, and sparsely populated areas provided opportunities
to hide. Plantation slaves could not be watched as carefully as slaves work-
ingin urban households; on the other hand, their lack of adequate lan-
guage skills and Islamic training made it difficult for them to blend into
the general population after escaping. Slaves who were more acculturated
could blend more easily if they fled (as in the United States),2° but were
more carefully watched to prevent escape. This was especially true of urban
female slaves, notably concubines, whose movements were restricted so that
they had few opportunities to leave. In any case, after escape, such people
could not move about unnoticed on their own.” Thus there were numer-
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The Historiography ofResistance andAccommodation 7

ous factors working both for and against individual fugitives. In the case of
mass escape, Lovejoy singles out the factor of common ethnicity among
slaves as conducive to its attempt and maybe its success.” Richard Roberts
and Martin Klein emphasize the homogeneity ofslaves as important in the
Banamba exodus: their “capacity for cooperation was undoubtedly greater
than in plantations of diverse origins.”25

In the Sokoto Caliphate, however, there is evidence that slaves who
fled their owners did not always intend to leave the area. Sometimes they
fled only as far as “nearby plantations, where they attempted to get other
masters to intercede on their behalf.”24 Likewise in the United States, many
runaways did not intend their flight to be permanent. Their actions were a
form of/work stoppage or protest, aimed, as Genovese points out, at “win-
ning concessions within the system rather than at challenging the system
itself. ”25 Here we return to the continuum of resistance within accommo-
dation, or day-to-day resistance, sometimes active, often passive, operating
within the system, not intending to destroy it or flee from it. Many forms
of day-to-day resistance among slaves in the American South are reported
by Genovese, among others. These included methods of resisting work
schedules (including strikes, attacks on livestock, working slowly, and falsi-
fying weights), which led to important improvements in slaves’ everyday
conditions.“ The concept ofday-to-day resistance is taken up for the Sokoto
Caliphate by Lovejoy, who provides evidence of slaves working slowly, or
less hard than required, failing to understand a task or to report to work,
disobeying orders, resorting to sabotage and theft, and even making at-
tempts on the lives of masters.” American insights into resistance within
accommodation, leading to improvements in everyday living conditions,
are also utilized by Allen Isaacman in his study of twentieth-century
Mozambican peasants, contributing to the significant recent reassessment
of the possible effectiveness of peasant resistance.” A

One specific variety of day-to-day resistance which deserves to be
examined in detail is “culture and community.” This theme has been devel-
oped in studies ofslavery in the United States, in the last quarter century or
so, by Rawick, Stuckey, Blassingame, Genovese and others. Slaves in the
United States are seen as having fashioned their own culture and commu-
nity which functioned as a means of resistance “to the oppression and hege-
mony of the whites.” The idea of cultural resistance has been used by
Frederick Cooper in his study of plantation slavery on the East African
coast. By developing a culture of their own, according to Cooper, coastal
slaves were denying that they were nothing but inferior members of their
masters’ society. Slave dances and initiation rites provided them with alternative
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cultural values and forms of association; such cultural resistance helped
them to turn their position as outsiders into a positive sense of commu-
nity.3’° In terms of culture and community, as Cooper points out, for slaves
even “acts of resistance that appear to us merely symbolic and futile could
be attempts to attack the edifice of ideological domination.”31

The study of “culture and community” as a form of resistance in the
United States has led to the conclusion that religion--that is, Christianity,
the religion of the enslavers—was not necessarily an inducer of accommo-
dation to thepoint of docility, but could provide a means of resistance (of
course, retention of the slaves’ African religion, or some form of it, both
constituted and encouraged resistance)?” Vincent Harding, for example,
was one who argued against the view that slave Christianity was
accommodationist. He emphasized the connections between religion and
resistance, including the part played by preachers in conspiracies and rebel-
lions, and the contribution of spirituals.33 Eugene Genovese has been par-
ticularly involved in exploring this point. “When the black slaves of the
NewWorld made [Christianity] their own, they transformed it into a reli-
gion of resistance—not often of revolutionary defiance, but of a spiritual
resistance that accepted the limits of the politically possible.”54 While this
reinterpretation of slave religion in the New World refers specifically to
Christianity, the point has been expanded in African studies to include the
slaves’ version of Islam+the religion of their enslavers. In the Sokoto Ca-
liphate, as Lovejoy points out, Islam provided the justification for enslave-
ment, but it also legitimized many acts of resistance, such as those con-
nected with millennial movements.” On the East African coast, Cooper’s
study shows that slaves’ conversion to Islam (while originally accommo-
dationist) could become a challenge to owners’ assumptions of their own
religious superiority, as the slaves began to judge their owners’ behavior by
Islamic standards, and to use versions of Islam to assert their own moral
equality. j

Studies of slave Christianity in the New World and of slave Islam in
Africa, therefore, reveal that religious acculturation does not necessarily
lead to further accommodation. New World studies come to the same
conclusion about other aspects of acculturation. Genovese, for example,
finds instances of house servants, body servants, “mammies,” and drivers
who became involved in various types of resistance.” Privileged slaves
in the Americas played an important part in rebellions;38 many such slaves
in the United States became runaways, being_able to pass for free in the
towns.” But while acculturation may not necessarily produce accommoda-
tion, Cooper points out for the East African coast that, in general,
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“ [a] cculturation and mobility were important parts ofthe slaveowners’ con-
trol of society. ”4°

Another insight developed in studies of U.S. slavery, especially by
Gerald Mullin, is that there may be a relationship between the degree of
acculturation achieved by an individual and the type of resistance he or she
pursues.“ This idea has also been taken up by Lovejoy, with reference to
the Sokoto Caliphate.“  

The foregoing paragraphs have examined various forms of resistance
within accommodation. As Genovese puts it, j i

z [t] he slaves’ response to paternalism and their imaginative creation of a par-
tially autonomous religion provided a record of simultaneous accommoda-
tion and resistance to slavery. Accommodation itself breathed a critical spirit
and disguised subversive actions and often embraced its apparent opposite—
resistance. In fact, accommodation might best be understood as a way of
accepting what could not be helped without falling prey to the pressures for
dehumanization, emasculation, and self-hatred. In particular, the slaves’ ac-
commodation to paternalism enabled them to assert rights, which by their
very nature not only set limits totheir surrender of self but actually consti-
tuted an implicit rejection of slavery."3 .

Accommodation, therefore, in recent U.S. studies, is seen as active, not
passive. The most realistic scholars, Genovese especially, see it as necessary,
“a realistic adjustment to a given world.”44 Africanists agree. Cooper sees
the East African coastal slaves’ accommodation as “a recognition of their
need for protection and membership in a social group,” which “offered
them meaningful benefits in a difficult situation.”45 But, as Genovese points
out, the slaves’ very “acceptance of paternalism allowed them . . . to per-
ceive that they had rights.”46 In East Africa, while slaves needed owners for
their physical and social survival, owners also needed retainers, and valued
lthe reproductive capabilities of slave women. Reciprocity became neces-
sary, as “a slave-owner had to fulfil the role of protector and contain his
greed, not out of benevolence, but out of necessity. Slaves as well as masters
could make use of the bonds of dependence;”47 In the Sokoto Caliphate,
“to the extent that slaves stretched the opportunities for accommodation,
they helped shape the slave system as much as they did when they resisted.”48
So by a combination of activities which might be termed active accommo-
dation, or resistance within accommodation, slaves were able to influence
their relations with their owners, who were thus forced into some accom-
modation (i.e. offering incentives) themselves.49

Clearly, from recent studies of slavery in both the U.S. and Africa,
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accommodation does not necessarily imply internalized docility or servile
acquiescence, as Elkins would have it. But it needs to be said, first, that the
Elkins model has not passed completely out of view, at least in African
studies: Bernd Baldus paints a very Elkins-like picture of the servility of the
maolaaoe of Borgu.,5° His work has been criticized by Frederick Cooper, on
the ground that it “fails to discuss accommodation as part of a range of
responses by slaves.”5‘ Nevertheless, it reminds us that “slavish” accommo-
dation may still befound at one end of that range.

Second, it is clear that active accommodation, or resistance within
accommodation, has its limits. Genovese points out that in the American
South the slaves’ Christianity enabled them to “do battle against the
slaveholders’ ideology, but defensively within the system it opposed; offen-
sively, it proved a poor instrument”;52 that cultural weapons such as lam-
poons and folk tales “pose no direct political threat and may even function
as a safety valve for pent-up discontent”;53 and that “ [t] he slaves’ success in
forging a world of their own . . . sapped their will to revolt . . . because they
themselves were creating conditions worth living in as slaves while simulta-
neously facing overwhelming power that discouraged frontal attack. ”54 Such
limitations are echoed in Cooper’s comments on the cultural resistance of
slaves on the East African coast:

The dances, initiation ceremonies, and other forms of ritual and social life
that the slaves shared among themselves were antithetical to paternalism,
but they did not form the basis of a developing subculture. The reality of
dependent social relations was too powerful and could not help but produce
some kind of identification with coastal society and the slaveowners’ com-
munal groups. . . . e

That substantial numbers of slaves ran away to communities of their own
suggests that some kind ofcollective spirit existed, and that it was not devoid
of political content. But for other slaves, fleeing a master meant seeking a
new protector.” _

Genovese and Cooper thus agree that the ultimate limitation of resistance
within accommodation lay in the superior power of the slaveholders and
their society. p

One aspect of slavery which has begun to receive attention in West-
ern Hemisphere studies in recent years is the study of resistance and ac-
commodation among female slaves. In the past, there seems to have been a
common assumption that female slaves were likely to be more accommoda-
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tionist than males, and less resistant. This view is echoed in an article on
U.S. slavery written only a few years ago by Bertram Wyatt-Brown: s

In the struggle for control, masters ordinarily had less reason to fear open
rebellion from their female property: the women could be coerced with threats
against their men or their young. Slavelfolders expected that the women
would fall into line if the men were subdued and that mothers would raise
their children with an understanding of the system and their circumscribed
roles in it.“ ’

Such views were never accepted by Aptheker” and have now begun to be
challenged by scholars influenced by feminist studies.” Paul Escott, in his
examination of slave narratives, has concluded that women were at least as
militant in their resistance as men.” There is some discussion, however, as
to the characteristic forms of female resistance, and the extent to which
they differed from those of males. With respect to female slaves in the
United States, for example, Elizabeth Fox-Genovese suggests that their re-
sistance was more likely to be individual than collective. Moreover, “the
characteristic forms of individual female resistance differed somewhat from
those of men, perhaps because-of Afro-American attitudes towards wom-
anhood, certainly because of opportunities offered and denied by . . . slave
society.”6° This point is taken up by Barbara Bush, in her study of slave
women in the Caribbean, where she finds that women were less likely
than men to run away, and cites Gautier’s suggestion that this was simply
due to lack of opportunity: women with children were more likely to be
caught.“ i . ~

The investigation ofwomen’s resistance as a whole, however, is still at
an early stage of development, even in New World studies. Bush, for ex-
ample,‘ is able to report a variety of instances of female slaves in the West
Indies engaging in day-to-day resistance,“ and to present evidence on the
extent of women’s participation in flight. But she has to admit that the
specific contributionwomen made to organized uprisings is as yet “conten-
tious,” that contemporary descriptions focus largely on male slave leaders,
and that, though there is some evidence for the roles ofwomen in marronage
and armed revolts, it is scanty.“ On other matters, Bush’s account is still
largely speculative. These matters include abortion, infanticide“ and late
weaning of infants“ as means of resistance; also “resistance within accom-
modation” in slave women’s relationships with white men;66 and women’s
role in the retention ofAfrican or African-derived cultural patterns.“ T

If the study of female slaves’ reactions to their bondage in the Ameri-
cas is at an early stage, it is equally if not more so in slave studies ofAfrica
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(though the recent interest in concubines is welcome).68c In the 1983 collection,
VVomen and Slavery in Africa, scant attention is paid to the topic, with the
exception of chapters by Claire Robertson (on Accra) and Marcia Wright
(on Central Africa), both of whom examine resistance and accommoda-
tion around the time of official abolition and the beginning of colonial
rule.“ ‘ ’ A

Resistance and Accommodation At and After Abolition

In the study of the resistance and accommodation of slaves and ex-slaves at
the time of abolition and later, and of ex-slaves and others during the first
half of the twentieth century (a period when most ofAfrica was under colo-
nial rule) and beyond, a variety of historiographical streams come together.
These include Africanists’ studies of the end of slavery and the following
period. Notable among African studies are works by Paul Lovejoy and ]an
Hogendorn, and Frederick Cooper.7° An investigation ofex-slaves in Guinea
by William Derman also deserves to be singled out, as it brings the story of
one particular group of ex-slaves and their descendants almost up to date."
Some of the African studies have been influenced by Works on the Western
Hemisphere, for example the West Indies.” In addition, there are studies
of resistance and accommodation among tvventieth-century African peas-
ants, which frequently concentrate on free farmers, rather than on ex-slaves,
but which are themselves influenced by American scholarship on slave re-
sistance, as well as by European social and agrarian historiography.”

Flzg/at and Renegotiation At the Time of/llrolition p

The theme of the importance of flight as a means of resistance by slaves at
the time of abolition has been taken up by a number ofAfricanist scholars,
notably Lovejoy and Hogendorn, Roberts, Klein and McSheffrey. In the
past it was assumed that most slaves stayed where they were when they were
freed, and therefore that slavery in Africa was generally benign,” but these
assumptions have been challenged by studies which reveal mass departures
of slaves.” In addition, as Lovejoy points out, these provide an example of
mass resistance during a period of major political dislocation, which sug-
gests that we should look for other periods of rapid political change which
might, similarly, have been conducive to slave resistance.“ s

Other studies of the time of abolition, however, do not reveal mass
departures. Raymond Dumett and Marion johnson, for example, challenge
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McSheffrey’s findings on flight at the moment of abolition in the Gold
Coast.” ]ames McCann finds no mass exodus among the slaves ofLasta, in
Ethiopia.78 Many slaves in Guinea also stayed where they were.”

e Roberts and Klein, who document mass departures among the slaves
of Banamba, nevertheless admit that the majority of slaves in French West
Africa stayed where theywere, as do Lovejoy and I-Iogendorn for the Sokoto
Caliphate.“ It is clearthat further case studies are needed, and Roberts and
Miers have summarized some lines of enquiry for these. Did freed slaves
leave their owners altogether, and move away? Did they remain near their
owners, but sever their ties with them? Or did they remain in their owners’
households or villages, but renegotiate their terms of dependency?“ The
concept of renegotiation (a form of resistance within accommodation) has
already been used to good effect by Cooper, Lovejoy and I-Iogendorn, and
Roberts.” A further possibility, suggested, for example, by a study of
Robertson’s work on Accra, is that many female slaves in particular may
have had no option but to remain with their owners, without‘ the chance of
renegotiation.“ r

The controversy ‘over slave departures has prompted a number of
questions. First of all, what types of slaves were likely to leave? Was it only
“marginal” (such as first generation) slaves, who were able to return to their
areas oforigin?“ Roberts finds for the French Soudan that in general it was
indeed slaves who remembered their origins who left, and slaves of the
second generation who stayed. He adds that more women and children
stayed than adult males.“ I-Iogendorn and Lovejoy agree that in the Sokoto
Caliphate first generationslaves were more likely to leave. In the caliphate,
farm slaves may have formed the vast (majority of runaways at the time of
the British takeover, since they apparently formed a majority of the slave
population as a whole. And, as these authors point out,

agricultural slaves were often most removed from the supervision of their
masters. . . . As a result of the distance separating masters and slaves in these
situations, slaves could well develop closer relations with their fellow slaves
than with their masters or the representatives of their masters. . For slaves
acquired just before the conquest there had not been sufficient time for mas-
ters to counteract their hostility. Neither slave discipline nor the attractions
of acculturation had been brought to bear to break the resistance of slaves,
and consequently many slaves deserted.“

The point about the social as well as physical distance between agricultural
slaves and their owners, and its contribution to slave escapes, is also made by
Roberts and Klein. They note French administrators’ comparisons between
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“societies that settled slaves in separate villages and exploited their labor
systematically and those who integrated them into family and culture.”87 A
similar point is made by Dumett and johnson, who suggest that the extent
of disruption attendant on emancipation depended largely on whether
precolonial production was organized around a gang-plantation system, or
whether slaves in production were used mainly in small groups organized
on a lineage basis.88

In the Sokoto Caliphate as a whole, a striking number of concubines
took advantage of the opportunities for escape afforded by the British con-
quest ofthe area.” As Hogendorn and Lovejoy remark, this gives the lie to
the idea that caliphate slavery was necessarily benign.And benignity may
not even be the answer to a second question, namely, why did many slaves
choose to stay where they were and renegotiate terms with their masters?
Various other answers have been suggested. Second generation slaves, for
instance, might be reasonably content and integrated where they were, but
they might well also have nowhere else to go. Staying-put might be the
safest course, or the only one that provided even a minimum of security.”
McCann provides an excellent example, in Ethiopia, ofthe dearth ofchoices
that ex-slaves might have, faced with a kin-based land tenure system and a
lack of opportunity to enter urban wage labor.” The inability to acquire
land away from one’s master was a major factor in the Sokoto Caliphate,
where the British administrations land policy was intended to discourage
ex-slaves from flight.” The importance of land tenure is also stressed by
scholars of the Americas: .

Wherever the master class retained the land, the freedman whose attach-
ment to home, family, and friends was strong had to accept the old owner
too, and to reach an accommodation with him.93

Even where it was difficult for slaves to obtain farmland away from their
masters’ orbit, the “great demand for labor and the expansion of regional
economies” might, as Roberts and Miers point out, make their departure
easier; but such opportunities “depended on . . . proximity to areas of
growth.”94 g A A

A third question being asked by students of the end of slavery in
Africa is this: whether resistance took the form of massflight, severance of
relations, orrenegotiation of terms, what were the results of these events?
Did they lead to fundamental general changes or not?95 This debate takes
off from A.C-1. Hopkins’ assertion that the transition from slave to free in
West Africa was accomplished with ease and without particular disloca-
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tion.% Igor Kopytoff, interestingly, reaches a similar conclusion.” In con-
trast, a number of case studies, notably by scholars who have documented
mass desertions by slaves, have pointed to crises and major social and eco-
nomic changes brought about by abolition.93 Others are more cautious.
Dumett and ]ohnson emphasize continuities between the pre- and post-
abolition periods in the Gold Coast, especially the fact that the powers of
the chiefs remained unbroken. They agree that a social revolution was in.
progress, but stress that it was gradual, and only partly caused by the end of
slavery.” In Guinea, with regard specifically to the position of the slaves
themselves, Derman reports an even more gradual process of change, ow-
ing little to official abolition.‘°° The long-term nature of the process of
change is reflected in the very title of Lovejoy and Hogendorn’s book on
Northern Nigeria, Slow Death fivr Slavery, although the authors also stress
the fugitive slave crisis which accompanied the British takeover.1°‘ Roberts
and Miers, who survey the debate in their introduction to The Erztl ofSla-.
very in /lflica, comment on the variety of consequences ofabolition (due to
the variety in the treatment and use of slaves), and emphasize the difficul-
ties of trying to generalize?” Cooper goes further, and questions why, on
an Africa-wide level, the question ofwhether or not abolition caused major
disruption and change should even be raised.‘°3

Resistance anal Accommodation Afier Aholition area’ Urzaler Colonial
Rule i r

In writings on these periods by Africanists and others, a number of themes
and questions with respect to resistance and accommodation by rurally
based ex-slaves and other oppressed rural dwellers emerge. One set of themes
concerns accommodation, especially the reasons for choosing it, as against
resistance; the forms it took; and the continuities and changes as compared
with accommodation in the pre-colonial or pre-abolition period. The rea-
sons for accommodation to the colonial state by rural dwellers in
Mozambique, for example, included repression, the needs of immediate
survival, and the desire to improve one’smaterial conditions. 104 The “diffi-
dence” of the Hausa peasants (Michael Watts’ term for their choice of co-
vert, passive resistance within accommodation instead of rebellion) is seen
as the result of a concatenation of factors, behind which is the military
power of the colonial government, wielded in support of its collaborators,
the local elites.1°5 On the East Coast of Africa, accommodation to land-
owners by ex-slave squatters was prompted by a desire for security, in par-
ticular for land on which to grow subsistence crops, which would increase
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their freedom of choice with respect to wage labor. The form taken by
accommodation on the East Coast was the re-establishment of patriarchal
relationships, but the basis of these had changed fundamentally: re-nego-
tiation had become possible because ex-slaves could now seek out new pa-
trons or find employment elsewhere. In the course of the re-negotiation,
landlords also had to come to some accommodation, in order to obtain
labor and rent.‘°6

In Guinea, the increasing Islamization offormer slaves has been docu-
mented.1°7 While Derman views thisas deeply accommodationist, others
see such processes as a form of resistance within accommodation. Frederick
Cooper views conversion to Islam among East African slaves as a means to
cultural resistance in some cases; its resistance function became even more
important, he believes, once the material basis of the owners’ domination
was undermined by colonial rule.‘°8 Isaacman has drawn attention to the
work of Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch and Olivier de Sardan, who “have
stressed that the language of Islam often provided atomized and ethnically
divided peasants with a basis of unity as well as an alternative vision to
oppose the modernizing Christian ideology of the colonial administra-
tion.”‘°9 Isaacman points out, however,‘ that religious movements in colo-
nial Africa “covered the entire spectrum from accommodation . . . to insur-
gency”; and that the role of Islam was “particularly ambiguous” in this
regard.“° A

The continuance ofsome form ofreciprocity in an accommodationist
situation after abolition is clear from Cooper’s account. It is also clear, how-
ever, that this reciprocity might break down. “Stunted agrarian capital-
ism,” according to Cooper, subjected “workers and peasants to the demands
of expanding markets, which landlords could only meet by stepping up
exactions and repression; stripped away the veneer ofpaternalism; rendered
ineffective the protection of community and kinship, forcing peasants and
workers to develop new patterns ofassociation and self-pr_otection.”‘“ This
was not the only circumstance under which reciprocity might break down.
In Guinea, for example, such relations began to falter when ex-slaves had to
assume the payment of their own taxes to the French.“2

With respect to resistance by poor rural dwellers, a first theme is: resistance
to what or whom? In terms of specific policies or impositions, it could be
resistance, say, to taxation;‘13 or to attempts to curtail or control their ac-
cess to land, as Beinart and Bundy show for the Transkei, Cooper for the
Kenya Coast, and Green for ]amaica.‘14 It might be resistance to a variety
ofattempts to control their labor (including forced labor), as, to take just a
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few examples, in the West Indies, Angola and Mozambique“? It could be
in response to efforts to control their production by administrative regula-
tions, dealing, as Cooper points out, with such matters as the introduction
of improved seeds or new techniques.“ Or it might be in reaction to ef-
forts to restrict property rights, in terms of hunting and foraging.”

Much of the African rural population’s resistance, naturally, was to the ac-
tivities of the colonial administration, and to collaborating chiefs and po-
lice.“8 Landlords’ and ex-masters’ activities also provoked resistance. On
the Kenya coast, “ [d] espite landowners’ dire need for estate residents and
laborers, they imposed rent, threatened eviction and insisted on personal
deference.”‘ 19 But behind the colonial administrators and their local agents
was the force ofthe capitalist-oriented colonial state, and behind the Kenyan
landlords (as seen above) was the force of “expanding markets.” Thus, it
may be that much rural resistance was essentially resistance to the “spread
of the market principle.”12° Indeed, rural merchants were in many cases the
direct targets of their victims’ resistant activities. But it cannot be assumed
that such protesting rural dwellers were always opposed tothe spreadof
capitalism in its entirety. As Isaacman points out: . r

Peasants . . . struck back at rural merchants who engagedin pricegouging,
rigged their scales, and charged exorbitant interest on loans. The historical
record is replete with examples of peasants destroying crops, adulterating
products, by-passing prescribed markets, and organizing boycotts. . . .While
these actions were ostensibly about withholding production, they suggest
that we need to pay greater attention to peasant struggles for improved terms
of inclusion within mercantile capitalism.m L

And the protesting cocoa farmers in the Gold Coast and Western Nigeria
were certainly not “resisting the introduction ofcash crops, but rather seeking
better terms on which to sell them.”m In other words, peasants might well
be engaged in active accommodation to capitalism. i

f ' The targets of resistance provideone major set of themes in the histo-
riography; the forms of resistance constitute another. Isaacman, for example,
in his review of the literature, emphasizes “the variety of strategies used by
different peasantries, possessing different resources and enmeshed in dif-
ferent labor processes, to pursue their own agendas.”123 Much of this resis-
tance continued to be “day to day.” Within this category, however, there
have been many varieties. Among these, again, are examples of cultural
resistance. Cooper refers to its continuance, not only through the use of
Islam, but also through ex-slaves’ assertion of the validity of their home
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cultures.“ Isaacman cites instances of cultural resistance in the form of
songs and proverbs from various parts of Africa.” He also details many
other forms of resistance, such as “evasive tactics to minimize surplus ex-
traction,” including “concealment, collusion and underreporting.”‘26 In
particular, he stresses withdrawal of labor. Much of the time this was covert
and temporary, but its ultimate form was flight or migration,” which goes
beyond day-to-day resistance.

Flight and migration are among the forms of resistance Coquery-
Vidrovitch had in mind when she asserted that peasant movements are
against something, aspiring “not to change power but to reject it.”‘28 But
this is not always so, as revealed in Beinart and Bundy’s examination of
change over time in peasant resistance. In the early twentieth century,
Transkeian resistance movements tended to be directed against immediate
targets of grievance (this seems to be related to Isaacman’s “politics of retri-
bution”).‘29 A more general rejection of the state (along the lines suggested
by Coque1y—Vidrovitch) followed, in theWellington movement. AfterWorld
War Two, Transkeian resistance was still aimed against the state as a whole,
but “with some conception of an alternative political system.”13° Thus their
resistance became more positive, not simply rejecting the political system,
but proposing some alternative, and becoming more broadly politically
connected, having links with urban, national movements.‘31 Similarly, in
Mozambique there have been close links between rural cotton protesters
and FRELIMOF52 p

Such links, however, do not necessarily mean that peasant movements
must be organized from above. This is brought out by Isaacman in his
review. He argues, however, that while the recent literature offers ample
evidence of peasant-organized movements, most accounts are fragmentary
and merely descriptive. He therefore suggests some guidelines for sharpen-
ing our analysis. First, ifwe reject the idea that peasant movements must be
led from above or outside, we must explain how rural communities with
limited resources (material and other) have been able to organize them-
selves. Second, we need to look at differentiation within these societies: he
postulates that the greater the differentiation, the greater the difficulty in
creating and maintaining peasant movements. Third, he argues, it is neces-
sary to examine how these movements shifted their strategies over time.
How, for example, did they make the shift to envisioning “however vaguely,
some notion of a new political order?”133

A discussion of the formation ofpeasant movements, and ofdifferentiation
within rural societies, leads into a final theme which emerges from the
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various studies cited here. This concerns the connections between resis-
tance and the process of class formation. One approach to this matteris
suggested by Roberts and Miers, in the form of a question for future re-
search: what is the degree to which emancipation led to a leveling process,
and what was the impact of this on class formation? In Lasta, Ethiopia, for
example, the former slaves merged with the free poor in a landless rural
proletariat.‘34 On the Kenyan coast there has been “a melding of the his-
torical consciousness of ex-slaves and [free] Giriama through generations
of common experience on land they did not own.” Thus a study of squat-
ters’ traditions helps to illuminate the “gradual emergence” of their “politi-
cal consciousness.”'35 The emergence of such a (unified political conscious-
ness might well encourage the formation ofpeasant movements, even though
subsequent differentiation might weaken them.

Resistance aml/lccommotlatioa in the Post-Colorzial Periotl e i

For this period, the literature on slave descendants, specifically, is scanty.
William Derman’s work on ex-slaves and their descendants in Guinea is
one of ver few studies to carr their stor ast inde endence.‘36 DermanY Y Y P P
documents slave descendants’ reactions to their former masters in light of
government policy which stressed the equality’ of all citizens, ended labor
obligations, and made it possible for the slave descendants to control their
own village affairs. Encouraged by these changes, the slave descendants
were developing new myths of ancestry to provide an “ideological charter”
for their new status.‘37 , i

A number of works cover resistance among peasantries. These illus-
trate “the peasant response to the increase in both social differentiation and
exploitation that has taken place since independence.”,‘3.8 Resistance has
been offered to the state, to its local representatives, and to local landlords
and overlords. Much of the resistance has targeted unpopular rural “devel-
opment” schemes.‘39 Sometimes resistance has been violent,‘4° sometimes
electoral,““ and often it has been “everyday,” covert resistance in accom-
modation, as emphasized by james C. Scott.142 i

Summary  

This historio ra hical surve has examined the literature of resistance andg P Y
accommodation among slaves (plus ex-slaves and slave descendants) and
peasants in various parts of the world. It has covered the period of slavery,
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the years of its abolition, and the colonial and post-colonial periods. It has
revealed the variety of reactions to oppression among the groups mentioned
above, but also the similarities and continuities in their actions. The role of
Islam in resistance and accommodation has been discussed. In later chap-
ters, themes and questions identified here will be used in examining the
story of the resistance and accommodation of the slaves of Ilorin and their
successors. t .
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SLAVERY IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY  
ILORIN   T

Introduction

This chapter‘ provides a general survey of slavery in and around the city of
Ilorin. It begins with a brief background account of the city’s nineteenth-
century history; it then examines slave acquisition, the trade in slaves, the
uses, religion, culture, treatment and status of slaves, and compares them
with poor free cultivators. The chapter covers the period between the growth
of the city and the years immediately prior to its conquest by the British.
Information that refers specificallyto slavery during the turbulent years
around the end of the century is largely reserved for chapter 4. Much of the
general information on slavery proffered by elderly Ilorin informants, how-
ever, and cited in the present chapter, is itself likely to refer back at best
only to the late nineteenth century, reflecting as it must the childhood
recollections ofinformants or the reminiscences oftheir relatives and friends.

Historical Background

The city of Ilorin is situated in northernmost Yorubaland, in what is now
the Nigerian “Middle Belt.” Prior to the nineteenth century it appears to have
been a small town within the empire ofOld Oyo. It came to prominence in the
early nineteenth century as the headquarters ofAfonja, the general who rebelled

")1
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against the empire and helped bring about its do'wnfall.To assist him, Afonja
invited to Ilorin a Fulani religious leader commonly known as Alimi. Later,
the Fulani jihadists in Ilorin, supported by Hausa Muslims (slaves in Old
Oyo who had fled to Ilorin to gain freedom) and Yoruba Muslims, over-
threw Afonjaand made Ilorin the center of an emirate within the'Sokoto
Caliphate (actually under the immediate purview of Gwandu).

Two sons ofAlimi, Abdusalami (reigned c.1823--c.1834/36), and Shita
(c.1834/36—c.1860/61), became emits in turn, and their descendants as-
cended the throne in rotatory succession. Zuberu ruled until 1867/69. He
was followed by Aliu(died 1891), then Moma, who was forced to commit
suicide in 1895.‘ Below the emir were four balogun, or major war chiefs:
Balogun Fulani led the Fulani settlers in Ilorin, Balogun Gambari led the
Hausa and other northerners, and Baloguns Alanamu and Ajikobi headed
the largeYoruba majority? Various other titles were created, including those
ofMagaji Are and Baba Isale for the descendants oFAfonja and his brother.

An expansionist period for Ilorin began with Afonja and continued
under the early emirs. This was later curtailed, however, especially by the rising
power oflbadan. Although on occasion Ilorin actedin cooperationwith Ibadan,
essentially the two states were enemies for the rest ofthe century, with Ibadan
becoming the more powerful by far. Emir Aliu Wanted to be onbetter
terms with Ibadan, but was overruled by Karara, his influential Balogun
Gambari, who insisted on the protracted siege of Ilorin’s rebellious vassal
town of Offa. This siege had begun by early 1879 and it prolonged and
exacerbated the Ilorin/Ibadan conflict. The town fell to the Ilorin army in
1887, and for the next few years Ilorin and Ibadan, from their respective
war camps, continued to skirmish in the area between Offa and Ikirun.5 .

Within Ilorin, the emits were unable to consolidate their power against
the other chiefs.Theywere weakened by rebellions in the 1860s (in Zuberu’s
reign) and 1870s (in Aliu’s).4 In the matter of Offa, Aliu was overruled by
Karara. Hissuccessor Moma was also anxious to come to terms with Ibadan,
and with the British in Lagos, who were trying to bring an end to the war.
But Moma lost the ensuing power struggle with his baloguns so defini-
tively that he was forced into suicide, and replaced by the puppet ruler
Suleiman, in whose reign the British took over Ilorin.

Slave Acquisition: By \X/hat Means

Slaves were acquired by the chiefs and people in a variety of ways. Some
came through payments from Ilorin’s tributary towns. But the extent of
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this source of supply is called into question by a report that the (sizeable)
Ekiti town of Osi, once it had become tributary to Ilorin, supplied only
two slaves a year.5 Other towns may not have supplied any, as is suggested
by the bale ofEruku’s statement that his town paid a yearly tribute of 100,000
c0wries.6 v

r Slaves also arrived in Ilorin as a result of trade, especially from the
north (on which more later). It has also been reported that Benin sent
many slaves in exchange for red stone lazrétamz beads, which were manufac-
tured in Ilorin and used in Benin regalia.7 In part, this may wellhave taken
the form of a royal exchange. It islikely that the oba, with his almost un-
limited access to slaves,8 would have sent them in exchange for beads pro-
vided by the emir. Benin sources, While they offer no direct corroboration
of this, do refer to mysterious trips to Ilorin by the oba’s representatives.9 A
few years ago the present oba and the then emir agreed that there was
indeed a royal exchange involving lamtamz beads, but asserted that Benin’s
contribution was in form of kola, oil and plantain.” However, the omis-
sion of slaves from their list is most likely merely a sop to present-day
sensibilities. I

A major method of slave acquisition was capture.“_ Slaves were an impor-
tant product of Ilorin’s early expansionist wars. These were begun byAfonja,
who captured various towns and “resettled them around Ilorin so as to
make it into what it has become. The able-bodied men he enrolled among
his soldiers, and several [sic] women and children he sold into -slavery, in
order to have wherewith to maintain and supply arms to his war boys.”‘2
Under Fulani rule, expansionist wars against the Igbomina were contin-
ued, and widened to embrace the northern Ekiti and other groups. In the
reign of Emir Abdusalami, “many slaves” were taken during campaigns to
the south of Oimu, in Igbomina country.“ Others were captured during
Ilorin’s raids on Ekiti towns such as Osi and Obo in the 1840s.‘4 The town
of Eruku was overrun by Ilorin forces and “large numbers of the popula-
tion were taken away and sold as sl'aves.”15 In 1858, while visiting Ejeba, a
Yagba (?) town under Nupe control, Daniel May reported an Ilorin raid on
a town nearby, in which “a party of people” were “attacked and carried off.
. . . This is the occupation . . . of the army from Ilorin here, as of Ibadan
and Nupe . . . on a marauding and slave-hunting expedition.”‘6

More and more as time went on, Ilorin found itself faced with the
growing power of Ibadan to the southeast, and Nupe to the northeast.
Cooperation with one or the other could be profitable for Ilorin in terms of
slave acquisition: the expeditions in which Ilorin joined forces with Ibadan
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andfor Nupe netted it some gains, on occasion at least.”War against Ibadan
could also provide slaving opportunities: when Ilorin alliedwith Ijaye against
Ibadan it helped itself by “kidnapping in the Oyo farms.”18

In the later years of the century, Ilorin’s long periods of encampment
in the Offa area also provided opportunities for slave seizure, through for-
ays and kidnapping expeditions on a variety of scales. At various times,
from their camps, Ilorin forces were reportedly “in the habit ofkidnapping
the caravans between Offa and Erin,”‘9 “despatching [kidnapping] expedi—
tions into the Ijesha country,”2° and conducting “kidnapping expeditions
in the Ogbomosho -farms.”2‘ In 1889, Ibadan authorities complained of
Ilorin army activities around the Ibadan camp at Ikirun: “We .8 . .' distrust
[them] on account of their treacherous acts. . . . [\X/]e shall be ready against
their surprises within our boundary, as five days ago they surprised Otau, a
town near us, and took away 51 persons, and today they took away two
persons near the walls of Ikirun.”22 ' ,

There are indications, though they are hardly conclusive, that Ilorin’s
slave-capturing activities may have diminished in scale over time. Even as
early as about 1838, Ibadan’s victory over Ilorin at Oshogbo appears to
have drastically curtailed the latter’s freedom of movement to the south.”
And while Ilorin was still able to operate undisturbed to the east for a time,
its activities there were eventually limited by the ineffectiveness of its cav-
alry once it reached mountainous, forested, and tsetse—ridden country.“ As
Robert Gavin points out, the extension ofNupe and Ibadan control in the
east meant that Ilorin’s access to the richest slaving areas “thenceforward
depended upon either the weakness or the complicity” of these other pow-
ers. He also suggests that Ilorin’s involvement in the Ekitiparapo war
“brought as many losses as gains in . . . slaving terms,’_’25_notleast because,
while in alliance with the Ekiti, Ilorin could hardly continue to raid them
as before. Slave capture was certainly important during the siege of Offa
and Ilorin’s subsequent skirmishes with Ibadan. The events of this period
around Offa, however, might suggest that Ilorin’s field of operations had
shrunk into an area relatively close to itself; but while the majority of Ilorin
forces were occupied around Offa, Ilorin certainly was not completely boxed
in. In the 1890s, it was able to maintain ezjele, resident representatives, in a
varying number of towns on the route to the east;26 this must have assisted
those Ilorin forces who were reported in 1894 to have “started on a kidnap-
ping expedition” as far away as “the Akoko country, distant about twenty
days travel from Ilorin.”27 A

Many slaves were acquired by the chiefs and people of Ilorin, through
trade, tribute and especially capture. Not all of them stayed in Ilorin; some
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were sold away, and others were ransomed. Samuel Johnson writes of a
man called Esu (or Esubiyi, later the ruler ofAiyede) “who had been a slave
at Ilorin [until he] was redeemed by one Laleye for 12 heads of cowries; the
latter also redeemed one Oni for 25 heads ofcowries and gave her to him to
wife.”28 An Ilorin informant says that slaves could be ransomed for 22 heads
of cowries.”

On the debit side, other slaves left Ilorin as tribute to Gwandu. This
siphoned off between 50 and 200 a year, depending, it is said, on the num-
bers that had been captured.3° Tribute could also be demanded, probably
on an irregular basis, by Sokoto: the missionary A.C. Mann, visiting Ilorin
in 1855, was introduced to “a messenger of Sokotu, an Alufa of a friendly
face: he was sent with a demand for 200 slaves!”31 a

Many other slaves, however, remained in Ilorin and were employed
there. While no evidence is available (or, I believe, obtainable) as to the
actual numbers, a 1912 report refers to “the enormous slave population
which grew up under the Fulani,”32 and a 1950s report seems to suggest
that close to halfof the population in the districts surrounding Ilorin might
be of slave origin.” While Ilorin informants agree’that slaves were numer-
ous, two, however, say the slave population was smaller than the free.“

Slaves Acquisition: By Whom

The emirs of Ilorin very probably acquired slaves by royal exchange with
Benin. They also acquired them by tribute (though probably i-n small num-
bers) and capture in war. The emirs used their slaves as soldiers and admin-
istrators,” settled them on their farms,“ and sent them to the market for
sale.37 But from the time ofEmir Shita, the emirs did not, apparently, go to
war themselves. Instead they received the captured slaves from the war lead-
ers, through whose hands slaves from tributary towns also passed.The emirs
by Islamic law were supposed to take one-fifth of the captives and return
the rest to the war leaders fordistribution. But since the emirs were not
themselves present at the warfront, it is likely that the war leaders and their
subordinates had already helped themselves liberally before the captives
ever reached the emirs.-38 In addition, although the tribute to be paid to
Gwandu was apparently raised in most emirates by a levy made by emirs on
their subordinate chiefs,” in Ilorin it is likely in practice to have been paid
largely from the emirs’ own share of the captured slaves, especially in later
years, as successive emirs lost control of their unruly chiefs. So it seems
probable that in Ilorin the emirs gained less than their baloguns and others
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from captured slaves. Thebaloguns and otherichiefs are remembered in
Ilorin tradition for their slave-capturing activities, and both outsiders and
local informants single out successive Baloguns Gambari as the greatest
slave catchers and owners of them all.4° Slave titleholders also acquired slaves:
these included the head of the jimba family, who owned a slave plantation
between Ilorin and Offa; and Nasama, the public executioner in mid-
century, who was “master of a large number of slaves.”41

Other members ofchiefly families, including women, acquired slaves.
A female member of the Baba Isale family is said to have been a slave trader,
and to have planted slaves on family land outside Ilorin in the village of
Ago.” A woman of the royal family owned a slave who acted as a land agent
in the Okemi area.“ These are the only references I have yet found to
specific women owners; but Ilorin informants agree that women as well as
men owned slaves.“ I I

1 Members of non—chiefly families also acquired them, both by capture
and trade. These included Ojibara, a warrior and fairly large-scale farmer
from the Omoda area of Ilorin city; and also the warrior founder of Olodo
Compound in Okelele. The slaves of this compound were used not only in
agriculture but also to dig clay for porters, on the family clay sites.“ The
head weaver of Olabintan Compound, in Ajikobi quarter, was also a war-
rior, who took slaves to the warfront where he made them weave,“ no
doubt in the periods ofinactivity that characterized the siege warfare around
Offa. A number of prosperous weavers owned slaves, and used them for
farming and to some extent for weaving.” Traders in woven cloth bought
slaves andused them as carriers in the long-distance trade.“ Members of
larztana beadmaking families brought home slaves from the warfront, or
bought them, and employed them in beadmaking and on the farm.49
Leatherworkers from Ile Alawo were prosperous enough to buy slaves from
the baloguns to help them in their work.” i  

Trade in Slaves

Slaves who were put on the market in Ilorin by the War chiefs and others
joined a trade which flowed overwhelmingly from north to south.” Many
slaves were brought down from the north, especially Kano,” to be sold in
Ilorin. Others came from Abuja, Nupe and elsewhere?’ Ilorin traders were
among those active on this northern sector of the route.” Many slaves
from the north found Ilorin buyers,55 but large numbers were also sold to
the south, especially to Ibadan, Ijebu Ode and Abeokuta. Egba slave trad—
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ers appear to have been prominent in this sector.“ The fact that slaves
flowed southward despite the decline in the Atlantic slave trade is explained
by the expansion of “legitimate” commerce in southern Yorubaland, creat-
ing a need for labor which sustained or even increased the demand for
slaves.” Due to the raiding activities ofthe various emirates, northern slaves
were available in large numbers to meet this demand.

Ilorin had a reputation as a major slave dealing center as early as the
1850s, though it may have been exaggerated by disapproving Christian
visitors, who compared this Muslim and anti-missionary city unfavorably
with southern Yorubaland, where the missions were allowed to operate.
These visitors appear to have blinded themselves to the extent ofslave deal-
ing in the south.” ' T

Slaves were sold in Ilorin in the Gambari (Hausa) Market especially, and in
the Emir’s Market, outside the palace. In mid-century, Robert Campbell
referred to “a largemarket, the Gambari, almost exclusively devoted to
[slave] sale, and in which there were certainly not less than from five to six
hundred [slaves] .”59 In 1893 G.B. Haddon-Smith, Political Officer attached
to Governor Carter’s peace mission, described the same market:

Therewere a number ofslaves in two sheds, about 30 altogether, comprising
old men, old women, middle-aged men and women, and children. Their
clothes were rather scanty, and they did not appearto suffer from overwashing;
otherwise they appeared alright. They evidently, were well fed and did not
seem to mind their position with the exception of one woman who had a
very sad expression. Behind the slaves sat the dealers, who appeared to be
fairly well-to-do Mohammedans.“ r .

Haddon-Smith agrees that the Emir’s Market was also an outlet for slaves,“
although later in the same year, the visiting missionary S.S. Farrow saw
them for sale in the Gambari Market only. He was “passing through the
Khambari market and that of the King. In the former there is a slave mar-
ket where we saw about 50 poor creatures ofboth sexes and all ages exposed
for sale.”62 Ilorin informants, however, confirm that slaves were sold in
both markets. Asunara Market, in the Fulani quarter, is also mentioned in
connection with slave sales,“ as are markets outside the city, including ]imba’s
Market, on the way to Offa,“ which was handily located for the sale of
slaves captured during the long years of encampment.

Such information as ‘is available suggests that slave prices in Ilorin
varied widely in the late nineteenth century. In 1897 a Hausa female was
reported to have been bought for £10.65 In 1896 a woman and child were

0
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sold for less than £6.66 In 1893 an old woman was likely to fetch only about
£2, but prices in general were said to vary from £5-to £8, with “boys and
young men fetching the highest price.”67 Oral information confirms that
males fetched higher prices than females, except in the case of a “beautiful
female slave,” destined undoubtedly for concubinage.“

The numbers of slaves on sale in the Ilorin markets also varied. Five
to six hundred were observed at the end of the 1850s, “hundreds” reported
by Milum some twenty years later, and about 30, 50 and 100 were seen on
occasions in 1893.69 These data, unfortunately, do not permit speculation
as to any general direction of change over time, since differing numbers of
slaves reported could be due to any number of more immediate factors,
such as whether a caravan had just arrived, whether it was the caravan and
campaigning season, whether the particular campaigning season was a suc-
cessful one for Ilorin and for emirates further north, and so on, down to
the time of day at which observers entered the markets."

The numbers counted by visitors to the markets cannot even be taken
as the total numbers for sale in Ilorin on any particular day. As elsewhere,"
the best slaves may well have often been sold outside the actual market
place, a suggestion supported by the fact that Haddon-Smith saw only “old
men, old women, middle-aged men and women, and children” when he
visited Gambari Market, whereas it was attractive girls, followed by boys
and young men, who commanded the highest prices. Certainly slaves were
sold outside the major markets in Ilorin. Campbell noted “several small
numbers exposed in different places throughout the town.”72 And oral data
reveal that they were sold in various compounds in the city, including it
would seem that of Balogun Gambari himself.” g

Slave Use: On the Land

It is sometimes alleged or assumed that the districts around the city of
Ilorin were empty of population before the Fulani period, perhaps as a
result of the desire of the Ilorin elite of that period to establish the primacy
of their own claim to these lands and the people on them. But the lands
were not empty, and a number of earlier settlements, such as the large
village of Shao, have survived until today. Clearly, however, considerable
population movement occurred from the time of and as a result ofAfonja’s
revolt against Oyo and the subsequent establishment of the emirate. In
very general terms, its direction seems to have been -first intothe city and
then out. Movement inward came through various means and for various
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reasons, including enslavement. Gradually, some of the population began
to move out again to the surrounding districts, a process which continued
and accelerated in the colonial period.”

In the nineteenth century, successive emirs gave out land around the
city as what the British later termed “fiefs.”75 Some of these grants went to
small-scale holders, who might live on the land themselves. Many, how-
ever, were given to chiefs, who remained in the city, but sent out their
relatives, followers and slaves. Fiefs, once granted, were held on a heredi-
tary basis.76 The fiefholder or his agent went about the business of settling
the land with slaves or free tenants or both. Tribute from these lands was
passed upwards from agent to fiefholder to emir; at each stage the recipient
extracted a share.” '  

Some slaves were employed as caretakers or agents in tribute collec-
tion and land settlement. In Ogele, an area which remained in the hands of
successive emirs, it was said that Emir Shita “put one of his head slaves
Audali to look after the farms and other slaves. Audali’s son is now [1912]
Bale and collects for the Emir. Many of the farms are let to free men who
pay rent to the Bale. . . . ”78 The original agent was apparently sent to
Ogele, south of the city, to help drive out Ogbomosho settlers from the
area and repopulate it with settlers from Ilorin.” In the 1970s, his descen-
dants claimed that he “built” 136 villages and gave each a caretaker.8° It is
also said that the emir’s slave warrior Adenlolu was settled in Lanwa area,
north of Ilorin, in the reign ofAliu, to ensure that the new trade route to
]ebba was kept free of robbers:81   

When Emir Aliu was in power he sent his slave Adelulu a man of importance
to take over the land now forming Lanwa district . . . Adelulu went to Lanwa
and built a village and settled in the land. Soon after, many men came from
Ilorin and obtained farm lands from Adelulu following him as their Baba

. Kekere.” Before his death Emir Aliu gave the land to his son Sule.85 Adelulu
was a man of great influence.“

Another slave warrior, Omodare, was given land in Oloru area by his mas-
ter, the Balogun Gambari. He was able to drive away Nupe settlers and
make the area available and safe for the balogunis followers and farming
slaves.85 Numerous other slave caretakers appear to have been settled in
what later became Oloru District by the same titleholder.36 The Basambo
(head of a non-ruling branch of the Fulani royal family) used slave agents
to open up his lands around Malete.87 One particular slave, called Nasamu,
sent out'in an attempt to expand the Basambo’s holdings, made a deter-
mined effort to seize some neighboring land belonging to another chief.”
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Slave agents might be sent out by smaller-scale fiefholders as well. A Fulani
called Beamena received land at Iekale from Emir Shita. “He left a slave
Ennetan to look after the land his son Sumanu is the present [1912] Bale
and caretaker, he lets the farms and collects his rents for Usufu present
proprietor.”89 .

Agents and caretakers were members of a small, relatively privileged
group of slaves. In contrast, the majority were engaged in agricultural la-
bor. Informants agree that “they preferred the slaves on the farm than else-
where.”9° Not all, however, were actually settleel on the land. Some went out
only temporarily to the farms, and lived mainly in the city. This practice
may have resulted from insecure conditions (such as the danger of kidnap—
ping) in the rural areas, or from owners’ desires to keep their slaves where
they could see them.” Some slaves were moved from farm to farm by their
owners as necessary, or rented out to other farmers.”

It is evident from the available information that slave plantations
around Ilorin varied in size, but data are limited with regard to specific
numbers. Informants frequently aver that small-scale holdings were com”-
mon, either because “most slave-holders had mere handfuls” of slaves, or
because a master might divide his slaves among several scattered pieces of
land.95 The warrior Ojibara, said to have had “about four” plantations with
“not less than ten slaves” working on each, perhaps represents the middle
rank ofowner.“ On a larger scale, “jamurogo,” Balogun Ajikobi, had “many”
plantations, with “at least twenty-five slaves working on each . . . alongside
his own children.”95 A visitor mentioned that elite slaves utilized their own
slaves on their “extensive” farms.96 These elite slaves included the war chief
head of the jimba family, owner of the village ofOko ]imba (]imba’s Farm)
between Ilorin and Offa, in which he had settled his “many” slaves.”

As already mentioned, successive Baloguns Gambari may well have
been the largest slave owners in Ilorin. David Hinderer, a missionary in
Ibadan, even referred, in 1851, to the late Ali, Balogun Garnbari, as having had
“a village of 26,000 slaves of his own, all working in irons.”98 While an-
other account from the same period is said to havedescribed this particular
balogun as very rich and owning numerous slaves,” the number quoted by
Hinderer is clearly a wild exaggeration, obtained by hearsay, and influ-
enced by Ibad_an’s and the missionaries’ hostility to Ilorin. Nevertheless, it
helps to confirm that the Baloguns Gambari had a reputation as consider-
able slave owners’. Information collected in present—day Ilorin suggests, more
plausibly, that they had numerous plantations in different locations.“’°

Only one detailed account of a really large plantation anywhere near
Ilorin has survived. During his journey north from Ilorin toithe Niger in
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1889, Mockler-Ferryman records that, after spending the night at a village
called Akayo, 8

The next day’s march was to the farm of one Braima, a native of Lagos, who
proved to be a most genial host, taking great pride in showing us over his
extensive land. ' -

For some miles . . . our route lay through Braima’s plantations. Our host
rode with us to the boundary ofhis farm, explaining his various projects and
discoursing, farmer-like, on the state of the crops and the season. The farm
covers alarge tract ofcountry, spreading far and wide over hill and dale. Now
we pass through vast fields of lofty millet, and now through acres of yams.

r -We . . . descend into a deep valley, where we find ourselves riding under the
ample shade of a regular forest of bananas. ‘. . . Ascending again to the high
ground . . . Plantations ofpepper and various spices are next passed through,
and, by the time we reach the limits of our host’s domains, we have seen
what can be done with land, in this part ofAfrica, by a man of-enterprise. . .- .
We reached Saraji [Share/Tsaragi] soon after noon . . .101 .

I have been unable to pinpoint the location of this plantation, which may
have been on the borders of Ilorin and Share/Tsaragi lands. It is impossible
to be sure which (if either) of the two towns controlled the land, or how it
was acquired by a man said to have been a native of Lagos. It is possible,
however, that Braima can be identified with Brimah, chief of Ogudu, re-
ferred to in 1908 as “a large and influential farmer [who] has for many
years past sent all his produce to the Niger Company and received five
pounds a month for doing so.”1°2 If these men were one and the same, then
the lands may have been obtained by Braima through connections with
Share/Tsaragi (which is said to have been founded by “Nupes from Ogudu
and Yorubas from Sakamba, near Ogudu”)‘°3 and would therefore have
been beyond the boundaries ofIlorin. -

Around Ilorin, agricultural slaves seem most often to have worked in
gangs, supervised by overseers (a/zz/eoso) chosen for their loyalty to the mas-
ter.‘°4 Two accounts” of the work of male farm slaves around Ilorin are to be
found in the literature. Both, however, date from the turn of the twentieth
century, and are therefore not necessarily representative of the entire nine-
teenth. Both are by British officials.

David Carnegie, who was the earliest Resident of ‘Ilorin, wrote in
1900 that slavery there was “mild enough”:

A slave on a farm Works half a day for his -master, and half for himself, and
gets one full day to himself in every week. He can free himself by paying
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about £4 to his master, which sum a strong willing man can put by in say
four years; but as a rule they are quite content to remain slaves; to be free is
no advantage, as they have no ambition beyond a full tummy.1°5

In 1904, Resident RM. Dwyer reported on the

large number ofdomestic or farm slaves in the Province, who are both happy
and contented. . . . The domestic slave almost in every case works on the
farms; he is obliged to make 200 heaps ofearth as a days [sic] work, which is
absurdly light considering an ordinary hard-working farmer can complete
anything up to 1,000 heaps. As soon as the slave has completed his allotted
amount he has the rest of the day to himself.

He can till a portion of the farm for his own use, seed and spade [sic]
being freely supplied by his master, and sell the produce in the markets, the
proceeds of which belong absolutely to'himself.'°6

Carnegie and Dwyer agree that the agricultural slave in Ilorin worked only
part of the day for his master and in the rest of the time could work on his
own account and keep the profits. Ifweiassume that Dwyer is exaggerating
the number of heaps that a farmer will normally make in a day, and accept
a recent estimate of400,‘°7 then both accounts tell us that the slave Worked
half the day for his master. Some such arrangements. are reported, by
Clapperton and Schoen for example,‘°8 to have obtained elsewhere in the
Sokoto Caliphate. A similar report comes from southern Yorubaland.1°9
Paul Lovejoy warns, however, that such reports may offer an idealized, ideo-
logical rather than actual, picture of slave treatment, and that “caliphate
slavery was complex and sometimes contradictory.”“°  

What then do present—day Ilorin informants have to offer on the sub-
ject? A number of accounts are available:

Did slaves work half the day for the master, then half the day for themselves?
Yes, they were given such liberty. ;
Could they sell the produce they grew in their own time? Yes.""

Did slaves work half the day for the master, then half the day for themselves?
No, but they were free to do what was called abuse-—unauthorized work

. during a slave’s free time. i _
Could they sell the produce they grew in their own time? Yes, they could.”

Did slaves work half the day for the master, then half the day for themselves?
The slaves could not work for themselves. Only the iwofiz [debt pawns] could
do that. ' T
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Could they sell the produce they grew in their own time? They had no pri-
vate time. The only thing they could sell was whatever they stole from their
owners. . . .
In what ways were [poor free farmers and slaves] different? A freeborn could
sell the proceeds of his farm, a slave had no farm of his own.“3

Did slaves work half the day for the master, then half the day for themselves?
The slaves were fully engaged by their owners and had no time to do inde-
pendent farming.“

Did slaves work half the day for the master, then half the day for themselves?
- No, but they enjoyed a good life. .

Could they sell the produce they grew in their own time? They had no per-
sonal farms.”

A number of points can be made with regard to these various accounts by
turn-of-the-century outsiders and modern informants. Those of Carnegie
and Dwyer may well be idealized. These two officials undoubtedly received
their information from members of the slave-owning elite in Ilorin, who
would be anxious to emphasize the milder side of slavery. Certainly the
British government ofNorthern Nigeria was willing to accept and promote
an idealized picture of farm slavery, since it feared social chaos if the insti-
tution were attacked.“ Dwyer was fully in sympathy with this policy,”
and may have been instrumental in shaping it.“8 . t r

It seems that Carnegie and Dwyer’s reports represent theidealized
norms that caliphate elites were prepared to accept, or at least to present to
outsiders, as do those of Clapperton and Schoen. The report from south-
ern Yorubaland describes similar norms. What is evident from Ilorin infor-
mants’ responses is that, as Lovejoy points out, the situation was not so
simple. In addition, informants’ responses reveal_that not only were caliph-
ate and Yoruba norms not necessarily followed in practice in Ilorin, but
also that Ilorin people did not even always pay lip service to them. r '

The accounts of slaves’ involvement in farmwork can be taken to refer
largely to males. In general, women in Yorubaland, including Ilorin, are
said to have been involved only in certain specified agricultural tasks. In
the mid-nineteenth century, W.H. Clarke reported that in Yorubaland

the males are the only class on whom [the] duty [of cultivation] devolves
though the females very frequently aid in harvesting, and may be seen daily
bringing in loads ofprovisions from the farm. So strong is the aversion of the
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native mind to this kind of female servitude that I have yet to see the first
instance of a woman engaged, hoe in hand, in cultivating the earth.”

In 1929, Sylvia Leith-Ross reported from Ilorin: r

The man does all the farm work; the woman only helps with the light work
such as the picking of beans or cotton. . . . She strips and ties the cut guinea
corn and carries the bundles, but does not cut it herself. . . . She helps to
plant the yams. . . . Onion growing is entirely managed by women but I
think that is the only purely feminine agricultural or horticultural employ-
ment and, in this neighbourhood, is only practised on a small scale. Medici-
nal herbs and flavourings for sauces are usually gathered by the women but
they are not specially grown. . . . It can be definitely stated that the bulk of
the farm work is done by the men. . . . '20

The situation appears to have been similar with regard to female slaves. In
some cases they are said to have done no actual farmwork at all. In general,
they appear to have been used on the farms in locally customary female
pursuits, taking part in planting and harvesting (especially cotton), carry-
ing crops, doing housework and preparing and cooking food.'2' (Inciden-
tally, slaves were not always used for cooking: in at least one city compound
they were forbidden to cook for the members of the family, presumably for
fear of poisoning. Slaves were, however, used in preparing and cooking
food for the armies on campaign.) 122 Two reports mention old women slaves
used on the farms, though without specifying in What capacity.'23 Female
slaves certainly engaged in non-agricultural rural occupations, as in the
case ofa woman who was taken to Oloru in the 1890s, and employed there
in plucking reeds for mat making.‘24 ' g

One might wonder whether the accounts of Ilorin informants with
respect to the limited use of female slaves in agriculture may reflect norms
rather than practicalities, as do the accounts ofmale slaves’ work arrangements
discussed above. There are other indications, however, from informants’
reports, which tend to confirm that it was males who did the bulk of the culti-
vation. For one thing, informants generally say that male slaves were more in
demand than females (and more costly, as has been seen, except for females
destined for concubinage), and that they were valued for their physical
strength. Females on the other hand were more valued for housework, taking
over such duties so that, for example, free wives could be placed in purdah. ‘Z5

Slaves (at least males) were widely employed in the cultivationoffood crops,
produced for consumption by the large city households (including retain-
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ers and slaves), for tribute to be paid to agents, fiefholders and the emir,
and for sale.‘26 Such foodstuffs found their way in large quantities into the
city.‘27 Both males and females were also used in the production and pro-
cessing of crops used in the cloth-related industries of Ilorin, as will be
detailed below. ‘

Slave Use: Industrial

The city of Ilorin was a major center of industrial production in the nine-
teenth century. Major men’s industries included narrow-loom weaving and
/antana stone beadmaking. A variety of other activities, including
leatherworking, was also carried on. Women’s industries included pottery-
making, dyeing, and weaving on the broad loom.” t

Slaves were frequently engaged in cultivating cotton for the weaving
industries,” and women slaves were useful as spinners.‘3° Slavestwere also
utilized in the cultivation (in so far as it was cultivated, not simply gath-
ered) of the leaf called elu, used in the production of blue dye.‘3‘ One
informant, however, an elderly, dyer, presumably with specialized knowledge,
asserts that slaves were not used in harvesting and processing this leaf, “be-
cause it is secret,” having magical connections. In contradiction to two
others, she also declares that slaves were not taught to dye.132 In fact, they may
have been used in some parts of the processes but not in others, which had
arcane connotations. Male slaves could become weavers, though there is some
evidence that their numbers were limited,133:as is to be expected, since
slaves would naturally tend to be used in the more laborious and less highly-
skilled aspects or stages of production. Female slaves were also weavers.“

Slaves were used in the leatherworkingm and beadmaking industries.
It was reported in 1912 that the original /antana beadmakers in Ilorin were
“families of slaves in Old Oyo, who were purchased and captured to teach
the Ilorin makers, on the abandonment ofOld Oyo.”'36 This may not have

-been so in all cases, however. A later source attributes the introduction of
the craft to‘ refugees, 137 though this may merely be a sanitized version of the
original tradition. It is also likely that some free beadmakers had settled in
Ilorin prior to the Fulani takeover and the abandonment of Old” Oyo.138
Slaves were utilized by beadmaking families in their work. Wealthy
beadmakers procured slaves by capture and purchase, and it is said there
was no beadmaking compound that did not have its slaves?” The very
design-of these compounds, described in 1912 as “peculiar to themselves
with many tiny courtyards and narrow passages in which I have counted
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over eighty doors,”‘4° may reflect the previous employment of large numbers
of slaves. The beadmakers’ slaves were not only used in the craft; females
were given out in marriage (or concubinage) to important customers.‘41

Slave Use: Horsekeeping and the Military

Slaves in Ilorin were also employed inhorsekeeping and other military-
related duties. As in other parts of the Sokoto Caliphate, horses were im-
portant, for status as well as war.‘42 But their mortality rates were high and
they had to be imported from the north, so they do not seem to have been kept
in numbers comparable to those in Sokoto and Kano. They were, neverthe-
less, kept in fairly large numbers. In 1830 it was alleged that Ilorin possessed
over 3000 horses, though the figure may Well have been exaggerated by
outsiders’ fear of the new, aggressive state. In the 1850s, Barth estimated
Ilorin’s cavalry strength at 5000, though he did not personally visit the
city.143 In 1889 at Offa, Ilorin was said to have about 800—1000 mounted men.
In 1897, however, the city could only muster about 1000 horsemen against
the Royal Niger Company, at a time when it was fighting for its very inde-
pendence. The emir and his (slave) military official, the Sarkin Baraje, are
said to have kept some 350 horses between them.'44 If other major chiefs
kept stables ofa similar size, then Ilorin as a whole should have been able to
field far more than a thousand cavalry in 1897. But internal political quar-
rels may well have reduced the numbers available to fight. And before the
Niger Company attack, Ilorin had been engaged in a disastrous campaign
in which it was said to have “lost hundreds of riderless horses.”‘45 .

When not being used on campaign, horses were kept within city com-
pounds (though according to one observer they were allowed to graze at
night). This meant that much of their fodder had to be brought in to them,
involving a great deal of labor?“ Informants stress the work involved in
feeding and caring for horses. One mentions that, out ofthe captured slaves,
the emir “might give one of the strongest . . . to a chief, then that slave
would provide food for the chief’s horse.”147 Another reports that

It took 5 to 6 people to look after a horse: one to collect the grass; one to
chop the grass into short pieces, for easy digestion; one to clean the horse;
one to wash it; one to exercise it. Those looking after horses were mostly
slaves, caught at the war front.‘48

Clearly this would be an exaggeration if taken to mean the labor needed to
look after a single horse; equally clearly, it is no exaggeration, given Ilorin
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conditions, if taken to mean the labor needed to look after even a small
stable of them.

Not all of those who looked after the horses were slaves. Some were
family members, others were hired help.149 But many were indeed slaves.
They included, for example, the Bariba captives who took care of the emir’s
horses.15° In some cases, the job was given to slaves as a punishment, as a
Fulani resident of Ilorin explains:

Pagans were captured and converted to Islam. Those who refused to become
Muslims were regarded as slaves looking after Fulani wives and horses.151

During military campaigns, slaves not only looked after the cavalry horses
but performed a variety of other menial tasks: they acted as carriers, set up
camps, prepared and cooked food and washed clothes.152 (It is unknown
whether these last-mentioned duties were performed by males or females.)
But slaves were also among the fighting troops.153 Some were themselves
responsible for capturing further slaves, for which they were rewarded in
various ways. A slave who had captured a Hausa woman in " 1 896 was given
“a present ofmoney in cowries” by Balogun Alanamu. 154 A slave who caught
slaves for his master “was still a slave, but was given different treatment”
thereafter”? Some slave soldiers became famous Warriors like Dada, slave
of Balogun Ajikobi, who founded a compound in the city and whose ori/ei
is still repeated to his descendants.“ Elite slave warriors of the emir, such
as ]imba and the Ajia Ijesha, were rewarded for their efforts with titles and
lands, and established prominent families.157

Slave Use: Carriers and Trade

The use of slaves as carriers in the army has been mentioned. So has the use
of female slaves to carry crops from the rural areas to the city, although one
informant argues that this was only if “long stay had killed any desire to
run away.”‘58 Informants agree that males were also used to carry crops.'59

We have also seen that traders in Ilorin cloth employed slaves as car-
riers in long-distance trade. These carried the cloth to distant markets, es-
pecially in the south, and the cowries back to Ilorin.‘6° They also counted
the cowries.16‘ These employments provide further examples ofslave use in
laborious occupations. It was not only slaves, however, who were carriers in
the long-distance cloth trade: traders’ children, other junior relatives, ap-
prentices, iwofa and professional carriers were also involved.‘62
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Slaves were also engaged directly in trade, in a variety of ways. They
carried agricultural produce to the market and sold it there, on both their
masters’ behalf and their own?“ Trusted male slaves might be employed in
long-distance trade for the master.'64 Members of the slave elite might en-
gage inlarge-scale trade on their own account. These included Nasama,
who “had for many years followed the trading business.” In mid-century
he was the emir’s “sheriff or public executioner,” “the terror of the populace
because of the tremendous weapon attached to his side,” and he was him-
self “master ofaplarge number ofslaves,” some ofwhom, no doubt, were his
assistants in trade. 165

Slaves’ Religion and Culture  

The extent to which slaves, in Ilorin in the nineteenth century adopted
Islam or retained their previous religion is not entirely clear. Even among
elite slaves, Islamization cannot necessarily be assumed. On the one hand
there is the first ]imba, who sacked andplundered the city of Oyo, “took
away all the Egugun dress, and forced the citizens to accept the Koran,
which necessitated every one to change his name foran Arabic name, the
only alternative beingthe sword.”166 On the other is the “pagan priestess”
who so impressed late nineteenth-century European visitors. She had been
“head fetish—woman of the heathen armies of Borgu,” but in the reign of
Abdusalami an Oyo_-Bariba army was defeated by Ilorin and she was
captured. She was “treated with the greatest respect by the Ilorins, and
was considered even by the Mohamedan aristocracy as a great fetish-
woman, and held that position at court,” where she appeared “fantastically
arrayed.” Up to at least 1889 she continued to wield great influence at
court.‘67 At the same period, even slave officials who were “professing
Mahommedans,” such as the then “Chief of the Executioners,” might be
less than devout.‘68

Some slaves not only converted but became Islamic scholars. These
included Alfa Sadiku, a slave and scribe of Emir Shita,‘69 a slave alfiz of t
Magaji S.eeni,1?° and those Nupe slaves “who knew [the] Quran and were
used by Fulani as mallams.”‘7‘ Certainly there were incentives for slaves to
convert. One informant says that when people’ were captured, “a male and
a female, if the male agreed to be Muslim, they would give him the female
to marry” (it seems they were less worried about the female’s religious affili-
ations),‘72 and also that slaves who refused to convert would be sent to the
farm.” Another informant, quoted earlier, says those who refused would
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be made to look after Fulani wives and horses. These examples also reveal
that there were at least some slaves who eliel refuse to convert.

Oral evidence tells a variety ofstories. One informant says slaves who
wanted to become Muslims would even refuse to be ransomed by their own
people. 174 Informants generally assert that slaves followed the religion oftheir
owner, even that they were “compelled” to do this; but one points out that the
religion of the master might not necessarily be Islam (there is evidence of a
perhaps surprising extent ofsurvival ofother religious beliefs in nineteenth-
century Ilorin).175 Another avers that some slaves kept “rigidly” to their non-
Islamic practices; still another that they did not become devout Muslims.“

t One informant mentions that slaves retained their old religion for a
while, but that many later converted.‘77 This seems to have been the gen-
eral trend with respect to various aspects of the slaves’ original cultures, as
might be expected, especially for those enslaved as children or born into
slavery. With regard to the dances and other customs of the slaves’ home
areas, informants generally agree that while they might retain these for a
time, slaves were gradually absorbed into the owners’ culture. One explains
that the slaves tended not to retain their dances “since they did not live in
large groups from within the same culture.”‘78 Several agree, however, that
at least some female slaves of northern origin managed to come together as
members of the bori cult.‘79  

Treatment and Status of Slaves: Mildness, Benefits,
Amelioration? i

Carnegie’s and Dwyer’s accounts of the work arrangements ofmale agricul-
tural slaves have been discussed, and it has been argued that their stress on
“mildness” may well reflect a normative rather than a factual picture. Re-
ports by modern Ilorin informants of slave work arrangements may also
reflect these norms, but also reveal a more widely varying and often less
benevolent institution. These comments need to be borne in mind when
examining, as I do below, other evidence which suggests the mildness, ben-
efits, oramelioration of slavery in Ilorin. T

First ofall, it was possible for slaves to own property. In 1879, Milum
reported: S ’ S ~

Slavery prevails, but the fact of being a slave is not necessarily a mark of
poverty, as many slaves are so rich as themselves to possess numerous slaves,
horses and cattle of their own, and extensive farms, lands, and houses.‘8°

fJ .
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There is certainly evidence from Ilorin of major slaves owning their own
slaves, and of a limited number of slave landowners and land agents.18' All
of this evidence, however, points to the likelihood that such opportunities
were open only to a relatively small, privileged group.

For the rest of the slaves, the vast majority, Ilorin informants are clear
that they were given food by their owners, unless they had been “allowed to
stay on their own” (this last sounds like some type of rnurgu arrangement,
whereby a slave was allowed to work entirely on his own and provide for
himself, in return for a payment to his master).182 It seems reasonable to
suppose, however, that even when agricultural slaves were allowed only
part of the day to work for themselves, their owners expected some of the
resulting produce to go towards supplementing what was probably a barely
adequate diet. They were also provided with clothing, but one informant
specifies that this was second-hand, while another notes that slaves could
be distinguished from the free by their manner ofdress. These reports raise
questions as to the quality and type of clothing provided.‘83 i

One possibility of improvement, at least for a male slave, was self-
redemption, as Carnegie’s account suggests184 (it may even have been pos-
sible for a female).185 Ilorin informants agree on the possibility of buying
one’s own freedom, but not on the numbers who actually did it. Several
assert that there were many, but one points out that money was hard to
come by for slaves.‘86 The numbers would depend on whether (say) a male
agricultural slave was allowed to farm for himself and sell his produce, on a
part-time basis or through a rnargu arrangement. And from informants’
accounts, quoted above, it is clear that by no means all such slaves were
allowed to farm for themselves. Even those who were had to spend part of
their time on food production for their own consumption, and, in the case
of a rnarga arrangement, part of the proceeds from sales of produce had to
be handed over as “in lieu” payments to the master.

In 1906, Resident Dwyer reported that

[a] slave of twenty years’ service could, in Illorin, appeal for liberation, and
money for the purpose was granted out of the Charity Fund. Three-quarters
of this was given to the master, and one quarter to the slave to enable him to
start life as a free man. slave had to redeem himself in the presence of

187 1twenty persons. . r

In this, Ilorin was following Islamic law, which allowed funds in the “pub-
lic alms chest [to] be used to help a slave buy his freedom.”'83 The reference
to twenty witnesses may well be an overstatement,‘89 but it suggests a fur-
ther difficulty faced by slaves. i i
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Another possibility of improvement was to be granted freedom by
the owner, as a reward for good conduct, and an act of piety on the owner’s
part.19° A favored male slave could also be rewarded by his owner with a
female slave as a wife?” Alternatively, a male slave who managed to earn
sufficient money is said to have been able to buy a wife for himself.”

Female slaves could become concubines of their masters, though the
extent to which this ameliorated their condition is debatable. It was pos-
sible for a concubine to ensure reasonable treatment by threatening magi-
cal reprisals against her master’s family.195 But an arrangement by which, as
one informant puts it, “masters were always free to have sexual dealings
with their slave” could not have been uniformly favorable to the slave con-
cerned.‘94 According to Ilorin informants, a concubine who did not bear a
child for her master had no rights and could easily, though not necessarily,
be discarded (this was quite in accord with Islamic law as interpreted in the
Sokoto Caliphate).‘95 Some improvement in status, however, might be avail-
able to a slave concubine who had borne a child, though informants dis-
agree as to what happened at this point. While some assert that such a
woman would then become a free wife, or be treated as one, others say she
would still be a slave unless she bought her own freedom, and could still be
discarded.“ According to caliphate law, concubines became free not on
giving birth, but only on the death of the master (and then only if they had
borne him a child), unless special arrangements were made, such as a mas-
ter freeing his concubine in order to marry her, though such marriages
were frowned upon, and are said to have been rare.197 Thus the assertions
made by some informants that a concubine who had given birth would
become a free wife, and the fact that at least one Ilorin emir married his
concubine,‘98 suggest that some Ilorin practice was more lenient than Is-
lamic law: evidence from further north also suggests that such leniency
may have been more common than has been supposed.” The assertion
that a concubine who had given birth would become a free wife suggests
that some Ilorin practice was akin to Yoruba custom, in which women
slaves “could become ‘dowry-free’ wives of the freeborn and thus became
free.”2°° Statements by other informants sound closer to the caliphate legal
position, in which the concubine remained a slave; though her status im-
proved, and she couldnot normally be sold, she still could be, apparently,
if she committed adultery or theft.2°1 I

Disagreements among Ilorin informants can also be observed in their
reports of the status and treatment ofconcubines’ children. In some cases it
is said that these children remained slaves; in others that they were free, or
that they were accepted if publicly acknowledged by the father, but even
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then were referred to by the derogatory term omo era (children ofslaves). If
there was a quarrel’ between the children of slave concubines and the chil-
dren ofwives, the former could be taunted with their origins.2°2 One infor-
mant makes a clear distinction between male and female children of con-
cubines, asserting that while the males became free, the females were still
slaves and could be sold or given to male slaves as wives.2°3 While Paul
Lovejoy, writing of the Sokoto Caliphate in general, insists that such males
at least were free, and enjoyed opportunities comparable to those of their
half-siblings with free mothers (though he admits there is little evidence as
to whether females, other than in royal households, were treated thus),
Frederick Lugard believed that such children remained the “property” of
their master.2°4 It would seem that the varieties of Ilorin practice match
these divergent opinions, and, like them, represent on the one hand prac-
tice according to the law and on the other hand departure from it.

Lovejoy strengthens his case by pointing out examples from Zaria,
Kano and Sokoto, in which sons of concubines became rulers or high offi-
cials.2°5 The same happened early on in Ilorin, when Abdusalami and Shita,
sons of Alimi by a concubine, became emirs in preference to his sons by
free wives?“ Another much later Ilorin case is more problematical. In 1919,
after the death ofEmir Shaibu Bawa, his second son, Abdulkadir, was pre-
ferred over his first, Momodu Laofe. It was explained that the latter had
not been a favorite of his father, and had never held any official appoint-
ment; it was added, however, that at the time of his birth his mother had
been a concubine, though she married his father later. Thus her status, and
his, may well have been a factor, both in the comparative neglect ofMomodu
Laofe while his father was alive, and in his later rejection as emir.2°7 All this
suggests that Ilorin practice with regard to concubines and their children
was variable, even within the royal family. r

With respect to the children of other slaves apart from concubines,
Ilorin practice seems to have been equally varied. Resident Carnegie stated
that “[i]f a slave pays for and marries a woman (who must be a slave), the
children are free from birth. If, however, children occur Without marriage,
and without payment, then they are slaves, and belong to the master of
their mother.”2°8 Carnegie’s first example goes against caliphate norms, in
which the children of slaves were still slaves, even though they were recog-
nized as belonging to a different category from their parents;2°9 but there is
some logic to the idea that children born to a wife purchased by a male
slave would be free, as they would normally belong to the mother’s master;
though it would also be logical to suppose that they would belong to the
master of their father. Generally, however, present-day Ilorin informants
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agree that the children of slaves (apart from children of concubines) were
still slaves. In some cases these children might even be sold. Alternatively,
they are- said to have been looked upon as members of their owner’s family,
but “expected to be ofgood conduct always, or they would be told the
story of their origin as slaves.”21° All this is much closer to caliphate norms
and recorded practice?“

Treatment and Status of Slaves: The Other Side of the
Coin? I .

Evidently, while slavery in Ilorin could be ameliorated, it was not always as
mild as some reports claim. Although Ilorin people recognize the saying
that “the birth of a slave is no different from that of a freeborn,” they also
recognize that “nobody cares when a slave dies, but there is much wailing
when a freeborn son or daughter dies.”m While informants claim that
some slaves were treated well, even like the children of their owners, they
admit that the type oftreatment depended on the slave’s conduct and use-
fulness, and they admit the existence of cruel and hard-hearted owners?”
There are also other indications of harsh treatment and low status of slaves.

Trade slaves were normally shackled in Ilorin, as would be expected.
Although observers in 1893 reported that they were neither chained, nor
did they look ill-treated, this would also be expected, if they were to be in
good condition for sale?” Other slaves might also be shackled, although,
according to one informant, only those who had attempted to escape?“ It
was not only newly captured slaves who were subjected to the rigors of the
trade: as has been seen, even children born into slavery might be sold,
though there is no evidence as to how frequently this occurred?“

Even relatively privileged slaves might be mistreated or stigmatized.
Thus the Magaji Seeni, at the time a prominent titleholder in Alanamu
quarter, is said to have mistreated a slave of his, who was an alfa (though
the slave reportedly retaliated with a particularly effective curse)?” An in-
cident related by Samuel ]ohnson reveals the stigma attached to slave sta-
tus, which might even apply, it seems, to privileged slaves. After Governor
Carter ofLagos had arrangeda settlement of the Ilorin/Ibadan war in 1893,
and Ilorin had broken the agreement by placingajele at Ikirun and Oshogbo,

Captain Bower had to go to Ilorin to remonstrate with the Emir. . . . The
Ilorin chiefs took great exception to the manner Captain Bower was address-
ing their King. . . .They called Captain Bower “Bawa” . . . ; that in Hausa is
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the name of a slave. All their great men have each one a Bawa--their
principal slave—-and hence Captain Bower was taken for Sir Gilbert Carter’s
slave! For a slave to be talking after that manner to, and threatening their
King, was intolerable! . . . He was said to have been literally hustled out of
Ilorin.2'8 - '

Notably, an Ilorin informant mentions Bower ay name as having been hu-
miliated in the city.2'9 '

The stigma attached to slavery was expressed, for example, by giving
distinctive names to slaves. Even privileged slaves might retain these: there
are several reports from Ilorin ofprominent slaves called Nasamu or Nasama,
a name particularly attached to slaves.22° The children of slaves might be
named Kabido, Alheri (“I have seen good”) or Nagode (“I give thanks”),
though in other cases they were given “normal” names?“

Slaves_might also be given special facial marks, to differentiate them
from those belonging to other owners, or from freeborn children. In some
cases, where they were given no new marks, they were already recognizable
by their ethnic marks or by marks given them by owners further north.m

They were also allocated separate quarters in their owners’ compounds:
at the gate, says one informant, in the owners’ belief that the slaves would
“first of all die before any other person in . . . any war.”223 Reportedly, they
sat apart from the free?“ In some instances, it seems slaves and free men
even worked separately on the farms, although in others they worked along-
side family members, for this “did not affect [the latter’s] status as free.”225

Evidently, slaves were not only physically but ideologically separated
from the free. One further example of this is the differentiation of slaves
from iwofa (though a slave might possibly be given out as a pawn)?“ This
differentiation is clear from proverbial usage. An informant also distin-
guishes between slaves and iwofa by explaining that only the pawns “could
work for themselves. But another points to similarities in practice: “a pawn
was like a slave who could be used for any labour without question,” al-
though of course an iwofiz’s bondage was supposed to be only temporary.”

Poor Free Cultivators and Slaves Compared

Thus there was ideological distance but practical similarity between a debt
pawn and a slave. Despite the ideological distance, the practical differences
between slaves and poor free farmers may well have also been relatively
small. Both groups engaged in hard manual labor, although at least “the

s:
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freeborn worked for themselves.”228 But their freedom was curtailed. Free
farmers were liable, for example, to be recruited into the Ilorin armies,229
and may well often have had no more choice in this than the slaves. And, as“
with the slaves, the fruits of their labor frequently ended up in other people’s
hands. They paid tribute, and might also be constrained to provide regular
supplies of produce to the land agent or head tenant in their area.25° They
could also be obliged to send their produce into Ilorin, instead of to other
markets where they might obtain a better price.23‘

The crops of poor cultivators might be forcibly seized. In 1859 a
member of a missionary party witnessed what was described as a robbery,
committed on a man returning from his farm, whose yams were seized by
“one of the King’s slaves who was employed in the King’s farms.”232 Quar-
rels among their seniors might also lead to crop seizures. In Agodi, west of
Ilorin, at the turn of the century, an unsuccessful claimant to the land had
been trying by force to turn the landholder out, had burned his villages,
and was said to have “lived by thieving and extorting farm produce from
the people.”253 ~

Poor farmers made other contributions to the wealth of officials and
other members of the elite. Among these were court fines, and payments to
their balra keleere, or intermediaries?“ Some may have been subjected to
forced labor on the fiefholders’ farms?“ The depredations of the emir’s
messengers among the rural poor were recorded by an observer:

The Emir of Ilorin keeps a number of . . . messengers, but provides them
with no salary. The appointments are, ‘however, much sought after, as they
carry with them many rights and privileges. . . .The messenger carries in his
hand a short stick. . . . By the mere fact of showing this stick the bearer
obtains, free of charge, whatever articles of food he asks for, though often
not without a struggle. These individuals oppress the people to a great ex-
tent, an instance ofwhich came under our notice during our last day’s march.
Passing through a small village, our messenger saw a plump young fowl in a
yard, and immediately went in and carried it offi but its owner, an old woman,
followed him up and caused such a commotion that we had to interfere. . . .
Besides the right of free rations, these gentlemen are also permitted to levy a
tax of a few cowries and yams on every inhabitant of the villages wherein
they spend the night, a fact which we only discovered from noticing how
averse our man always was to our making a halt in a small village.*"36

Thus, from the limited information available, it seems clear that, although
they “enjoyed” a higher status than the slaves, small-scale free cultivators
did not necessarily experience a much more enviable existence.

\



RESISTANCE AND ACCOMMODATION 
or sLAvss AND OTHERS IN ' 
NINETEENTH-CENTHRY ILomN 

“If a slave becomes a king, not a single soul will remain alive.” 
“When a slave stays long in the house, he abuses the compound.” 
“The Oba’s slave is never so addressed.”1 

Introduction 

In nineteenth-century Ilorin, slaves responded to their bondage in a num- 
ber of different ways, encompassing various forms of resistance and accom— 
modation. Ilorin provided a variety of stimuli (see chapter 2) to which they 
might respond. For example, for that small group of slaves which could 
aspire to privileged status, there were powerful incentives to accommoda- 
tion: titles, the acquisition of land or agency in land, and of slaves and. 
orher forms of property, plus a variety of opportunities for making money 
All these added up to the chance of prestige, wealth and power within the 
city and emirate. At a somewhat lower level, other incentives to accommo- 
dation might be offered, or at least appear potentially to be available, ac- 
cording to Sokoto Caliphate norms. Slaves who had shown themselves of 
good behavior might be permitted to engage in long-distance trade for 
their owners, an occupation which provided the slaves with opportunities 
of personal profit. Slaves who caught slaves at the war front were rewarded, .\ 
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as were those who agreed to convert to Islam. On the negative side, those 

(males) who refused to convert appear to have been punished: a reminder 

that positive incentives might well be reinforced or supplanted by threats 

or force. Slaves of good conduct might be given a wife or even their free 

dom. The possibility of self—redemption must also have served as an incen— 

tive to accommodation, particularly for male slaves; but it is unclear how 

many were actually in a position to take advantage of it. While some ap— 

pear to have been given the opportunity of working for themselves (so that 

they could sell their crops and buy their freedom or a wife), this privilege 

was by no means granted to all. Even when it was, the slave could not 

devote his work time solely to working for self-redemption: in the case of 

marge arrangements there would also be the necessityto support himself 

and'his family, and make payments to his owner in lieu of work. 

Where slaves were not given the opportunity to work for themselves, 

this must have acted, for some at least, as a spur to resisrance, whether 

removing oneself altogether by flight, or engaging in resistance within ac- 

commodation to induce-the owner to grant concessions. Incentives to re— 

sistance also included harsh treatment, although the threat of such must 

also have worked on some,_conversely, as a powerful inducement to accom— 

modation. Other Stimuli to resistance included the multifaceted stigma 

attached to slavery: the constant reminders of slave status, including cloth— 

ing, physical separation from the free, and the bestowal of special distin» 

guishing names or facial marks. The general use of slaves in laborious and 

menial tasks may also have pushed some into resistance. 

For the nineteenth century as a whole, however, concrete evidence of 

Ilorin slaves’ reacrions is hard to come by. When found, it is inferential, 

anecdotal, and impossible to quantify. What there is will be examined be- 

low. There are more data for slave resistance and accommodation resulting 

specifically from the turbulent years immediately before and after the im—- 

position of British rule, and these will be explored in chapter 4. 

Possibilities of Slave Revolt 

The survey of the literature in chapter I began by considering slave rebel— 

lion, a form of resistance which has been much discussed with reference to 

many parts of the world. Paul Lovejoy has found evidence of such rebel— 

lions in the Sokoto Caliphate, of which Ilorin was a part. As for Ilorin 

itself, its expansion in the early nineteenth century was aided by the revolt 

of the Hausa (and other northern) slaves of the Old Oyo Empire, incited 
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as were those who agreed to convert to Islam. On the negative side, those 

(males) who refused to convert appear to have been punished: a reminder 

that positive incentives might well be reinforced or supplanted by threats 

or force. Slaves of good conduct might be given a wife or even their free 

dom. The possibility of self—redemption must also have served as an incen— 

tive to accommodation, particularly for male slaves; but it is unclear how 

many were actually in a position to take advantage of it. While some ap— 

pear to have been given the opportunity of working for themselves (so that 

they could sell their crops and buy their freedom or a wife), this privilege 

was by no means granted to all. Even when it was, the slave could not 

devote his work time solely to working for self-redemption: in the case of 

marge arrangements there would also be the necessityto support himself 

and'his family, and make payments to his owner in lieu of work. 

Where slaves were not given the opportunity to work for themselves, 

this must have acted, for some at least, as a spur to resisrance, whether 

removing oneself altogether by flight, or engaging in resistance within ac- 

commodation to induce-the owner to grant concessions. Incentives to re— 

sistance also included harsh treatment, although the threat of such must 

also have worked on some,_conversely, as a powerful inducement to accom— 

modation. Other Stimuli to resistance included the multifaceted stigma 

attached to slavery: the constant reminders of slave status, including cloth— 

ing, physical separation from the free, and the bestowal of special distin» 

guishing names or facial marks. The general use of slaves in laborious and 

menial tasks may also have pushed some into resistance. 

For the nineteenth century as a whole, however, concrete evidence of 

Ilorin slaves’ reacrions is hard to come by. When found, it is inferential, 

anecdotal, and impossible to quantify. What there is will be examined be- 

low. There are more data for slave resistance and accommodation resulting 

specifically from the turbulent years immediately before and after the im—- 

position of British rule, and these will be explored in chapter 4. 

Possibilities of Slave Revolt 

The survey of the literature in chapter I began by considering slave rebel— 

lion, a form of resistance which has been much discussed with reference to 

many parts of the world. Paul Lovejoy has found evidence of such rebel— 

lions in the Sokoto Caliphate, of which Ilorin was a part. As for Ilorin 

itself, its expansion in the early nineteenth century was aided by the revolt 

of the Hausa (and other northern) slaves of the Old Oyo Empire, incited 
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by Afonja and Alimi. These slaves fled in large numbers to freedom in 
Ilorin, to join its armies, and were a major factor in the eventual overthrow 
of Afonja and the setting up of the Fulani emirate.2 Within the emirate 
itself, however, there is no direct evidence to suggest that any slave rebels 
lion took place. But using the range of factors supplied by Finley and 
Genovese as leading to such revolts in general? it is possible to make some 
suggestions as to the likelihood of slave revolts, and slave involvement in 

revolts, in Ilorin. 

To start with, Finley and Genovese mention severe breakdown of the 

social order, and divisions among slave holders. It is clear that periods an- 

swering this description occurred in Ilorin. For example, at the end of Shita’s 

reign, Robert Campbell reported that there was a large Yoruba “heathen” 
party, headed by a “powerful Balagun” [sic]; these people gave the emir 

“considerable trouble, and might one day remove him and his party from 
power, an object openly avowed.”“ They may well have been connected 
with the Ogboni cult.5 The next emit, Zuberu (c.1860/61—1867/69), “was 
a bigotted Moslem; he burnt the juju and juju houses, and swore that he 
would put to death all pagans; an immense wave of Islam swept over the 
country in consequence. ”6 While Zuberu’s activity may have given the “pa— 
gans” momentary pause for thought, in the long run it must have increased 
their antagonism to the authorities. This can be seen in the revolt which 
took place towards the end of Zuberu’s reign, whose results were reported 
by Gerhard Rohlfs, a German visitor. He was told that four corpses dis— 
played outside the palace were those of executed “rebels and one of them 
even a chief. ”The main conflict here is now said have been intra—Islamic: 
between the emir and the leading alfas (of varied ethnic origins) of the ' 
(Yoruba) Oke lmale area of the city. These alfas resisted Zuberu’s attempt 

to impose 011 the area an imam of his own choosing, and some were ar- 
rested and even killed (very likely these included the bodies Rohlfs ob- 
served). There were other dimensions to this conflict, however, including 

the demand for a market for Oke Imale, and protests against a tax which 

the emir tried to impose; “pagan” inhabitants 'of the area are also said to 
have taken part.8 Additionally, it is implied in a poem of the period that 

.Zuberu had problems with the “low people.” This was clearly not a slave 
revolt as such; but it is quite possible that slaves, including non—Muslims, 
in Oke Imale were involved, or that they seized this opportunity (in accor— 
dance with Paul Lovejoy’s suggestion) '0 to flee. Further invesrigation of this 
and other periods of turbulence (such as the revolt of Balogun Fulani Usman 
Olufadi in the 18705) may reveal more about slave activities at such times. ‘1 

The general absence of data may be taken to suggest that there were 
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no major slave rebellions 1n Ilorin, but, alternatively, it may merely reflect 

earlier censorship and consequently present lack of memory of inconve- 

nient or unpalatable events. ‘2 The lack of data, however, when taken to- 

gether with Finley and Genoveses factors, does lead to the tentative con- 

clusion that specifically slave revolts are unlikely to have taken place on any 

large scale in Ilorin. The point is that Finley and Genovese believe a concor- 

motion of factors was necessary in order to trigger a slave revolt. And while 

some of the factors they mention were certainly 1n evidence in Ilorin, oth— 

ers were not; and even those that were, taken In isolation, may have been 

conducive to other slave reactions rather than revolt. 

There was, for example, in and around the city, a master—slave rela— 

tionship which tended to be a matter of business rather than paternalism, 

as is revealed by informants’ comments on slave agriculture, and also by 

their testimony that the children of slaves might still be sold. But taken by 

itself, this business relationship, and the ensuing resentment of the slaves, 

is a condition, not specifically for revolt, but only for some kind of reaction, 

which might equally take the form of resistanCC within accommodation, as 

in negotiation with owners. 

Another suggested condition for slave revolt which was fulfilled 1n 

Ilorin 15 military experience among slaves. One example of this, indeed, is 

found inthe rebellion of the Hausa military slaves against the empire of 

Old Oyo. Yet in Ilorin (and frequently elsewhere in the caliphate and in 

Muslim Africa in general) there is evidence that such military experience 

was linked to accommodation rather than resistance, as in the case of slaves 

who were rewarded for their warfront activities in capturing other slaves, 

and especially of slaves who became part of the warrior elite, even if their 

accommodation might be highly active at times. 3’ 

An1mportant condition for revolt which was absent from Iloiin was 

the existence of large concentrations of slaves of common ethnicity and 

'culture. One informant declares that the slaves did not live 1n large groups 

from within the same culture” g‘“ and in any case many Ilorin slaveholdings 

appear to have been relatively small. One exception to the lack of concen— 

tration may be that numbers of northern women slaves managed to come 

together as members of the barf cult, but as this cult did not include male 

slaves"j it would have made a poor forum for revolt. ' 

A further condition given for revolt is the availability of men with 

unusual potential for leadership. This may have been avoided in Ilorin 

through ransom arrangements, as in the case of a certain Esu or Esubiyi. 

This individual had been a slave in Ilorin; subsequently-he was ransomed 

and left the city. Thereafter, he is said to have “settled firsr at Egbe [a major 
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Yagba town] then at Itagi and finally at Isan, leading a predatory life in 
those regions, kidnapping peaceful traders, sparing none, and [being] par— 
ticularly hard on the Ilorin traders.” He was pursued long and hard by the 
Ilorin forces, but with Ibadan help he always managed to evade their clutches. 
Eventually he established himself 1n Aiyede as the Ata, lord of the Yagba 
and Akoko tribes.’ “5 Esu was clearly involved 111 violent resistance to Ilorin, 
in reacrion to his enslavement: but having been ransomed he operated from 
outside the city, not by organizing slave revolts within it. 

Flight by Slaves 

Thus, major slave rebellions seem unlikely to have occurred in Ilorin, al— 
though Paul Lovejoy has documented their occurrence elsewhere in the 
caliphate. Lovejoy, however, also suggests that rebellion was less likely in 
situations where it was relatively easy for a slave to flee, and he cites the 
caliphate as an example’of this as well.'7 There. is some evidence of slave 
flight from nineteenth-century Ilorin, although it does not permit any clear 
assessment of the numbers who attempted to flee or succeeded in getting 
away. - 

As has been documented, trade slaves in Ilorin, as elsewhere, were 
normally shackled, indicating that they were expected to attempt escape. 
Such slaves were not always kept in restraints, however, as a British visitor 
noted in 1893. He observed some 100 slaves exposed for sale. in the mar— 
ket, who “were not chained or fastened in anyway,” and whose “prevailing 
charaCteriStic,” in his opinion, was “a dull apathy. ”13 But'while trade slaves 
might appear apathetic (whether truly, or to disguise their true intentions), 
and be unwilling, quite reasonably, to risk attempting flight from the pub— 
lic market place, they might, even in that situation, be planning their strat- 
egies for future escape. An example of this is provided by a Hausa woman 
called Asiki, wife of a Hausa employee at the British garrison at Odo Otin.19 I 
This woman (together with her child) was captured near there in 1896 by 
Ilorin soldiers, and taken to the Ilorin authorities at Offa. From there she 
was brought to the city of Ilorin, where she was sold in the Gambari mar- 
ket to. a Yoruba buyer, and taken to Oloru, a day’s journey to the west. 
When sold, she pretended to be a runaway slave from Idofian, between 

' 1101111 and Offa, “as, had the purchaser known where I really come from, he 
would not have bought me, fearing-that I would run away and I would 
then have been sold to some distant place where my chance of escape would 
have been but small.” Asiki remained in Oloru for two months, then she 
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escaped and returned to Odo Orin, where she told-her story to the Brit— 
ish. 2" Incidentally, she obviously spoke excellent Yoruba, or she would not 
have been able to deceive her owner. 

Others apart from t1 ade slaves might be shackled, as in the case of the 
emits slave ‘employed 1n the kings farms,” who was witnessed (in the act 
of seizing yams from a farmer) by a member of Henry Townsend’s mission— 
aty party outside Ilorin in 1859.21 This also suggests Ilorin ownets’ fear of 
slave escapes: indeed one informant, already cited, specifies that only slaves 
who had attempted flight were treated in this Way. But shackles could also 
be used as punishment for a variety of offenses, not only flight, if their use 
on free individuals (to judge from the following reports) is anything to go 
by. Tovvnsend records seeing thieves with chains on their legs in the city, 
and a boy similarly shackled by his father because he would not “perform 
the Mohammedan worship.”22 At about the same time, Robert Campbell 
also reported “a large number of convicts about the streets, their legs chained 
so as to permit them a very limited and peculiar locomotion.“23 

' Other scattered bits of evidence also attest to Ilorin owners” feat of 
slave flight. For example, an informant asserts that an owner would not put 
his slave 1n pawn, because the slave would react againSt it and look for a 
means of escape. 3“ An Ilorin imam reports on a charm, passed down 1n his 
family, which was used to prevent slaves from running away (notably, it 
was also used to prevent wives from doing the same)” I 

A number of the factors Lovejoy suggests as relating to the likelihood 
of flight and its success (in the Sokoto Caliphate in general)26 clearly have 
beating on the Ilorin case. Lovejoy points out, for instance, that political 
turmoil within the caliphate could provide the opportunity for escape, yet 
contribute to dangers en'route and on resettlement; the effect of raids and 
counter raids was to make “huge tracts of land . . . simply unsafe to live 
In?” .- In Ilorin the internal political turmoil of the 18605 and 3703 may 
have stimulated escapes. Certainly (as will be demonstrated in chapter 4), 
the conditions immediately resulting from the Royal Niger Company’s cam— 
paign against the'city in 1897 led many slaves to flee. But equally certainly, 
for most of the nineteenth century, there were dangers to be faced en route 
by-fugitives from Ilorin. It is true that some areas around the city were-safe 
enough for the establishment of large plantations, such as Braima’s, which 
was on the trade route between Ilorin and Share. But the route from Ilorin 
to Jebba, not far away, was subject to the attention of bands of Bariba and 
Nupe robbers. 2’3 The report that numbers of Ilorin agricultural slaves went 
out only temporarily to the farms and lived mostly 1n the city also reflects the 
insecurityof the rural areas in its vicinity during the nineteenth century: it 
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was the establishment of the par Britannica in the early twentieth that 

encouraged many farmers to leave “the shelter of the town?” To the south— 

east of the city, towns and villages such as Ikotun, Ajagusi and Ojoku were 

subjected to Ibadan raids during the long period of warfare around Offaf‘m 

When the British visitor AF. MocklerflFerryman was on his way to Offa in 

1889, his host in Idofian complained of Ibadan kidnappers who would 

“carry off any small parties of farm labourers who happen to pass unarmed?“ 

On their way back to Ilorin, Mockler-‘Ferryman and his party were treated 

to a graphic example: ' - 

We had not gone far when we met a man on foot running, as if the whole 

Ibadan army were at his heels. Seizing my stirrup, he begged for protection, 

saying that he had been on his way from Ofa to a neighbouring village, with 

three members of his family, and when they reached a spot about a mile 

further down the road, suddenly a party of Ibadan horsemen issued from the 

high grass and carried off his family, he himself only escaping by plunging 

into the grass and concealing himself in a pool of water. He now asked to be 

allowed to accompany us to Amadu’s farm, where we intended to spend the 

night. I inquired from the refugee, as he walked by my horse’s side, if he 

thought he would ever see his relatives again, and he replied that he was 

quite sure that he never would, as they would be taken away as slaves to the 

countries in the south; but he seemed quite cheerful about it, and apparently 

could give his mind to nothing but his own miraculous escape}!2 

All these dangers along the routes from Ilorin must have discouraged many 

slaves from flight: there was little point in attempting it, only to be re- 

enslaved immediately by the armies of Ibadan or others. The dangers on 

the roads may well have been emphasized by Ilorin owners desirous of 

retaining their slaves. Other slaves would have been inhibited by the knowl— 

edge or likelihood that their home towns had been destroyed altogether, 

and the inhabitants scattered (especially in the Constant warfare that char— 

acterized nineteenth-century Yorubaland), so that they had nowhere and 

no one left to return to. . 

Lovejoy also points out that the relative proximity of slaves to their 

-- .homelands could encourage and facilitate escapes, While slaves brought from 

greater disrances were at a disadvantagenClearly, the distance from their 

homelands must have discouraged many of the slaves who had been brought 

to Ilorin from far to the north. But while Yoruba slaves in Ilorin may have 

been closer to their areas of origin, the other dangers and discouragements 

still held good, especially the possibility that their homes had been de— 

stroyed or deserted. And it is likely that slaves who came from eastern 
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Yorubaland as tribute (though, as has been seen, these may have been rela- 
tively few) had already been slaves or convicted criminals in their home 
areas, and thus had no incentive to return. 

The existence of some kind of haven relatively close to Ilorin, how- 
ever, even though not necessarily a home of origin, did encourage some 
slaves to flee. One of these was Asiki, the Hausa woman who returned to ' 
Odo Orin, where her husband was employed at the British garrison. An- 
other was a slave of Karara, the Balogun Gambari, who ran awayfrom his 

master’s camp to Offa, while the Ilorin army was besieging that town. A 
delegation from the Governor of Lagos arrived at Karara’s camp outside 
Offa in April 1886: 

Balogun Karara sent for [the Governor’s messenger] and his colleague and 
told them that one of his slaves had just escaped to Ofa, and that if he had 
not suspended hostilities since their arrival the slave would not have had the 
chance of doing so; and that Was one reason why he could not agree to the 
armistice of six months according to the Governor's wish. 

The messengers replied that they had nothing to do with the escaping of 
slaves, and objected to his connecting it with the suspension-of hosrilities, 
for slaves could always manage to escape at any time.” 

In these two cases, the havens themselves were not particularly safe: Asiki 
had originally been captured near Odo Orin, and Offa was besieged and 
finally (in 1887) captured by Ilorin. Thus they exemplify the importance 
in slave flight of having anyone or anywhere at all, within a reasonable 

distance, to go to. - I 

Day to Day Resistance: Resistance within 
Accommodation 

While rebellion and flight constituted the ultimate forms of resistance, 
marking a complete break with the “host” society, there were other forms 
of resistance that could be carried on from within. In Ilorin, it is clear that 
slaves engaged in these other forms of resistance, one of which was theft. 
Slaves who were allowed no private farms of their own, it is said, might in 
reaction steal and sell their owners’ produce. A report that when slaves'were 
sent to market to sell their owners’ produce they were “followed by the 
owners’ people”4 may well reflect fears that the slaves might flee,55. but also 
fears that they might cheat their owners in the course of making sales. The 
use of slaves in cowry counting must alsohave offered opportunities for 
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theft. However, the theft of produce by slaves was net always a calculated 

and deliberate act of resistance: it could also be an act of simple desperaw 

tion, to ward off starvation. This was the case with a small group. of slaves 

belonging to Prince Alege, son of Emir Moma, who resorted to theft be- 

cause they had been left without any other means of support.36 

Murder or ill treatment of owners and their families was another, 

more radical, possibility. The prohibition against slaves cooking for the 

family, reported from a leatherworking compound, reflects owners” fear'of 

poisoning. Slaves might also kill other free individuals, and 1n the p1 ocess 

(whether deliberately or not) avenge themselves on their masters. This did 

occur in Ilorin: it was reported that, if a slave killed a freeman, the maste1 

of the slave was fined the equivalent of £25. Thus the master was penalized 

by the fine; and the impriSonment of the slave until the fine was paid not 

only punished the slave, but also deprived the master of his services? 

Magical activities were used by slaves in resistance againsr their own— 

'\ 

ers. One example Is the curse pronounced by the mistreated slave alfa of . 

Magaji Seeni against his masters family. Further 1nstances are provided by 

the activities of concubines: 

If the slave was a woman she might be married to the master. . . They did 

not punish the slaves, because if they did the slave might put a spell on them. 

They believed the spell would work. You had to give the slave wife'the same 

rights as a free wife. If the slave wife was pregnant, and was asked to climb a' 

food barn, the free wife should be asked to do the same when pregnant, or 

the free wife’s baby would die, due to the spell. If the senior wife cooked for 

the slave wife while the slave wife was pregnant, and did nor pIJt in salt, then 

the same should be done to the senior wife, or the senior wife’s baby would 

die.38 

Other informants confirm this account. If. not treated well, such a slave 

could put a spell on the chief, the spell would circulate around the chief 3 

family. ”39 She would say, “whatever you do to me, the same will happen to 

you. ’ 4° The prohibitions reported with respect to slaves processing £131 to make 

blue dye may well have been imposed in fear of the slaVes acquiring magi- 

'eal powers or information which they might then use against their owners 

Magical activities by slaves, however, were limited in their effects and _ 

scope. First, the slaves charms could be countered by Others, such as those 

which-were used to prevent their flight.41 Second, as with the concubines’ 

spells, they were geared to the amelioration of conditions within slavery, 

not to escaping it altogether. Thus they illustrate the limitations of day-to- 

day resisrance in general. 
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Slaves‘ Religion and Culture in Accommodation and 
Resistance 

Many slaves accommodated to their situation by accepting Islam, the offi— 
cial and dominant religion 'of the city. Some at least embraced'their new 
faith wholeheartedly, among them those Who reportedly refused to be ran— 
somed, and those who became Islamic schola1s. Others, however, accepted 
Islam only as a veneer, without becoming devout. This was a realistic ad- 
justment” to their situation, 2especially when dealing with owners whose 
own commitment to Islam might not be particularly deep. In 1867, Rohlfs 
asserted that 

[b] ecause the King and his court adhere to Islam, many have converted to 
this religion because. after all 1t is good form to say ones prayers publicly 1n- 
the mosque but othe1wise the population has mostly remained pagan. ’H 

No doubt the influence of “good manners” had at this: period been rein— 
forced by the incentive of Zuberu’s anti—“pagan” crusade. Some years later, 
another observei noted that although Islam was the “national religion” of 
Ilorin, there was still“ a great deal of superstition and covert heathenism” 
and that if one might take this town as an example, Mohammedanism 1s 
certainly little or no improvement upon heathenism as far as it affecrs the 
life and morals. 4“ Later still, adherence to Islam was still only lukewarm 
for many people 111 the city, a matter of prudence rather than conviction. 
Mockler—Fe1ryman, visiting in 1889,. considered that attendance at mosque 
did not seem 

quite as large as one might expeCt in a town of this 'siae. The fact is that 
Islamism, though nominally the religion of the country, has no great hold on 
the inhabitants. The descendants of the original Fula invaders are, of course, 
devout followers of the Prophet, but the majority of the people inerSe pro— 
fess Mohammedanism from necesisity, and are, in reality, heathcnsffi 

Owners of this type might expect lip serviCe to Islam from their slaves, to 
avoid possible political complications; but they would be much less likely 
to insist on any deep commitment. Some slaves, however, resisted Islam 
more directly by refusing conversion altogether, and keeping “rigidly” to 
their non—Islamicpractices. There‘is a fair amount of Evidence-of such di- 

' rect resiStance to Islam in and around the city of Ilorin, but not all of it by 
slaves. Within the city, as seen above,-the existence of an anti—Muslim party, 
led by a chief, has been documented for the mid nineteenth century. And 
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Shango worship was publicly practiced in the city, with a “High Priesr” in 

charge, at the turn of the twentieth 4“ Even later, adherence to Shango con- 

tinued, although by 1912 pagan fesrivals” were said not to be publicly 

celebrated.“ _ 

In the countryside around Ilorin in the nineteenth century, Shango 

was also worshipped. In the rural areas southeast of Ilorin, “paganism” inr 

1889 was said to 

have a strong hold on these outlying villages, and fetish—houses are seen in 

many of them Sango, the god of thunder and lightning, is worshipped by a 

number of the people, who disringuish8 themselves by wearing a single string 

of white seed beads round the throat.48 - 

The same observer, Mockler—Ferryman, went on to explain that even Mus— 

lims in Ilorin believed 1n the powers of the Shango worshippers, which 

goes a long way to explain the public persistence of the cult. 

Muslims 1n Ilo1in also believed in the non-Islamic religious powers of 

the Borgu “fetish-woman”; it was these very powers that enabled her to 

pracrice an extremely- active form of accommodation at the Ilorin court. In 

1889 her intervention in front of Emir Aliu and his courtiers was highly 

effective 1n Causing problems for the British delegation, which was anxious 

to bring the IlorinIIbadan hostilities to an end 49 Clearly she was acting in 

the 1nterests of the pro—war party at Offa. 
From Mockler-Ferrymans account, it seems evident that resistance to 

Islam 1n the villages to the southeast of the city was found among free 

cultivators. This was also the case elsewhe1e around Ilorin, for example 1n 

the pre Fulani settlements of Apado, Oke Oyi and Shao. In Shao, a small 

town a few miles west of Ilorin, an enti1e corpus of non—Islamic rituals and 

feStivals was retained right through the nineteenth century and well be—. 

yond.” Resistance to Islam in Shao, however, did not necessarily imply 

resistance to Ilorin in general: present day Shao tradition claims that its 

people made use of their magical skills 1n order to aid the Ilorin forces to 

' their final assault on Offa,51 thOugh this may possibly be a recently 1ntro— 

' duced story, designed to support Shaos claim to have remained indepen— 

dent of Ilorin until the colonial period. 52 

Reports from the colonial period attest to the persistence of non- 

Muslim beliefs 1n the diStriCts around Ilorin. But while some of these are 

likely to reflect the beliefs. of slaves settled 1n these districts 1n the nine 

teenth century, 01 sent there from the city in the early twentieth, others 

reflect the beliefs of ple—Fulani settlers, as discussed above, as well as those 

of other free farmers who are said to have moved out of the city to avoid 
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conversion to Islam, as has been reported for Romi village in Onire Dis» 
trict.53 In 1955, 45 percent of the taxpaying population of Ejidongari Dis— 
trict and 44 percent in Oloru District claimed to be_“at'1irnists.”54 In Oloru 
District, while many of its people are descended from slaves, others are free 
farmers who migrated from the llele quarter of the city, whose people 
were said to have been well known for their “unislamic practices.”SS Thus 
while the existence of specifically slave resistance to Islam is admitted by . 
present-day informants, its extent, as opposed to similar resistance among 
the free population, is impossible to assess. 

Even where slaves accepted Islam, this by no means signaled the end 
of their resistance in Other ways. The mistreated alfa who cursed his master 
is a case in point, revealing that an acculturated slave, as elsewhere, might 
be far from totally accommodationisr. Such slaves, however, might resist 

differently from others, as Mullin and Lovejoy suggest, 5‘6 due to their accul— 
turated state. Thus, an Ilorin provelb has It that when a slave stays long in 
the house he abuses the compound.” An informants gloss on this 1s that 
when a slave stays for a long time in the house of h1s owner, he gets to know 
the history of the compound, so that when a quarrel occurs he 13 able to 
abuse the family members by telling the history of their great grandfa— 
thei, 57 that 1s, by telling stories calculated to embarrass the family. Such a 

weapon was open only to an acculturated slave. It could, however, be effec- 
.tively turned against such an individual, to force him or her to further 

accommodation. Thus, it is said that second—generation slaves were looked 
on as family members, but were expected to be of good conduct; Otherwise 

“they would be told the Story of their origin as slaves.”58 

Women in Accommodation and Resistance 

It has been generally assumed that female slaves were more likely to be 
accommodationist than males.This has, however, been recently challenged. 
As far as Ilorin is concerned, one informant asserts that female slaves were 
“very serviceable indeed. In fact, those who owned them enjoyed them 
more than housewives,”59 which suggests that in terms of their household 

duties and their sexual role, female slaves were more submissive than free 
wives. But this assumption sometimes reflects expectation rather than real- 
ity, It is not always borne out by the facts, as the magical resistance of Ilorin 
concubines shows. 

It has been suggested, by FoxeGenovese for example, that the charac- 
teristic forms of 1esistance‘ of female slaves may have been different from 
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those of males. For instance, their resistance may have been more likely to 

be individual than collective. 6" This was certainly so with regard to concu— 

bines resistance within their ‘”host families, but- not to membership of the 

berz' cult Such membership has been described as “evidence of accultura— 

tion to Hausa society” in the Hausa—populated areas of the caliphate,61 but 

in Ilorin, a largely non—Hausa city, it was a form of cultural resistance; - 

Fox—'Genovese goes on to suggest that the forms of individual resis# 

tance may. have differed somewhat-behveen male and female slaves due to 
their different opportunities, or lack of them. As an example, Barbara Bush I 

finds that female slaves. in the Caribbean were less likely to run away, citing 

Gautier’s suggestion that this wasdue to lack of opportunity, as women 

with children were more likely to be caught.62 But while no-quantitative 

information on this matter is available from Ilorin, it is evident that the 

slave Asiki was not deterred from flight simply'because she was accompa— 

nied by'her child. Asiki was. newly enslaved, and an Ilorin informant re- 

ports that female slaves were only used as-produce carriers if “long stay had 

killed any desire to run away?“ Thus there is evidence that females were 

liable to run away, but there is no available evidence that they were less 

liable to do. so than males. While Asiki was employed in' the-rural hinter— 

land,~however, the. frequent, perhaps predominant, use of female slaves in 

city households (as domestic workers and! or concubines) suggests that fe- 
males had fewer opportunities than males to flee unobserved. 

There are, however, some indications'from Ilorin that female slaves’. 

resistance occasionally differed from that of males, due to their. differing 

opportunities. The resistance of concubines is-again a-case in point, as is 

Eneri membership. Both free and slave members are said to have joined this 

cult in secret,“ but it is possible that female slaves in general were more 

easily and publicly able to retain their non—Islamic. practices than were males, 

because slave owners were less interested in. females’ conversion. Female 

slaves certainly engaged in these practices in public. After leaving the vil- 

lage of Amayo, and before reaching Oko Jimba, on his way to Offa, Mocklen 

Ferryman witnessed just such an incident: 

We arrived at the ferry at rather a bilsy time of day, and, as there 'was only 

one canoe, we had to wait a while. Along string of slave women were cross 

ing with their loads, and presented rather an interesting sight. Their servi— 

tude is apparently light, for they all seem cheerful enough, but it may be-that 

' they know no other form of existence. Though accusrorned to cross these 

rivers daily, they are evidently much afraid of the passage in the crank little 

dug—outs, for each partyappoints one of their number to sing a hymn during 

the cressing, for the .propitiation-of the god of the river; and, as the centre of 
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the stream is reached, her shrill voice echoes again and again through the 
silent valley.65 

Resistance and Accommodation among Free Cultivators 

It was pointed out in chapter 2 that although free cultivators were officially 

higher in status than the slaves, they could be subjected to considerable 

depredations by the Ilorin elite and its supporters. Little information is 

available on these people’s reacrions to the elite; but what there 1s will be 

surveyed below (since, in future chapters, the story of the f1ee cultivators 

will merge with that of the slaves) . The term “free cultivators” is here broadly 
defined to include all the small—scale agriculturally based residents of the 

rural areas who encounteredthe power of Ilorin and were subjected to its 1 
' control, whether their settlements were of preeFulani or later origin. The 

reactions both of communities and of individuals are included. 

The inhabitants of pre—Fulani settlements around Ilorin reacted vari— 

ously to the power of the city In the case of 'Shao, it is difficult to disen— 

tangle the true story. Two Ilorin trad1tions, dating from 1912 and 1953, 
both representing the viewpoint of the city elite, claim that Shao was con— 

quered by Ilorin, though they disagree as to when. The first of these tradi— 
tions reports that Shao was conquered very early on, the second that it was 
conquered only much later, by Balogun Gambari Karara before he went to 
make War on Offafi“ A story collected in Shao in 1924, however, claims 

' that the town submitted peacefully: “when the Fulani came down from the 
North [Shao] followed them, there was never any fighting at Shao. ”67 A 

' present-day version of Shao tradition tells a different Story again, claiming ' 
that repeated Ilorin assaults were beaten back by the power of Shaos magic, 
and that the village was net subjecred to Ilorin until the arrival of the Brit- 
ish. Nevertheless, some form of subserv1ent relationship at an earlier date 18 
suggested by the same ver‘sicin’s admission that Shao sent“ aid to the Ilorin 
forces at Offa, even though it is allegedlin the story that this was merely 
“requested” by Ilorin.“ Seme prior subservient relationship is also suggested 
by the emir’s involvement in the reinstatement of a ruler of Shao in 1900.69 

A number of preeFulani villages between Ilorin and Offa, which were 
victims of Nupe and Ibadan incursions, apparently put themselves freely 
under Ilorin protection, very frequently as clients. of the Balogun Fulanif’0 
Three villages in the Ejidongari area are said to have 'capitulated to Ilorin 
after a fourth had been occupied by “Muslim soldiers.”71 Similarly, an in-'- 
fermant alleges that, in their desire for more territories, 
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the stream is reached, her shrill voice echoes again and again through the 
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one major weapon which the Jihadists used was raiding of towns and vil— 

lages. It was the ruthlessness of this raid that was so dreaded that many 

people quickly surrendered. . . . And it was for this same reason that many 

converts feared to go back to their former religion.” 

It has already been pointed out, however, that Islamic fervor was not con- 

stant among the Ilorin elite; and it is clear from the Shao example that 

religious resistance did nor necessarily cease when rural cultivators made 

their political submission to the city. . 
Later settlers also had to accommodate to the Ilorin elite. In the area 

between Ilorin and Offa which later became Afon DiStrict, it was reported 
that among the population were 

landowners, usually small, who live and farm on their own land. Formerly 

these men, when the land round Ilorin had becOme more peaceful, came 

out, took up land, and farmed it themselves, living on the land. 

These farmers, as a rule, followed a big chief or slave of the Emir in the 

town, and, when they took up land, asked them to get the sanction of the 

Emir for so doing. This was done, and a yearly gift was given to these men 

for protection’s sake, and to further their interest in the Court should they 

have occasion to bring in some case for settlement. 

These influential men are called Babe Kali-ere. . . .75 

Yet these farmers’ accommodation could be active and manipulative, for 
the same report goes on to say that the balm kekere “were often changed by 
the farmer when another was found more powerful.” This was an avenue of 

resistance within accommodation for relatively prospero us farmers: but nor 

one to which slaves, or, presumably, poorer rural dwellers, had access. Poorer 

rural dwellers might try to resist the depredations of the elite, but were 

unlikely to succeed, as two examples reveal. In 1859, a member of Henry 
Townsend’s party was unable to prevent slaves of the emit from seizing a 

farmer’s yams; in 1889, a woman resisted the seizure of her fowl by an 

emir’s messenger; she succeeded on this occasion, but very likely only as a 

result of the intervention of Mockler-Ferryman’s party."4 

Conclusion 

This chapter has revealed the incomplete and unquantifiable nature of the 

evidence for slaves’ resistance and accommodation in nineteenth—century 

Ilorin. Taking various forms of resistance in turn, there is no evidence (or 
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much likelihood) that any major slave revolts took place, though slaves 

may- well have taken part in more general uprisings. As far as flight is con- 

cerned, some slaves certainly took advantage of their opportunities to flee, 

but there is no way of assessing their numbers. Ilorin owners were obvi— 

ously afraid of slave flight, but there were also factors which inhibited slaves 

from fleeing, and lessened their chances of success.These included the dan- 

gers they faced on the way, and the possibility that their old homes had 

disappeared. Slaves in-Ilorin clearly engaged in resisrance within accommo— 

dation, as in their magical acrivities; but the limitations of this day—to—day 

resistance are equally clear. Some resisted conversion to Islam, while others 
accommodated to their situation by accepting it, at varying levels of com—— 
mitment. Accommodation to Islam, however, did not mean that slaves 

were no longer resistant in other ways, though acculturation could change 
their met/70d: of resistance. Such evidence as there is indicates that female 

slaves were both accommodationist and resistant, and that their forms of 

resistance might be similar to those of males, but might also differ as a 

result of their 'situation. Evidence for the reactions of free cultivators around 

Ilorin is even more sparse than for slaves, but illustrates their need to ac- 

commodate, politically, to the city and its elite. 
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Introduction 

From the 18905 onwards, the emirate of Ilorin was profoundly influenced 
by British activities. These included, first, pressure from the Lagos Govern 

ment; second, the actions and statements of the Royal Niger Company 

(RNC) operating from the river, especially the company’s “breaking” of- 

Ilorin city in early 1897; and third, a variety of British activities between 

then and 1900. Finally, in 1900, Ilorin became officially part of the new 

Protectorate of Northern Nigeria. The city became the headquarters of a 

province, received British Residents, and became subject to protectorate 

laws and policies, including those on slavery. 

This chapter details the nature of British intervention in the affairs of 

- Ilorin from the 18908 to about 1920, and looks at its effects on the slaves 

and poor free cultivators living in the city and around it, in the dependent 

areas immediately surrounding the city and to its west and north, which 

the British called the “Metropolitan Districts.” It examines the reactions 

(resistant or accommodationist) of slaves and peasants to their masters and 

controllers, concentrating on issues relating to flight and to renegotiation 

Erin's/7 Intervention and British Rule: 6. 1890—1920 63 

of the terms of dependence. It assesses the extent to which the conditions 
of life of the slaves and other dependents actually improved during the 

period under consideration, and demonstrates in general that the possibili— 
ties for. renegotiation and amelioration of conditions in the Ilorin area may 
well have been, ultimately, fewer than elsewhere. 

The Early to Middle 18905: Slave Seizures 

The last decade of the nineteenth century was one of considerable political 

and social turmoil in Ilorin. In- the early to middle 18903, this was closely 

connected with British pressure from the so uth. While the British in Lagos, 
rather hopefully, saw their pressure as posing a grave barrier to Ilorin’s slave— 
raiding activities in “Yoruba,”l and the upheavals may well have been con- 

ducive to seine slave escapes, the period was also notable for Slave seizures. 
These may have resulted in part from the evacuation of the Offa Camp in 
1893, brought about by the efforts of Governor Carter of Lagos. 2 This 
reportedly had thrown a large number of the War Chiefs and their follow! 
ers into the Town and no doubt they are only too glad to find employment 
for the war boys by sending them out to raid their neighbours as, when 
they are idle, they create disturbances at home ” 3 

' Emir Moma was interested in retaining peaceful relations with the 
British to the south, but the major Ilorin War Chiefs,” led by Balogun 
Alanamu and Balogun Gambari Adamu, bitterly” opposed this The quard 
rel between the emir and his chiefs eventually 1esulted in the eclipse of the 
formers power, his enforced suicide in September 1895, and his replace— 
ment by Emir Suleiman, who was completely under the baloguns Control. - 
On both sides, the dispute between emir and chiefs expressed itself in slave 
seizures Alanamu and Adamu ran 1i0t over the country, seizing and sell— 
ing slaves,” and Moma was also reported as being most tyrannical of late 
seizing persons in the streets of his town and selling them as slaves to the 
neighbouring countries. ”4 Thus, while some slaves may have managed to 

escape, other unfortunates were forced into slavery. 

Royal Niger Company Expedition 1897: Slave Exodus 

Things changed radically for many slaves, however, at least for a while in 
1897. Early that year, responding to British Foreign Office pressure (very 
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likely ultimately from Lagos), George Goldie led his Royal Niger Com” 

pany forces in an expedition against Ilorin.5 After a two—day battle, the city 

was captured, and Emir Suleiman and the baloguns surrendered.5Although 

as far as Goldie was concerned it was an unintended consequence,7 the 

“breaking” of Ilorin led directly to the exodus of large numbers of slaves (as 

occurred in other parts of the caliphate around the time of British interven- 

tion and takeover, and has been documented by Lovejoy and Hogendorn) .3 

The size of this immediate exodus is suggested by a letter from Emir 

Suleiman, sent urgently to Goldie on his way back to Jebba after Ilorin’s 

surrender: 

I wish you to know that all the slaves in the town, belonging to me and 

my people, ran away with your men, and I am afraid they will not come 

back again to their masters. I therefore beseech you, in the name of God to 

send back these people to me if you please when my messengers are coming 

back . . . . .  9 

To this, Goldie had no choice but to reply that slavery was opposed to 

British customs, and that slaves could not be sent back.“‘ The accounts of 

Seymour Vandeleur, an officer in the Niger Company force, also give some 

idea of the numbers who fled. Vandeleur reported that “ [n]umbers of slaves 

had come into the camp at Ilorin to have their chains knocked off their 

legs,” and when the column set out on the way back to Jebba, “ [t] housands 

of people must have accompanied us,” “ [c]rowds of Hausa people, traders, 
refugees and slaves.”“_ Major Arnold, commander of the force, estimated 

that the column was accompanied by 3000 “traders and slaves, mostly the 

latter, who were freed by the capture of Ilorin.”12 _ 

Vandeleur also provides some indication of the compOsition of the 

exodus. Many of those who left appearto have been from Hausaland; in- 

deed, given that the campaign took place during the caravan season, and 

bearing in mind the size of the north-south slave trade through the city,” it 

is likely that some, perhaps many, were trade slaves from the north, rather 

than slaves actually settled in Ilorin; but. the emir’s letter reveals that by no 

. means all were trade slaves. It is evident, at least, that some were newly or 

relatively newly enslaved. After the Niger Company force had entered Ilorin, 

[a] curious episode was the fact ofthe “Fall in” for the guard being sounded that 

evening in the market-place of Ilorin by an ex-bugler in the Lagos Constabulary, 

a few hours previously a slave in the same town, and still with the chains on 

his legs. Several of the soldiers found brothers and relations who were slaves 

in the town, and I believe several of them'came away with us and enlisted.M 
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Clearly, as elsewhere, it was firsr generation slaves, neither acculturated nor 

resigned to their fate, and fully aware of their origins and the existence of 

their families, who were particularly likely to seize the opportunity to es— 

cape.15 . 

An exodus of Hausa slaves after the RNC expedition is further con— 
firmed by' David Carnegie’s discovery, in 1900, of “a little village, about 

five miles away [from Jebba], where they live by selling ‘tornbo’ or ‘pompo’ 

(palm wine). They are Hausas who left Illorin [sic] after it was ‘broken' by 

the \Xl'hiteman.”16 A later colonial report mentions many Hausas settled in 

very probably the same general area, “many villages of them, evidently run— 

away slaves,”l7 though the exact dates of their escapes are not kHOWn (and 

some, conceivably, may have been slaves who had escaped from further 

north).18 _ 

Other slaves of northern origin who left Ilorin, according to infore 

mants, included those who departed for Gwari, Nupe, Borno and Borgu.19 

It should not be assumed, however, that all were heading north: it was, in 
fact, a runaway slave from Ilorin who, reaching Ibadan, first brought south 

the news that the Niger Company’s force had reached Ilorin.” 

Once they reached the River Niger at Jebba, some of the Hausa people 

who had left Ilorin with the RNC forCe 

were ferried over in canoes to the northern bank to return to their homes, 

others were offered a free passage down to Lokoja, where a new settlement 

was to be formed about 6 miles further down the river, and close to the spot - 

selected by the ill—fated government expedition of 1841.21 

No doubt many who chose to be taken to Lokoja were slaves who were 

dubious of finding their old homes, or of their welcome when they reached - 

there.- Other escaped slaves, as has been seen, settled in the vicinity of Jebba. 

There they were outside the immediate control of Ilorin,22 they might hope 

for some British protection,” and they could find a ready market for their 
produce. The first groups of ex-slave settlers in this area very likely func— 
tioned as “maroon” colonies, encouraging others to escape from Ilorin and 

its environs.24 

It seems that some of the factors which had probably discouraged 
slaves from flight in the past became, for this brief moment, unimportant. 

Such factors included insecurity on the roads, disra'nce from home, and the 
knowledge or suspicion that one’s home no longer existed, or that one 

would not be welcome on reaching it.25 In this case, the presence of rela— 
tives in the Royal Niger Company force, the protection (and employment 
opportunities) afforded by that force, plus the possibility of British protection 
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opportunities) afforded by that force, plus the possibility of British protection 
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for new settlements or settlers around Jebba and Lokoja, created a com- pletely new situation, highly conducive to flight. The opportunity to flee in groups, or even en masse, must have been an incentive to some slaves to femgle slaves in particular, many of whom must have become members of the maroon” colonies mentioned above. It-shows again the im or ' flight, of an accessible destination. P tame, ”1' 

1897—1900.- Renewed. Slave Seizures 

Coldie left no garrison after his departure in 1897, and Ilorin not sur ris— ingly resumed its independent activities. Relations between the emiiate and. the BrltlSh in Lagos soon deteriorated again. The real power in Ilorin during these years was in the hands of Balogun Alanamu (Balogun Gambari Adamu havrng been fatally wounded, fighting against Otun and the Odo Oun garrison, not long before the RN C attack on Ilorin),26 who was firm] opposed to British interference}? Ilorin raids against territory claimed by Lagos were resumed, and intensified after the governor of Lagos laid claim“: to the town of Illa- (which Ilorin regarded as its own) in August 1898. The ' Ilorms were also perturbed by the construction of a telegraph line between Lagos and Jebba, and Ilorin subjects were forbidden to assist in layin it In September 1898, Lt.—Col. Willcocks, in charge of the West AfricangFron— trer Force (WAFF) garrison at Jebba, sent a letter of warning to the emir but his messengers were verbally abused and thrown out of the city A Ca : tam Somerset was then sent with a WAFF detachment to protest Ilorirliis non—cooperation, but the Ilorins took a determinedly hostile attitude Walter Watts, Royal Niger Company Acting Agent—General, came-to mediate but (for various reasons, including his resentment at the impending loss of the RN Cs charter) appears to have sided with Ilorin against the WAFF At th end of October, Somerset and hismen withdrew. from Ilorin and an RN O force of one officer and 50 men was left therefi28 } I _ This force is said to have been accepted by Ilorin, which “re arded it as a protecting force rather than as an enemy. ”29 Certainly neith: threats from the WAFF nor any RNC presence were able to prevent the escalated slave seizures which were a feature-of the period between 1897 and 1900 In 1904,‘British Resident Dwyer recalled that on his arrival in 1900 he had found a woeful condition. . . . No road was safe for woman or child to travel on as they were more than likely to be seized and sold as slaves Th senior Chiefs of the town held their own Courts and, seizing people, mad: them pay a heavy sum for their release.”3’0 In 1905' he reflected that only a 
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few years earlier Ilorin had been “a truculent slave dealing tribe who spent 
time harrying Caravans and small villages.”31 Clearly, the conditions which 
briefly obtained for the slave exodus in early 1897 had rapidly been re- 
versed: now, anyone who tried to escape was likely to face swift recapture or 
re—enslavement. And, as in the period of dispute between Emir Moma'and 
his baloguns, free people in the area were also likely to be enslaved. 

These slave seizures were clearly related to the activities of the British. 
The “breaking” of IlOrin in 1897, Goldie’s response to the emir’s request 
for the return of the Slaves, and the RNs later declaration of the abolition 

of the legal status of slavery (however hypocritical and unenforceable),32 
together with the steady pressure on Ilorin from the Lagos Government to 

the south, must have aroused well—founded fears among the city’s elite mem— 

bers that their days of slave collection and sale were numbered. Probably 

they were concerned to replace the slaves who had left in 1897, before it 

was too late. In addition, many of llorin’s tributary towns evidently seized 
the-Opportunity of the 1897 RNC campaign to refuse to pay tribute, thus 
obliging the Ilorin elite members to make up for their lost incOme by seize 
ing traders, confiscating their goods, and selling all the “Strangers” they 

could catch.33 (Incidentally, these tributary towns also seized the opportu~ 
nity to raid the smaller towns in their own vicinities for slaves and pro- 

ducef"1 which must have further reduced the chances of any fleeing slave.) 
Some people were enslaved as a direct result of the Ilorin rulers’ fear 

of the British. Balogun Alanamu warned that the British would nor be 
present for long, and that people who opposed his orders would sufferf"5 

One example of this appears in the 1898 report made by Somerset (admit— 
‘ tedly a witness hostile to Ilorin) that “dozens of people were being put into 

prison and chains and some being killed for being friendly with the white 

men.” Those who Suffered for this reason included the lactic (village head) of 

Maya, close to the city, who was put in chains and made to work in the 
fields, and his wife sold as a slave, all because he had assisted in laying the 

telegraph line between Ilorin and Jebba?’6 

Enslavement in Ilorin and its environs continued at least into 1900. 

It was still going on at the time of RM. Dwyer’s arrival in July (he was the 

' second British Resident, after David Carnegie’s brief incumbency), and 

also later, since at the end of October Dwyer reported on Abibu Eku, head- 

man of “Oke Werhu”, north—northwest of the city, who was arrested for 

employing men “dressed as soldiers . . . to raid farms and seize people.“37 
But at least by this time some of those seized were now being returned. 

“On several occasions,” Dwyer admitted, “the Emir has at once returned 

children and people who have been seized without my having to order it he 
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stating it must not be done.”38 Presumably Emir Suleiman was attempting 
to bolster his own power against his baloguns by cooperating with the Brit- 
ish; whatever his motives, his actions resulted 1n at least some amelioration 
of conditions. 

"Revolt of the Peasantry," Conditions of Poor Free 

Cultivators, and Brigand Slaves 

One form of resistance to the Ilorin government was the refusal of various 
towns to pay tribute after the RNC expedition; this was later described by 
Lugard as “the revolt of the peasantry.”3’9 It is doubtful, however, how far 
the peasantry of the dependent villages around Ilorin (the later “Metro— 
politan Districts”) either took part in this movement or were able to profit 
from it. For one thing, Dwyer’s report that it was the “large towns of the 
Province” which had “declared themselves independent Kings and raided 
the smaller towns in their neighbourhood,” the Ilorins being “afraid to 
attack the rebellious towns on account of the Company,“0 suggests that it 
was generally the Igbomina and Ekiti towns to the east, rather than the 
smaller dependent villages immediately around the city and to its“ north 
and west, which refused to pay tribute. It may have been those towns in 
particular whose Overlordship was disputed between Ilorin and Ibadan who 
refused to pay. Willcoclts reported that in September '1 898 he had received 
a telegram from the Governor of Lagos, alleging that the Ilorin emir had 
been “demanding allegiance from certain towns under the protection of 
that [Lagos] Government” :41 and in 1911 some Ekiti chiefs complained 
about oppression from the rulers and chiefs of Ilorin, who “being their old 
enemies tell them to their face that as they are now in their hands they 
mean to pay off the old grudge. . . . They joined the white man in the war 
against the Ilorins when their general Adama was killed.”42 

It is true, however, that Carnegie in 1900 mentioned “many smaller 
Bales” who had given up paying tribute, and that his one specific example 
was Eji, the palace slave in charge of the large village of Ejidongari and its 

, environs, north of Ilorin and part of Its dependent disrricts (though here 
the Initiative lay with an elite slave, rather than local leaders or people) 43 In 
addition, some of the pre-Fulani villages around Ilorin, which had been 
forced 1n some way to submit to it, may have seized the opportunity to 
revolt, though neither their own present-day tradition, nor other sourCes, 
seem to retain any memories of this. And among the “smaller Bales” was 
clearly the village head of Maya, who was flouting Ilorin commands with 
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respect to the telegraph line north of the city. This same example, however, 

shows that not all these small—scale chiefs were able to defend their inde— 

pendence successfully—was does Somersets report that after a visit by Watts 

of the RNC to Ilorin in August 1898, people came in “day after day . . . 

from the Ilorin farms” to complain that Watts had authorized the emir to 

collect tribute,44 perhaps even “extra” to normal deniands.’is Yet the fact 

that people complained at all, if only to Somerset, reveals a degree of resis- 

tance to these demands. 

In general, though, opportunities for resistance or improvement of 

. conditions appear to have been few for the people of the dependent vile 

lages. Their state seems often to have been parlous in the years between 

1897 and 1900. Dwyer's and Somerset’s reports reveal that they were sub— 

ject to slave raiding and seizure, and Other brigandage. This was partly 

related to the general internal disorder in Ilorin, and the city’s consequent 

loss of control over its border territories, especially to the north and west. It 

seems that the villages close to the city of Ilorin were particularly subject to 

the depredations of the city’s elite, while those farther away were more 

likely to be victims of a variety of opportunist adventurers, taking advan— 

tage of the loosening of city control. 

The city had partially lost control even of its trade route north to— 

wards Jebbaf‘6 and 1n 1900 even Eji, the powerful” head of the large and 

apparently prosperous village of Ejidonga1if7 complained net only that ‘the 

Kishi people raid the country to a distance of one day west from his town, 

and in consequence no farming or cultivation is carried on with any success”; 

but also that he' himself was “subjected occasionally to raids from men 
. . - - - v43 

purporting to be from Government [the Br1tish], who se1ze yams, etc. 

Other examples of brigandage were connected with succession dis— 

putes, but might also reflect both loss of control over the rural areas and 

internal dissension 1n the city. In April 19,00 Carnegie received a com— 

plaint from the King of Agod1 that his people were censtantly being raided _ 

by one Mussa and his gang (mostly Fulani people)” He went to Agodi and 

made inquiries: 

Mussas father and Agodis father quarrelled about the ownership of the land, 

and Agodi prevailed, and his son succeeded him. Since the deaths of their 

respective fathers Mussa and Agodi have always wrangled. Mussa has always 

been a rover, and has tried by force to turn Agodi out, and has burnt his 

villages. Mussa’s claim to the land his father lost was backed by a man of 

some power in Illorin, and he therefore felt justified in trying all means to 

regain the land. The present King, Agodi, is a good enough man, and is 
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popular, and his villages are clean and prosperous. Mussa on the contrary 
lived by thieving and extorting farm produce from the people, and is a worth— 
less creature But for the fact that he had a certain amount of reason fo1 
thinking the land should be his, he deserved a heavy punishment. I sen- 
tenced him to four months. Great satisfaction was expressed by all the Agodi 
people, not only 1n that town but 1n the neighbouring villages. 

Reaching the village of Yu1egi (the last Agodi town. .), after consider- 
able trouble and patience we induced the people and their chief to come to 
us, and learned the reason why they, and all the inhabitants of other villages 
we had passed, had fled on our approach. The reason given was that they all 
feared Mussa, who had threatened to bring soldiers from Illorin to burn 
their villages. . . . They were in ecstasy when I told them that Mussa was in 
handcuffs. . . .49 

In the example'ofAbibu Eltu, mentioned earlier, the brigands were “dressed 
as soldiers”; and Dwyer reported “several cases” of this.50 The brigands haa 
rassing Ejidongari claimed to be “from Government.” Similarly, Carnegie, 
writing from Jebba in early 1900, reported the capture of “a highway rob— 
ber and eight of his gang,” operating probably in Ilorin’s north or north— 
western border areas (at all events, close to the trade route to Jebba): 

These robbers had been a curse to the countryside, holding-up people bring— 
ing produce to market, extortin'g money, and generally maltreating the in— 
habitants. Ouclu Kaukashi, the leader, had been in the employ of the [Royal 
Niger] Company, and so knew all about white men, used to wear an old 
Company soldier’s uniform, and say he was an Agent of theirs. Anyway he is 
a prisoner now. . . . The very day after he was taken market—people streamed 
in, compared with what they had done before. . . .5' 

These examples are very reminiscent of a later report, from further north, 
of fugitive slave bands operating after the conquest of Kano, who were 
accused of “personating soldiers and looting and robbing,” “armed with a 
pistol or a white man’s coat” obtained from fugitives who had “enlisted in 
the military or police.”52 These similarities suggest that around Ilorin, as 
elsewhere,53 the brigands who operated in the lawless atmosphere accom— 
panying the British conquest included fugitive slaves. This is confirmed” by 
Dwyer’s 1904 comment that if the Ilorin domestic slaves “were forced to be 
free, the old master would not be likely to feed and house them and they 
would have to shift for themselves. There would then be a great danger of 
them turning into highway robbers, as was the case when I took over the 
Province in 1900.”54 
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Ilorin Province 1900: Early British Slavery Policies 

In January 1900 the Royal Niger Company’s “territories” were taken over 

directly by the British Government, and became part of the new Protector- 

ate of Northern Nigeria. One of the first colonial officers in this protector— 

ate was David Carnegie, who was assigned to administrative and judicial 

work at Jebba, its temporary capital. Between mid—April and the beginning 

of July 1900, Carnegie toured to the south and southwest of Jebba, spend— 
ing some time in the city of Ilorin. He is generally regarded as the first 

Ilorin “Resident.” In July he was replaced by Dr. Pierce M. Dwyer, who 
remained Ilorin Province Resident (apart from periods of leave) for a num— 

ber of years.55 

Holding court in Jebba In early 1900, Carnegie showed sympathy for 

runaway slaves, freeing (and finding a husband for) a slave girl, and pro— 

tecting a madman. The girl’s case provides a further example of the role of 

the British presence at Jebba in encouraging slave flight (as with the Hausa 

slaves who had settled in its vicinity). She attached herself to one of Carnegie’s 

policemen on a mission outside Jebba, having heard that a new let of 

white men had arrived who would assist those 1n distress. 55 But as Resi— 

dent of Ilorin (no doubt coming undei the influence of members of the 
elite, and certainly having listened to “a gentleman who deals in slaves,”) 

Carnegie emphasized the mildness of slavery, and contended that slaves “as 

a rule . . . are quite content to remain slaves.”57 These views were later 

echoed by Dwyer. In his Annual Report for 1904.l he asserted that “[t] here . 

are a large number of domestic or farm slaves in the Province, who are both 

happy and contented,” and who did not want “to be forced to be free” or 

run away.53 A few years later, it was repeated that domestic slaves, who 

“form a great part of the population,” appeared to be happy and con? 

tented, and have no desire to escape from bondage ”59 These opinions should 

be treated with care, as there 1s certainly evidence, eitamined 1n chapter 2, 

that slavery was not always so mild. And the 1897 exodus reveals-that not 

all slaves were contented enough to stay, given any reasonable alternative. 

So does Carnegie’s account of the Hausa village he visited near Jebba, and 
so, very probably, does his statement that he had “had to inquire into and 

settle many slavery questions at Illorin.”60 It seems that his ”and Dwyer’s 

opinions reflect information gleaned from members of the slave—owning 

elite or slave trade1s, and represent the ideal rather than the actual picture, 

as Lovejoy has pointed out for accounts from elsewhere. 51 In addition, these 

opinions may reflect othe1 considerations, such as Dwyers awareness, as he 

wrote in November 1900, that he was “net in a position to take up a strong 
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Ilorin Province 1900: Early British Slavery Policies 
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line on the slavery question,”62 and his fear (expressed in close conjunction 

with his assertion of the slavesIr contentment) that if they became free 

[t] he farmers could not pay for sufficient hired labour to keep the Province 

in its present flourishing condition and the markets would suffer severely. 

Again, if these slaves . . . were forced to be free, the old master would not be 

likely to feed and house them and they would have to shift for themselves. 

There would then be a great danger of them turning into highway robbers, 

as was the case when I took over the Province in 1900. . . .63 

Lugard’s policy for Northern Nigeria as a whole reflecred exactly the 

same fears, and not long after the inception of the protectorate it crystal— 

lized into firm opposition to the flight of slaves.‘54 Nevertheless, some op— 

portunities for flight continued to occur. An Ilorin informant, for example, 

asserts that “all the chiefs were caught by the whites, and the chiefs were 

taken away—so people could scatter.”65 The major chiefs thus removed 

were Balogun Alanarnu, formerly the major power in the land, who was 

deported from Ilorin'in 1902 and his lands resumed by the emir;‘36 and his 

' fellow—Yoruba Balogun Ajikobi, deported along with the Magaji Gari and a 

certain Ajia Ogidiolu in 1907.67 These occurrences (together with the near— 

revolt that precipitated the 1907 deportations)68 may well have given the 

slaves of the chiefs involved an opportunity of escape. Some of them, how- 

ever, chose to follow their masters into exile; the Resident of Yola com— 

plained in June 1907 that Balogun Ajikobi and Magaji Gari had arrived in 

exile there “with a following of some 50 women [many of whom must have 
been concubines] and slaves and have since been joined by about as many 

more.”69 Such a choice may have been dictated by necessity rather than 

faithful allegiance: necessitated on the one hand by the removal of farm* 

land they may have been using (as in the case of Balogun Alanamu’s slaves), 
and on the other by the availability of at least some means of support (a 
subsistence allowance was given to the chiefs in Yola, though they com- 

plained of its inadequacy to feed their entourage .70 

I Slave Exodus Renewed? . 

As Lovejoy and Hogendorn have demonstrated, in other parts of the Sokoto 

Caliphate, notably Bida Emirate, the slave exodus associated with the Brit— 

ish takeover continued for years?1 In ilorin, the exodus was considerable 

immediately after the RNC campaign in 1897, and may well have been 

occurring around 1902 and 1907 as well. The ,evidence for intervening 
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periods, however, is thinner than for elsewhere. In 1901 William Wallace 

(Lugards deputy 1n Northern Nigeria, and Acting High Commissioner at 

the time) claimed that the result of the RNC s declaration of the non-legal 
status of slavery, 111 June 1897, was that - 

in every place where the Company were in effective occupation all slaves 

who desired to do so deserted their masters “en bloc” and this wholesale 

desertion took place . . . along the whole of the right bank of the Niger from 

Illorin jebba [sic] to Iddah. . . .72 

But this was the claim of an official who was anxious to emphasize the ill— 

effeCts of massive slave desertions,73 and, while it does name “Illorin,” this 

may mean only those areas of Ilorin Province which were close to the Niger 

(such as Pategi, which functioned as a slave sanctuary), and not the emirate 

itself 74 Other reports which mention “Ilorin” refer, rather vaguely, to the 

province, and do not specify movement from the city.75 The RNC hardly 

remained 1n “effective occupation of Ilorin after the 1897 expedition, and 

its policy there was not such as to encourage slave escapes In 1898, Captain 

Somerset of the WAFF pointed out that Ilorin had “never been subjugated,” 

and that “slavery was everywhere,” accusing Watts (RNC) of warning the 

emit that slaves should be hidden from visiting missionary dignitaries.76 

Bearing in mind also the Ilorin elite’s desperate desire to keep its slaves, and 

the likelihood of capture or recapture on the roads, it would seem this was 

not a period conducive to the success of escape attempts. As Somerset, 

encamped near the city, noted, the slaves he saw were kept closely chained, 

even when doing farm or carriers’ wo1k. 'He and his WAFF detachment 

were in a weak position was .31 ms the town, and during his stay outside Ilorin 

he recorded only one instance of a slave escape to his camp?7 

Evidence on the continuance or size of the slave exodus from Ilorin 

after 1900 is virtually absent from colonial reports. Assertions by Carnegie 

and Dwyer as to the contentment of the slaves and their lack of desire to 

escape cannot be taken at face value. Dwyer’s general silence on slave es— 

capes in his periodic reports may suggest that the exodus was smaller than 

elsewhere, but may equally reflect an unwillingness to mention the matter. 

His 1904 report that “[a]s to these slaves running away, I had only five 

complaints during the year and in each case they were women who had 

gone off with some man,”73 has little predictive value; by this time it may 

well have been evident to the Ilorin slave—holders that British officials were 

not willing to accept such cases in the Provincial Courts.79 This awareness 

no doubt helped prompt Emir Suleiman’s request to Lugard, as he visited 

the city in the same year: 
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The Emir asked that their legal right to their domestic slaves should be 
recognised, adding that they all knew that slave-dealing was illegal. I replied 
that they had seen our policy for several years, and I had no intention of 
making any change in its” 

The emir’s request seems to indicate that he was afraid of losing more slaves, 
and suggests that the exodus had been continuing, though on what scale is 
unknown , 

Some evidence on the size of the slave exodus from Ilorin 15 available 
from informants tesrimonies, though these provide neither quantifiable 
data nor a precise time frame. Informants agree that many slaves departed 
due to the arrival of the British; several assert that a majority left. Certainly, 
enough left to create a serious and well— remembered problem of labor sup— 
ply, m which some fa1ms were “spoilt. ’31 In 1913 the Fulani residents of 
Ilorin we1e 1epo1tedly impoverished by the loss of their slaves.”82 Several 
informants also agree that there was an upsurge in pawnage due to the 
departure of slaves, thus-confirming that the exodus was serious.“ 80 there 

is evidence of socio—economic crisis, or at least fairly major disruption, as a 
result of the British takeover.84 Yet this does nor seem to have affected the 
economy right across the board. For example, some informants report that 
although their (weaver) fathers owned farms, they themselves‘did not in— 

herit them,85 which may mean that the slaves who had worked "them were 
gone. But, since it was reported 1n 1912 that much of the corton used by 
the Ilorin weavers was still grown locally 1n “Oke Imoru,” the farms 1n the 
western hinterland of the city, it does not seem that the arrival of colonial 
rule and the departure of slaves was responsible for any major crisis in 1aw 
material supply.86 

'Slaves who Remained: Reasons for Accommodation 

In any case, many slaves remained in and around Ilorin. DWyer, as men— 
tioned above, noted in 1904 that there was still a “large number of domes— 
tic or farm slaves in the Province”; and a few years later it was repeated that 

' domestic slaves formed “a great part of the population. ”37 Informants also 
agree that many slaves Stayed to become junior members of, or attach— 

ments to, their owners’ compounds.88 “When they freed the slaves, many 
of them could not go back home, and remained in the house of their owner. 

'. They said they should not call them slaves any more, they became 
children of the house (odiomo!e).”39 Some slaves, it is said, “refused to go,” 
including some of the Hausa who settled in the Gambari quarter of Ho tin.“ 
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That many of the slaves remained in and around the city is strongly sug— 

gested by the reticence of ' present~day informants on the subject of slave 

descendants, which is explained as protecting the interests of these people,“1 
and confirmed, by the large numbers of ex—slaves living in the Metropolitan 

Districts according to colonial reports.“Z - 
There were a number of reasons to stay. For those slaves unable to 

seize the opportunity of the 1897 Royal Niger Company expedition, there 

were the problems of being kept under close control (in and near the city), 

and the dangers of recapture, re—enslavement, and brigandage on the roads, 

which continued at least up to the end of 1900. 93 And afte1 British rule had 

been consolidated, Lugards policy of sympathy for and support of slavcv 

owners, in which (at the very least) a blind eye was turned when slaves were 

returned to their masters (even though the Provincial Courts could not be 

involved) and access to land outside their owners” orbit was denied them?“ 

meant that there was no longer much point in trying to run away to unoc— 

cupied or sparsely populated rural areas, close to such centers as Jebba, 

which had earlier offered sanctuary. 

In such circumstances, many slaves who were still in Ilorin simply 

had nowhere to go. Those who had crime from eastern Yorubaland as trib— 

ute payments may have already been slaves or criminals, with no incentive 

to return home.95~ Many other Yoruba slaves musr have known or suspected 

that'their towns had been destroyed and their people scattered. In addi— 

tion, there are some indications that Ilorin’s slave capturing activities may 

have diminished in scale overall as the nineteenth century wore on,95 which 

suggests that many of the remaining slaves. were probably 1n their second or 

third generation of bondage, and might well have forgotten or half—forgot— 

ten their origins. The existence of such factors 15 revealed by informants’ 

reports that “some did not know where to go”; and that“many could no 

longer locate their home areas.” “Many . '. . could not go back home [al— 

though] some of the slaves that still knew their origin went back [and] 

some that knew other towns went and settled there.”97 

One opportunity for many slaves further north to put some disrance, 

maybe physical, certainly economic and social, between themselves and 

their owners was provided by the “groundnut revolution” of 1912 onwards 

and its multiplier effects. This was hardly an option in Ilorin, however, 

where there was no such export—cropping boom. 93 

Some slaves 1n Ilorin had more positive incentives to stay. They might 

have been well treated?9 a man might have bought or been given a wife, 

and raised children; a concubine might have children by her owner.“ By 

the second or third generation, a slave was more likely to have been ab— 
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sorbed into the society, culture and religion of Ilorin.101 But although some 
slaves who wanted to become Muslims are said even to have refused ran— 
som by their own people,“i2 this did not always apply, at least in the period 
after the British arrival, as some Muslim Ilorin slaves then returned to their 

homes in eastern Yorubaland, and helped to spread Islam therem 
In the extreme case of elite or relatively privileged slaves, there was 

every reason for them to stay, to continue to profit from their positions. As 
the district system was set up, for example, a new opportunity arose for 
these slaves, as some became district or subwdistrict heads, with not only 
official salaries but also unofficial opportunities for profit.104 In one case, a 
palace slave left, but later returned: 

A peculiar case occurred early in the year [1907], a so called slave had been 

away for many years he returned fairly well to do and requested permission 
to once again become the Emir’s slave, he merely wanted to renew his old 
friendships under the aegis of the Ernir.‘05 

Slaves andOthers: the "Back to the Land" Movement 

Some of the slaves who stayed were absorbed into the city, where they can 
hardly be identified nowadays by an outside observer, except for those de- 
scended from elite slave title-holders.106 Many, however, were settled in the 

' farms. An accelerated outflow of farmers, including slaves, from Ilorin (and 

from farmland relatively close to the city to farmland farther out) took 
place in the early colonial period. It continued into the 19205 and was Still 
going on as late as 1930.107 In 1907, one of the results of appointing resi— 
dent district heads was, according to Dwyer, that 

I get not alone them out of town but all their followers, an idle crowd as a 
rule Who loaf about and do nothing, these men will now be forced to open 
new farms, in fact they are already doing it. "is 

By 1909 he had been 

informed on good authority that these important chiefs [the district heads] 
have taken away from Illorintown over 5000 young people who formerly 
did norhing but lounge round the quarters of the well to do in the hopes of 
procuring a meal. These men and youths must now work on the land for the 
income of the several district heads will not permit them to feed the idle and 
lazy, hence new farms are opening out in all directions.109 ' 
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Many of these people would have been slaves who had previously swelled 

the armies and entourages of their chiefly masrers. 

In 1907 Dwyer had noted that 

[i]n the past in the old slave raiding days it was a common custom for a 

person to voluntarily take on the yoke of serfdom, without this they would 

not be allowed to live in one of the powerful chiefs quarters and so gain his 

prorection. These people boasted of being slaves while in reality they were 

nothing of the kind. Now that the people are no longer herding together in 

the towns and are no longer afraid of being caught they go out into the bush 

open up farms and we no longer hear them call themselves slaves.1m 

It looks. as if Dwyer is here conflating slaves and poor-free clients.111 In the 

Ilorin section of the general Northern Nigeria Report of 1907—1908, this 

account was continued as follows: 

Now that conditions have changed these voluntary serfs are quitting their 

protectors and taking up unoccupied lands for farming. But the process is 

nor being conducted through the Courts, and is not causing trouble, the 

former protectors having no longer any need for keeping large followings, 

which were largely utilised for warlike purposes.” 

In some cases, slaves (and clients) taking part in this movement may have 

been expressing their resistance to continued subordination within the town 

(once any opportunities of "profit through military service had ceased). 

Nevertheless, much of the out—movement was encouraged or even directed - 

by the chiefs, who no longer had a military need for their dependents, nor 

the income from slave sales with which to support them. The chiefs no 

doubt were also influenced by colonial tax policy, which will be examined 

below. The outmovem‘ent was made more feasible by the pox Britannica, 

which allowed farmers to leave “the shelter of the town,”113 and more ur— 

gent by the exhaustion of the land in its immediate vicinity, reported first 

in 1912, and on various occasions thereafter.“ 

Amelioration'of Conditions for the Slaves? 
Possibilities of Renegotiating the Terms of Bondage? 

Despite the fact that large military followings were no longer needed, mem— 

bers of the Ilorin elite had to feed themselves and their households, and felt 

it necessary to keep up certain standards of hospitality and prestige. In 
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By 1909 he had been 
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Many of these people would have been slaves who had previously swelled 

the armies and entourages of their chiefly masrers. 

In 1907 Dwyer had noted that 

[i]n the past in the old slave raiding days it was a common custom for a 

person to voluntarily take on the yoke of serfdom, without this they would 

not be allowed to live in one of the powerful chiefs quarters and so gain his 

prorection. These people boasted of being slaves while in reality they were 

nothing of the kind. Now that the people are no longer herding together in 

the towns and are no longer afraid of being caught they go out into the bush 

open up farms and we no longer hear them call themselves slaves.1m 

It looks. as if Dwyer is here conflating slaves and poor-free clients.111 In the 

Ilorin section of the general Northern Nigeria Report of 1907—1908, this 

account was continued as follows: 

Now that conditions have changed these voluntary serfs are quitting their 

protectors and taking up unoccupied lands for farming. But the process is 

nor being conducted through the Courts, and is not causing trouble, the 

former protectors having no longer any need for keeping large followings, 

which were largely utilised for warlike purposes.” 

In some cases, slaves (and clients) taking part in this movement may have 

been expressing their resistance to continued subordination within the town 

(once any opportunities of "profit through military service had ceased). 

Nevertheless, much of the out—movement was encouraged or even directed - 

by the chiefs, who no longer had a military need for their dependents, nor 

the income from slave sales with which to support them. The chiefs no 

doubt were also influenced by colonial tax policy, which will be examined 

below. The outmovem‘ent was made more feasible by the pox Britannica, 

which allowed farmers to leave “the shelter of the town,”113 and more ur— 

gent by the exhaustion of the land in its immediate vicinity, reported first 

in 1912, and on various occasions thereafter.“ 

Amelioration'of Conditions for the Slaves? 
Possibilities of Renegotiating the Terms of Bondage? 

Despite the fact that large military followings were no longer needed, mem— 

bers of the Ilorin elite had to feed themselves and their households, and felt 

it necessary to keep up certain standards of hospitality and prestige. In 
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order to fulfill these‘expectations, they 'still required the services and (per— 
haps equally important) the deference of slaves. Other owners continued 
to want slaves for agricultural industrial and domestic Work, as before. 
Since many slaves had already departed, owners must have been anxious to 
hold on to those who remained. 

The British adminisrration, though it would not endorse the legality 
of slave status,“ was entirely in‘ agreement with the owners’ aim of keeping 
the remaining slaves in their service. It has been argued (by Lovejoy and 
Hogendorn for the SOkoto caliphate), that the Owners’ desires, plus colo— 
nial policies, presented the slaves with possibilities of renegotiating their 
terms of bondage and thus ameliorating the conditions of their lives. ”5 
This section, therefore, examines the extent to which such processes may 
have been operating in and around Ilorin after the British takeover 

One avenue of amelioration encouraged by the British authorities in 
Northern Nigeria was to offer slaves the opportunity to earn freedom, largely 
by self-redemption.“ This was acceptable both to the British and to the 
caliphate elite, since the process of self—redemption was a lengthy one, in— 
volving no immediate upheaval among the slave population; also it pro- 
vided compensation for the owner, and once achieved it did not necessarily 

involve the ex—slave’s departure from the scene but, quite likely, the con— 

tinuance of subordination to the ex—owner through bonds of clientage. It 
also fitted in with Northern Nigerian tax policy. - 

The possibility of self—redemption existed for slaves in nineteenth— 
century Ilorin, but it is unclear how many were in a position to take advan- 
tage of it.113 In the caliphate 1n gene1al, before the British conquest, it 
would appear that a slave had to have his masters consent before he could 
purchase his freedom.“9 Under British regulations, a master was no longer 
supposed to refuse the slave his chance,120 but the evidence for Ilorin, such 
as it is, largely suggesrs that any increase in self—redemption may have been 
limited. It was reported in 1906 that “four farms belonging to the Emir are 
set aside for slaves to work on, who ,are redeeming themselves,”121 shoWing 
that there was at least some effort to encourage the practice, though possi— 
bly it merely reflects the continuation of a precolonial custom. Very few 

_ slaves, however, appear to have been freed through the Islamic courts in 
Ilorin, compa1 ed with the numbers recorded elsewhere. ”2 One reason for 
this may have been that the Ilorin courts are reported (albeit much later,--in 
1936) as charging an unusually high fee for their services, which may have 
encouraged extra—judicial arrangements.123 Indeed, it is argued for the cad 
liphate as a whole that many more slaves gained freedom through such 
arrangements than through the courts;124 yet Ilorin informants cast some 
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doubt even on the extent of extra-judicial self—redemption when they assert 

that not many slaves entered into marge arrangements after the colonial 

period had begun. One present—day gloss is that “they did not need itsince 

colonial laws forbad molesration and enslavement.”125 In reality, however, 

it may well be that such payments were an option open to relatively few 

Ilorin slaves, since there was little opportunity for them to amass the money. 

Further north, the “groundnut revolution” of 1912 onwards offered the 

possibility of raising funds by growing export crops or food for the export— 

cr0pping areas, or by wage labor. In Ilorin, there was no such revolution. 

Even the trade in food crops (to feed export—cropping farmers further south) 

was open Only to those who had easy access to the railway;126 for the vast 

majority of Ilorin slaves and other farmers, soil exhaustion forced them 

further and further away from the city, largely to the remote west, further 

and further away from any hope of engaging in this trade.127 

While self—redemption may not have been widely available, despite 

British encouragement, othe‘i'r British activities did lead to improvements 

for the slaves. Certainly, slavery was ameliorated with the curtailment of 

large—scale slave dealing under British rule. In ilorin, the public slave mar— 

kets vanished almost immediately. ‘23 But, in the short run at least, this only 

meant that. the trade had gone underground. As perceived from southern 

Yorubaland, 

fed by the towns north of the Niger and Benue, Ilorin managed to retain its 

dubious reputation as a foremost slave—mart, supplying part of the need of 

the Yoruba country for domestic slaves well into the twentieth century.” 

While many of the slaves in this clandestine trade were merely passed through 

11min on their way to the south, others may well have been bought for use 

within the city. As for the more local trade, 1n 1904 1t was reported from 

Ilorin that there were still “cases of bartering in domestic slaves,” and that it 

was very hard to catch anyone involved in this, because “it is known that 

culprits will be severely dealt with?”0 Another reason was that these trans— 

actions clearly took place (as had often been the case earlier) in private 

houses. A statement by Dwyer, however, cited in Lugard’s 1906 Political 

Memorande, that “[c].hildren formerly were sold, but this is now stopped,” 

suggests that at least the sale of second—generation slaves (previously pos- 

sible) may have come to an end.”1 By 1911, it was clear that slave parents 

were accepted'as the custodians of their children. DWyer reports that 

[t]he only [slavery] cases that ever come before me are those brought by 

domesdc slaves who wish for divorce or ownership of a child. By the latter I 
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it may well be that such payments were an option open to relatively few 
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further and further away from the city, largely to the remote west, further 

and further away from any hope of engaging in this trade.127 

While self—redemption may not have been widely available, despite 

British encouragement, othe‘i'r British activities did lead to improvements 

for the slaves. Certainly, slavery was ameliorated with the curtailment of 
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Yorubaland, 

fed by the towns north of the Niger and Benue, Ilorin managed to retain its 
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actions clearly took place (as had often been the case earlier) in private 

houses. A statement by Dwyer, however, cited in Lugard’s 1906 Political 

Memorande, that “[c].hildren formerly were sold, but this is now stopped,” 

suggests that at least the sale of second—generation slaves (previously pos- 

sible) may have come to an end.”1 By 1911, it was clear that slave parents 

were accepted'as the custodians of their children. DWyer reports that 

[t]he only [slavery] cases that ever come before me are those brought by 

domesdc slaves who wish for divorce or ownership of a child. By the latter I 
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mean as to whether the husband or divorced wife should retain the child or 

the children of the marriage.132 

A further improvement for the slaves was the replacement of plantation 
labor, which had been common around Ilorin, by the payment of periodic 
tribute. The timing of this change, however, is difficult to assess; it may 
have been very gradual, developing over decades. Dwyer’s description of 
the slaves’ agricultural work in his 1904 Annual Report reveals that planta— 
tion labor was still common at that time?” In 1912, in contrast, a colonial 

officer reported that at Idieme (in Afon District, south of the city), where 
the landholder was the Ajia Opele, the land had become exhausted three 
years earlier, and the farmers had moved to another man’s land to farm. 
“They pay rent to him, bur live in Idieme: nothing is given to the Ajia just 
now except [by] his slaves. When Idieme land is ready for farming again 
rent will be paid to the Ajia”.15M This suggests that the slaves of Idieme had 
been released from plantation agriculture, but only in order to move on to 
more productive land from which they could send in amounts of tribute 
acceptable to their owner. Presumably, the unfortunate slaves were paying 
both tribute to the Ajia and “rent” to the man on whose land they were 
now farming. Thus while the disappearance of plantation labor was an 
improvement for the slaves, it might still leave them at a disadvantage. 

Land exhaustion is one reason for the change from plantation agri— 
culture to submission of tribute. This change was also related to thealtered 
situation of the owners. In the same 1912 account, some examples are 

given of the tribute paid by free tenants in various areas of Afon District. 
The author considered the amounts relatively small, commenting that “now 
that a general tax . . . for transmission to the colonial governmentis col- 
lected from each individual, the landowners gain very little from their es- 
tates, except a few presents and a certain amount of recognition from their 
tenants,”‘~”5 and that the absentee landowner living in the city 

seems to care very little about his rents as long as enough food is brought in 
to supply him and his family. In old days, when a big following was kept up, 
this rent was looked into carefully. 

What they do care about is that they are recognized, at any rate in name, 
by their tenants, and that all matters of dispute, etc., are brought to them.136 

This opinion, however, is called. into question by the larger amounts men» 
tioned for Onire area in 1913.137 The reference to recognition in matters of 
dispute suggests that tribute was reduced only where it could be supple— 
mented by profits from court cases and other disputes; in any case, the total 
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amounts received by landlords would have been swelled by the contribu- 

tions of their numerous dependents. newly sent out to the farms. Although 

the Afon evidence on the diminution of tribute refers to free farmers, a 

similar process seems to have occurred with respect to slaves, and for the 

same reasons Ilorin informants tend to agree that the slaves provided less 

produce for their masters after the colonial period had begun, and that 

recognition of the masters became more important. “Those who brought 1n 

produce brought 1n only small quantities”; “ it was never like when they were 

slaves.” Although there was very little produce,” “such recognition from 

former slaves enhanced their [former owners ] present social status” 0:. served 

“to remind the world of their former status as slave owners. ”133 \With regard to 

slaves as well as free tenants, landowners may have been prepared to reduce 

their tribute demands only when they could see that they could profit equally 

well as intermediaries (been lee/rem) in court cases and other disputes. ‘39 

The situation of caliphate slave holders was also altered by colonial 

tax policy. Slaves were made subject to taxation, and their owners had the 

choice either to pay the taxes on their slaves behalf, or give them some way 

to pay for themselves. At the same time, marge payments to owners were 

not subject to tax. All this gave an added incentive to owners to send their 

slaves out to the farms to work for themselves, to earn money for their tax 

payments and possibly also their freedom, instead of continuing to subject 

them to plantation labor.“m 

Thus the slaves or ex-slaves managed to gain access to land, but at a 

. price. In Ilorin, “they were given land to farm, but most of the time on a 

temporary basis.” Access to the land of their former owners depended on 

the slaves “good conduCt” or “cordial relationship” with them; and 1n any 

case the slaves had to pay tribute to the landowner on whose land they were 

farming, whether this was their former owner or not. 1‘“ Colonial land policy, 

in which (afte1 1910) the proprietary rights of landowners were guaran— 

teed, 1‘” confirmed the Ilorin landowners rights to allocate land, harvest 

locust beans, and collect tribute."i 

Other evidence IS available on the amelioration of slaves3 conditions. 

Some 'had been absorbed into their owners’ families in the nineteenth cen# 

tury, as in the cases of a slave who had redeemed himself,“ a female slave 

who had children for the owner,” aslave of impeccable character,” and 

(some) children of slaves. After the beginning of British rule, more slaves 

were absorbed into families; slaves were called “children of the house,” and 

were said to be “no longer subject to forced labour [but] treated with con— 

sidetation.”l4“ Yet their absorption was never complete: there was still a 

stigma attached to the ex—slaves and their descendants, whose origin was 
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similar process seems to have occurred with respect to slaves, and for the 

same reasons Ilorin informants tend to agree that the slaves provided less 
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slaves.” Although there was very little produce,” “such recognition from 
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“to remind the world of their former status as slave owners. ”133 \With regard to 
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their tribute demands only when they could see that they could profit equally 

well as intermediaries (been lee/rem) in court cases and other disputes. ‘39 

The situation of caliphate slave holders was also altered by colonial 

tax policy. Slaves were made subject to taxation, and their owners had the 

choice either to pay the taxes on their slaves behalf, or give them some way 

to pay for themselves. At the same time, marge payments to owners were 

not subject to tax. All this gave an added incentive to owners to send their 

slaves out to the farms to work for themselves, to earn money for their tax 

payments and possibly also their freedom, instead of continuing to subject 

them to plantation labor.“m 

Thus the slaves or ex-slaves managed to gain access to land, but at a 

. price. In Ilorin, “they were given land to farm, but most of the time on a 

temporary basis.” Access to the land of their former owners depended on 
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st-ill remembered (as omo omo em), who could still be used as cheap or 
unpaid labor, who might be subjected to the indignities of pawnage, and - 
whose ancestry is still known (though concealed from outsiders) today.145 

While British slavery policy in Northern Nigeria provided opportu— 
nities for the amelioration of male slaves conditions, policy with respect to 
females offe1ed less. Basically, women, whether slave or free, were supposed 
to be under the control of a guardian or husband.146 When a woman slave 
was redeemed by a third party, this was usually a cover for her sale as a 
concubine, a practice the British often conveniently ignored”? It would 
seem that concubines in general, at least after British rule was consolidated, 
had little option but to remain with their owners, or be transferred from 
one owner to another, without much chance of renegotiation.“i8 

Although “a female slave who had children for the owner,” might 
improve her situation, conditions for concubines and their children in nine 
teenth—century Ilorin had not been uniformly good. Elsewhere in the can 
liphate many concubines took advantage of opportunities for escape dur- 
ing the period of the British conquest, ‘49 but there is no evidence to indicate 
how many joined in the 1897 slave exodus from Ilorin. Still, at least some 
are likely to have been involved. 

Information on concubines in Ilorin after 1900 is sparse and anec- 
dotal, but in general it suggests, as would be expected, that opportunities 
for the amelioration of their conditions were limited. Some were obviously 
prepared to remain where they were, like the girl “in the Emir’s harem” 
who refused to be redeemed and taken to Lagos by her glandmother in 
1906.150 Clearly she saw advantages to her situation. Those who joined the 
Balogun Ajikobi and Magaji Gari on their deportation to Yola 1n 1907 may 
have had no real choice. While slave sales 1n general diminished, the sale of 
girls and transfers of female slaves into concubinage continued. In early 
1906, in a Provincial Court case 

[a] girl complained she was sold by 2 men to a 3rd, they all appeared to be 
connected with each other. The prisoners stated that the girl was not sold 
but given in marriage and the money passed between the parties was ordi— 
nary dowry money which is allowed, it is always a difficult thing to differen— 
tiate between dowry money and slave dealing and it was especially so in this 
case[;] as the men gave different accounts of the transaction and the girls 
statement was substantiated by her father I found the men guilty of slave 
selling and fined them £5—0—0 each. ‘5' 

This case also shows that female slaves were not always prepared to accept 
their situation without prorest. Another avenue of protest and improve— 
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ment was to change one’s protector: in 1904, Dwyer reported that, "with 

respect to domestic slaves running away, the only five complaints he had all 
' (C 33 CC year (presumably from the prev10us husbands or owners) were all women 

who had gone off with some man.”152 And in a further example of protest 
a couple of years later 

[t] he District Superintendent of Police visited the native prison and found 

[a] woman in irons, she asked his help stating she was to be sold to a Fulani. 
I at once sent to have her liberated and brought before me, also her mistress. 
On investigating I found she was given as a wife to a crippled Fulani and she 

would not have him, as she insisted on refusing she was placed in prison. I 

severely censured the Emir for permitting such a thing and warned him that 
in future he would have to appear at court to explain his conduct in similar 
cases.”3 

Clearly the Native Courts could be counted on to keep women slaves in 
their place; it was only by accident that this woman’s plight was revealed. 

This is not the only example of the ill treatment of slaves to be found 
in the records of early twentieth—century Ilorin. In 1904 a boy was freed 

who had been severely flogged and forced to make 400 yam heaps a day 

(twice the locally accepted amount), 154 1n the next year, a boy of twelve was 

found in 116115.155 In 1906, in a case sent him by the emi1, the Resident 
reported that a girl in “a very emaciated condition with marks of blows on 

her body” was found wandering around the farms after running away from 

her master.156 I11 the same year, the emir asked for “an exemplary punish— 

ment” to be meted out to the owner of a'child in “shocking condition.”157 

* By 1907, however, Dwyer was reporting airily that “though domestic sla— 

very still exists it is never or rarely brought before my notice, when it-is it is 

always on account of some petty dispute and never for ill treatment.”15’8 
The few cases that did come to the Resident’s attention are not statistically 

significant; they show, however, that the assertion that slaves were “no longer 

subject to forced labour” but “treated with consideration” was not com- 

pletely true. 

Peasants after 1900 

The picture with regard to the peasantry after 1900 is similarly mixed. 

They had certainly gained some benefits from the British arrival, including 

a more (though not totally) peaceful environment, and sometimes, though 

not always, the confidence to protest. When the WAFF detachment left 
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Ilorin in 1904, and a rumor spread that nor only the soldiers but all the 

British were going to leave, there was “consternation among the poor class” 

in the town, who declared that they would run away, and that “after a time 

of peaceand safety” they would not risk the old problems of being seized 

and sold or thrown into prison until they had paid a fine.159 Dwyer noted 

that the chiefs would “gladly once more welcome the old days when they 

lived 0n plundering the poor.” At the present time, he remarked, the chiefs 

knew‘they dared not try any of their former acts of aggression, so they 

. waited and hoped the future might permit them. They do not appear to 

have waited long. In his report on the near—revolt perpetrated-by the Balogun 

Ajikobi, Magaji Gari and Ajia Ogidiolu at the beginning of 1907, Dwyer 

admitted that even before this time 

[o]n several occasions I had been forced to have these three chiefs before my 

court and read them a lecture and inflict a fine for exerting a power they had 

no right to, being intensely feared and disliked by the poor of the town who 

were afiaicl to give evidence against them they were able in an underhand 

way to retard the progress towards good government that had been my aim 

to carry out.160 

While Dwyer refers to the “effects of these chiefs” activities on “the 

poor of the town,” his comments can be extended to include those in the 

villages as well. Before and during the near—revolt, there were robberies in 

the City, but also night attacks on farm villages, and murders at Olufuganga 

and Bode Sadu, villages on the road to Jebba. ‘61 The old days of brigand— 

age, while largely suppressed wele not over. 

At least some of the peasant farmers around Ilorin appear to have 

gained a reduction in the amount of tribute they paid to landowners. But 

this was offset by the imposition of government tax (both on the free peas- 

antry and also on those slaves or ex-slaves in the process of becoming peas- 

ants), which soon became enough of a burden to stimulate considerable 

emigration from the districts west of Ilorin into the northernmost parts of 

Oyo Province, in Southern Nigeria. This emigration was certainly going 

on in 1912.162 By the end of 1913, it was estimated that over 2000 people 

had left these districts; and in the Berkodo Disrrict many villages were said 

to have been completely or practically deserted.163 In 1914 the “steady flow 

of emigration” from the western districts was continuing. 1“ In 1917 the 

Oyo Resident provided a rough count of the emigrants, totaling over 6000. 

It was said that they had been well received and allowed to farm in various 

_ areas but theBales have been forbidden by the Alafin to grant any more 

land. ”"55 This order, plus the imposition of direct taxation in Oyo Province 
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in 1918, may well have slowed down the movement for a while,‘66 but 
certainly did nor put a permanent stop to 1L1“? - 

The issue of taxation, though important, was not the only reason for 
. emigration from the western districts. There was also the need to find new 

land, “their present farms being sterile and unproductive due to long years 
of over cultivation.”168 Going across the southern border was a natural di— 
rection of expansion, especially since “the fan—like original grants of land 
extended far over the 1906 boundary line with Southern Nigeria,”169 but 
emigration was often embarked upon to escape “close administration” or 
“central control, ”'70 or, notably, “the social ties of slave to masrer. ”'71 Thus, 

some of the emigrants were clearly slaves. One might wonder whether these 
had any inkling of Lugards warning, in his 1906 “Political Memoranda,” 
that in the case of slaves fleeing to “anorher British Protectorate” (as South— 
ern Nigeria was, until 1914) “the Administration 15 powerless to check 

_ desertion. ”'72 

In some cases the emigration was short—term (“temporary flittings 
during taxation time”)'73 or connected with specific local issues. It might 
result from “the slightest exercise of just authority,” or “any disagreement” 
with the district head, as two British officials put 11,17”i but such issues were 
not always so minor. For example, in 1915 at Fata, 

one of the troublesome little Western border districts of Okemoru, a local 

_ dispute with one of the messengers of. the District Chief culminated in the 
burning of the Rest House there, the men concerned fled across the border, 
some 3 or 4 miles away. The chief fault lay with the messenger, one Sulimanu, 

who is reputed to have meddled with their women. '75 

(Sexual attacks on women, incidentally, were not new. During the turbulent 

period at the turn of the century, according to Dwyer, women and girls had 
been “raped with impunity,” this being one of the “perquisites” of the ejele, 
or agents of the Chiefs.'76 In 1908 the headman of Ojoku village-in Afon 

District, south of the city, was deposed,having been accused, among other ' 
things, of detaining women inthis compound “for immoral purposes”) ‘77 

Some years later, this same village provided an example of short—term 
migration. In 1917 its people drove out'their bale, and made allegations 
against him. An investigation found that irregularities had occurred. Dur— 
ing the investigation, “certain Elders and Others” of Ojoku refused to obey 
the emir’s orders to come to Ilorin.’ When'they were to be arrested, “[t] he 

people attempted armed resisrance.” Eventually the elders and a number of 
the “rioters” were tried and conviCted; the result of all of this was that some 
of the people of Ojoku fled for a time to'the South.178 
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Clearly, migration into the Southern Provinces might be closely re— 

lated to the character of individual village and district heads and their staff. 

It is surely not coincidental that the district of Berkodo (which in 1907 was 

' put under the elite slave titleholder Sarkin Dogari, a man described as both 

“disliked and incapable,”) was by 1913 severely depopulated by migration 

to the South.”9 The depredations of the district and sub—district heads will 

be further explored later. 

Movement to the Southern Provinces might also be related to the 

activities of other prominent individuals. A number of people, for example, 

followed the Balogun Ajikobi into exile at Gbede, just over the border, 

once he had been allowed to leave Yola, but had been refused permission to 

live in Ilorin.180 Around 1913 a number of trans—border chiefs, such as the 

ruler of Gbede and the Onikoyi, who had grievances againsr Ilorin, were 

reportedly encouraging other people to “sever their Ilorin connection.”““ 

The setting up of districts with resident heads (a process which began 

in earnest in 1906 but involved various amalgamations and sub—divisions 

before the boundaries were finally settled)182 was seen as preventing other 

chiefs from sending “secret messengers unknown to Government to de— 

mand money and produce,” since the district heads were “jealous of their 

position” and anxious to report any attempts to undermine their author— 

ity;]33 yet these officials soon began their own depredations, wasting no 

time in extracting the maximum profit from the people they controlled. 

The fact that they were so often discovered and deposed, up to about 1920,18“ 

must have added to their sense of urgency in getting down to the business 

of extortion. 
As early as 1908, for example, the district head of Paiye was deposed 

by the Native Court for “illegal taxation”; he had been collecting “rent [i.e. 

tax] over and above what he was ordered to, and in three cases collected 

rent. twice from the same village.”185 At a lower administrative level, in the 

same year the headman of Ojoku village was likewise removed, for offenses 

including collecting the “land rent” [tax] from his village “in an irregular 

way”: his own quarter of the village was not asked to pay its share of the 

assessed amount, leaving the rest of the. people with an extra burden. (This 

is byno means the only example of inequitable division.)136 It also ap- 

peared that “no woman could bring a complaint before him without being 

detained in his compound for immoral purposes.”187 In 1909, the head of- 

Onire was deposed for “appropriating tribute” (tax money).183 A few years 

later, in 1912, the district head of Lawani Giwa was sentenced to imprison- 

ment for having collected “more land rent than he paid in.”189 _ 

District and sub—district heads also allowed their seniors to make ex— 
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actions. In 1912, it was reported that Balogun Ajikobi, who had been given 

supervisory rights over Paiye, had until recently been making “irregular 
levies” on its hamlets, while the resident head made no attempt to stop 

him.190 Similarly, Balogun Alanamu had been given rights in Akanbi. He 
appointed his head slave as resident head, and until 1911 was “in the habit 
of making additional demands . . . beyond the annual tribute.”191 Of course, 
such levies and other forms of . exrortion would have applied not only to 
free—born peasants but also to slaves and ex—slaves settled on the land. . 

It was nor only through tax collection that opportunities for extor— 
tion arose. In 1912, the Basambo (titleholder from a non—ruling branCh of 
the royal family), who was both “fiefholder”192 and district (at that time 
sub—district) head of Malete, was found to be touring his territory with a 
following of six horsemen and a number of others, all of whom expected 

“free entertainment“ from the villages en route: 

The villagers have a genuine grievance in being put to this trouble and ex! 
pense, I have heard that some of  the hamlets have made up their minds to 

leave his group mainly on this account, which 15 distinctly a bad sign, I have 
warned him to reduce his following at once, and have cautioned him that as 

soon as his staff become salaried any free hospitality that he or his staff re— 

ceives at the hands of his village1s will be treated as an act of extortionfm’ 

A year later, the head of Lanwa District was reported to have taken bribes, 

and indeed to have taken money from the people of his district “at every 
opportunity.” He was deposed not only for this but for “entertaining pro- 
fessional thieves’w‘i (a report suggesting, incidentally, that brigandage may 
not have ended even then).‘95 In 1916 it was discovered that not only had 
the Ajia Atikekere, sub-district head of the large village of Shao, collecred _ 
tax “over and above the correct amount,” but he had also been “in the habit. 
of forcing the people” . t o  work for him without payment. ”'9" 

In 1918 an assessing officer 1n Malete nored that the general level of 
income 1n the district was surprisingly low. The Residents gloss was that 
the majority of people, especially farmers, lived “only hand to mouth though 
they could make very large incomes if they liked. . . .The income earned is 
enough to support life and no more.”197 The farmers had probably decided 
that the production. of any su1plus was ha1dly wo1th the effo1t, since it 
would have been immediately abso1bed by chiefs, fiefholders, and district 
pelsonnel. 

In some cases, hovvever, the farmers of the Metropolitan Districts 
may have been pressed into producing a surplus. Before the colonial period, 

the city of Ilorin had interfered (in its own interests) with the marketing 
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system in its rural environs, as is revealed by accusations that the emit and 

his advisers had discouraged markets outside the city, and made the rural 

dwellers send all their produce in. The tUrmoil of the years immediately 

before 1900 helped weaken the city’s power to interfere, at least in outlying - 

areas like Ejidongari with its independent-minded elite slave headman.”8 
After 1900, however, some form of control seems to have been reimposed 
right under the British nose. .It was a British assessing officer in 1912 who 

remarked on the low (or indeed nonv) profitability of the Foodstuffs trade 

between the “North Western District” (which included a number of sub— 

districts) and the city, basing his opinion on local market prices, Ilorin 

prices, and transport costs.199 Clearly, as Robert Gavin has noted, “[t]he 

gradient of produce prices outward from Ilorinto the west indicated that 

the flow of goods toward the-city was maintained as much by social and 

political as by market factors.”200 ' 

The depredations of the city elite did not go on without provoking 
any reaction from the rural dwellers. Migration, whether to another ad- 
ministrative area within Ilorin Province (as in the Malere case) or across the 

southern border, was a means of resisrance to which they frequently re— 

sorted. There were also insrances of arson ”(as in Fara) and rioting. In the 

Onire area in 1913, farmers drove out the head of the amalgamated “Oke 
Moro” District, together with a roads inspector and the sub-district head of 
Onire. The lastvmentioned was said to have “sought his own aggran— 
disement” and “abused his position,” and several hundred farmers, taking 
advantage of unrest in the city, proceeded to burn and plunder his village, 

wreck a new British Cotton Growing Association store, and stage a hostile 
demonstration against a British official. The causes of all this included the 
unpopulariry of the districr head and the head of Onire sub—district, and 
their pressure in connection with roadmaking and cotton growing, together 
with an increase in rural taxation in 1912 of well over lOO-percent.201 The 
Onire unrest is said to have been orchestrated from the city by the Magaji 
Ojuekun, major-fiefholder in the area, for his own purposes. (Among other 
things, the head of Onire, although connected with the Ojuekun family, 

had ceased to support its interests.) But the scale and seriousness of the 
unrest suggest strongly that, whatever the involvement of the magaji, it was 

also a protest by the people themselves in response to their own grievances. 

The unrest in Onire was followed closely by “minor disturbances” in the 

areas of Lanwa, Paiye, and Fara, also in some part attributed to outside 

influences. In Lanwa the disturbances were reportedly caused by “a mallam 
named Sanusi,” and in Paiye by the intrigues of the agents of the ex—Balogun 
Ajikobi?” 

Erin's}? Intervention and Brink/9 Rule: 5'. 1890—1920 89 

What happened in the districts in 1913 was only one aspect of a serious 
outbreak of unrest, with its center in the city itself. The immediate results 
relevant to the rural areas included the punishment of the leaders of the 
riots, and the deposition of the incumbent Magaji Ojuekun. In the long 
run, the farmers3 resistance hardly seems to have produced changes for the 
better. This is revealed by the recommendations put forward by I-I.R. Palmer 
(the British tax expert who was sent to investigate the Ilorin disturbances in 
general), which stressed the necessity for ensuring “discipline” by strength— 
ening the authority of the district and sub—district heads, and supporting 
the “Native Rulers.”2°5 

Conclusion 

British activities in the period under consideration led to the flight of many 

slaves from Ilorin, especially at the time of the RNC expedition in 1897, 
bur also helped lead to re—enslavements and generally unsafe conditions for 
a number of years. After Ilorin became part of Northern Nigeria in 1900, 
more peaceful conditions were imposed, and some improvement achieved, 
both for the remaining slaves and for free cultivators. Yet this improvement 
had its limits. Opportunities for renegoriation were limited, not least by 
the lack of economic opportunities which elsewhere appear to have led to 
greater independence for the previously dependent population. Many poor 
rural dwellers, including slaves, were driven to resistance by the conditions 
of their lives; however, except for migration right out of Ilorin’s orbit, the 
resistance preved ineffective. Even though the British tried to curb the worst 
excesses of the elite members of the Native Administration, their continu— 
ing policy of ruling through this elite enabled its members to reaffirm and- 
strengthen their control over their slaves and other dependents. Over the 

years,'as the colonial period wore on,“ this policy led to the coalescence of 

much of the heterogeneous population of rurally based err-slaves and poor 

free cultivators into a downtrodden and resentful underclass, which in the 

19505 burst out into open and massive resistance. In later chapters, the fate 
and reactions of this population in the “high colonial period” will be exam- 
ined, and their subsequent resistance will be explored. 
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THE METROPOLITAN DIITRICTS OF 

ILORIN: POPULATION: . _ 

ADMINISTRATION: AND _CONDITIONS 

Introduction 

This chapter supplies a historical survey of the Metropolitan Districts, as 

background to the chapters ahead. The first section looks at the origins and 

claims to origin of the Metropolitan Districts people. It begins by surveying 

the evidence for the size of the slave and other dependent population of these 

districts, thendiscusses the evidence for population of other origins, includ— 

ing refugees from Old Oyo, non-dependent members of Ilorin families, and, 

in particular, surviving pre—Fulani settlements. To end this section, the evidence 

suggesring heterogeneity of origins within some—perhaps many—settle— 

ments is examined. A brief second section provides information on the 

setting up of the district system over this population by British administrators. 

The third section examines in detail the treatment of the people of these 

districts at the hands of their various overlords, from the 19205 onwards, 

revealing some of the depredations and neglect from which they suffered. 

Slave and Dependent Population 

Many of the inhabitants of the Metropolitan Districts in this century have 

been of slave or other dependent origin, sent out, or descended from those 
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sent out, to the farms by the Ilorin elite, as a number of colonial reports 

make clear. In 1913, in each of the four districts of Lawani Giwa, Ojuekun, 

Ogidi and Zarumi (all of which eventually became part of Onire District), 

it was said that one leading Yoruba family was practically the only land— 

owner, and “the majority of the inhabitants are their former slaves and 

dependants.”l In 1922, in Paiye District, the “bulk of the people” were 

said to be “Yorubas, but there are a certain number of Nupe and some 

Hausas and other tribes of the Northern Provinces are found, most of whom 

are either domesric slaves or ex—slaves of notables in Ilorin who are either farm— 

ing for themselves or for their ma5ters as the case may be.”2 In Malete District 

in 1923, the same official wrote that the “great bulk of the people are Yorubas 

with a few Nupes, Hausa, Beriberis and other mixed tribes of the Northern 

Provinces most of [Whom] are exislaves of notables in Ilorin.”-” 

In the 19305, it was reported that “[t]he settlements in [Paiye Dis— 

trict] were made by slaves from the household of Balogun Ajikobi. In con— 
sequence there are no Ilus [traditional councils of titleholders] “ and village 

area headmen were “advised and assisted by the hamlet heads.”‘j The Oloru 

District village areas were reported to be “all the result of slave settlements 

and therefore there are no traditional Ijoye [chiefs] and village area head- 

men were also advised by the hamlet heads.5 

In the 19505, reforms in local government were introduced. In the 1954 

Report on Local Government Reform in the Bala (previously called Owode) 

and Afon Districts (south and east of the city), it was said that “the whole of 

Bala District and much of Afon District were settled by heterogeneous groups 

of followers and slaves of the fiefholders.”6 According to the report on the rest 

of the Metropolitan Districts, the majority of the inhabitants “belong to families 

whose heads are living in Ilorin, or are descended from slaves of impertant . 

peeple in Ilorin.”7 This report went on to say that the population of the 

Metropolitan Districrs was “predominantly Yoruba,” nearly half of whom 

claimed to be of Old Oyo origin; the remainder described themselves simply 

as Yoruba proper of Ilorin origin. This, however, includes a considerable 

number descended from slaves of the Fulani and other war—lords, who were 

sent out from Ilorin to settle and work. . . . The ultimate tribal origin of 

these slaves is obscure, but they are now thoroughly assimilated in language 

and customs to the Yorubas with whom they settled.8 

In 1957/ 58, this is echoed in a District Note Book on Ilorin Town which 

mentions—referring to the (Yoruba—populated) Balogun Ajikobi‘and 

Balogun Alanamu Wards of the citymthat most of their people were “of 

Old Oyo origin, and the remainder, who know no origin but Ilorin are 
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descended from slaves, though many of these latter were sent out to farm 
and settle on the lands around the town.M9 

If one. were to take “no origin but Ilorin” to equal ‘‘of slave origin,” 
one would arrive at slave settlement as a very large percentage of the whole: for 
example, in 1954, 69 percent of the population of Afon District was recorded 
'as “Yoruba Proper from Ilorin.”10 It is entirely possible, however, that some 
other inhabitants of this area (of Igbomina or other non—Ilorin origin) had 
decided (as many inhabitants of Ila Oke village may have done)” to claim 
Ilorin origin, no doubt for political reasons; it is also likely that numbers of 
humble free followers 'of Ilorin notables, settled in the districts, decided to 
do the same. Nevertheless, the claim to know no origin but Ilorin is still a 
useful rule—of—thumb indicator of possible past slave status. Slaves captured 
or purchased in childhood would be unlikely to remember details of their 
original home, and second generation slaves may often have forgotten their 
origins, especially if, as seems to have been usual in Ilorin, they were settled 
in l“heterogeneous groups.”12 The 19505 investigators found only one isolated 
case in which slave descendants declared their origin: the members of a group ' 
settled near the city identified themselves as originally Ekiti, the investigators 
suggesting that their ancestors had been captured during raids on Osi and Obo 
in the 18405.13 No doubt their maintaining a tradition of origin is conneCted 
with the fact that they were settled, unusually, as a homogeneous group. 

Knowing “no origin but Ilorin” is a particularly useful indicator when 
combined with others, including the lack of any identifying or'distinguish- 
ing cultural features, especially the absence of a range of chieftaincy titles 
for a given settlement, or the absence of any distinguishing title for its 
ruler, other than the generic bale or magaji. (Such indicators can also be' 
utilized in reverse, to suggest non—dependent, especially pre—Fulani, ori— 

gin.) The absence of titles in a particular village can often identify slave or 
other dependent settlement under the control of the elite. The usefulness 
of this indicator is illustrated by Igbaja District (easr of Ilorin and just 
outside what is usually defined as the Metropolitan Districts), in which 
only the four pre—Fulani Igbomina villages, nor the seven Fulani—period 
settlements, had traditional village COuncils.“1 

Population of Other Origins: Surviving Pro-Fulani 
Settlements 

There were other elements in the Metropolitan Districts population, apart 
from slaves and poor free followers sent out from the city. These included 
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refugees. After the sack of Old Oyo, some of its “remnants” were said to 

have taken up residence in Paiye District.‘5 In 1913, in Berkodo District 

(later incorporated in Owode), a British official noted that part of the land 
was occupied by the descendants of people from Ewo and Bogun (Igbogun), 

towns in the Old Oyo country whibh had long since been “broken” by the 

Fulani, but whose people had asked for Fulani protection and built a vil— 

lage for themselves.16 Other population elements included non«dependent 

members of Ilorin families, who left the city for a variety of reasons, such as 

the desire to avoid conversion to Islam, or double taxation. Some members 

of Ile Tuntun, Okelele, for example, explain that they left because people 

who had a building in town and also one in a village were being taxed on 

both. After leaving Ilorin, they moved several times, finally into Southern 

Nigeria.” Other people abandoned their town compounds and moved to 

the rural areas as a result of epidemics.‘8 

It was sometimes asserted or assumed by British administrators that much 

of the Metropolitan Districts area, especially in the north and west, was 

uninhabited at the onset of the Fulani period. In 1913, it was reported of 

Ejidongari District that “[t]hirty years ago all this land was uninhabited, 

since then the inhabitants of Ilorin tov'vn have gradually spread through. ”19 

Paiye District was said to have been “deserted” at the time of the Fulani 

conquest; and a general report concluded sweepingly that the northern 

districts “became uninhabited” at that time.20 While there is probably a fair 

amount of truth in these reports, since rural dwellers fled in various direc- 

tions to avoid the ravages, first of  Afonja, then of the Fulani-led armies, 

nevertheless the reports also probably reflect the propaganda of the elite, 

anxious to establish the primacy of its own claim to the Metropolitan Dis— _ 

tricts’ lands and people. Certainly these districts had not been entirely emp— 

tied at the time of the Fulani takeover. 

Numerous villages claim that they are of pre—Fulani origin, although not all 

of these assertions can be taken at face value, and, in investigating them, 

various types of evidence, notably the indicators mentioned above, need to 

be examined. The large villages of Shao (in Oloru District) and Dice Oyi 

(in Igporin) are considered first. 

In both Shao and Oke Oyi, detailed hisrorical accounts are available, 

including lengthy ltingship lists. In both villages, a range of chieftaincy 

titles exists. Local customs and rituals are described in detail by the people, 

and a mass—marriage festival in Shao continues to be held to the present 

day.“ These traditions are not of recent invention. As early as the 19205, 
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colonial officers noted the title systems in both villages.22 A genealogical 
tree of the Ohoro (king) of Shao appears in a 1937 gazetteer, and brief 
accounts of the village’s history appear in this same source and in a 1924 
report.23 The 1924 account notes that “ [i]t would appear that Shao should. 

have some sort of a history; but I was unable to find out anything much.” 
This may mean that the “history” of the village has been elaborated by its 
inhabitants since that time, but more probably reflects their unwillingness 
to give information to colonial administrators. In any case, in 1915, the 
British recorded that Shao was “a little Pagan town, and with its dependent 
villages constitute [s] a tribe established [there] hundreds of years before the 

building of Ilorin Town.”z“1 

All these factors combine to suggest that the two settlements are of 
considerable age, predating the" arrival of the Fulani. Additional evidence 
supports their claims. Oke Oyi is mentioned as a pre—Fulani settlement by 
Samuel Johnson, in his History oft/ye Yoruba.” And while the Fulanis’ own 
historical “traditions” are generally concerned to emphasize the settlement 
of the Metropolitan Districts from Ilorin and under its elite’s control (thus 
asserting the rights of the emits, fiefholders, and district heads), even these 

“traditions” admit the claims of Shao and Oke Oyi, by listing them among 
the towns conquered by the Fulani. There is some confusion as to what 
exactly happened to these two towns in the nineteenth century. One present— 
day version of Shao tradition claims that the village was not subjected to 
Ilorin until after the British arrived, but some earlier subservient relation— 

ship is suggested by internal evidence in the same document, and by the 
emir’s interference in Shao kingship affairs in 1900. The tradition collected 
in 1924 claimed that Shao had submitted peacefully; the present—day rulers 
of both settlements apparently say the same thing.”5 A recent version of 
Oke Oyi tradition, however, seems to admit not only to submission but to 
conquest. When the Ilorin«imposed “sariki” of the village is mentioned in 
this account, it is admitted that the imposition of such a person was the 
policy of the jihadists in conquered towns, especially in areas they had found 
difficult to conquer.” 

Oke Oyi is said to have been among the lands given to an Ilorin 
“fiefholder” in what is now Igporin District; Shao is said to have been given 
to a fiefholder, sub—fiefholder or agent.28 In some other cases, pre~Fulani 
chiefs who placed themselves under Ilorin protection were themselves ap- 
parently confirmed as fiefholders, or at least sub—fiefholders under Ilorin 
overlords/prorecrors. Examples of this from villages in what became Afon 
District will now be examined, using data collected in a detailed land—holding 
survey made in 1912.29 
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[la Oke is said to have been founded in the reign of Alafln Abiodun 

(in the late eighteenth century) by Yagba (or Yajba) and Shekumbe, sons of 

the Timi (ruler) of Ede. They paid tribute to the alafm. When Shekumbe 

held the lands, “Majia the Nupe”30 came and “broke” the town, and 

Shekumbe fled to Ilorin. Ewola son of Yagba put himself under Fulani 

protection, received his lands back from the Balogun Fulani, and rebuilt 

the settlement.“ A similar story of voluntary application for pr0tection 

and placement under Ilorin control is told of Ojoku. Its. people claimed to 

have come from the Niger, before the Fulani takeover in Ilorin. A certain 

Lanlu and his brother were given the lands, presumably by the alafin, since 

they paid tribute to him. Ogo Sulu, son of the founder, “followed” Afonja. 

Unlike Ila Oke and other towns, Ojoku escaped the ravages of Majia (no 

doubt because its founders and people were Nupe themselves)?2 The third 

landholder of the family is said to have “followed Ilorin” and the fourth 

paid-tribute to Abdusalami.” The Baptist missionary WH. Clarke, visiting 

in the 18508, spoke of Ojoku as having “escaped the destructive hand of 

the Fulani,“ (thus confirming its preeFulani origin), but it did not escape 

destruction later. When the Offa War broke out, it was destroyed and the 

landholder and his heirs fled to Ilorin. After the war, the heir returned with 

the emir’s sanction, and rebuilt the toWn.” Again, a similar story is told of 

Ikotun, said to have been senior to Ojoku in pro—Fulani days.3‘5'Also in- 

cluded in Afon District was the village of Ajagusi, whose ruler in the pre— 

Fulani period is said to have owned a large area of land, and, like the others, 

to have paid tribute to the alafin. This area was also overrun by the Nupe, 

causing the people to flee. The ruler fled to Ilorin, put himself under the 

protection of the Balogun Fulani, and was allowed to return to his land. 

But the land was later laid wasre by the Ibadans during the Offa War. The _ 

ruler fled again, later to return once more to his land, again as client of a 

Balogun Fulani.” 

Ila Oke, Ojoku, Ikotun and Ajagusi, then, are among the villages in 

Afon District which claim pre—Fulani foundation. Their-traditions, how— 

ever, have little preeFulani generatiOnal depthf58 which might casr doubt on 

their authenticity. But the age of Ojoku is confirmed by Clarke’s report; 

and in Ila Oke and Ikotun, as well as Ojoku, the traditions are supported 

by the existence of a range of chieftaincy titles-i9 There is also, incidentally, 

recent evidence that in Ikotun the Ifa cult is still extant, as are the titlehold— 

ers associated with it.“ The apparent lack of a range of titleholders in Ajagusi 
can be explained by the extent to which this-town was disrupted in the 

nineteenth century and its'consequent reduction to a tiny hamlet.41 In 

addition, the traditions recounted above were recorded in 1912, early in 
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the colonial period, within easy living memory of many of the events de— 
scribed. Indeed, one of the pro-Fulani landholders mentioned in these ac- 
counts, the ruler of Ipetu, had been re—granted his lands several years after 
British rule had begun, with the blessing of the British Residentg’i2 thus the 

. pro-Fulani origin of this particular holding was accepted both by the emit, 
and by the Balogun Fulani, whose client the claimant had become, in the 
presence of the British. The Ilorin chiefs do not appear to have disputed 
these Afon District traditions (those of Ojoltu and Ila Oke were acknowl— 

edged in the “official” version of the fiefholding system, set down in the 
1917 “Land Boarding” records),43 which provides a further indication of 
the traditions’ authenticity, since it was in the interests of these chiefs to 
stress later, Ilorin-origin, settlement. 

- The evidence witlnrespect to Oke Oyi and the Afon villages reveals 
that there are a number of surviving pro-Fulani settlements on the easterly 
fringe of the Metropolitan Districts. These are close, and in some cases 
related, to the non-metropolitan districts populated by Igbomina and Igbolo. 
Other examples of possible pre—Fulani settlements on this eastern fringe are 
the villages of Ilota, Apado, Igporin and Maya. The village (and “village 
area”) of Ilota is at the southeastern end of Akanbi District, adjacent to the 
mostly Igbomina district of Ajasse.’i4 In the 1917 file, Ilota was listed as 
having been given as a fief to “Durosini Yoruba chief, scattered butrein- 
stated by Abdusalami”;“i in 1924 its ruler was reported as having the only 
title=(“Olotta”) in Akanbi District, .apart from daudu (for the district head) 

and bale and mageji for the heads of the other village areas;46 and in 1934 
Ilota, “the one essentially pagan village of the district,” was said to be the 
only village with an flat, or traditional council.47 It is clearly a pre—Fulani 
foundation. - - 

Apado, 1n the north of Igpoun District, 1s nowadays a predominantly 
Christian village, whose people claim that 1ts founder came from Ikoyi 
near Ogbomosho” before the Fulani arrived.‘18 It is said to have been “handed 
over” to Ilorin due to the selfishness of one of its ov'vn inhabitants, and was 

given as a fief to theSarkin Gambari.“ In 1923 a British official reported 
its range of titles, most of which were “stated to be Igbona;” the only excep— 
tion was the airman) title (which simply means “messenger”).SD In 1931 

some 600 of the people in Apado Village Area claimed to be “Igbomina” 
(although close to 3000 were listed as “Yoruba”),5' and in the 19503 its 

ruler was said to be Igbomina. 5’2 It looks as if Apado’s claimsalso rest on a 
reasonably firm base of evidence Some of the people who claimed to be 
simply Yoruba” may have done so out of political expediency; some may 
have been later 1mmigrants. 
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Colonial records say nothing of the history of Igporin village, in the 
same district. They record only (in 1923) that 1t had just two titles, bale 
and demons. 53 Nowadays it is claimed 1n the village that there were also 
mega}? titles, associated presumably with heads of households.“ It is also said 
that further titles have been “recently created.”54 Present-day informants in 
the village claim that Igporin greatly pre-dated the arrival of the Fulani, 
and that it was founded by a prince from Ife. They provide a king—list of 
nine bales.55 One might suspect, given the nature of the evidence presented 
above, that. their claim is new, invented to take advantage of the opportuni— 
ties presented by the Kwara State Chieftaincy Panel Of 1978, which they 
petitioned to “recognise and grade their Chief Oniponda,” their bale.“E 
There“ are, however, a couple of reports that give pause for thought. First, 
the village of Aregun, in the same district (whose people claim to be inde— 
pendent of Ilorin, and say their founders came from Old Oyo around the 

time of its depopulation), claims historical connections with Igporin: it is 

said that a new chief of Aregun must perform ceremonies in Igporin, where 
seven of the early Aregun chiefs were buried.” Second, the missionary trav- 
eler Clarke, passing through Igporin village in the 1850s, recOrded that 

[t]he chief of this place who seemed to be the subject of gloomy despon— 

dency and at the same time object of jealousy on the part of the Fulani Was 
very anxious that I should give him a charm proof against the wiles and 
machinations of his adversary.58 

Thus, while this village may or may not have been a pro—Fulani foundation, 
and some of its people are definitely of Ilorin origin, 59 it does not seem to 
have been founded entirely by dependents sent out from Ilorin. Much the 
same can be said for Maya (Moya), also in Igporin District. This land, 
according to the 1917 account, was given to Ojo, a “hunterman,” by the 
second Balogun Gambari. One of Ojo’s successors must have been the bale 
who was punished for assisting the British to lay the telegraph line between 
Ilorin and Jebba 1n 1898 f” 

Even well away from the eastern f1inge of the Metropolitan Districts, 
in Ejidongari District (which 1n an early colonial report was described as 
uninhabited as late as the 1880s),61 there may be some surviving pre—Fulani 
settlements. In 1982, the district head (descendant of the original fiefholder, 

said to have been the Shiaba Daniyalu, one of the sons of Alimi who did 
not become emit) said that four villages, Ejidongari, Aiyetoro, Itigiwa and 
Olokiti, were already in existence before the advent of the first Shiaba. Of 
these villages, the last three capitulatedto the Shiaba after he had occupied 
the first with “Muslim soldiers.” However, a variant tradition also exists 
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among descendants of the first Shiaba and other notables in Ejidongari 

District, namely, that the first fiefholder was a nephew of Emir Abdusalami 

(not his brotherwuthus presumably the second Shiaba, rather than the first), 

and that it was he who founded the first settlement in the district. He 

handed it over to a certain Eji, who attracted many people to the settle- 

ment and as a result various other villages sprang up. The original settle- 

ment was called Ejidongari in recognition of Eji’s contribution to its ex— 

pansion.“ Nevertheless, at least one member of the Fulani elite was willing 

to admit that there are pre—Fulani settlements in the area. 

In some cases, claims to pre~Fulani origin are very dubious. The vilfl 
lage of Olobondoroko, in Afon District, is an example. The earliest avail— 
able account of its history, in the 1912 survey, states that the Magaji Zarumi, 

an Ilorin titleholder, by name Olobondoroko, and two other fiefholders, 

“obtained the lands and farmed and built a town and stocked it with their 

followers” in the reign of Abdusalami.“ In 1929 only three titleholders 

were reported in this village: the Magaji Olobondoroko, supported by the 

Magaji “Ikolaba” and the Magaji “Onikuku,” and these clearly, from their 

titles, represented the original fiefholding families.64 More recently, how— 

ever, it has been claimed that the village is of pre-Fulani origin (“the oldest 

town in Asa,” the Chieftaincy Panel was told), and also that the Zarumi 

family were natives of it before settling in Ilorin.633 This claim is unlikely to 

be true. Instead, it reflects current preoccupations, the desire to have the 

bale graded and salaried,66 and the desire of the Zarumi family to empha— 

size their longevity in the area, especially in land disputes over the bound— 

ary with neighboring Reke, of which the Balogun Alanamu family make a 

similar claim (their claim, at least, being older).67 

There may be some pre—Fuiani villages in Onire District (a previous 

emir of Ilorin admitted to the existence of seven),“8 but the village of Onire 

(which gives its name to the diStrict) is not very likely to be one of them, 

despite a detailed claim put forward to the 1978 Chieftaincy Panel.69 In 

this deposition, a representative of the “Onire Area Community” asked for 

_ the grading of its chief, the Ariyibi, claiming that the village was founded 

in about 1800 by Prince Ahmadu (son of Ariyibi) who had left the town of 

. Ajasse (in the Igbomina area east of Ilorin) due to a succession dispute. 

Although the deposition includes a detailed account of Ahmadu’s wander- 

ings, and there is an “Aribiyi” ruling house in Ajasse,70 it is doubtful whether 

much credence can be placed in the claim. For one thing, only five Ariyibis 

or rulers of Onire are said to have reigned, and only the second was on the 

throne when the Europeans arrived at the end of the nineteenth century. 

All this casts doubts on the possibility that the Ariyibi family “could have 
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been ruling in the area as long as was claimed. For another thing, although 

the Ariyibi (at least now) has a distinguishing title, Onire village does not 

appear to possess any complete system of chieftaincy titles. There is no 

indication of such a system either in the early assessment reports or in the 

local government investigations of the 19505.71 Nor is any such mentioned 

in the 1978 account. The village appears to possess no local customs of any 

- note, though the deposition, aware of this, protests that the customs and 

traditions disappeared with the advance of Islam and the influence of Fulani 

culture. _ 

None of this, however, is decisive evidence against Onire’s claims, 

. and the connection which is said to exist between Onire and the Igporin 

District settlement of Aribi (said in the deposition to have been Ahmadu’s 

first stopping place) may even lend them some credibility. According to 

accounts collected in Aribi, an Onire titleholder called the Magaji Are goes 

to Aribi to help elect its bale. The people of Aribi claim that Onire was 

founded from their village, though they do not mention any Ajasse origin 

for themselves, claiming instead to have left Old Oyo at the time of its 

dissolution, and to have arrived at their present site by way of Igbetif’2 On 

the other hand, this connection may be of recent origin (an example of ' 

“folk etymology”) and the Magaji Are a chief of recent creation, in imita— 
tion of the title of Afonja’s descendant in Ilorin. 

' The decisive evidence against the Onire claim comes from colonial 

accounts which, again, were written within living memory of, or at the 

time of, the events they describe. According to these accounts, the lands of 

Onire were given out as fiefs by either. Abdusalami or Shita to Magaji 

Ojuekun in Ilorin. The fiefholder sent a man called Aribi to the area as his 

representative, to look after his interests. After the beginning of the colo— 

nial period, Aribi’s family moved from another settlement to Onire village. 

In 1907, a certain Ajade, said to be “of the [Ojuekun] family,” became head 

of the (at that time small) Onire District. He can be equated with Ajadi, 

the son and successor of Ahmadu according to the Onire deposition. In 

1924 the village area of Onire (now part of a much larger Onire District) 

was headed by Abubakare, son of Aribi, and in 1927 it was reported that 

the village area head was Aribi’s “direct descendant.”73 Furthermore, in a 

1974 law suit over landownership in Onire District, which was won by the 

Magaji Ojuekun, Aribi was called a “caretaker.” In his own evidence, the 

defendant, a member of the Ariyibi family, claimed that his ancestor owned 

the land before the Magaji Ojuekun, but did not claim that he was there 

before the Fulani arrived?“ Thus it appears that the claim of Onire to pre- 

Fulani foundation is very recent, put forward to bolster the demands of the 
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_ the grading of its chief, the Ariyibi, claiming that the village was founded 

in about 1800 by Prince Ahmadu (son of Ariyibi) who had left the town of 

. Ajasse (in the Igbomina area east of Ilorin) due to a succession dispute. 

Although the deposition includes a detailed account of Ahmadu’s wander- 

ings, and there is an “Aribiyi” ruling house in Ajasse,70 it is doubtful whether 
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or rulers of Onire are said to have reigned, and only the second was on the 
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been ruling in the area as long as was claimed. For another thing, although 

the Ariyibi (at least now) has a distinguishing title, Onire village does not 

appear to possess any complete system of chieftaincy titles. There is no 

indication of such a system either in the early assessment reports or in the 

local government investigations of the 19505.71 Nor is any such mentioned 

in the 1978 account. The village appears to possess no local customs of any 

- note, though the deposition, aware of this, protests that the customs and 

traditions disappeared with the advance of Islam and the influence of Fulani 
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the son and successor of Ahmadu according to the Onire deposition. In 
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was headed by Abubakare, son of Aribi, and in 1927 it was reported that 

the village area head was Aribi’s “direct descendant.”73 Furthermore, in a 

1974 law suit over landownership in Onire District, which was won by the 

Magaji Ojuekun, Aribi was called a “caretaker.” In his own evidence, the 

defendant, a member of the Ariyibi family, claimed that his ancestor owned 

the land before the Magaji Ojuekun, but did not claim that he was there 

before the Fulani arrived?“ Thus it appears that the claim of Onire to pre- 

Fulani foundation is very recent, put forward to bolster the demands of the 
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Ariyibi family for chieftaincy recognition and to further the desire of this 
family and its supporters to assert their independence from the city, from 
which the" Magaji Ojuekun still wields important influence.75 The quarrel 
between the Ariyibi family and that of the Magaji Ojuekun goes back at 
least to the 19503, when the members of the former decided to join the 
Ilorin Talaka Parapo, or commoners’ party, while the Magaji Ojuekun was 
a member of the hegemonic Northern Peoples’ Congress.” 

In some cases at least, as we have already seen in the case of Igporin, 
villages or village areas are of heterogeneous origins, settled by a variety of 
groups. Peter Lloyd explains (from information obtained in the 19503, and 
clearly with reference largely to Afon District) that 

to the south and east of Ilorin town . . . many small towns were subjugated 
but not destroyed; their population continued to reside there. . . . [The] local 
ruler was confirmed in office by the overlord and required to pay an annual 
tribute. The vacant land of the settlement was often given by the overlords . . . 

to their own slaves and followers, establishing new villages. Confusion arises 

over the rights to be exercised by the overlords and their agents. They claim 
rights over all vacant land andto all locust bean trees: however, members of 

descent groups established before the Fulani conquest assert that they con— 

tinue to hold all such rights as existed before'their subordination.77 _ 

The instances of such mixed settlement in Afon District include the village 
and environs of Odo Ode. In 1912, it was reported that this land had 
previously belonged to Ajagusi, whose ruler gave it to a hunter friend called 
Kobite. When the Fulani arrived, Kobitc ran to Ilorin, put himself under 

the protection of Balogun Alanamu, and regained his lands from Emir 
Shita. His successor was Mafoluke, who also followed Balogun Alanamu. 

Next came Ogun Borne, and the fourth of this line, Ogunde, was the “present 
proprietor” in 1912, having “many outlying farms who pay rent to him” 
(very likely new settlers from Ilorin)?“ In the 1917 “Land Boarding,” Odo 
Ode is said to have been given by the third Balogun Alanamu to his fol— 
lower “Mofoluku” (obviously the same as “Mafoluke”) in Shita’s reign.“9 
The fourth of the line as noted in 1912, Ogunde, was srill living in 1929, 

when it was reported that in Odo Ode “Ogunde is the only sarauta [title]: 
he is the Sarikin Mahalbi [head of the hunters] of the whole of Afon Disfl 
trict.”‘*‘0 Like that of his immediate predecessor, the name Ogunde indi— 
cates this individual’s connection with the Yoruba god Ogun, patron of 
hunters. It seems that the fortunes 'of this family, and their spiritual, if no 
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longer secular, leadership in the community, can be traced down to recent 

years, when aresearcher found that one version of local tradition in the 

village (recounted by the head of the hunter's compound) described its 

establishment by a hunter (now said to have been called Oladokun), who 

originally came from Old Oyo. He is said to have killed a dangerous wild 

animal and decided to establish a village on the site. The location of this 

event is marked by a shrine outside the entrance to the compound of the 

head of the hunters, who is priest of Ogun for the village. At the same time, 

however, some “highwstatus villagers,” including the imam, claimed that 

the village had been founded from Ilorin.31 The 1954 “tribal distribution” 
survey counted over three thousand inhabitants of Odo Ode Village Area 

as “Yoruba Proper from Ilorin,” but only 30 as of Old Oyo origin.“2 This 

may reflect the extent of settlement in the area from Ilorin since the origi- 

nal foundation of the village: on the other hand, it may also be thecase, as 

suggested above for Ila Oke and Apado, that many descendants of pre* 

Fulani or other settlers of non-Ilorin—dependent origin had decided to claim 

Ilorin origin for political reasons. This comment may also apply to the 

claims made by high—status inhabitants of Odo Ode village. ' 

Establishing the District System 

The establishment of districts by the British in Northern Nigeria was largely 

prompted by their need to have the tax collected efficiently. Around Ilorin, 

efforts to set up districts with resident head men began in earnesr in 1906, 

and continued sporadically for well over a decade, with various experi— 

ments in amalgamating and re—separating territories, until the districrs, by _ . 

about 1920, had taken the shape they were to retain through the rest of the 

colonial period and beyond. In their definitive shape, apart from Akanbi, 

which partially encircles the city, they radiate outwards like the “spokes of a 

wheel.”83 ' 
The British wanted to set up their districts with an eye to pre—existing 

boundaries and land—holders, making efforts, for example, to allot districts 

to those who had “a useful nucleus in a fief or fiefs?“ But. the existence of 

many small and scattered fiefs caused them problems. The early emirs are 

said to have attempted to guard against the important chiefs” acquiring 

large consolidated blocks of land (from which they could build up indi— 
vidual power bases), by giving out fiefs in small, scattered parcels.35 As a 

later Resident, I-I.B. Hermon—Hodge, pointed out: 
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Not all flefholders could receive districts, and it was not easy to find 
chiefs who had held any really dominant traditional influence in any 
area large enough to be formed into a district. So that even when the 
greatest care had been taken in selecting District Headmen and 

allocating and defining the districts, there was inevitably a certain arti- 

assays 

The disappointed fiefholders, who received no districts of their own, often 

joined the ranks of the bane lie/tare, or intermediaries, who caused. endless 

trouble for the British.” 

By 1920, the Metropolitan Districts included Afon, Akanbi, 

Ejidongari, Igporin, Lanwa, Malete, Oloru, Onire, Owode and Paiye. Malete 

and Ejidongari were given to non-ruling branches of the Fulani royal fame 
ily of Ilorin, and headed by the Basambo and the Shiaba, respectively. Oloru 
District was headed by members of the family of Balogun Gambari, Paiye 
by members of the Balogun Ajikobi family, and Afon by Balogun Fulani 

family members. The enlarged district of Onire was given to the Magaji 
Ojuekun family, and Igporin to the Sarkin Gambari. For many years, Owode 

' District (in which the former Berkoclo District was eventually included) 

was headed by a major slave titleholder, the Ajia Ijesha. In 1931, however, 

the Ajia was deposed as district head, and the district was given to Saidu 

Alao, a brother of Emir Abdulkadir, who moved the headquarters to Bala.88 
Akanbi and Lainwa also found their way into the hands of the emirs’ imme— 

diate families. Akanbi was a collection of small fiefs, whose headship was 
eventually given to descendants of Alege, son of Zuberu, who had aided. 

the baloguns against Emir Moma, and Lanwa has been headed by sons-of. 

various emits. 

Smaller fiefholders, sub-fiefholders, relatives, followers, agents and 

slaves of fiefholders, important tenants and early settlers became village 
area or hamlet heads, with the titles of bale or magaji, and administered 

their areas under the supervision of the district heads. A number of village 
areas have been headed by the descendants of slaves. The title of magaji of 
Lanwa Village Area was given to the descendants of Adenlolu, an influen— 
tial slave agent of the emirs.‘119 Descendants of the Arc Ogele, Emir Shita’s 

' 'slave agent in Ogele, were appointed village area heads there.90 Several vil— 
lage areas in Oloru Districr were headed by slaves of Balogun Gambari.9| A 
number of rulers of major pie—Fulani villages became village area heads, 
but nor always: in 1916 the Ajia Atikeltere (a slave titleholder) was sub* 
district (village area) head ove1 Shao 111 1916, 2although by 1924 he had 
been replaced by the 011010, Shaos own rule1.9-2 
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The Treatment of the Metropolitan Districts People 

This section details the fate of the population of the Metropolitan Districts 

at the hands of its various overlords, including fiefllolders, district and vil— 

lage area heads and other district functionaries, balm takers, and the British 

administration, from about 1920 onwards. Some themes which emerged 

in chapter 4 include the collection of produce as tribute, the imposition of 

government tax (with its attendant abuses), bribery, forced labor and inter— 

ference with trade. These will be further examined, and other themes in— 

troduced, below. 

The power of the Ilorin overlords was backed up by the potential firepower 

of the colonial State. 93 The Royal Niger Company’s bombardment of the 

city in 1897 had left a deep and lasting 1mpression on the Metropolitan 

Dist1icts people. 94 In 1904 (and maybe also 1907) the poor of Ilmin had 

seen the presence of British firepower as being 111 thei1 interests, due to the 

colonial government’s ability to control the depredations of the baloguns,95i 

but their confidence was short—lived. In Ilorin, as elsewhere in Northern 

Nigeria, the colonial government, in the interests of indirect rule, was in— 

strumental in strengthening the power of the ruling class over the mistreated, 

or poor commoners. 

The district head system added a whole new dimension of overlordship 

Whatever the British attempts to stamp out ‘abuses” (probably touching 

only the most glaring cases, after the first couple of decades)” the power of 

the district heads and their staff was supported by the British need to rule 

and collect tax through them, by the perceived necessity to keep “disci— 

pline,“93 and by the decision continually to return to'the same families for 

appointments. A classic example of this is provided by Afon District, whose 

heads continued to come from members of the Balogun Fulani family, 

despite the removal of two incumbents in three years for various forms of 

misconduct. In 1929, on the occasion of the second deposition, the Resi— 

dent noted that the family had“ an extremely bad record and improbity 

seems to be in the blood,” but Still allowed yet another member of the same 

house to be chosen.99 The system of appointing district heads from these . 

families persisred after the end of the colonial period, and endures to the 

present day, although in 1977 the state government declared its intention 

of abolishing it, and the hearings of the 1978 Chieftaincy Panel led to 

many protests against it, as did the appointment (from the “traditional” 

families) of new heads of Oloru and Malete shortly thereafter.“m 
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These district heads have been loyal to the Ilorin elite in general, and 

their own families in particular, rather than to the communities to which 

they have been assigned.101 Hence, nepotism—district heads surrounding 

themselves with members of their own families in junior district posts.102 

Nepotism or favoritism has also been a factor at the village area level. 

In many areas, due to the recent and dependent origins of a large number 

of the settlements, there were no traditional councils of titlcholders. In the 

investigations of the early 19503 it was found that. 

[i]n Bala District their place is taken by ad hoc committees composed either 

of the hereditary hamlet heads, or in some cases, of relations of the heredi— 

tary Village Area Head. In Ayekole Village Area, for example, membership 

of the present Village Area Council is entirely in the hands .of the Village 

Head and his relatives, all of whom live in one hamlet containing little more 

than six per cent of the population. It would be surprising if such an Ilu 

faithfully reflected. the views of the eleCtorate. In other Village Areas for ex- 

ample Owode and Oterere, the members of the Village Area council are 

personal appointments of the Village Area head. . . . Elsewhere, membership 

of the Ilu is hereditary in certain families or is rapidly becoming so. It can be - 

said therefore that Village Area Heads in Bala District and their Councils are 

in the main selected by small family groups and do not necessarily reflect the 

views of the people as a whole.”"3 

In other Metropolitan Districts at the same period, reportedly the “com- 

mon type of village council” consisted of “the Village Head and three or 

four of the most senior and important compound or hamlet heads in the 

Village Area,” and its composition was by no means fixed: “the Village 

Head simply invites anyone whom he considers sufficiently senior, influen- 

tial or Wealthymm Even in the early 19703, after reforms carried out by a 
military government, local councillors were “arbitrarily selected by the State 

Government to represent groups of villages.” They became “preoccupied 

with serving their personal intereSts,” and “tended to assume the position 

formerly occupied by [urea Kareem,” acting as essential intermediaries be— 

tween the people and the courts and higher officials.105 The methods of 

' _- choosing village area council members, therefore, like the choice of district 

heads, made them highly unlikely to adequately represent the interests of 

the general population. 

The power of the colonial state worked to the advantage of the district 

heads and others, in their position as flefholders. British policy aimed at 

supporting slave—owning landowners, and denying their slaves access to 
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land elsewhere.106 Support of the elite also involved judicious non-interfer- 
ence in its affairs“)? The British do nor seem to have interfered when land— 
owners used their influence to try to prevent their tenants from moving to 
orher owners’ lands around Ilorin.‘OB And in partiCular, they did not inter— 

fete with Ilorin owners’ powers to allocate land and demand tribute.‘09 
They seem to have conveniently (or naively) assumed that fiefholding had 
been “abolished” with the establishment of the districts, and the writer of a 
report was apparently surprised to find, in the early 19505, that the old 

system was alive and well, and continued to include the payment of {meals 

by farmers “because the fiefllolder is the owner of the land.”1 1° 

Irekale, or tribute, was therefore payable to the fiefholder.111 In some 

cases, farmers might find themselves obliged to pay to several of them: 

[T]here are some areas, mostly nearto Ilorin and notably Akanbi and parts 

of Igporin District, where . . . the land is split up into a large number of small 

holdings-belonging to various minor titlerholders in Ilorin. Here it some— 

. times happens that a prosperous farmer who expands onto new land pays 

Isakole to two, three or even more different fief—holders in Ilorin.”2 

-In manycases, ire/tale was payable to the district heads in their capacity as 

fiefholders or members of a fiefholding family: 

The vast majority of the Village Areas in the Metropolitan Districts com- 

prise only one fiefhold, and the Isakole is usually paid to the Village I-Iead, 

who is either related to, or granted subsidiary rights by, the original fief‘ 

holder. The Village Head then keeps a proportion, varying from a quarter to 

a half of the total contributions, for himself and his family, and sends the rest 

to the original fief—holder, who in many cases is in fact the District Head.“ 

In other instances, district heads are likely to have used their administrative 

powers to enforce payment. In Afon District, it would appear that the 

Balogun Fulani augmented his rights to 135216016 by actually acquiring more 

fiefholds during the colonial period; no doubt 'this was considerably as— 

sisted by his power and influence as head of the family of the district head.”1 

In the 19503 reports, the amounts reported as payable in tribute were 

small. For Bala and'Afon Districts it was said that the average paid in by the 

head of each extended family appeared to be 8—9 yams and 2 bundles of 

guinea corn annually.115 Fort the rest of the Metropolitan Districts it was 

reported that each farmer usually paid about 6 or' 8 yarns and a small bundle 

of guinea corn.116 Another observer (who may well have read the reports) 

mentions “a headload or two of yams.”1 ‘7 The amounts given here are small, 
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These district heads have been loyal to the Ilorin elite in general, and 

their own families in particular, rather than to the communities to which 

they have been assigned.101 Hence, nepotism—district heads surrounding 

themselves with members of their own families in junior district posts.102 

Nepotism or favoritism has also been a factor at the village area level. 
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of the settlements, there were no traditional councils of titlcholders. In the 

investigations of the early 19503 it was found that. 
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of the hereditary hamlet heads, or in some cases, of relations of the heredi— 

tary Village Area Head. In Ayekole Village Area, for example, membership 

of the present Village Area Council is entirely in the hands .of the Village 

Head and his relatives, all of whom live in one hamlet containing little more 

than six per cent of the population. It would be surprising if such an Ilu 

faithfully reflected. the views of the eleCtorate. In other Village Areas for ex- 

ample Owode and Oterere, the members of the Village Area council are 

personal appointments of the Village Area head. . . . Elsewhere, membership 
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said therefore that Village Area Heads in Bala District and their Councils are 

in the main selected by small family groups and do not necessarily reflect the 

views of the people as a whole.”"3 

In other Metropolitan Districts at the same period, reportedly the “com- 
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military government, local councillors were “arbitrarily selected by the State 
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tween the people and the courts and higher officials.105 The methods of 
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supporting slave—owning landowners, and denying their slaves access to 
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land elsewhere.106 Support of the elite also involved judicious non-interfer- 
ence in its affairs“)? The British do nor seem to have interfered when land— 
owners used their influence to try to prevent their tenants from moving to 
orher owners’ lands around Ilorin.‘OB And in partiCular, they did not inter— 

fete with Ilorin owners’ powers to allocate land and demand tribute.‘09 
They seem to have conveniently (or naively) assumed that fiefholding had 
been “abolished” with the establishment of the districts, and the writer of a 
report was apparently surprised to find, in the early 19505, that the old 
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[T]here are some areas, mostly nearto Ilorin and notably Akanbi and parts 

of Igporin District, where . . . the land is split up into a large number of small 

holdings-belonging to various minor titlerholders in Ilorin. Here it some— 

. times happens that a prosperous farmer who expands onto new land pays 

Isakole to two, three or even more different fief—holders in Ilorin.”2 

-In manycases, ire/tale was payable to the district heads in their capacity as 

fiefholders or members of a fiefholding family: 

The vast majority of the Village Areas in the Metropolitan Districts com- 

prise only one fiefhold, and the Isakole is usually paid to the Village I-Iead, 

who is either related to, or granted subsidiary rights by, the original fief‘ 

holder. The Village Head then keeps a proportion, varying from a quarter to 

a half of the total contributions, for himself and his family, and sends the rest 

to the original fief—holder, who in many cases is in fact the District Head.“ 

In other instances, district heads are likely to have used their administrative 

powers to enforce payment. In Afon District, it would appear that the 

Balogun Fulani augmented his rights to 135216016 by actually acquiring more 

fiefholds during the colonial period; no doubt 'this was considerably as— 

sisted by his power and influence as head of the family of the district head.”1 

In the 19503 reports, the amounts reported as payable in tribute were 

small. For Bala and'Afon Districts it was said that the average paid in by the 

head of each extended family appeared to be 8—9 yams and 2 bundles of 

guinea corn annually.115 Fort the rest of the Metropolitan Districts it was 

reported that each farmer usually paid about 6 or' 8 yarns and a small bundle 

of guinea corn.116 Another observer (who may well have read the reports) 

mentions “a headload or two of yams.”1 ‘7 The amounts given here are small, 
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and it was said that the “burden on the individual” was not heavy.118 But 

the accuracy of these reports can be questioned, since the investigating 

committees included Ilorin elite members with vested interests in the 

fiefholding system, who may well have wished to underestimate the 

amounts.119 The likelihood of the reports’ inaccuracy here is supported by 

the fact that they were clearly incorrect elsewhere—namely, their Statement 

that basalt? was paid voluntarily and willingly by the farmers. 12° In fact, the 

abolition of ire/tale became a major element in the platform of the Ilorin 

Talaka Parapo.121 Whatever the amounts paid by individual farmers, they 
added up to “considerable amounts” for the recipients, and in 1954 a “tee: 
ommendation that [ire/role] should be abolished . . . provoked the most 
violent and unanimous opposition” from the Native Authority Council, 

representing the elite.122 

Tribute was also payable in other produce, such as locust beans and 

the produCts of other economic trees.125 There were signs in the 19503 that 

tribute in kind was sometimes being converted to cash payments. As a 

. British official remembered, a “number of District Heads tried to combine 

this with tax collection and ended up in jail following spot checks by . . . 

unsympathetic ADOs.”124 Other items also came in as tribute. Fulani fami- 

lies in the Ogele area would send ropes when the Arc Ogele was building a 

new house.125 Roofing grass was brought into the city, and “customary du- 

ties of re-building or re—roofing” were performed.126 

Enforced labor was an important aspect of tribute around Ilorin, as it was 

further nortlnm indeed, one investigator in the 19705 defined isakole out— 

right as compulsory farm labor from each village to the districr head, al— 

though he reported that by then a village could no longer be “subjected to 
sanctions” for refusing to perform it.128 Earlier, it had clearly been com— 
mon. The example of the Ajia Atikekere in Shao in 1916 has been men- 
tioned.” The district head of Afon was removed from office in 1926 partly 

for having “built himself a house with free labour at Ojoku on the site of 

houses of peasants demolished without compensation.””’0 In Igporin Dis— 

trict, “there was . . . asingéaa. The Sarkin Gambari had plots of land where 

‘ ' people work[ed] for him free,”131 and in 1923 a British touring officer 

noticed, in Apado-Village Area, “several acres of yams which were planted 

by forced labour for the ex Sarkin Gambari (now in prison)”132 

The provision of tribute, whether in goods or services, was an endur— 

ing custom, outliving the colonial period and surviving at least to very 

recent times. Pressure from the Talaka Parapo led to the prohibition of 

ire/tale in early 1957; but as soon as this party was overthrown and the elite 
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regained its power, a morion that the district head of Malete should be able 

to collect “a portion of his people’s cash crops as he had done before” was 

passed by the Caretaker Council.133 The reforms of the military govern- 

ment after 1966 did a great deal to abolish at least the compulsory nature 

of gifts and services to district heads.”i It is clear from court records, how- 

ever, that tribute was still being paid in the 19705 to fiefholders or agents.135 

In 1978 it was reported that the Nigerian Land Use Decree had prompted 

some farmers to refuse to pay tribute in locust beans, but that landlords 

were still claiming ownership of these trees.‘36 In 1982, a new blow was 

struck against the tribute system when local government changes gave some 

areas their first taste of independence from the city, and a member of a 

major Ilorin family reported that very few of its farming dependents came 

in for the festival of Id El-Kebir, bringing foodstuffs, as they had done 

before”? But, While district heads continue to be appointed from Ilorin, 

and fiefholders continue to have influence, it is difficult to believe that 

tribute-payment has entirely ceased, even today. Corroboration for this 

comes from a small hamlet where, in 1991, ex—slave inhabitants admitted 

that they still sent locust beans and other farm produce to their fiefholder/ 

master, and it was obvious that the fiefholder still laid claim to the land.”3 

Going in to the city of Ilorin for ceremonies or to perform “cusrom- 

ary duties” was an important aspect of the tributary relationship. In the 

19505, the local government investigators 

commonly came across whole villages of twenty or thirty taxpayers, all of 

whom were absent in Ilorin for a marriage ceremony or rendering their cus— 

tomary duties of rebuilding or re-roofing the family houses in Ilorin. In all 

no less than 31% of the taxpayers [in the districts Other than Bala and Afon] 

were in fact in Ilorin at the time we held our meetings.‘39 ' 

Some lip service was paid to reciprocity in such proceedings. Farmers who 

came to the city compound for Muslim festivals, bringing foodstuffs, would 

themselves expect to be fed for a day or two, and take a piece of meat away 

with them.”0 Yet the element of reciprocity was severely limited. Chiefly 

families of Ilorin used the presence of their dependents on such occasions 

as a demonstration of their own prestige and the continued subordination 

of their dependentsfi“ and would certainly nor allow them to claim year- 

round residence rights in the city.142 And the refusal of some members of 

the dependent population to come to Ilorin for festivals, as soon as they" 

gained a measure of local government “independence,” speaks for their 

own views on the matter. The Ilorin elite, defending its right to collect 

rise/eels in the 19503, claimed that the tribute was of benefit not only to the 
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and it was said that the “burden on the individual” was not heavy.118 But 
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further nortlnm indeed, one investigator in the 19705 defined isakole out— 
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though he reported that by then a village could no longer be “subjected to 
sanctions” for refusing to perform it.128 Earlier, it had clearly been com— 
mon. The example of the Ajia Atikekere in Shao in 1916 has been men- 
tioned.” The district head of Afon was removed from office in 1926 partly 

for having “built himself a house with free labour at Ojoku on the site of 

houses of peasants demolished without compensation.””’0 In Igporin Dis— 

trict, “there was . . . asingéaa. The Sarkin Gambari had plots of land where 

‘ ' people work[ed] for him free,”131 and in 1923 a British touring officer 

noticed, in Apado-Village Area, “several acres of yams which were planted 
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ing custom, outliving the colonial period and surviving at least to very 

recent times. Pressure from the Talaka Parapo led to the prohibition of 

ire/tale in early 1957; but as soon as this party was overthrown and the elite 
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regained its power, a morion that the district head of Malete should be able 

to collect “a portion of his people’s cash crops as he had done before” was 

passed by the Caretaker Council.133 The reforms of the military govern- 

ment after 1966 did a great deal to abolish at least the compulsory nature 

of gifts and services to district heads.”i It is clear from court records, how- 

ever, that tribute was still being paid in the 19705 to fiefholders or agents.135 

In 1978 it was reported that the Nigerian Land Use Decree had prompted 

some farmers to refuse to pay tribute in locust beans, but that landlords 

were still claiming ownership of these trees.‘36 In 1982, a new blow was 

struck against the tribute system when local government changes gave some 

areas their first taste of independence from the city, and a member of a 

major Ilorin family reported that very few of its farming dependents came 

in for the festival of Id El-Kebir, bringing foodstuffs, as they had done 

before”? But, While district heads continue to be appointed from Ilorin, 

and fiefholders continue to have influence, it is difficult to believe that 

tribute-payment has entirely ceased, even today. Corroboration for this 

comes from a small hamlet where, in 1991, ex—slave inhabitants admitted 

that they still sent locust beans and other farm produce to their fiefholder/ 

master, and it was obvious that the fiefholder still laid claim to the land.”3 

Going in to the city of Ilorin for ceremonies or to perform “cusrom- 

ary duties” was an important aspect of the tributary relationship. In the 

19505, the local government investigators 

commonly came across whole villages of twenty or thirty taxpayers, all of 

whom were absent in Ilorin for a marriage ceremony or rendering their cus— 

tomary duties of rebuilding or re-roofing the family houses in Ilorin. In all 

no less than 31% of the taxpayers [in the districts Other than Bala and Afon] 

were in fact in Ilorin at the time we held our meetings.‘39 ' 

Some lip service was paid to reciprocity in such proceedings. Farmers who 

came to the city compound for Muslim festivals, bringing foodstuffs, would 

themselves expect to be fed for a day or two, and take a piece of meat away 

with them.”0 Yet the element of reciprocity was severely limited. Chiefly 

families of Ilorin used the presence of their dependents on such occasions 

as a demonstration of their own prestige and the continued subordination 

of their dependentsfi“ and would certainly nor allow them to claim year- 

round residence rights in the city.142 And the refusal of some members of 

the dependent population to come to Ilorin for festivals, as soon as they" 

gained a measure of local government “independence,” speaks for their 

own views on the matter. The Ilorin elite, defending its right to collect 
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fiefholder but also to the farmer, “since in the public eye it confirmed him 

in his title against all comers, ensured to him certain exclusive rights in the 

land [and] would undoubtedly carry weight as evidence in a 1and-di3pute.”'43 

But by that time any such benefits of ire/role were outweighed, in the farmer’s 

eyes, by its disadvantages. Ilorin thus provides an example of the limita— 

tions of reciprocity in a situation in which the elite, backed by the colonial 

power, and even after independence, clearly held the upper hand. 

A further important item in milking the peasantry was the collection of 

government'tax. In some cases, this became so burdensome as to drive 

people to migrate, either from district to district or to northern 0310.144 

Changes in trade patterns might leave people without means of paying. In 

Bode Sadu in 1952, the United Africa Company (UAC) representative 

reported that the main income of the people came from the sale of shea nuts. 

The UAC had decided not to buy any that year, “so that ruin and desola— 

tion face the unhappy people, who will now be unable to pay their taxes.”‘45 

High incidence of tax in general, plus arbitrary increases, were both 

in evidence in the Metropolitan Districts. Of Shao in .1933, during the 

depression, it was commented that “the tax rate is-extremely heavy, being 

over 10 per cent of the gross income”; and as Michael Watts has pointed 

out for emirates further north, this could work out to be considerably higher 

in terms of “net returns.””“ Arbitrary increases might be imposed, as we 

have already seen in 1913, and again in 1919, when the tax in Ejidongari 

District was “increased . . . on the basis of a percentage of their former tax 

Without ascertaining if there had been an increase of population. ” (In fact 

there had been a decrease.)147 . 

Inequitable division of taxation added to the problems 'of farmers. In 

Owode District in 1919 it was found that the tax had not been equitably 

divided among the hamlets, the incidence in one case varying from 25. to 

303. per adult male.148 Much the same range of incidence was reported in 

the same year in one example in Lanwa District, although there was appar— 

ently no marked difference in wealth between the hamlets of any village 

area?” In Akanbi in 1922 the district head’s own area was mOre 'leniently 

treated than others.150 And in Igporin in the following year it was explained 

that “the richer members of the community are also its influential mem— 

bers,” and“ a bale, in apportioning the tax, was “naturally less fearful 'of 

grinding the faces of the poor than of incurring the hostility of his leading 

citizens.””‘1 In about 1945, individuals in the city of Ilorin were assessed 

more leniently than those in any of the Metropolitan Districts, while the 

people of the particularly impoverished district ofAkanbi received the highest 
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assessment of all.152 In 1956, the Ilorin Resident revealed that inequitable 

assessment was continuing, remarking that the,“comparatively high rates 

of tax are becoming increasingly onerous to the poorer sections of the popu— 

lation, and that if larger sums are to be raised . . . they can only be found by 

mulcting the wealthier sections of the community.”‘53 While the scarcity of 

British inspecting personnel may have contributed to the various tax prob- 

lems, so too did British complacency toward the privileged position of the 

city elite. 

The district heads continued to profit from tax collection, as they 

had done in the early years of colonial rule. In 1922 the Sarkin Gambari, 

head of Igporin District, was deposed for “illegal exactions during tax col— 

lection.” This was a “particularly glaring case,” in which the Sarkin col— 

lected at least 25 percent “over and above the assessed tartms4 In 1926 the 

district head of Afon was found to have (at least) condoned “a forced levy 

of 6d from each compound in Ojoku at the time of the last [tax] -census.”155 

In the late 19403, the district head of Oloru was reportedly challenged by 

- inhabitants of his district over a matter of tax.”6 And in the 1950s, as we 

have seen, some of the district heads were trying to collect ire/role in cash, 

under cover of tax collecrion. 

There were other means, apart from tribute and illegal taxation, by which 

_ district heads could profit from their subjects. These included the accep— 

tance of bribes. In 1929 the district head of Ejidongari was found to have. 

tried a case in the absence of the alkali and received a bribe.157 The district 

alkalis themselves frequently augmented their earnings through corrupt 

pracrices, often at the expense of litigants. In 1930, a British official found 

evidence to support two complaints against the alkali of Paiye and Malete, 

noting that “ [n]umerous.other Stories of extortion by means of threats are 

also current, but I have not been able to collect any real evidence of them, ' 

as witnesses fear to come forward. ”'53 Clearly the abuses (of all kinds) which 

resulted in prosecution (or even reached the colonial records) represent 

only the tip of the iceberg. 

Other-district personnel, and personal retainers of the district heads, 

were involved in various forms of extortion.159 Messengers of the district 

head (mire 06a) charged fees before they would deliver any message. Ac— 

cording to information collected by Busari Alade in the early 19703, but 
very likely referring to the 19503 and ’603, the amounts had been exorbi» 

tant: 5s. for an individual, 203. to,303. for a message to a village as a whole. 16“ 

These amounts may be compared with the cash which the districts people 
might be able to acquire: as late as 1956, those who managed tci find work 
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fiefholder but also to the farmer, “since in the public eye it confirmed him 

in his title against all comers, ensured to him certain exclusive rights in the 

land [and] would undoubtedly carry weight as evidence in a 1and-di3pute.”'43 

But by that time any such benefits of ire/role were outweighed, in the farmer’s 
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tions of reciprocity in a situation in which the elite, backed by the colonial 

power, and even after independence, clearly held the upper hand. 

A further important item in milking the peasantry was the collection of 

government'tax. In some cases, this became so burdensome as to drive 

people to migrate, either from district to district or to northern 0310.144 

Changes in trade patterns might leave people without means of paying. In 

Bode Sadu in 1952, the United Africa Company (UAC) representative 

reported that the main income of the people came from the sale of shea nuts. 

The UAC had decided not to buy any that year, “so that ruin and desola— 

tion face the unhappy people, who will now be unable to pay their taxes.”‘45 

High incidence of tax in general, plus arbitrary increases, were both 

in evidence in the Metropolitan Districts. Of Shao in .1933, during the 

depression, it was commented that “the tax rate is-extremely heavy, being 

over 10 per cent of the gross income”; and as Michael Watts has pointed 

out for emirates further north, this could work out to be considerably higher 

in terms of “net returns.””“ Arbitrary increases might be imposed, as we 

have already seen in 1913, and again in 1919, when the tax in Ejidongari 

District was “increased . . . on the basis of a percentage of their former tax 

Without ascertaining if there had been an increase of population. ” (In fact 

there had been a decrease.)147 . 

Inequitable division of taxation added to the problems 'of farmers. In 

Owode District in 1919 it was found that the tax had not been equitably 

divided among the hamlets, the incidence in one case varying from 25. to 

303. per adult male.148 Much the same range of incidence was reported in 

the same year in one example in Lanwa District, although there was appar— 

ently no marked difference in wealth between the hamlets of any village 

area?” In Akanbi in 1922 the district head’s own area was mOre 'leniently 

treated than others.150 And in Igporin in the following year it was explained 

that “the richer members of the community are also its influential mem— 

bers,” and“ a bale, in apportioning the tax, was “naturally less fearful 'of 

grinding the faces of the poor than of incurring the hostility of his leading 

citizens.””‘1 In about 1945, individuals in the city of Ilorin were assessed 

more leniently than those in any of the Metropolitan Districts, while the 

people of the particularly impoverished district ofAkanbi received the highest 
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assessment of all.152 In 1956, the Ilorin Resident revealed that inequitable 

assessment was continuing, remarking that the,“comparatively high rates 

of tax are becoming increasingly onerous to the poorer sections of the popu— 

lation, and that if larger sums are to be raised . . . they can only be found by 

mulcting the wealthier sections of the community.”‘53 While the scarcity of 

British inspecting personnel may have contributed to the various tax prob- 

lems, so too did British complacency toward the privileged position of the 

city elite. 

The district heads continued to profit from tax collection, as they 

had done in the early years of colonial rule. In 1922 the Sarkin Gambari, 

head of Igporin District, was deposed for “illegal exactions during tax col— 

lection.” This was a “particularly glaring case,” in which the Sarkin col— 

lected at least 25 percent “over and above the assessed tartms4 In 1926 the 

district head of Afon was found to have (at least) condoned “a forced levy 

of 6d from each compound in Ojoku at the time of the last [tax] -census.”155 

In the late 19403, the district head of Oloru was reportedly challenged by 

- inhabitants of his district over a matter of tax.”6 And in the 1950s, as we 

have seen, some of the district heads were trying to collect ire/role in cash, 

under cover of tax collecrion. 

There were other means, apart from tribute and illegal taxation, by which 

_ district heads could profit from their subjects. These included the accep— 

tance of bribes. In 1929 the district head of Ejidongari was found to have. 

tried a case in the absence of the alkali and received a bribe.157 The district 

alkalis themselves frequently augmented their earnings through corrupt 

pracrices, often at the expense of litigants. In 1930, a British official found 

evidence to support two complaints against the alkali of Paiye and Malete, 

noting that “ [n]umerous.other Stories of extortion by means of threats are 

also current, but I have not been able to collect any real evidence of them, ' 

as witnesses fear to come forward. ”'53 Clearly the abuses (of all kinds) which 

resulted in prosecution (or even reached the colonial records) represent 

only the tip of the iceberg. 

Other-district personnel, and personal retainers of the district heads, 

were involved in various forms of extortion.159 Messengers of the district 

head (mire 06a) charged fees before they would deliver any message. Ac— 

cording to information collected by Busari Alade in the early 19703, but 
very likely referring to the 19503 and ’603, the amounts had been exorbi» 

tant: 5s. for an individual, 203. to,303. for a message to a village as a whole. 16“ 

These amounts may be compared with the cash which the districts people 
might be able to acquire: as late as 1956, those who managed tci find work 
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as laborers in the city could expect to earn only 25. to 35. a day.”1 

Alade also details the depredations of other district personnel. Mar— 

ket staff charged a 3d. gate fee, which had to be paid before a seller was 

allowed to enter the market. Those with no cash at the beginning of the 

day were thus prevented from entering and selling their produce. Native 

Authority staff harassed and humiliated bicycle owners without current 

licenses (the money for which was collected at a season when many could 

not afford to pay) and they would be taken to court and fined. Sanitary 

' inspectors (woleewole) could declare a household insanitary, also resulting 
in a fine (no doubt unless a bribe had been paid to prevent the case from 
being taken to court). Forest guards (magi—wag) could declare any tree z'giv 
aim, the emir’s tree, and not to be tampered with. A farmer who had al— 

ready done so could also be prosecuted.162 

Sellers in district markets were obliged to surrender a portion of their 

produce to the babe alaja (market owner or father) who transmitted it, 

presumably after deducting his own share, to the district head. This was 

known as amja, and the amounts listed by Alade are substantial: 

Quantity for sale Amount that went for Aroja 

3—6 yams 1 yam 

9—12 yams 2 yams 

15—21 yams 4- yams 

24—30 yams 6 yams 

33—60 yarns 8 yams 

63 and over 10 yams 

3—5 measures of grains one-half measure 

6—12 measures 11/2 measures ' 

13—20 measures 2 measures 

one—half bag grains 4 measures 

1 bag grains 6 measures 

subsequent bags 2 on each bag 

The proportion taken as aroja on women’s commodities such as aka (a food 

'made from maize) or soup ingredients is said to have been similar.163 In a 

large market, like Ejidongariflé‘i the quantities collected must have been 

considerable. Also, according to these figures, the smaller the amounts for 

sale, the larger the proportion taken, perhaps because the poorer the people 

the easier the intimidation.165 Another account has it that on market days 

the staff wo uld “raid” the markets, collecting various products, which would 

often be shared with the‘district heads:166 it is not clear whether this is 

The Metropolitan Districts afflorin l 11 

another reference to aroja, or to some other, less institutionalized, depreda— 

tion. The abolition of arojsz, like isakole, was a major policy of the Ilorin 

Talaka Parapo in the 1950s. Aroja survived, however, and it was not until 

reforms initiated by a military government that tribute in goods to district 

heads ceased to be compulsorym 

Apart from the extraction of market dues, there is evidence of Other types 

of interference with the trade, or potential trading profits, of the Metro- 

politan Districts people. It is said, for example, that if a farmer had a “boun— 

teous harvest,” the village area head and district head would demand part 

of it before allowing him to trade at al’8 Such people may well have sold 

foodstuffs themselves, profiting from their opportunities to procure amounts 

surplus to their own needs, or else operated as middlemen, using the ad— 

vantages of their official position.169 1 

Efforts to channel trade in districts foodstuffs into the city continued 

as before,‘70 in the interests. of the city in general and its middlemen in 

particular. In 1927—28, the emir opposed the construction of a road leading 

from Budo Egba (on the main road south from Ilorin) to Alapa in the west: 

The Emir feared that what was intended as a purely Administrative and 

internal—trade road . . . would become a main bye-pass road from Jebba to 

Lagos: that cattle would be diverted from Ilorin City; and that the Western 

Districts, which are the famine-reserve of Ilorin, would be denuded by middle 

men exporting foodstuffs by lorry to Lagos.”l 

Although the emit emphasized fear of famine (a fear shared by the colonial 

officers) as his reason for opposing this road,172 he was-also, no doubt, 

protecting the profits of local middlemen in Ilorin against southern traders 

who might wish to trade directly with the districts people. Shortly after— 

wards, it was reported (of the southern traders in Lanwa District) that “the 

Emir has often said that he does not want these alien middlemen.”173 An— 

other report—that until as late as the 19503, if an unauthorized lorry was 

seen a district head could halt it and send it back—is also likely to reflect 

[the fear of outsiders muscling in on the districts trade. (It may also reflect a 

general principle that people in the Metropolitan Districts were not to be 

allowed to “carry on anything without the emir’s permission.”)174 

In 1929, Resident Hermon—Hodge reported that 

[t]he common people are hopelessly at the mercy of rings of middlemen, 

who pocket most of their hardwon earnings: corn from the districts may be 

sold two, or three times before it teaches the Emir’s Market, and each middleman 
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makes his profit; yet it is almost impossible to persuade the common farmer 

to bring his raw material even to a European canteen, partly because it is not 

his-custom to do so, and partly on account of his fear of the particular “ring" 

which habitually buys his produce.”5 

This Resident’s assumption of the ccgullibility or the mental lethargy of the 

peasant,” coupled with the habitual distance kept by the colonial officers 

from direct interference in trading matters,”G reveals the unlikelihood of 

any marked improvement in the farmers’ situation, and the middleman 

sysrem continued to flourish. In Igporin during the colonial period it is 

reported that the people carried their goods to markets in the Gambari area 

of the city, where they would sell to middlemen, because they “were not 

allowed to sell directly in these markets?”7 In 1949, the cooperative move— 

ment was introduced, and it was hoped that cooperative village shops might 

“rescue the peasants from the unscrupulous exploitation now in practice by 

the 111iddlemen.”178 The movement, however, proved a failure in the Met— 

ropolitan Districts,179 and the middleman system continued unabated. In 

the early 19603, food crops were marketed in feeder markets along the 

roads entering the city. Ilorin middlemen and women would purchase them 

there from farmers’ wives, and from other middlemen coming from the 

rural areas. Only. then would these foodstuffs be taken for resale in the 

Emir’s Market's" As late as 1978, districts women would still not sell pro— 

duce directly to individuals outside the market system, on the grounds that 

they were obliged to sell it to a market women’s ring in the city.131 

A major financial problem for-the Metropolitan Districts people was cre— 

ated by the activities of the babe bakers, or intermediaries outside the offi- 

cial district administration (and paid by their clients). In the early years of 

the district system, the babe bakers may have been welcomed by some as an 

alternative channel of access to the emirate authorities. A British Resident 

remarked in 1919 that 

progress is painfully slow in the direction of making the people realise that 

there is only one chain of authority through Village and District Chiefs to 

the Emir. . . . [T] he Baba Keitere’s poWer is probably fostered by the peas- 

antry who have sufficient sense to appreciate the backstairs influence.132 j 

But as time went on, the babe babere system became ossified, and payments 

to them became simply an extra burden on the poor. In 1921, the Balogun 

Afin (chief of the palace slaves) was found to have made “improper use” of 
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his position “to obtain various sums of money from the peasantry in con— 

sideration of interviews with and petitions to the Emir, which can only be 

secured through him.”183 The sysrem proved tenacious, particularly in ju— 

dicial affairs. In 1947, it was reported that the courts in Ilorin Town were 

greatly overburdened with work, a great deal of which could be dealt with in 

district courts. The reason for this goes back to the pre—occupation days of 

fiefs, when the only means by which a litigant from the districts could get a 

hearing was by buying his way in to his fiefholder through the medium of 

recognized and authorised retainers.184 

In 1957 the Native Courts were still a “source of anxiety.” Both in the city 

and the districts, “touts”. (babe bakers) still functioned “to the detriment of 

justice.”185 And by this time the babe bakers system had joined needs and 

arajlzz among those particularly hated customs which earned the special at— 
tention of the Talaka Parapo.186 I 

I All these depredations contributed to the poverty of the people. In 1953, 
the seriousness of their situation was underlined by a report on three village 

areas in Oloru District. For Shao, specifically, which had a ‘‘high standard 

of cultivation and good'access to the markets of Ilorin Town,” and was 

comparatively speaking better off than remote areas such as Alagbede, the 

assessing officer nevertheless found it necessary to point out just what a 

“struggle” it was “for farmers to make ends meet.” In all the areas of Oloru 

District which were studied, people involved in crafts and trade were “few 

and impoverished.” In assessing household budgets, the report took into 

account only taxation and market prices: how much worse it would have 

appeared if gimbals, amjcz and babe lee/ears fees had also been considered”? 

Still, the report does illustrate the overall poverty of the Metropolitan Dis! 

tricts people, whatever their origin, occupation, or location. It is true that 

some families or settlements, favored by village area or district heads, es- 

caped. the full weight of taxation, or enjoyed other forms of preferential 

treatment.188 And relatively prosperous and influential inhabitants might 

be favored in terms of tax by a “fearful” bale (although, equally, a farmer 

declaring a “bounteous harvest” might well attract the unwelcome atten— 

tion of the authorities, who would claim their share).'89 But the great ma— 

jority of Metropolitan Districts people endured privation. By the 19505, 

the overall poverty of these districts, compared with the rest of the prov— 

ince, could be measured by the incidence of corrugated iron roofing, which 
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was “universal” in Offa and Ekiti, but “rare” in the Metropolitan Districts, 

although Afon was somewhat better off in this respect than the rest.190 

In the later years of the colonial period in Nigeria, “development” became a 
major theme?“ but, as the roofing example suggesrs, little improvement in ameni— 
ties or prosperity was achieved in the Metropolitan DistriCts. Two crucial areas 
of “development” acrivity, agriculture and education, provide illustrations. 

Improvements in agriculture were impeded by a combination of unsuit— 

able Agricultural Department policies and problems relating to the farmers’ 
Ilorin overlords. One urgent priority in the Metropolitan Districts, espe— 
cially near Ilorin, was attention to soil exhaustion, which had been noted as 

early as 1912.192 In Akanbi District in 1924, a British assessing officer was 
told that “invariably each year they have to go into Ilorin for food, owing 
to the poorness of the soil their crops not being sufficient to support them, 
it is not due to their making too small farms.”193 By 1929, soil exhaustion 
had driven residents of Afon District to move to the more southerly parts 
of the district, further from the city, to find more fertile, land.194 

In 1932, however, after three years of green manuring on farms around 
the city, satisfactory guinea corn creps had been obtained from land previ— 
ously considered derelict and useless. Large areas of mucuna (green ma— 
nure) were planted in the same year around villages where the soil had been 
exhausted by long, almost continuous cropping. But, in the longrun, green 
manuring failed in Ilorin, and indeed in the Middle Belt in general. Green 
manure was inedible, and thus communities which were short of land would 

be “unable or unwilling to make the initial sacrifices in food crops and 
unrewarded labour. ”‘95 

In a further response to the problem of soil Fertility around Ilorin, a 
Rural Planning Scheme was recommended in 1941. The area to be covered 
was that within 20 miles of the city, in which the rural economy was gradu— 
ally deteriorating, and yam production had been diminishing. The major 

danger zone was within 10 miles of the city, where the land was already 
seriously degraded, and population density and resulting scarcity of land 
meant that the fallow period had been greatly reduced.The planning scheme, 
however, was abandoned during the Second World War, and when it was 
taken up again it failed to address the areas in greatest need. In 1946, Bala 
village was selected as the site for a general rural (including agricultural) 
development scheme. But Bala was outside the ten-mile acne, and the fal— 
low period there was as long as 6 to 9 years. Plans were made to allow 10 
acres per family for mixed farming, which would have been impossible in 
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the more overcrowded areas closer to the town. Bala village appears to have 
been chosen for reasons of convenience, and very likely the preference of 
the emir (its district head was his younger brother), rather than to meet any 

urgent need. In any case, although other projects went ahead in Bala, mixed 
farming failed to get under way at all. Even if it had not failed, it is difficult 
to see how the program could have been extended to the average farmer, 
given the cost of equipment and animals, estimated to be as high as about 

£58 to each farmer, plus interest at seven percent. This was ludicrously 

beyond the means of most. The “model” farmer originally chosen in Bala 
was the village head’s son, and clearly the whole scheme was, in Michael 

Watts’ words, “elitist in practice and theory. ”1-95 

One major problem for the Metropolitan Districrs was the very mea— 
ger funding provided for agriculture by the Ilorin Native Treasury (con— 
trolled by- the elite), until as late as 1955. In 1948, for example, the Senior 
Agricultural Officer demonstrated how little was made available in Ilorin 
(Emirate) Division, even in comparison with other Native Authorities in 

Ilorin and Kabba Provinces.197 ' - I 
But even when more funding became available, problems remained, 

as seen in the example of chemical fertilizers. Even after the failure of mixed 
farming, the Ilorin Agricultural Department continued to concern itself 
with soil fertility, and experiments with chemical fertilizers were begun. 
They were carried out from about 1950 onwards at Ilorin Government 
Farm, Bala, Paiye and Olte Oyi, and later at Ejidongari. In 1956, when at 
last a greatly increased proportion of Native Authority (NA) resources had 
been allocated to agricultural projects, a fertilizer campaign was launched, 

and’extension work was carried out in various centers including Ejidongari 

and Igporin. It was reported, however, that farmerswere unwilling to take 

to fertilizers. Political factors were involved. 1956 was a year of IlorinTalaka 

Parapo agitation against the elite—dominated Native Authority, and the “po- 
litical odium” with which many Metropolitan Districts farmers regarded 

NA extension staff at this time was said to have reinforced their “conserva— 
tism.”198 The point that the unpopularity of district personnel contributed 
to the rejection of ideas they introduced is echoed by a British official, who 

wrote in 1957 that the establishment of local councils had madeit slightly 

easier to publicize fertilizers and other matters. Before that, it had been 

“usual to find that information . . . had not been passed to the farmers, and 
where attempts had been made by [village area heads] to do so, the net 

result had been to ensure non—cooperation.”199 Later, no doubt after the 
Talaka Parapo had been ousted, and the' elite returned to power, bags of 
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to the rejection of ideas they introduced is echoed by a British official, who 

wrote in 1957 that the establishment of local councils had madeit slightly 

easier to publicize fertilizers and other matters. Before that, it had been 

“usual to find that information . . . had not been passed to the farmers, and 
where attempts had been made by [village area heads] to do so, the net 

result had been to ensure non—cooperation.”199 Later, no doubt after the 
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fertilizer were thrown out by the farmers after a tumor was spread by “some 

agitators” that sand had been supplied instead. 2"" This was very probably a 

stratagem on the pa1t ofTalalta Parapo members to increase the unpopular- 

ity of the newly restored elite district administration. 

FarmersH conservatism” was advanced as one reason for their unwill- 

ingness to accept innovations. By 1919, for example, experiments had been 

tried with a dry—weather, quick—growing cereal called “maskwari.” It was 

believed that this could be grown in large quantities along the many rivers 

of the emirate, but it was not taken up because the Ilorin farmer was “ex— 

ceptionally obstinate in his conservatism . . . unless he ”can foresee financial 

profits.”201 But this looks more like common sense and justifiable caution 

than a simple refusal to consider anything new. Especially close to Ilorin, 

where land was scarce, farmers would obviously be unwilling to replace the 

food crops which grew well on their limited firearms (riverine) lands with a 

crop whose food value was uncertain, and whose processing techniques 

may have been unfamiliar. In the case of green manure, there was no food 

value at all. The production of rama (ramie) fiber was encouraged after the 

Second -World War, but in 1952 the farmers of Gunniyan, in Paiye Dis— 

trict, were waiting to see how profitable it was.202 “Conservatism” with 

regard to chemical fertilizers was due in part to political factors, but also, 

importantly, to the price, which was far too high. In 1961 it was reduced 

by a subsidy from 123. to 55. per 40 lb. bag, but this was srill too much.203 
The so—called conservatism of the farmers was often a matter of lack 

of information or opportunity. Ago—Oja, for example, is an easily accessible 

village in Afon District. Yet during the colonial period no efforts were made 

reintroduce new crops there, no improved maize seed was distributed, no 

fertilizers were introduced and no extension workers even visited its farm— 

ers. It is clear from colonial records that extension workers rarely ventured 

outside those villages which were district headquarters. And Ago—Oja may 

have encountered an extra problem, namely the hostility of the district 

heads, since it is not a fief of the Balogun Fulani family and resists that 
family’s efforts to claim it. In AgovOja as elsewhere in the Metropolitan 

Districts, however, farmers seized on the use of fertilizers more recently, 

once they were informed of their advantages and availability at reasonable . 

prices. 204 

A look at education reveals similar themes. The “backwardness” of the 

Metropolitan Disrricts in education is most clearly visible when contrasted 

with developments in the (Ilorin Province) districrs populated by Igbomina, 

Igbolo and Eldti people. In 1958, taking children of “junior primary school 

I. 
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age,” while 67 percent were said to be enrolled in school in the Igbomina, 

Ekiti and Offa areas, and 52 percent in Ilorin city, the figure was less than 
one'petcent for the Metropolitan Districts.205 In 1957, only 8 out of 121 
pupils in the Provincial Secondary School came from the northern part of 
the province (which included the Metropolitan Disrricrs).2G6 Not only were 
the people of the non-metropolitan disrricrs providing the great majority 
of pupils in the Provincial Secondary School, they were also opening and 
using their own community secondary schools, and finding oppo1tunities 
for secondary education elsewhere 2‘37 In contrast, the first seconda1y school 
in the Metropolitan Districts was not founded until 1969—70 (in Malete). 
The next, in Afon, came only 1n 1976. 203 

Many of the educational opportunities in the non—metropolitan dis- 
tricts during the colonial period were provided through voluntary agency” 
(that is, very largely Christian mission) schools.209 In the Metropolitan 

Districts there were few mission schools, and the growth of Native Author- . 

ity education, both there and elsewhere, was slow. In about 1945, appar- 

ently no school in the emirate admitted boys from Lanwa Disrrict, with the 
result that “no one can read and write.”""'.0 The same official reported that 
boys from Ejidongari District did nor go to. Malete School “and can go 
nowhere else,” so there was “no chance for a village boy to become literate.” 
A couple of years later, there was no primary school serving Onire Disrrict, 
and only two boys from that district had been to school?“ As late as 1958—- 

59, touring officers mentioned only eleven Native Authority schools in the 
Metropolitan Districts, of which only one (Malete) was a senior primary 
school. 212 The responsibility for the slow- rate of growrh of Native Author— 
ity schools should be attributed at least 1n part to the caution of the politifl 
cal officers, which probably had much to do (as 1n the case of agriculture) 
with their perennial funding problems. By about 1950, though they had 
opened relatively few schools, British officials in Ilorin had already begun 
to complain that the NA would not be able to “go on building expensive 
schools in every village.”213 

The slow growth of educational provision was also blamed on what 
the colonial offiéers identified as a lack of demand?“4 Even where schools 
had been opened, chronically low attendance was frequently reported in 
the 19505 and beyond.215 In 1957, the Ilorin Resident even argued that “if 
the Northern part of the province had been more receptive to education 
more Voluntary Agency schools would have been established there.”2-.‘5This, 
however, seems highly unlikely. In Ilorin, as elsewhere in the North, British 

officials were acutely sensitive to the wishes of the Muslim elite?” While 
Christian missionary activity was allowed in the Metropolitan Districts in 
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some cases, it seems to have been largely confined .to certain very specific 

areas. These included some villages on the periphery of the Metropolitan 

Districts, especially on the railway or the main north—south tea ,2‘3 where 
the missionaries were probably catering largely to Southern Nigerian trad— 

ers and their families, and thus posed little threat to Islam. Missionary 

aetivity was also allowed in areas which appeared to be incorrigibly “pa— 

gan,” especially Shao, where a Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) mission was 

set up, with the emir’s permission, as early as 1915. This mission has con— 

tinued its work in Shao throughout the colonial period and beyond, spread- 

ing to other villages such as Oke Oyi and Okutala (a village in Ejidongari 

District also claiming non~Ilorin origin).219 The United Missionary Society 

was active in Apado by the late 19205, and appears to have continued its 

work there ever since?” But even in areas like these, Christian missionary 

activity was not always tolerated. Early SDA attempts at proselytizing in 

Oke Oyi, for example, are said to have failed, in part because of “pressure 

from the Moslem jihadists who were forcefully converting people.”221 In 

the 19403, when a missionary tried to .establish himself in Aregun (a village 

on the eastern fringe of the Metropolitan Districts, claiming independent 

foundation), he was driven out by the emir’s followers based in the village 

of Agbeyangi.222 Thus it is unlikely that missionaries, especially in the po— 

tentially subversive field of education, were given much freedom of opera 

tion in the Metropolitan Districts as a whole. 

Generally speaking, then, the inhabitants were exposed only to the 

very limited educational opportunities provided by the Native Authority. 

But as with agricultural development, the apparent indifference of the people 

was not simply a matter of innate conservatism. There were good reasons 

why “opportunities” were not taken up. In the first place, district and vil— 

lage heads did net always cooperate with official policy on schools. They 

might choose pupils only from the district headquarters, as happened in 

Malete in 19412.223 In Paiye District in 1949, the village head of Elemere 

even invited the sons of a friend, “a rich man from Offa,” to fill places in his 

school, although more than enough local children were said to be avail— 

able.224 Three years later, in Bode Sadu, the touring officer noted that it was 

“quite preposterous that village heads are unable to get one or two children 

from their villages to go to school and that Daudu [the head of Lanwa 

DiStrict] has made little effort to see that they do ”225 By 1956, British 

officers had reached the conclusion that poor attendance 1n the Metropoli— 

tan Districts primary schools was “mainly due to the failure of senior N A. 

administrative and education officials to ca11y out their plain duty of en— 

forcing attendance orders,” and admitted to “great difficulties and much 

The Metropolitan District: offlorz'n 1 19 

discouragement, and sometimes deliberate obstruction from traditionally 
minded N.A. officials” in the adult education field.226 A statement made by 
Metropolitan Districts'spokesmen in 1977 offers an explanation of these 
obstructive attitudes: 

Up to the 1960s, our children were intentionally denied access to education 

because the overlords back at home in Ilorin felt we should have no right to edu— 
cation for fear that once we became educated, our eyes would be opened and 
we would cease to become “the soup ingredients” which they made us to be.” 

In some cases, Native Authority officials did attempt to cooperate 
with government policy. Emir Abdulkadir (who ruled 1919—20 to 1959) 
was seen to be doing so, and even the district heads made an effort 1n some 

cases.” But the methods they employed (with the awareness and apparent 
approval of the politicalvofficers) may have led to the opposite of what was 
intended. District heads did have “compulsory powers” to “enroll or en— 
force attendance,” and at least on occasion the Yan Doka (NA police) were 
employed 1n rounding up the pupils. 229 The attitude of tural people to 
these representatives of elite authority can easily be imagined. 

Lack of interest by Native Authority officials contributed to the low 
quality of education offered. 23° In 1956 the Resident admitted that educa- 
tional standards in the NA schools were low, and left “much to be desired” 
in comparison with those run by the voluntary agencies?“ This is con— 
firmed by secondary admission pr'srformance,232 and by numerous observ— 
ers’ descriptions of the standards in the Metropolitan DistriCts schools. 233' 

The low quality and limited extent of available education may have 
contributed to anorher problem which discouiagecl parents from sending _ 
their children to school, namely, that“ no jobs are found” for pupils after 
they had finished.234 (Onereason, as we have already seen, was that many 
NA positions, even at the most menial levels, were given to members of 
elite families in Ilorin.)235 

Given the lack of incentives, therefore, the imposition of payment 
for primary education became a major factor in the people’s “lack of inter* 
est.” When school fees were introduced in 1950, the charge (1s. a month), 

which seemed small to the British authorities,”5 must have seemed exorbi— 

tant to parents, especially when added to all their lother expenses, and in 
face of their limited abilities to generate cash. The importance of fees as a 
constraint on enrollment is confirmed by the favorable response'to a deci— 
sion made in the late 19605 under military rule, that primary school costs 

should be shared among the whole population as “Education Rates,” 
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instead of being borne by individual families.237 Financial problems, then, 

along with other factors, many related to the activities of their overlords, 

provided a range of good reasons for the so—called “conservatism” of the 

Metropolitan Districts people when faced with both educational and agri— 

cultural decisions. 

TIIIE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT”- 

ACCOMMODA'I'ION AND RESISTANCE: 

19205 T O EARLY 1950! 

Introduction 

This chapter explores the reactions of the exflslaves and poor free farmers of 
the Metropolitan Disrricts from about 1920, by which time British rule 
had been consolidated and the districts had assumed their definitive form. 
It carries the story through the middle years of the colonial period, up to 
the early 19505, when local government reforms were helping to prepare 
the way for a period of massive, open resistance, which will be examined in 
chapter 7. 

From the 19205 to the early 19505, however, opportunities for resis— 
tance were relatively few. The power of the colonial state was solidly behind 
the Ilorin elite, whose members filled the ranks of district administrative 

personnel. The control exercised by district heads may even have increased 
from about 1920 onwards, as by this time they had undoubtedly developed 
means to avoid, in many cases, any investigation of their abuses of power.1 

In addition, the Ilorin elite landowners retained their rights-to allocate 
land, which meant that in the absence or near—absence of other opportuni— 
ties (such as those connected with the “groundnut revolution” further north) 

the Ilorin peasantry had no choice but to accept relations of deference and 
bonds of clientage with these landowners, in order to survive.2 The result 

1 ' 1 1  
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was that in this period the story was generally one of accommodation, _ 
since the peasantry had little alternative; and where resistance occurred, it 
was largely within accommodation (apart from cases of migration out of 
Ilorin’s orbit), and limited in scope and effect.3 . _ 

Given the situation of the Ilorin peasantry, however, the amount of 
resistance that can be reconstructed from colonial records is by no means 
negligible, suggesting that the concept of totally ”slavish” accommodation 
is hardly applicable 11ere.4As Michael Watts has said, 

in the face of impoverishment andoppression only rarely are peasants pas- 
sive; rather they resist in a variety of "hidden and culturally informed Ways 
despite the fact that their voices are not readily heard orinterpreted. . . . 
[These are] the forms of “passive” protest which peasants so frequently en— 
gage in.5 

Thus, much of the Ilorin peasants’ resistant activity during this period comes 
under the heading of “diffident” resistance. It was also, as scholars have 
found in similar situations, negative, and aimed at immediate and specific 
targets, rather than constituting any planned or organized attempt to change 
society.‘5 

Examples and Extent of Accommodation 

Metropolitan Districts farmers had little or no choice but to accommodate 
to the selection of their immediate controllers, the district and village area 
heads. Even where district heads were deposed, as with two members of the 
Balogun Fulani family in Afon in the 19203, and a member of the Balogun 
Gambari family in Oloru in the 19303, they were replaced by others from 
the same families? Frequently there was competition for district headships, 
expressing itself in “bickerings, protests and fisticuffs,” but this is unlikely 
to represent peasant resisrance: in an Igporin example of 1939, “the pro- 
testers are all resident in Ilorin Town and have norhing to do with Igporin 

. District where the appointment of [the victorious candidate] has been re— 
ceived with apparent complete Satisfaction” (or more likely resignation).3 

Districts farmers also had little alternative but to acquiesce in the 
choice of village area heads. Slaves and descendants of slaves of Balogun 
Gambari and others became village area heads in various parts of Oloru ' 
District; slave agents of the emits and their descendants took the same 
pOSltlonS in Lanwa and Ogele, and so on9 (continuing their own accom- 
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modation, to their advantage, as before).10 Even Shao was obliged to accept 
the Ajia Atilteltere as village area head for a time: how far his replacement 
(by 1924) by Shao’s own ruler, the Ohoro, was due to local resistance is not 
recorded. ” ' 

Farmers accepted their obligations to pay tribute in goods and labor. 
' As late as 1955, in the districts other than Bala and Afon, “no less than 

31% of the taxpayers” were in the city of Ilorin, performing their “custom- 
ary duties of re—building or re-roOfing the family houses,” or attending 
ceremonies.” This is reflected in the 'claim made by later representatives of 
the districts that i ' ' 

- [u] p to the 1950’s, our fathers were forced to carry on their bareheads thatched 

grasses from their respective villages, no matter how far, to Ilorin for the 
. construcrion of the house of one Balogun or the other. . . . '3 

The districts provided not only goods and labor for their overlords and 
others in the city, but also women, to become wives of city men. This 
marriage pattern continues to the present day, and was (and is) not recipro— 
cal. In the past at least it was considered improper for a city woman 'to 
marry a rural man.‘4 And while women’s enforced accommodation may 
have brought them some benefits, deriving from urban residence,15 it also 
serves to underline their particular lack of choice. - - 

The Metropolitan Districts people’s accommodation to Ilorin and its 
elite is also illustrated by their very frequent acceptance of Ilorin “origins.” 
Many of those who so accommodated Were ex—slaves and their descendants, 
but by no means all. It is quite possible that numbers of inhabitants of the 
Odo Ode, Ila Oke and Apado areas, whose ancestors came from elSewhere, . 
decided to claim Ilorin origins in response to political pressure, or in the 
hope of political advantage.16 Indeed, such a process also occurred among 
some of the Igbomina people outside the Metropolitan Districrs. In the 
1954 local government survey of these people (preparatory to the reforms 
mentioned above), it 'was reported that ' ' ‘ 

[i]n the areas which lie close to the Ilorin metropolitan Districts . . . [t]he 

people of the Ilala and Alardrin hamlets in the Oroki Village Area of Igbaja 
District, for example, declared to an Administrative Officer in 1935 that 

they were Igbominas of Old Oyo origin. Today they insist that they are all 
Yorubas of Ilorin origin and only reluctantly admit that “their grandfathers 
were Igbominas.” The same process is now completed throughout thetfive 

' Village Areas of the Idofian Village Group and in three of the five Village 
Areas of the Omupo Village Group. These latter villages. undoubtedly con— 
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tain a good deal of Igbomina (Ile Ife) blood but today they all insist they are 

of Ilorin origin.The process has gone so far in the Idofian Village Group that 

they no longer wish to be represented in the Igbomina Area Council.” 

Further away from the Metropolitan Districts, the opposite was occurring: 

there, it was reported, Yoruba of Ilorin origin “generally declare themselves 

to be Ilorins but many of them are in the process of becoming Igbomina:18 

Despite the evident pressure to accommodate to “Ilorin origin,” a 

significant minority of the disrricts population resisted 1t. The people of 

Shao succeeded 1n retaining their non-Ilorin identity. In Apado Village 

Area 1n 1931,13 percent of the population were still recorded as Igbomina.” 

In the early 19505, the “..probable .descendants of the former Ajagusi 

chiefdom” living in Ila Oja, Ikotun and Aboto Village Areas (in Afon Dis— 
trict) still proclaimed their Old Oyo origin,20 and the people of Ojoltu 
affirmed their Nupe roots.21 In the same district at the same time, a single, 

small colony of err—slaves Still remembered that they were originally Eltiti.22 

In addition to accepting Ilorin origin, many Metropolitan Districts 

people also accommodated to their overlords in the city by accepting at 

least a veneer of Islam. In the early years of the colonial period, Islamic 

preaching in the districts was emphasized, and many conversions are said 

to have taken place.23 As reportedfrom the (amalgamated) North Western 

District in 1912, 

The majority of the inhabitants are pagan. Wooden idols are not infrequent. 

Mahomedanism is spreading effectually however. Every village has its little 

mosque or the foundation of such, and a sprinkling of more or less sincere 

Followers of Mahomed.24 

The setting up of the district system, and the movement of district heads 

and their staff and followers out into the districts, must have encouraged 

the trend toward conversion.25 But the extent to which the new converts 

were “sincere” (or at least voluntary) is called into question by a report from 

an Oke Oyi informant, who relates that early Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) 

missionaries, who first arrived in Oke Oyi in 1921, failed to make any 

' ' lasting impression, partly due to “the pressure from the Moslem jihadists 

who were forcefully converting people. So dreaded were they that even the 

Christian converts quickly changed” their affiliation?“ By 1931, whether 

by force or persuasion, 4740f the tax«paying males in Oke Oyi Village 

Area were Muslims (though over eight hundred were still sufficiently resis— 

tant to declare themselves “pagans”), and only 10 were recorded as Chris» 

tians.” 

The Metropolitan Districts: 19205 to Early 1950: 125 

Two examples help to illustrate the spread of Islam in the Metropolitan 

Disrricts over time. One is Ejidongari District, where in 1913 it was reported 

that there were only a few Muslims; there were only 8 pupils at the single 

Quranic school; and at the hamlet of Alagbaja, where the bale had built a 

small mosque, it was only for his own “amusement.”28 In contrast, by the 

19505, 54 percent of thetaxpayers in'this district were lisred as Muslims.29 

A second example is Afon District. Here, in 1918, it was esrimated 

that “about half the population are nominal Mohammedans.”0 By 1929, 

however, 

even the formerly all powerful cult of Ogundaja at Ojoku is rapidly becom— 

ing overshadowed by the spread of the Moslem faith as illustrated by the 

erection 2 or 3 years ago of a large new mosque in the market place there. It 

is said that at one time natives of Ojoku would return to their birthplace 

from all over Nigeria for the celeb1ation of these fertility rites at spring of the 

year. In Laduba also the formerly widespread worship of Egun“ .is gradu- 

ally giving way to Mohammedanism..The1-e are now. .mosques in all 

the more important towns and, at a conservative estimate, 80 per cent pro— 

fess Mohammedanismd"1 

By 1954, this had risen to just over 90 percent (of taxpayers). In Ojoku 

Village Area, only 13 (out of 654) taxpayers declared themselves “animists” 

in 1954, although in Laduba some 26 percent were still recorded as such.” 

Clearly, by this time, many Muslims in Afon District were far more than 

merely nominal: the Egbe Masalachi of Afon (village) assisted “its many 

members in paying the ceremonial expenses incumbent on Moslems from 
time to time, and the Egbe Atunbuso of Ojoku had‘ recently been largely 

responsible for building the imposing mosque there. 33 . 

Further evidence of accommodation to Ilorin and its elite by the dis— 

tricts people is provided by their acceptance of trade controls, as illustrated 

by reports of the emirate authorities’ success in channelling trade into the 

city, rather than allowing it to be diverted to the south.34 Even in Afon 

District, southeast of the city and bordering the Southern Provinces and 

the main south road, it was recorded in 1929 that 

[e]xport trade . . . centres on Ojoku owing to its favourable position, within. 

4 miles of the Railway Station at Ila Market. Export is largely confined to 

yam flour. Otherwise, even on [the] Ilorin—Oyo road, trade tends toward 

Ilorin rather than to the Southern Provinces.35 

Acceptance of trade control is also illustrated by accounts of the Metropoli— 

' tan Districts people’s inability to trade directly in the city’s markets or in 
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European “canteens,” due to the power of Ilorin middleman (and woman) 

rings.Em . . 

This is parallelled by the districts inhabitants’ inability to reach'the 
emirate or colonial authorities directly, without the use of intermediaries, 
either within the official district hierarchy or through the babe lee/ears sys— 
tem. In former times, the babe: bebere had provided, at least for some, an 

avenue of active accommodation. In What became Afon District, prosper— 

ous farmers often changed their protecror “When another was found more 
powerful.”37 And in 1919 the babe fee/eerie provided an alternative channel 
of access to the emit, bypassing the “Village and District Chiefs.”3’8 This 
may have occurred even where the babe bebere came from the same family 
as the diStriCt head: in Afon District in 1920 its head, Dasuki, himself a 

member of the Balogun Fulani family, was apparently “somewhat soured” 
by the fact that in his district, which was “composed'of several historically 
heterogeneous units . . . , the various Babakekete especially Balogun Fulani” 
were “constantly interfering.”39 And in 1937, similar “interference” was 

reported for districts (like Akanbi) where there were a number of small fiefs and 

an almost ineradicable tendency for the peasant to take his grievance not to _ 
his District Head whom he regards as an alien, but to his “Baba Kekcre,” 

[that is] some influential member, of the original fiefholding family. . . . 
Every man, woman and child in the Emirate, if summoned to' Ilorin for any 
purpose knows exactly which “ltofa” to go to first, and makes a bee—line for 
hirn.‘m ' ' 

Yet this report seems to indicate that there was, for the rural dweller, little if 
any real choice between the district head and the babe Alec/tare (the latter 
having rights or at least influence in land allocation to hold over the farmer), 
and very little choice among different babe bebere, a supposition supported 
by another report, a' couple‘of years later, of “a faction fight between the 
supporters of two individuals, each of whom claimed the exclusive rz'gbt 
[my emphasis] to represent Onire district.”“1 It seems, therefore, that the 
babe lee/eerie system was becoming narrowed and ossified, leaving the farmer 
with less room for active accommodation, but still obliged to use the sys- 

' ‘tem, as reports of its tenacity attest.“2 

Modes and Targets of Resistance 

Even in the course of the foregoing survey of accommodation, examples of 
resistance have come to light. These include instances of refusal to accept 
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“Ilorin origins,” and of resistance to Islam. As an example of the latter, in 

the case of Oke Oyi cited above, by 1931 just over onewthird of the taxpay— 

ers had become Muslims, but almost two—thirds had not. Looking at the 

rest of the 1951 report on Igporin District, similar percentages are recorded 

for Apado, Maya and Oshin Village Areas, and significant numbers of “pa— 

gans” are also found elsewhere. And while, for Muslims, the numbers of 

adult men and women are roughly comparable in the report, in the case of 

“pagans” there are significantly larger numbers of women listed throughout 

the districtfi—suggesting a greater degree of resistance to Islam among the 

female population. It may have been easier for women to avoid conversion, 

since their religious affiliations were probably of less interest to Islamic 

preachers and the ‘emirate authorities than those of men.”l And women 

may have had particular reason to cling to their traditional beliefs, since 

these often offered them assistance in matters of fertility.45 . 

Again, although the 1954 local government report records only 9 
percent of Afon District taxpayers as “animists,” 26 percent were so listed 

in Laduba, 18 percent in Sapati and 16 percent in Osin Ammo.”S A similar 

enclave may have existed in Altanbi District, where, in 1955, only 226 out 

of 2825 taxpayers were given as “animists.” Most of these are likely to have 

been from Ilota, which had been reported in 1934 as “the one essentially 

pagan village of the district. ”47 While the 1955 report gives 54 percent of 
Ejidongari taxpayers as Muslims by that time, 45 percent were still listed as 

-“animists.”“8 As the Resident noted, the people in some districts had “even 

resisted the infiltration of Islam . . . with some success.”49 Overall this re— 

port, for the districts other than Bala and Afon, provides a figure of 29 

percent of the taxpaying population as “animists.”50 This conceals a consid— 

erable range among the various districts included; it also conceals the exist— 

ence of a number of people who feared at that time to report their true 

religious affiliation, judging from a comparison with the figures reported 

in a 1958 investigation in parts of Paiye District.5| - 

One of the highest figures given in 1955 for the numbers of “ani— 

mists” was for Oloru District (almost 44 percent of its taxpayer popula— 

tion)” In part, this may have reflected immigration into the district from 

the Okelele neighborhood of the city of Ilorin, whose inhabitants were 

“known for their unislamic practices.”53 Indeed, these immigrants may have 

moved into Oloru precisely because they did not wish “to be converted to 

Islam and give up their traditional religious rituals,” as was the case with 

some of the founders of Romi village, in Onire District. Until recently at 

least, some compounds in Romi village Still “identified with the traditional 

Yoruba beliefs and supported wood carvers working in the Yoruba figurative 
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idiom.”54 The continuance of such wood carving merits invesrigation as a 
mode of resistance in itself. 

Apart from such immigrants and their descendants, many of the “ani— 
mists” counted in Oloru District in 1955 musr have been natives of Shao, 
which has retained a whole corpus of non-Islamic rituals and festivals till 
today.55 In 1915 Shao was reported to be “a little Pagan town,“56 and in 
1937 and 1955 it was still described as “predominantly pagan.”57 Yet some 
of its people, from quite early in the colonial period, found a different 
avenue of resistance to Islam, namely, conversion to Christianity, once a 
Seventh Day Adventist mission was set up there in 1915, and the Ohoro 
(king) and his household became the first converts?8 Ironically, this means 
of resistance was provided with the permission of the emit.59 

From this time on, there was always some SDA activity in Shao. In 
1929 a colonial officer reported that the mission was run by a “Native 
Teacher,” and that a church was being rebuilt in the middle of the town.‘30 
In 1937 there was “a congregation of about 30,” by 1943 there were 57 
“adherents,” and in 1950 there was a congregation of about 70 and a “small 
school of infants.”61 If, as seems likely, the 55 adult male Christians re— 
corded for Oloru District in 1955 came largely from Shao, this would sug- 
gest the existence of a congregation of well over a hundred in all, by that 
time.‘52 

Seventh Day Adventist activity spread to a number of other settle- 
ments, achieving some success in Okutala (Ejidongari District) for example.“ 
The United Missionary Society made progress in Apado from the late 
19208.64 Other missionary activity tended to be concentrated in settlements 
on the north-south road and near the railway, and may have been catering 
in large part to non-natives of the area.65 

At all events, by 1955, Christianity had made little impact on the 
Metropolitan Districts as a Whole, no doubt often due to active discourage— 
ment by the emirate authorities; but the lack of impact is particularly no— 
ticeable in Afon, where by 1955 only 35 converts were recorded in the 
entire district, despite the long-term presence of an active (and medically— 
active) Methodist mission}i6 The official records may reflect some conceal— 

- -ment of Christian adherence, while other Christians may have tended to 
emigrate.” 

Clearly in some instances there is a correlation between non—Ilorin 
origin and resisrance to Islam, as shown by the extent of “paganism” re— 
corded for Apado in 1931 (and later conversions to Christianity there);'58 
by Shao, with the resilience of its traditional beliefs and its Welcome to the 
SDA; and by the case of Ilota in Akanbi District. But there was also exten- 
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sive survival of “animism” in 1955 in areas of largely Ilorin—dependent ori— 
gin, such as Oloru and Ejidongari Districts. In Oloru, this may be corre— 
lated in part with the immigration of non-Muslims from Ilorin, and in 
Ejidongari with its remoteness from the city. Yet, as the local government 
investigators noted with surprise, in Afon District the highest proportion 
of “animists” was found close to the city, in Laduba, Sapati and Osin Aremu 
Village Areas.69 Here, there may be some correlation between adherence to 
traditional beliefs and connections with the family of Afonja, the pre—Fulani, 
non—Islamic ruler of Ilorin.7D And it is interesting that while these areas, 
near the city, and apparently of very largely “Ilorin origin,”l remained 
faithful to traditional beliefs, settlements like Ojoku, further from the city 
and clearly non-Ilorin in origin, gave up theirs and embraced Islam.72 Similar 
processes were taking place in the Igbomina area outside the Metropolitan 
Districts," where by 1954 the “Ile Ire group of Old Oyo origin” was the 
“mosr heavily islamicised.” “Nearly 90 per cent of this community is Mos- 
lem whereas in Idofian and Agunjin Village Groups, which claim to be 
Ilorin in origin, there are still considerable percentages of pagans.”7’3 

By the early 19503, even Shao was beginning to welcome Islamic 
scholars from Ilorin: the first notable one, said to have converted many 
people in Shao, arrived there in 1953.74 But acceptance of Islam did nor 
necessarily preclude resistance. Indeed, it might signal a highly active form 
of resistance within accommodation, pursued with a view to achieving edu- 

' - cation, development, and an increase in sratus vi: 2: 121's Ilorin.7S Further, for 

the Muslims of Afon District, Islam might provide a basis for union with 
co—religionists in the Igbomina and Igbolo areas outside the Metropolitan 
Districts, whose acceptance of Islam by no means implied acceptance of 
Ilorin domination.76 

Despite the power wielded by district heads and other functionaries, there 
was still some resistance to their depredations. In Ojoku in 1926, the dis— 
trict head of Afon was so hated that people were quite willing to provide 
evidence against him and his retainers openly.” In 1930, two complaints 
were made and proven against the alkali of Paiye and Malete; but while 
many other stories of “extortion by means of threats are also current,” the 
investigating officer had “not been able to collect any real evidence of them, 
as witnesses fear to come forward.”78 While in the case of these stories 
people were afraid to resist openly, they may have been engaging in hidden 
resistance by means of rumor. 

On occasion, resistance was not only hidden but also “culturally in— 
formed.”79 During tax-collecting season in 1931, for example, the district 
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heads‘of both Paiye and Malete both received loads of symbolic materials.80 
The items deposited at the district head of Paiye’s house, ”to show he is not 
popular,” included 

a tort/7 of grass to show his house will be burnt; 

shell to show that even the ruins of the house will be scraped away; 

a broken omits: to hint that he is not considered useful; 

a broken embark [for the same reason]; 

sand to show that his enemies are legion; 

stones to intimate that he will be stoned . . .31 

In the Paiye case, there is some suggesrion in the record that this incident 
was orchestrated by the district head’s brother (an aspirant to the headship) 
in Ilorin; but there is also evidence of good reasonfor the incumbe'nt’s 
unpopularity in his district. Su‘ch symbolic messages may well have had 
some connection'with Shango worship, and derived potency from this.82 
They were said to be very common in Paiye District, and had been “fre— 
quently deposited on the doorstep of the late” district head as well. Al— 
though “little notice” was said to have been taken Of these'earlier messages, 

in 1931 the incidents were taken seriously enough to warrant sending po— 

lice reinforcements to both districts.83 Thus, even-“acts of resistance that 

appear to [the Outsider] merely symbolic and futile”34 could have sOme 

effect. , I 
Much peasantresistance, in various parts of Africa, crimes under the 

heading of ”evasive tactics to minimize surplus extraction,” including c”con— 
cealment, collusion and underreporting;” and in Hansaland, one of the 
major resistant activities was “disinformation. 35 An Ilorin example of this 
is provided by the report of the Oloru tax reassessment process of 1933, 
during which the people of this district, whose poverty the assessing officer 
admitted, 8‘5 were at pains to conceal any information which might reveal 
even the meager extent of their resources. The assessing officer reported 
that neither the district head nor his fellowers could price a single thing,” 
which, as the Resident commented, revealed a “complete lack of confi— 
dence”'between the people and their disrricr head and the administration 

' in general. Only one of the village area heads “could be relied on to tell the 
truth, and to ask the price in the market was entirely useless.” One of many 
incidents took place in Shao, where in the market the assessing officer 

enquired the price of a bundle of wood, and a woman, apparently the owner, 
named a price. The Ohoro confirmed this saying “I know that is right because 
I am always buying wood myself.” A Hausa carrier hearing the sum men-. 
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tinned ran forward and tendered the price, but the woman who had given 

the information refused to sell, saying she was not the owner. Nor could the 

owners of a single bundle lying in the market be found at that moment.“ 

The people of Oloru District were quite justified in their lack of confi— 
dence in the administration, as illustrated by the fact that the assessing 

officer, while well aware of what a struggle it is for farmeis to make ends 
meet, neve1theless p1oceeded to recommend tax rates big/arr than those 
suggested by the district head; and, finding that only about half or one- 

third of the total number of locust bean. trees” had been recorded in the 

village tax registers, he doubled their numbers, ”to arrive at a nearer ap— 

proximation” of the income derived from them.88 

Much of the resistance of the Metropolitan Districts people, natu- 
rally, centered around the issue of tax. On occasion, this took the form of a 

direct approach. In 1931, 

[s]everal villages of Oloru came in to see the Emir . . . to say they could not 

pay tax this year [although] the Emir investigated their circumstances and 
convinced them that they could pay, and they returned well content and 

prepared to pay without further difficulty.” 

And a direct challenge to the district head is said to have occurred, again in 

- Oloru District, in the late 19405.9U 

Far more often, however, resisrance to tax took the form of evasion. 
Some individuals managed to avoid registration as taxpayers. In the local 
government investigations of the-early 19505, it was found in Afon and 
Bala Districts that considerable numbers of adult males were not included 
on the registers. In the other Metropolitan Districts, although there had 
been a sizeable increase in total population, over the previous thirty years, 
there had also been a decline in the number of taxpayers,91 which suggests 

strongly that many people had managed to evade notice.92 

In other cases, as before, the people of the Metropolitan Districts 

resorted to migration to avoid paying tax. Before the end of 1931, the 

people of Oloru village were desperate enough to abandon “their houses 

and crops” and depart en masse “for an unknown destination,” because of 

their inability to pay.93 As the depression deepened, migration increased. 
After the 1932 tax revision, the Ilorin Resident reported that the exercise 

had 

revealed considerable emigration from the North Western Districts, largely 

into the Southern Provinces where the [tax] incidence is some 3/— lower than 
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in Ilorin Emirate. Financial straits have this year outweighed the sentimental 

attachment to the land of their forefathers which had hitherto prevented 
large numbers from crossing the border, though it should be remembered 

that the Southern Provinces towns in this neighborhood were originally 

founded by Ilorin men and consequently the boundary musr appear some— 

what arbitrary to the native mind?“ 

Metropolitan Districts people’s migration patterns differed disrinctly 
from those of the non—metropolitan districts during the mid—colonial pe— 
riod. Either they were involved in short—term, dryaseason movement into 
Ilorin town to fulfil cusromary obligations; or in movement within the 

Metropolitan Districts, often due to land exhaustion, often continuing the 
line of earlier movement away from the city;95 or in movement, also follow— 
ing this earlier line, across the border into the remote northern districts of 

Oyo Province. Among the people of the non—metropolitan Igbomina, I gbolo 

and Ekiti districts, however, much of their movement, from the 19205 on- 

' wards, was to the cocoa—growing areas and large towns of the Southern 

Provinces. By 1954, it was found that between 35 and 40 percent of the 

taxpayers in these districts might be absent at a time, and in one village area 

the percentage was as high as 75. This “southerly drift” had caused a de— 
crease of between 12 and 25 percent in population in many areas during 
the preceding 25 years.96 In contrast, in the Metropolitan Districts (exclud— 
ing Bala and Afon) at the same period, only in two districts, Igporin and 
Akanbi, had “a significant proportion of the taxpayers . . . gone to the 
Western Region in Search of work and to earn money.” (And from the 
location of these two districts, it is obvious that we are not dealing with a 

simple continuation movement to remote areas across the southern bor— 
der .9? Elsewhere, 

[t]he movement of population to and from the Western Region, which greatly 

affects the life of the village communities in the Igbomina and Eltiti areas, 
has not yet assumed a similar degree of importance in Bala and Afon Dis— 
tricts. [Nevertheless there are] clear signs that it is in the process of doing so. 
. . . [I]n Afon District 21% of the adult male population were absent either 

in the Western Region or in Lagos or on the Gold Coast at the time of our 

visit.”3 

It is clear, nevertheless, that large areas of the Metropolitan Districts had up 
to this time failed to share significantly in the movement to the wealthy 
cocoa areas and towns in the South, thus missing what for other districts 

had become a rich source of encouragement and funding for development.99 
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In other words, the Metropolitan Districrs people’s migration, in so far as it 

was resistant, was largely negative (to get away from tax or control) rather 

than positive (to increase their prosperity and status). 

The general lack of migration to the wealthy areas of the South may- 

have been due largely to the isolation of many of the Metropolitan Dis— 

tricts people and their consequent ignorance of available opportunities, 

but it may well be, also, that they were often deterred or prevented from 

such movement by the district and village authorities, who maintained 

close control over them.‘”" In Afon District, where sizeable migration to 

the wealthier South was develOping by the early 19505, it was probably 

‘ correlated with physical closeness to the non—metrtolitan districts and to 

the railway and northvsouth road (and thus greater awareness of opportu— 

nities), and in some cases, perhaps, with traditions of independence from 

Ilorin. Awareness of opportunities and availability of transport may also 

have played a part in migration from Igporin (through which routes to the 

South also passed) and Akanbi (which was close to the city). 

In Akanbi, there was an ineffective district head and numerous small- 

scale fiefholders, whose power to hold on to their people may have been 

less strong than that of the more powerful chiefs who controlled other 

districts.‘.°‘ Low productivity due to land exhaustion 102 may have made the 

Akanbi fiefholders less anxious to keep the farmers on the land; indeed, 

with the expansion of the city, the land in its immediate vicinity may have 

been of greater value to the landowners when emptied of population and 

thus free to be used for building purposes. From the point of view of the 

people, land exhaustion, high tax assessments and multiple ire/tale pay— 

ments would have been powerful factors driving them awayms 

As for Igporin District (where control by the district and village-heads 

is likely to have been even firmer than elsewhere),‘°4 the desire to escape 

from this control may have been a strong incentive to migration, especially 

in villages which retained traditions of independent foundation. 

Those recorded cases in which Metropolitan Districts people did manage 

to migrate to gain a share in the agricultural and urban wealth of the South 

reveal that by no means all of them were resistant to the “spread of the 

market principle.” Instead, even While resisting the enntrol of their Ilorin 

overlords, these migrants were also involved in a form of active accommo~ 

dation to capitalism, by seeking improved terms of inclusion within it.105 

This search for improved terms of inclusion is also illustrated by farmers’ 

desires, in Paiye and Onire Districts in the early 19505, to sell their crops to 

Ijesha middlemen, thus bypassing Ilorin trade controlm Active accommodation , 
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to capitalism is also revealed in the interest in feeder roads which was ex- 
pressed especially in Igporin District in the 19405,“)? and in the decision of 
two settlements in that district, Apado (probably in 1949) and Igporin 
(about 1955), to move on to the main road.”8 In the early 1950s, the 

people of Ojoku, Ikotun, and Ila Oke, all in Afon District, were particu— 
larly active in the construction of motorable roads. “’9 All this, however, was 

very small—scale in comparison with the widespread “unauthorized” road— 
building activities reported from the non—metropolitan districts, which had 
begun as early as the mid 19305. By the late 19405, the people of these 
latter districts were contributing thousands of pounds towards toad con- 
struction.1 ‘0 

Towards the end of the period under consideration, when “develop— 
ment” was the order of the day, there are also some examples of Metropoli— 
tan Districts people requesting and using other amenities apart from roads, 
including schools, adult education facilities and welfare centers.” In gen— 
eral, however, they appear to have been highly resistant to “progress.” In 
1955 they could still be describedas “an unorganised proletariat, resistant 
to modern ideas and showing, as yet, little of the vigour and initiative of 

the more homogeneous indigenous groups of Igbominas and Ekitis.”“2 
As we have seen, there was considerable resistance to “development” 

activities in agriculture and education.“3 But this was by no means just a 
matter of innate conservatism, as British colonial officers tended to imply. 
It was sometimes a reaction to unsuitable, high—risk or expensive innova— 
tions, and sometimes an'aspect of resistance to the activities of unpopular 
and high—handed district officials. In other cases, what was taken by the 
British to be resistance was simply lack of opportunity. As perceived by 
later spokesmen for the Metropolitan Districts, “our children were inten— 
tionally denied access to education . . . for fear that . . . our eyes would be 
opened.””4 _ 

A major reason for resisrance to development, according to the Ilorin 

Resident in 1955, was the heterogeneity of the Metropolitan Districts, as 
contrasted with the “large homogeneous masses” of the non—metropolitan 
areas. ”5 This was due to the settlement of small and diverse groups of slaves 

- and followers from Ilorin, often mingled with inhabitants of other ori— 

gins,116 and was reflected in a lack of community activity, exemplified in a 
general dearth of “Progressive Unions.” In contrast, in the Igbomina area 
outside the Metropolitan Districts, such unions flourished, and were re— 
ported to have been largely responsible for building “the remarkable net— 
work of feeder roads” which existed there by the 19503, together with 
mosques, churches, schools and adult education classrooms.’ 17" In the north 
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and west of the Metropolitan Districts, however, these unions seem not to 

have existed at all.118 In Bala and Afon by the early 19503 they were said to 

exist generally in a 

rudimentary form . . . usually in the form of “friendly societies” designed to 

assist members who are in financial or other straits. . . . In the more southerly 

villages however the unions show signs of assuming the functions carried out 

by their” more active counterparts in the neighbouring Igbomina and Offa 

areas. The Egbe Atunbuso of Ikotun and Egbe Ilu of Ila Olte have both 

made strenuous efforts to construct and maintain roads capable of enabling 

motor transport to reach their villages and the Egbe Atunbuso of Ojoku not 

only maintains a motorable track to Offa but has recently been largely re— 

sponsible for building the imposing mosque there.119 

The activities of the progressive union in Ojoku, at least, were backed up 

by pressure from its Lagos branch.1213 I 

Up to the midr19503, the Metropolitan Districts were also accused of 

being “politically inert,” and generally ill~equipped to “assume serious local 

government responsibilities.”121 While this “inertia” may itself be interpreted 

as a form of resistance, it was at best passive, negative, and very different 

from the active and innovative political” resistance which had been growing 

in the non—metropolitan areas. This had been expressing itself in (success— 

ful) agitation for the removal of “alien” Ilorin district heads, in calls for 
“separation” from Ilorin altogether,”2 and in “the demands of the literate 

electorate . . . for a share in the control of their own domestic affairs.”123 

Progressive unions in these areas were engaged in seizing the initiative in 

local government activities from traditional, “frequently very conservative” 

village councils of elders.124 ' I 

In districts like Malete, Ejidongari, Lanwa, and Oloru, however, it 

was reported as late as 1953 that “there seems to be no demand for a broad— 

ening of the basis” of their highly unrepresentative village councils.125 Nev— 

ertheless, political consciousness was beginning to stir, as seen, for example, 

in the numbers of available taxpayers who attended meetings during the 

local government investigations—although pressure from the emirate and 

district authorities, anxious to appear cooperative, may have been operat- 

ing as well.126 And at these meetings, according to the 1955 report on the 

northern and western districts, the investigators . 

found everywhere a welcome for the suggestion that the majority of Coun- 

cils should consist of popularly elected members representing all parts of the 

_ Village Area. There remains however a strong and widespread respect for the ' 
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compound heads and traditional elders, and we recommend that approxi» 

mately one third of the membership of each council should be made up of 

such people, nominated by the Native Authority. At each meeting the people 

were asked who they wished to have as nominated members; usually, after 

being given an interval for consideration, they chose some of those they had 

already named as members of their existing Ilu, but in some cases they showed 

their dissatisfaction with the. present arrangement by rejecting the present 

members of the flu and nominating other senior and respected people, usu- 

ally heads of the large hamlets or compounds”? 

Conclusion 

During the period under discussion, the people of the Metropolitan Dis— 

tricts were forced to accommodate to their overlords, local and colonial, in 

Ilorin. Yet they also engaged in various forms of resisrance, albeit often 

hidden and negative. Within the general constraints, a correlation can some— 

times be seen between resistance and independent, nonflllorin origin. In 

contrast to the situation in the Metropolitan Districts, the nonimetropoli— 
tan Igbomina, Igbolo, and Ekiti had been engaged for much of the period 
in open, positive resistance, designed to change their political—and eco— 
nomic conditions. In parts of Afon District, something akin to this was 

developing: efforts toward economic change had been underway there for 

some years before the end of the period. But the Metropolitan Districts 

people were only just beginning to be offered any prospect of positive po~ 
litical change. The extent to which they had been repressed, from the nine— 
teenth century through the early and middle years of' the colonial period, 

was to contribute in no small part to the vehemence with which, in the 

mid 19503, they seized” their opportunity. ' ' 
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'1 1 Table 6.5 Table 6.6' 

Numbers Present at Local Government Investigation Meetings/Absent Numbers Present at Meetings/Absent Elsewhere, Metropolitan Districts 
; _ .2? . . Elsewhere: Afon District, 1954 (other than Bala and AfOHl: 1955 
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Introduction: Political Developments in the l9505.  

The studies of large—scale flight by slaves during the period of colonial take— 
over and abolition provide one example of mass resistance during major 

political dislocation. Other periods of rapid political change might also 

have been conducive to such resistance.‘ In Ilorin, the years of local gov— 

ernment democratization and party political activity in the middle to late 

19503 were such a period, producing, for the first time, large—scale open 
resistance among the successors of the slaves (both slave descendants and 

small—scale cultivators of other origins, acting in concert) against their over— 

lords in the city. In these years, a resistant commoners’ party, the 'Ilorin 

Talaka Parapo (ITP), gained a large following in the Metropolitan Dis- 

tricts, and engaged in a struggle with the Northern Peoples’ Congress (NPC), 

the hegemonic party of the urban elite. The struggle, as far as the rural 

districts were concerned, began in 1955, and the ITP and its supporters 

reached their maximum success in 1957. Between 1958 and 1960, how— 

ever, the elite managed to remove the ITP from power and influence, and 

eventually quelled the rural resistance movement 

Avariety of pressures had led, since the end of the Second World War, 

to some tentative moves towards a “gradualist” reform of local government 

143 
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in Northern Nigeria as a whole. These moves were generally limited, how— 

ever, by the determination of the Northern emits and other members of 

the traditional elite to retain control of their “Native Authorities,” and by 

the sympathy felt by many British officials in the North with this point of 

view}2 It was not, for example, until 1963 (well after Nigerian indepen— 

dence) that all central Native Authority (NA) councils in the Northern 

Region were required to include any “elected element.”3 Only in Ilorin 

Emirate, in 1957—58, was the “experiment” of a “hilly democratiaed cen— 

tral Native Authority” attempted.“ At the grassroots level of local govern— 

ment, the Northern Region Native Authority Law of 1954 permitted the 

establishment of district and village area councils by insrrument, and in- 

sisted that where this was done a majority of members should be chosen by 

election. Yet, although 569 district councils had been officially established 

in the region by 1965, only 243 village area councils had been so formed, 

the overwhelming majority of them in Ilorin Emirate.5 

Clearly, developments in Ilorin had been different from elsewhere. 

The process of differentiation began in 1953, when a series of local govern— 

ment investigative surveys (including the Metropolitan Districts) was in— 

augurated 1n Ilorin Emirate, under the chairmanship of C W Michie. Two 

major objectives were, as the NA Law of 1954 permitted, to provide all 

Local Government Councils in the area with a majority of elected mem~ 

bets, and to recommend such devolution of authority to these bodies as is 

within their present competence.”G By the end of 1955, Michie, writing as 

provincial Resident, could report that 

[p] rogress has . . . been made during the year towards enabling the Ilorin 

Native Authority Council to delegate its authority not only outwards to sub— ‘ 

committees bur also downwards to. D.istricr. .and Village Area Coun- 

cils. The local government survey . had made it clea1 that such delegation 

of authority was needed not only to prevent the central organisation of the 

Emirate from becoming choked with undigested business but. also to satisfy 

the demands of the literate electorate, particularly in the Igbomina, Eltiti 

and Offa areas, for a share in the control of their own domestic affairs. Rules 

providing for elections to all subordinate councils, generally on a three tier 

system, were drafted [and] finally gazetted towards the end of the year. The 

feature which chiefly distinguishes these electoral rules from normal practice 

elsewhere in the Northern Region is that they establish primary electoral 

units composed of fifty or sixty taxpayers who have the privilege of electing 

their own trusted representative, by open or secret ballot, to the Village Area 

Council. Two-thirds of the Village Area. .councillors will be elected. In the 

. District . .Councils all members except, in some cases, the Chairman, 

will be elected by their respective ..Village Area Councils. 
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In 19 56 and 1957, these reforms took practical shape as various “subordifi 
nate” councils were elected and established, and began to function.8 The 

process reached its culmination when, in May 1957, a new central Native 

Authority Council was formed, including 50 “’electe members, chosen by 

and from the subordinate councils, out of a total of 65 seats? The process of 

reform went far further in Ilorin (at least temporarily) than anywhere else 

in the North: the closely interrelated reasons for this included the demands, 

as Michie intimated, of the non—metropolitan areas for democratization, 

the “demonstration effect” on these areas of Yoruba influences from the 

South,” fears of their “secessionist” tendencies,” and the support OfMichie 

himself.12 

As C.S. Whitaker has pointed out, the “climax of this protracted con— 

ciliar transformation coincided with the unforeseen ascendency of a radical 

political party,” the Ilorin Talaka Parapo.13 This party, founded in Ilorin 

Town in 1954, initially gave out confusing signals, its apparent objectives 

being ambivalent, even in some part conservative and traditionalist. Gradu— 

ally, however, its aims clarified. It became emphatically the party of resis— 

tance of the “common man,” againsr the Northern Peoples’ Congress, which 

controlled the regional government, and which the ITP saw as represent- 

ing “the concentration of political and administrative power in the hands 

of the traditional leaders of the N.A. and of their families” in Ilorin, and 

thus standing for “unearned privileges and spoils of office.”14 As one infor- 

mant puts it, the ITP “looked after the interests of the common people, 

[unlike] the earlier parties whose leaders knew only themselves and their 

kin.”15 It campaigned for tax reducrion, against “extortionary practices on 

the part of sanitary inspectors, foresr guards, and Other petty officials of the 

administration,” against ire/tale, aroje and the babe eaters system, and for 

improvements in health, education and other services.16 By early 1956 the 

ITP had entered into an Alliance with the (southern Yoruba) Action Group 

(AG), which supplied what it needed, in the form of “literate young men, 

experienced political organisers, transport and funds,” and it 

had come to realise that organised voting might bring about a shift of power 

in [its] favour. It was at this point that the Ilorin Talaka Parapo began to 

spread its attentions from Ilorin Town to the “metropolitan districts” which 

were administered by District Heads representing the traditional ruling fami— 

lies 1n Ilorin Town“ .17 

The ITP—AG Alliance won majorities in many of the district councils, 

Metropolitan and other. These (together with the town councils in Ilorin 

and Offa) then chose representatives to go forward to the central Native 
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Authority Council. In this new body, 36 out of the 50 “elected” members 
were affiliates of the Alliance, which thus now controlled the Native Au— 
thorityds 

Even before the Alliance took over the central council in May 1957, 
its pressure (and the popular unresr it had been insrrumental in stirring) 
had yielded results. In February of that year, the government of the North— 
ern Region, in order “to restore the confidence of the people of Ilorin Emir- 
ate” in their Native Authority, had ordered the prohibition of “the collec— 
tion by traditional land title holders of dues in kind from farmers, unless 
those dues are freely and voluntarily given,” and of all market dues which 
were not “sanctioned” by the NA Council and not paid into the NA Trea— 
sury. This decision was passed on by the then NA Council in April.19 Thus, 

ire/sole and amjcz, at least in theory, were abolished in Ilorin. In September, 
the council (now controlled by the Alliance) approved a further measure, 
banning all 645a ke/eere from the courts. 20 

Other actions of this council which affected the people of the Metro— 
politan Districts included the suspension from duty, 1n December 1957, Of 
the deeply unpopular district heads of Afon and Paiye (in February, the 
regional government had already indicated that the latter should receive a 
“final warning ”.) 2‘ Even more radically, according to Whitakers account, 
the council 

informed the district councils. of its intention, when it made a new appointment 
to the post of district head in the future, to solicit their preferences between 
the traditionally eligible candidates beforehand (which in the metropolitan 
districts was a fundamental departure from the customary procedure).22 

The Alliance—controlled council, however, was not given long to pursue its 
policies. At the end of July 1958 it was “officially dissolved” by order of the 
regional government, and replaced by an appointed “Caretaker Council,” 
consisting of “selected traditional title holders, District Heads, Native Ad— 
ministration officials and one prominent Muslim leader in Ilorin,” a group 
whose sympathies, “there was little doubt . . . , lay with the Northern Peoples’ 
Congress.”23 Basically, this action was taken in response to the ITP’s ag— 
gressive efforts to “uproot permanently the sources of traditional influence 
and authority,” and the regional government’s realization, endorsed by rep— 
resentations from traditional authorities in Ilorin and elsewhere, that this 
was not “compatible with the survival of the authority and influence of 
traditional rulers” all over the North.“ 

The Caretaker Council, with the traditional elite back in control, “set 
about undoing much of the work” of the Alliance as fast as it could.25 In 
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early Augusr 1958 the right to initials: was re—affirmed when a motion (evi— 
dently a test case) that the district head of Malete should be able to collecr 
“a portion of his people’s cash crops . . . as he used to do,” was carried.26 In 
September, the district heads of Afon and Paiye were finally reinstated, “by 
order of the Regional Government,” even though, as the Resident told 
them in the presence of the Council, they were “bad District Heads,” they 

had been “suspended as a warning . . . and it was up to them to learn a 
lesson from what had happened [and] if there were any reports of oppres— 
sion or victimisation he would look into the affair himself. ”27 In September 

. 1959, the village (area) head of Pepele in Igporin District, who had been 
imprisoned for election offenses, was reinstated in his post by the council, 
at the emir’s request.23 In 1959, the previously—suspended district head of . 
Afon was chairman of the Provincial Loans Board, and the Caretaker Council 
approved arrears of salary to the district head of Paiye, for the period of his 
“wrongful dismissal.”29 As the Ilorin Resident observed in his 1958 annual 
report, it was “only to be expected after so sudden and so unexpected a 
reversal of their fortunes” that the traditional elite “would not always act 
with absolute 1mpa1tial1ty .”30 

The Caretaker Council remained in existenceuntil October 1961, 

when elections vvere held, and it was replaced by a council with an elected 
majority. By this time, however, Whitaker points out that there had been 

conspicuous retrogression in the direction of the prerITP system of election 
and representation, including substantial reweighting of the composition of 
both central and subordinate councils in favor of traditional membership, 
[and] a return to a more conservative use of subordinate councils as electoral 
colleges to higher councils . . . because, unlike. the “Michie system”, in which 
only elected members of the lower or subordinate councils could stand for“ 
election to the central N.A. Council . . . [u]nder the new system any member 
could, including traditional members. The change meant that power—wield— 
ing traditional officials could once again virtually dictate their own election 
to the N.A. Council.-”1 

This council lasted until it was dissolved by the military government in 1966.32 

Resistance and Accommodation in the Metropolitan 
Districts 

The manifestations of resistance to elite control in the Metropolitan Dis— 
tricts in 1956—6033 included a “breakdown of law and order”34 during the 
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Authority Council. In this new body, 36 out of the 50 “elected” members 
were affiliates of the Alliance, which thus now controlled the Native Au— 
thorityds 

Even before the Alliance took over the central council in May 1957, 
its pressure (and the popular unresr it had been insrrumental in stirring) 
had yielded results. In February of that year, the government of the North— 
ern Region, in order “to restore the confidence of the people of Ilorin Emir- 
ate” in their Native Authority, had ordered the prohibition of “the collec— 
tion by traditional land title holders of dues in kind from farmers, unless 
those dues are freely and voluntarily given,” and of all market dues which 
were not “sanctioned” by the NA Council and not paid into the NA Trea— 
sury. This decision was passed on by the then NA Council in April.19 Thus, 

ire/sole and amjcz, at least in theory, were abolished in Ilorin. In September, 
the council (now controlled by the Alliance) approved a further measure, 
banning all 645a ke/eere from the courts. 20 

Other actions of this council which affected the people of the Metro— 
politan Districts included the suspension from duty, 1n December 1957, Of 
the deeply unpopular district heads of Afon and Paiye (in February, the 
regional government had already indicated that the latter should receive a 
“final warning ”.) 2‘ Even more radically, according to Whitakers account, 
the council 

informed the district councils. of its intention, when it made a new appointment 
to the post of district head in the future, to solicit their preferences between 
the traditionally eligible candidates beforehand (which in the metropolitan 
districts was a fundamental departure from the customary procedure).22 

The Alliance—controlled council, however, was not given long to pursue its 
policies. At the end of July 1958 it was “officially dissolved” by order of the 
regional government, and replaced by an appointed “Caretaker Council,” 
consisting of “selected traditional title holders, District Heads, Native Ad— 
ministration officials and one prominent Muslim leader in Ilorin,” a group 
whose sympathies, “there was little doubt . . . , lay with the Northern Peoples’ 
Congress.”23 Basically, this action was taken in response to the ITP’s ag— 
gressive efforts to “uproot permanently the sources of traditional influence 
and authority,” and the regional government’s realization, endorsed by rep— 
resentations from traditional authorities in Ilorin and elsewhere, that this 
was not “compatible with the survival of the authority and influence of 
traditional rulers” all over the North.“ 

The Caretaker Council, with the traditional elite back in control, “set 
about undoing much of the work” of the Alliance as fast as it could.25 In 
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early Augusr 1958 the right to initials: was re—affirmed when a motion (evi— 
dently a test case) that the district head of Malete should be able to collecr 
“a portion of his people’s cash crops . . . as he used to do,” was carried.26 In 
September, the district heads of Afon and Paiye were finally reinstated, “by 
order of the Regional Government,” even though, as the Resident told 
them in the presence of the Council, they were “bad District Heads,” they 

had been “suspended as a warning . . . and it was up to them to learn a 
lesson from what had happened [and] if there were any reports of oppres— 
sion or victimisation he would look into the affair himself. ”27 In September 

. 1959, the village (area) head of Pepele in Igporin District, who had been 
imprisoned for election offenses, was reinstated in his post by the council, 
at the emir’s request.23 In 1959, the previously—suspended district head of . 
Afon was chairman of the Provincial Loans Board, and the Caretaker Council 
approved arrears of salary to the district head of Paiye, for the period of his 
“wrongful dismissal.”29 As the Ilorin Resident observed in his 1958 annual 
report, it was “only to be expected after so sudden and so unexpected a 
reversal of their fortunes” that the traditional elite “would not always act 
with absolute 1mpa1tial1ty .”30 

The Caretaker Council remained in existenceuntil October 1961, 

when elections vvere held, and it was replaced by a council with an elected 
majority. By this time, however, Whitaker points out that there had been 

conspicuous retrogression in the direction of the prerITP system of election 
and representation, including substantial reweighting of the composition of 
both central and subordinate councils in favor of traditional membership, 
[and] a return to a more conservative use of subordinate councils as electoral 
colleges to higher councils . . . because, unlike. the “Michie system”, in which 
only elected members of the lower or subordinate councils could stand for“ 
election to the central N.A. Council . . . [u]nder the new system any member 
could, including traditional members. The change meant that power—wield— 
ing traditional officials could once again virtually dictate their own election 
to the N.A. Council.-”1 

This council lasted until it was dissolved by the military government in 1966.32 

Resistance and Accommodation in the Metropolitan 
Districts 

The manifestations of resistance to elite control in the Metropolitan Dis— 
tricts in 1956—6033 included a “breakdown of law and order”34 during the 
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second half of 1956. It also included resistant voting patterns in a number 

of elections, local and other (despite the elites use of the “Whole Native 

Authority machine”35 in a determined attempt to prevent this); popular 

reactions to the district heads of Afon and Paiye; arguments over the village 

area headship of Laduba; and resistance to attempts to re—enforce iszzkole. 

Popular resistance to elite control continued after the ITP-AG Alliance— 

controlled NA Council had been dissolved, although there was some rever— 

sion to older patterns, and open resistance eventually dwindled. Instances 

of accommodation during the years of resistance also occurred, and I will 

suggest some explanations for these exceptions to the general trend. 

The “breakdown of law and order” in 1956 took a variety of forms. In the 

Bode Sadu area, in Lanwa District, according to the Resident there were 

“numerous incidents and one serious affray” between supporters of the Al— 

liance and those of the NPC. “There was,” the Resident suggesred, “more 

than a suspicion that the incidents had been timed,” that is, by the Alli— 

ance, “to coincide with the peak of the resistance to the Il‘orin Town Coun~ 

cil elections on the old formula.”36 ' 

In other districts, especially Onire, Paiye, and Malete, the “break— 

down of law and order” expressed itself in a refusal to heed the orders of the 

NA and its local representatives. There was “a suspicion of all authority 

save that of the ITP headquarters in Ilorin.”37 Farmers were refusing to 

listen to the advice of NA agricultural extension staff with respect to fertil— 

izers, due to the “political odium” in which they held such representatives 

- of elite control.38 There was also the “illegal opening of markets” (“illegal” 
33 (t 

because by Northern Region law the power to “establis , abolish, close or 

move any market” lay with the central Native Authority)?” All this was 

accompanied by an “anti—tax campaign,” and people who were ordered to 

attend court, for non—payment of tax and other offenses, were refusing to 

do 50.40 The most radical form of resistance involved at this point was the 

rejection by “large portions of the community” of their village area and 

district heads,“ and the creation of “shadow” district administrations to 

replace them.“2 More familiar manifestations included the Withdrawal of 

children from school, and the action of a Paiye man who set up “a symbol 

threatening arson” in front of the district head’s compound.43 

There were also 'signs of an “upsurge of paganism” in Paiye, possibly 

connected with the activities of the secret society, Egbe Emule (Imole), 

which was supporting the efforts of the ITP, although it may have been-less 

an actual “upsurge” than a new readiness to declare non—Muslim religious 

affiliations.“ This readiness, however, does not seem to have translated it— 
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self into any particular correlation between “paganism” and resistant politi— 
cal affiliation.”5 In the Alama area of Paiye Disrricr, for example, out of a 
population given as 969, of whom 427. were Muslims and 542 were not, 
326 Muslims and 432 “pagans” supported the ITP, while 101 Muslims and 
110 “pagans” were for the NPC.”6 In the city, the ITP had strong Islamic 
connections,47 and local ITP leaders in the Metropolitan Districts included 
numbers of Muslims.48 Nor was there any clear correlation between Chris— 
tianity and resistance, except in Apado.“ 

By July 1957, a British official was able to report that the situation in 
Onire, Paiye, and Malete Districts was somewhat quieter, although some 
resistance continued. .In his report for 1956, Resident Michie credited the 

[v] igorous action, both long term and short term . . . to restore confidence 
and respect for law and order. . . . Extra Administrative Officers were tem- 
porarily posted to the disaffected districts with orders to enforce compliance 
with lawful orders and above all, to show the District Heads that compliance 
could be secured in the great majority of cases without the use of police, by 
relying on the sense of order and respect for authority which normally ani— 
mates Yoruba Society. They were largely successfiil in doing so. At the same 
time, the Regional Government was giving much thought to the long term 
measures which were clearly necessary. . . .50 

These “long term measures” presumably included the regional government’s 
announcements of early 1957 on z'sakole and emje. The British official who 
was based in Onire, Paiye, and Malete for the first half of 1957 also empha— 
sized the beneficial effect of the opening of local councils. For example, 
matters of “local controversy” were “beginning to be ventilated at an earlier 
stage in their development,” making it easier for a “reasonable solution” to 
be reached.51 The number of tax offenses had decreased, and school atten- 
dance had improved. Due to the establishment of local councils, it was 
“proving easier to publicize matters affecting the welfare of the people,” 
“although consumer resistance to any innovation is still appallingly high.” 
While “shadow administrations” still existed, there were “signs that they are 
beginning to turn their energies to the Councils.” In Paiye, the official 
believed, there were signs that the village area heads were “more acceptable” 
to the people: all the village area councils in that district had accepted these 
heads as their nominated chairmen “without demur.” The district head of 
Paiye had been accepted by the district council, although he was “still the 
subject of considerable hostility.” In Onire, all but three of the village area 
heads had been “accepted without trouble” by the councils. In Malete, the 
attitude of the district council was that the district head “is the father Of his 
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numbers of Muslims.48 Nor was there any clear correlation between Chris— 
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Onire, Paiye, and Malete Districts was somewhat quieter, although some 
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be reached.51 The number of tax offenses had decreased, and school atten- 
dance had improved. Due to the establishment of local councils, it was 
“proving easier to publicize matters affecting the welfare of the people,” 
“although consumer resistance to any innovation is still appallingly high.” 
While “shadow administrations” still existed, there were “signs that they are 
beginning to turn their energies to the Councils.” In Paiye, the official 
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to the people: all the village area councils in that district had accepted these 
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subject of considerable hostility.” In Onire, all but three of the village area 
heads had been “accepted without trouble” by the councils. In Malete, the 
attitude of the district council was that the district head “is the father Of his 
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people and is accepted as such, although they do not like him.” In all seven 

village area councils of Malete, however, “violent opposition was shown” to 

the nomination of the area heads as chairmen. The “question of Rates” was 

identified as the ‘“main immediate source of potential trouble” in these 

districts, and the “main long»term problem” as “development.” The Onire 

District Council had initially decided to raise a local rate, and had taken 

this into account when preparing its estimates. By July 1957, however, in 

face of popular opposition, this council was trying to abandon the idea, 

only this time in resistance not to the old NA, but the new one, which was 

refusing to allow the Onire Council to change its estimates. The official 

reported a general sentiment that [i]f1mprovements mean an increase in 

tax, we do not want improvements, though 1n fairness he admitted that 

farmers were suffering the financial effects of a bad harvest; and that “[o]n 

the credit side they have built many bush roads which provide access for 

commercial lorries.” Apart from resistance to the local rate in Onire, there ' 

was also still resistance to the tax levied by the Alliance-controlled NA 

Council, as evidenced by the “mass arrest of tax defaulters” in city and 

districts, conducted in March 1958.52 

In the various elections of 1956—57, large majorities in the Metropolitan 

Districrs voted in support of the ITP,53 even though, as the Resident re— 

ported in 1958, the “whole Native Authoritymachine, including the po— 

lice, the courts, and the officials of the Forestry and Health Departments” 

had been brought to bear against them. 5“ 1he me1nbe1s of the elite, Michie 

had already nored 1n 1956, were prepared to use “'eve1y weapon that lay to 

their hands.” “They were on the defensive and therefore agglessive. ”55 There 

were reports of pressure from the emit himself, and of his name being used 

to deter electors; reports that Alliance supporters were intimidated by dis— 

trict heads and victimized by alkalis, sanitary inspectors, forestry guards 

and others; that their houses were burned down; that they could be ar— 

rested simply for bringing Acrion Group representatives into their villages; 

that they were prevented from selling in markets, attacked and beaten, . 

made to surrende1 thei1 party cards, and illegally detained It was reported 

that they were subjected to “arbitraryt tax assessments and that even (exfl 
empted) old and disabled men, and children were called on to pay; that 

they were massively fined 1n the courts, and their children expelled from 

school.56 

The reasons why so many Metropolitan Districts residents were able 

to withstand these pressures, and cast their votes for the Alliance, included 

the support of the Action Group, and its newspapers, the Nigerian Yi'z'é’zms 
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and Daily Service. In particular, the local AG representatives and the city 
leaders of the ITP were active in publicizing the activities of the elite, and 
protesting against them. Most important, they were often able to provide a 
measure of protection for ITP members in the districrs: 

The ITP had to convince the community that [it] could protect them from 

the wrath of the traditionally appointed District Heads and the Baloguns 
who stood behind them. . . . Generally they were able to convey the impres— 
sion that they were backed by powerful men in the Western Region, as in— 
deed they were, and made a pretty good showing of protecting their “client” 
people when the inevitable clashes occurred. 57 

Thus, in August 1956, thechairman of Lanegan (Laniyan) village 
branch of the Alliance, in Lanwa Disrricr, who had allegedly had his house 
burned down in the village and been chased by NA police in the city, was 
able to take shelter, with his family, in the house of Alhaji Sule Maito, the 

Alliance president, and publicize his story by telling it to the Tribune. “1 
will be locked up for an indefinite time if I am seen by Dauda”_(the district 
head), he declared. Representations by an AG Organising Secretary were 
apparently instrumental in leading to a commission of inquiry on Lanwa 
Disrrict events, which heard evidence at the end of August. Two other ITP 
leaders in the same village, who had been arrested. and detained by the NA 

police (and whose stories had also been reported in the meme), were con— 

fident enough to come forward and testify to this commission, meeting in 
Bode Sadu, Where they and others openly detailed instances of intimida— 
tion by the followers of the district head. When the commission met in 
Elebu, although four witnesses came forward, others, the Organising Sec- 
retary alleged, were too afraid of the district head, “Dauda, son of the E1'111ir.”-58 
Nevertheless, in October, a delegation from Lanwa District went publicly 
to the city to meet the Alliance leadership, over the issue of “victimisation 
and intimidation.”-59 . 

Available specific data on the various election results are fragmentary, 
but they leveal a sizeable ground-swell of support for the ITP in the Metro— 
politan Districts. Even so, some results under—represent the true extent of 
this support. As Resident Michie reported, with respect to the local gov— 
ernment elections which were held 1n 1956: 

[o] n the whole these . . . were conducted satisfactorily but there were excep—- 
tions in some of the “metropolitan districts” from where many appeals against 
results were lodged with the Native Authority Elections Appeals Commit— 
tee. There is at present no further appeal from the decisions of this statutory 
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body and it must be said, with regret, that some of its decisions did not 

command the acceptance of considerable sections of the electorates affected.60 

The regional! Federal constituency of “Ilorin North” encompassed the 

Metropolitan Districts. In the 1954 Federal Election, “every primary seat 

in this constituency had gone to the Northern Peoples’ Congress.”61 In 

October 1956, however, in the Regional House of Assembly primary elec— 

tions, the Alliance won over 40 seats, nearly two—thirds of the to’tal.‘32 The 

“highlight” of these elections was the overwhelming defeat of the NPC in 

What was described as its “stronghold” ofAfon District.63 Details of some 

of the Alliance victories in these primaries, in Afon District and elsewhere, 

were reported in the press, for example: 
,2 

Constituency Votes 

Alliance NPC 

Afon l 138 100 

Afon 2 134 32 

Odo Ode 1'34 133 19 

Odo Ode 2 .. 142 27 

ogele65 237 ' ' 104 
Qlobondoroko‘36 218 54 
Adigbongbo“ 425 58 
Laniyané8 Alliance unopposed 

Malete 547 12 l 

Jeunltunu69 ‘ Alliance unopposed 
Akanbi 355 83 
KulendeirO . 178 24 

Shae“ 377 105 

Oloru 1 500 7072 

The years 1956—57 saw the elections into local councils, with the 

_ Alliance providing sizeable majorities of elected members of the district 

councils in all but two of the Metropolitan Districts. In Ejidongari, for 

- . . example, for which some details are available, 11 of the elected members of 

its disrrict council were said to be affiliated with the ITP, while only four 

were NPC.73 Figures available for the total elected membership of the vil- 

lage area councils in the same distriCt give .48 as ITP, 30 as NPC, and 10 

with no affiliation given: these figures almost certainly reflect a lower ITP 

membership than there had been at the time of the original elections?4 The 

two exceptional districts were Igporin and Bala. Bala appears to have been 
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overwhelmingly NPC.75 In Igporin District, Apado appears to have been 
the only major ITP area, although there were at least some ITP supporters 

in the village of Elesinmeta, and also in a number of villages on the main 

road, including Oke Oyi and Oke OseF’6 

Data are regrettably scarce at the grass roots level, but from the avail— 

able evidence there is little indication of any significant correlation be- 
tween non—Ilorin (and non—slave) origin and resistance through voting, or 

between Ilorin (and slave) origin and accommodation.” In Afon District, 

the pre—Fulani village of Ikotun was strongly ITP, but so was the village area 
of Oko Erin, which was composed, according to the 1954 local govern— 

ment report, mostly of people who declared themselves of Ilorin origin, 

plus some Ekiti exrslaves and others.78 A large majority of the inhabitants 
of the pre-Fulani settlement of Shao voted ITP, but so did most of the rest 

of Oloru District, much of whose population was of slave or other Ilorin 

origin?9 In Igporin District the Apado area, some of whose-inhabitants 
claimed to be Igbomina, voted ITP, but this was at least as much a religious 

as an ethnic matter. At the end of 1958, a Nigerian touring ofiicer observed 

irritably that the Apado Village Area Council members were “cantanker— 

one” and “difficult,” and would not agree to meet if the village area head 

(himself an Igbomina) was to be chairman. There was a UMS Mission at 

Apado and, in the officer’s opinion, it was “the-Christian converts [who] 

caused most of the trouble.”80 The rest of Igporin District, including vil— 

lages such as Aribi, which claimed independent origin, voted very largely 

NPC.8l 

Thus Igporin District, in a period of  large-scale resistance, provides an ex- 

ample of electoral accommodation. To be sure, the district and village area 

heads there had more control than in other Metropolitan Districts at the 
time,32 but the reasons for this control ”still need to be explained. One pos- 

sibility is the relative closeness of Igporin to the city: accessibility may have 

aided control. Yet much of Akanbi District surrounded the city, and this 

did not prevent many of its people From resistant votinggfi It is possible 

that relatively large—scale migration had siphoned offporential acrivisrs from 

Igporin District; yet Akanbi had lost a larger proportion of its people to 

migration than Igporin had.‘M One majOr difference between these two 

diStricts lay in their respective heads. The district head ofAkanbi was “old 

and incapable” (and was forcibly retired in 1957),85 whereas his Igporin 

counterpart, while not young, was recently appointed and “an NPC leader.” 

He was prepared publicly to humiliate the head of Ileapa village and his 

two companions (all ITP/AG supporters) when they went to pay their tax.86 
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It would seem that he was able to organize other local leaders to electoral 
malpractices: the case of the village (area) head of Pepele has already been 
mentioned, and in Oke Ose during the House of Assembly primaries it 
was alleged that the bale had “planted” some kind of “medicine” on roads 
leading to the village.87 Some parts of Igporin Disrrict may have received 
favored treatment at the hands of the Ilorin elite, and therefore been more 
amenable to accommodation. The best available example is Agbeyangi, a 
partly Igbomina village which had close connections with the Ilorin royal 
family and had received preferential treatment in the matter of a road and 
a school. 33 It also had a Fulani village area head, and seems to have been 
prepared to exert pressure over its neighbors: 

Agbeyangi is still [1983] associated with the ceremonies culminating in the 
installation of a new bale, chief, in Aregun. The first mosque in Aregun was 
built in 1907 by Agbeyangi people. I was told that when a missionary tried 

to establish Christianity in Aregun in the 19405 he was forced out by the 
emir’s followers from Agbeyangi.89 

For Bala District, the other example of large—scale accommodation, 
fewer details are available, but it presents some similarities to Igporin. It 
was a favored district, easily accessible from Ilorin?” Most important, it 

had a vigorous district head (a younger brother of Emir Abdulkadir), who 
was clearly willing and able to manipulate the electoral process. In July 
1957, the Alliance in Ilorin asked for the dissolution of Bala District Council, 

on the grounds that its members had been “handpicked” (six of them were 
recorded as being village [area?] heads); and in April of that year, the dis— 

trict head of Bala had been elected to the central NA Council.91 
Accommodation to the elite through NPC affiliation and anti—Alli— 

ance activities is visible among many village area heads, some of whom 
have already been mentioned; numerous'other examples are available.92 
These include the head of “Oloru 2,” who in '1958 refused to summon his 
council, and against whom the council and the ITP were ”constantly com— 
plaining”;93 and the heads of Ogele, Ikotun, and Ojoku, all of whom were 

_ _ unpopular with their ITP council members.94 These examples, and that of 
”the head of Apado Village Area in Igporin District, suggest that whatever 
their origin (Ilorin and dependent, or non—Ilorin), village area heads tended 

to side with the Ilorin elite,95 whether this was due to the benefits of such 

affiliation, or to fear of reprisals, or to both. Reprisals were indeed taken 

against one village area head who declared for the ITP. This was Anafi Aribi 
(head of the Ariyibi family of Onire District), who was “dispossessed” by 
the Magaji Ojuekun family of his position as “caretaker” of part of their 
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land.96 At the level of hamlet heads (bale or megaji), more were ITP sup— 
porters.97 Again, there is evidence of reprisals (as in the case of the head of 
Ileapa village). It seems logical that more hamlet heads would support the 
ITP, as they lived close to their people, and very likely shared their back— 
ground and material conditions. These were people like the hamlet head of 
Tegbesun, 1n Malete District, who, with other villagers, physically defended 
the hamlet’s locust beans against the district heads representatives, sent to 
collect them as 2353/3016, and who was sentenced to three months imprison— 
ment for his pains.93 ' 

There was considerable, open opposition to disrrict heads du1ing the pe- 
riod leading up to the various elections of 1956— 57 and the1eafter, as seen 
from the allegations made against the head of Lanwa, and the popular hos- 
tility to his counterparts in Onire, Paiye, and Malete. In December 1956, a 
group of almost 150 from 13 villages of Afon Dist1ict came to speak to the 
Resident about their “no-confidence” vote in the district head and coun- 
cil. 99 After the installation of the new NA Council, demonstrations contin- 
ued In September 1957, delegations from both Afon (“over 100 men and 
women”) and Paiye Districts converged on Ilorin to demand the removal 
of their district heads. Thei1 spokesmen were reported to have stormed 
the palace” where the General Purposes Committee of the council was 
meeting. The Paiye delegation “threatened to desert their homes if their 
demand was not met.” A commission of inquiry was appointed to look 
into the administration of both districts. A further delegation from Paiye 
came to the council in November, to protest the delay in publishing the com— 
mission’s report, carrying banners and shouting, “We don’t want our Dis— 
trict Head, remove him.”100 In December, the council decided temporarily 
to suspend the two from office.101 This, incidentally, provoked a counter- 
demonsrration from accommodationist leaders, when “ [a]t least 500 people, 
including 15 village heads from Afon District” met the emit to protest 
against the “banishment” of their district head”? Much hostility to these 
district heads, however, persisted. In early April 1958, Alliance leaders from 
Afon District petitioned the Northern Region authorities against their dis- 
trict head’s expected return, claiming that if he were to retu1n the people 
would move away from the area. ”’3 Soon afterwards, m a new, highly vis— 
ible, positive form of temporary migration, 

[a]bout 2,000 people from Ojoku, Ikotun and Ogbodoronko [sic] villages of 
Afon District . . . arrived [in Ilorin] carrying their pots and other cooking utensils. 

They have emigrated from their villages to reside in Ilorin township in 
protest against the return of their District Head. . . . 
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A spokesman of the emigrants, Mr. Akanbi Ogbodoronko, explained that 
his people had earlier forwarded a petition through Afon District Council to 

the Governor. . . . 

He added that although they had not got a reply to their petition, rumours 

were afloat that an attempt was being made to allow the return of Malam 
Salau Fulani as their District head. . . . _ 

The emigrants dispersedafter receiving assurance . . . that immediate 

action would be taken over the matter, but they promised not to return to 

their villages “until the matter is finally settled.”“”i 

A few days later, 

[a]bout 120 inhabitants of Ipaye District . . . met the General Purposes Com- 

mittee of the Ilorin N.A. Council to ask for the removal of their district 

head, Malam Okunrinjeje. 
A spokesman of. the delegation, Mr. Ajao Olaworu told the Committee 

that the district head had been suspended by the NA for a certain period 
but the people wanted his immediate removal?” 

In May 1958, when the head ofAfon was allciwed to go back to his district, 
a letter signed by an NA councillor and five district councillors from Afon 
expressed their strong objections; and the district head was confronted by 
“armed bands . . . with the intention of forcibly preventing his return.” 
Thirty-seven of these protestors were subsequently convicted of “unlawful 
assembly. ””6 

The Afon Districr proteSters, however, unlike the people of the none 
metropolitan districts, were not asking for the abolition of “alien” district 
headship altogether. The letter of May 1958 stated clearly that the people 
of the district were not against the “ruling house of Balogun Fulani,” but 
simply the “personality” of the incumbent. The authors declared that they 
would “appreciate . . . a good nomination” from among the other members 
of the ruling house; though, coming from the Metropolitan Districts, this 
itself was radical enough.107 But the ITP residents of Laduba, within Afon 
District went further, in relation to their own village affairs. 

In Laduba, a dispute arose in 1957 as to who should be the next bale 
' '(and village area head). Three candidates were put forward. Two of these, 
Raji and Abosi (both NPC supporters), were from the family which had 
supplied village area heads since the British takeover, and whose fOunder, 

Kontan, was recognized in the 1912 land tenure survey as founder and 
local landholder of the settlement. The third, Gbadamosi, supported by 

the preponderant ITP population of the village, claimed to be descended 
from a certain Kudaisi, who, he said, was the first settler and first magaji; 
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Gbadamosi also claimed to be related to the other candidates. His oppo- 
nents denied all this, and argued that in the past all compound heads had 
been called magaji. The truth, as far as it can be reconstructed, seems to be 

that Raji and Abosi had the right of the matter, in terms of ctraditional” 
claims; and that Gbadamosi, while he may very well have been related in 
some way to the “ruling family,” was very likely a descendant of an impor— 
tant early tenant.108 The point is that, while they still couched their claims 
in “traditional” terms, the ITP villagers of Laduba, nudged by their politi— 
cal opposition to the Kontan family, used these terms to edge away from 
acceptance of the esrablished order. A story in the Myriam Etienne of April 
20, 1959, reporting the emir’s decision in the case (almost a year after the 
dissolution of the ITP—controlled NA Council), also gives an idea of their 
thinking: 

More than 40 elderly men from Laduba, Afon District near here, burst into 
tears last Friday as the Emir of Ilorin . . . refused to honour a plebiscite 
ordered into the Laduba chieftaincy dispute by his NFC-controlled Ilorin 

' caretaker committee. - 
As they streamed out of the palace, after the Emir had declared the NPC 

member, Abasi Ayinde chief of Laduba, they were heard saying “our tradi- 
tion is set on fire, we must fight back.” 

Abasi scored 61 votes while his opponent, Gbadamosi Alao, suspected of 

having Action Group sympathy had 127 votes. 
A third opponent, Raji Ajape, who had 11 votes, died immediately after 

the plebiscite. 

The leader of the group, himself in tears, told the TRIBUNE . . . that 
because the people of Affon [sic] District were frequently being imprisoned 
without reason, “we have now regarded the prison—yard as a holiday camp.” 

He declared: ”our political belief cannot be imprisoned.”109 

At the end of]uly 1958, the elected, Alliance-controlled, central. NA 

Council had been dissolved. It was replaced by a Caretaker Council, one of 
whose first acts was officially to reinstate the district heads of Afon and 
Paiye by order of the regional government,. This led to further resistance, 
largely in form of ostracisrn and boycott. In October 1958, the ITP leaders 
in Afon District were “concentrating on not acknowledging” the presence 
of the district head. In Ogele, the ITP members refused to meet in the local 
council with the village area head and his supporters. To an administrative 
officer, it looked asif the district council might “collapse,” which he thought 
might be a deliberate ploy. “There was beginning to be an atmosphere of 
getting things done. . . . It may well be that the ITP wish to give the 
impression that the District Head is preventing development.””° Later in 
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the same month, the situation “on the face of it” was quiet. The village area 

councils of Ikotun and Ojoku, borh Alliance-controlled, were said to have 

been opened without problems, even though the area heads were “unpopu—i 

lat with the ITP.” The NPC and the village area heads (“practically the 

same thing here”) had “gained some strength” since the return of the disv 

trict head: 

ITP strength has always to a certain extent rested on the unthinking farmer 

in the bush who hopes only to back the winning side. In South Afon this will 

not affect the ITP grip on the area, but it may turn the tide in the debatable 

areas around Afon itself. 1 '1 

As the district head toured, the leading members of the ITP had “by and 

large” refused to meet with him, although “the rank and file have greeted 

him in private and at night.” The administrative officer believed that the 

district councilors were engaged in a.“campaign of peaceful nondcoopera— 

tion,” and that Hassan Balogun, a native of Ikotun, council vice—chairman 

and AG Organising Secretary, had “certainly still got the councillors sewn 

up.”'12 A few days later, Balogun joined with the vice-chairman of Paiye 

District Council, named as “Salawu Oloworu,” in calling on the Resident 

to warn his District Officers “to stop molesting and embarrassing our co un- 

cillors.” In a petition to the Resident, the Tribune reports, 

the Dietrict Officers were alleged to have visited Afon and Ipaye and threat— 

ened to nullify the seats of the councillors if they failed to call off their boy— 

cott of the councils’ meetings.113 

Several weeks later, the boycott of the district councils was still going on. 

On November 24, the Daily limes correspondent114 reported with respect 

to the Northern Region Minister for Local Government, who had arrived 

in Ilorin, that ' 

[i]n Afon and Paiye Districts [he] is unlikely to meet any "councillor except 

the chairmen, the district heads, and one or two NPC Opposition members. 

Members of the ITP/AG Alliance who are in majority in the two councils 

have boycotted council meetings in protest against the return of the two 

district heads. . . . ”5 

By early 1959, however, the Afon District Council was fimctioning nor- 

mally, and taking a keen interest in “development” affairs.”6 As pointed 

out in an earlier chapter, Afon had been ahead of the other Metropolitan 

Districts in its positive attitude towards economic change, and no doubt 

l" 

. districts, were busying themselves with development work at the same time. 
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the boycott had been halted as an act of sensible accommodation, in the 

interests of the community as a whole. Other district councils, even in the NPC 
117 

Economic accommodation in Afon District did not mean the end of 

political resistance. In October 1959, when new elections to the Afon Dis— 

trict Council were to be held, the Action Group (or Alliance) sent a tele- 

gram to the Regicinal Minister for Local Government, urging him to post— 

pone them. The telegram referred to the fact that, according to Northern 

Nigeria regulations, candidates and their sponsors were supposed to present 

themselves in person to the returning officer three days before an election, 

and alleged that the four ITP/AG candidates were arrested and kept in 

police custody until the nomination day was over. As a result, only NPC 

supporters were able to register their candidacies.118 If these allegations are 

true, the incident reflects the elites opinion of the continuing strength of 

ITP support in the area. There is little available information on Afon Dis— 

trict after this time, but it is clear that, in Ikotun at least, resistance contin— 

ued, and was considered sufficiently serious by the ruling NPC to necessi— 

tate intimidatory tactics. In January 1960 it was reported that Alliance 

supporters in this village had been found guilty of assault and “taking part 

in a political disturbance.”1 1'9 In July, three others, including Hassan Balogun, 

were also arrested, on a charge of assaulting an NPC member (they were 

later released), and the ITP—AG Alliance was petitioning the government 

to stop the NA from “inciting and inducing its policemen to make unnec— 

essary arrests of ITP supporters.”120 

In their boycott of district council meetings in late 1958, the Afon 

councilors had been joined by their counterparts in Paiye. Paiye District 

had been one of the most-vociferous in opposition earlier, and it is clear 

that popular resistance continued there for several years. In November 1958, 

in two areas of the district, over 80 percent of the population surveyed was 

still prepared to declare its allegiance to the ITP.‘21 By the beginning of 

October, the head of Paiye had returned to his district, but his house had 

been burned down, the district councilors were refusing to return from the 

city, and “everywhere people were moving out of the district.”'22 In No— 

vember, three Northern Region ministers, including the Minister for Local 

Government (they were in Ilorin to curb the excesses of the NA Caretaker 

Council) visited Paiye, trying to persuade the councilors to cooperate.123 

Soon afterwards, however, 

the ITP attitude remains one of non cooperation which has brought the 

_ administration of the District more or less to a standsrill. 
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'Not only have the Councillors themselves not been to any meeting of the 
_ council since September but with the reinstatement of the District Head the 

majority of the council’s Employees have abandoned their duties. . . . 

Although in numbers the people who have emigrated from the District are 

small, a high proportion of officials have gone which has meant nothing has 
been done since. They have, however, decided to return since the visit of the 

Ministers.”“ ' 

At the same time, it was noted that the collection of tax was going to be 
“extremely difficult this year owing to the extreme unpopularity of the. Se— 
nior Tax Collector with the large majority of the inhabitants. . . . Only 4 
people have so far paidms 

People in Paiye took up their traditional form of resistance, migra— 
tion, after the dissolution of the NA Council and the return of their district 
head. At the end of September and beginning of October it was reported 
by a touring officer, Mallam Musa, that in 16 villages whose population 
totaled around 850, well over 500 had left their homes!”5 In Oloworu 
(Olaworu) village, only a few people remained out of a population of 173 
(the rest having left for Malete District), and even these were ready to leave, - 
saying they did not like their district head, whose “boys had been going 
round the villages threatening them.” People from several other villages 
were found to have left for Onire District. The migration was reported to 
be “carefully organised by ITP councillors,” one of whom, a certain Ramanu', 

village councilor for Alagbo, was witnessed by the touring officer “organising 
the work” of building a new village.127 A report compiled later in October 
by another administrative officer, C.F.A. Salaman, who was unsympathetic 
to the ITP, accusedPaiye’s disrrict councilors of spreading the rumor that 
the district head was coming to arrest people if they did not move. He and 
Mallam Musa toured the disrricr and recorded the “maximumpossible” num— 
bers of emigrations as follows: 

Village Area Population Emigrated 
Gunniyan ' 3784 194 
Alama l 9 17 161 
Awuyan ' 1201 45 
Paiye 245 1 ' 192 
Hello Ipa 2971 ' ' '70 
Inawole 2390 1 84 

Totals - 14,714 846128 

The Harrie Trained Pumps, and the liars 'ofStmggle, 19561-1960 161 

Much of the migration may have been of short duration. A further report, 

maybe by the same ORA. Salaman, suggesrs that the Alliance had “tried to 

organize a mass movement of people to underline their contention” that 

the district head was unacceptable to the people, and that “only a very 

small number obeyed temporarily.” In February 1959, the reporter found 

an attitude of “friendly respect” for the district head in Paiye village, and a 

man in the market told him things were “all right” now that their head had 

returned.129 While this might suggest the beginnings of accommodation, it 

more likely reflects the fact that Paiye village housed the district head’s 

retainers. . 

Certainly, resistance continued in Paiye District. In May 1959, the 

people of Akanji village were still prepared to speak out against ill treat- 

ment, accusing the alkali of Alapa of “injustice and being pro NPC.” In a 

petition to the Acting Resident, they alleged that this alkali had gone against 

Muslim law. A Fulani had recently driven his cattle into the farms of four of 

the villagers, and destroyed their crops. When they prorested, they were 

tbewelves arrested and charged with assault. They also alleged that every 

time they went to court they were ordered by the alkali to pay 105. to the 

court messenger, and assaulted with the. words, “Fulanis are your rulers. 

They have right over your farms, you are our slaves.”‘3“ And in April, 21 

family from Oloworu had taken its complaint to the Alliance and the Yid- 

bune, which reported that 

a family of Action Group/Ilorin Talaka Parapo Alliance supporters were at- 

tacked by a group of Cow Fulanis (believed to be NPC members) while 

washing their beans in a river . . . , 

The assaulted family, Salmonu Oloworu and his wife, of Oloworu vil— 

lage, Ipaye District, told the TRIBUNE that their locust beans were seized 

after they had been given a thorough beating.”1 

When a touring officer visited this same village (where a road was being 
opened up by communal labor) in 1960, he remarked that it “remains 

strongly AG”; there was “obvious dislike” for the district head who was 

accompanying him; and many houses had been “recently vacated” and their 

inhabitants “gone to the Western Region.”13"2 In 1958, as noted above, this 

village had migrated en masse; its continued resistance may well reflect 

determined local leadership.133 

In 1960, in Paiye District as a whole, 247 taxpayers were listed as 

absent, in other districts, IlorinTown, and theWestern Region (“chiefly Igbeti” . 

There had been no meetings of the district and village area councils for 
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months, the reading room was “a shambles,” and attendance at adult lit— 
eracy classes was “appalling.” The standard of farming was said to be low: 

The poverty of the area is possibly due to lack of effort and apathy. They 

only grow as much as they need for their own requirements and tax and leave 

it at thaw-”‘4 

Thus by this time it looks as if many of the people of Paiye had reverted to 
the negative forms of resistance which they had practiced in the past.‘“5 

The attack on Salmonu Oloworu and his Family was one incident in a 
campaign to restore imkolr, a campaign which in its turn provoked strong 

,resisrance in the Metropolitan DiStricts. The campaign had begun even 

before the dissolution of the Alliance council, when in April 1958 the district 
head ofMalete sent a group of five Fulani to Tegbesun to collect locust beans 
as tribute. The villagers fought them off, and protested to the NA Council, 
but two of them, including the magaji, were eventually convicted of “unlawfial 

assembly” and injuring the five Fulani, and sentenced to three months in 
prison.136 It was no accident that the test case which re—affirmed isaeole in 

August 1958 concerned the rights of the Malete district head. At the next 

harvest—time, in April 1959, the members of the elite proceeded to enforce their 

prerogatives, in the process attempting (this being an election year) to coerce- 

ITP members into the NPC,137 but provoking resistance from the villagers 

and their leaders. Farms of ITP supporters in “Bakasi, Ladugba,138 Kolobo, 

Onigari, Babadudu, and Jenkurim villages” were invaded, and their locust 
beans removed. 1““ An armed mob said to be from various villages in I gporin 
District descended on Elesinmeta. As the Daily Service described it, 

The NPC men were armed with guns, cutlasses, and cudgels. 

It was alleged that during the invasion . . . the local farmers and their 
wives and children fled on seeing daggers and swords being brandished by 

the attackers. 

The NPC men were alleged to have been shouting that the farms in the 
area were “our fatherland.” “We must reap the locust beans. Go to the\ii7est,””1 

the attackers told the farmers. 

When about 10 NA Policemen arrived at Eleshinmeta in a van last night, 
the raiders ran to the bush where after a chase, 30 of them were arrested and 

their guns, cutlasses and cudgels were seized.142 I 

An armed gang “from Gbugudu and Molete” arrived at Alapo village in a 
van. They “were alleged to have been led into the village by a village head 
under the direction of a district head.” Singing the “A ko in Si Westm‘fi" 

The [Karin Thicker Ramps, and the Ym‘rs ofSrmggle, I 956—119(50 163 

song, they were said to have told the villagers “that all farms of Action 

Group supporters in the Emirate were for the Emir of Ilorin.” The villagers 

said that the invaders told them to leave their village or relinquish all their 

locust beans. They rejected these orders, but, when the invaders arrived, 

“we fled to save our lives and waited far away to see our locust beans and 

guinea—corn being carried into the van by the armed men.” The villagers, 

however, did not meekly accept their fate, but went straight to Ilorin, where 

they protested to the police and told their story to the Tribunal“ 

Many complaints were made by the victims of these attacks” and by 

the Alliance leaders and their lawyer, and many charges were brought.“5 

Ultimately the most radical form of resistance, however, was expressed in 

lawyer Adeniran’s assertion that the people of the Metropolitan DistriCts 

were the owners of their own farms. He maintained that NPC members 

had been carrying away the locust beans of Alliance members “on the erro— 

neous ground that their farm lands belong to the Emir of Ilorin,” and 

stated that these farmers were “owners of their farm land which they have 

occupied for centuries past.””‘6 And this was not just the notion of an edu— 

cated, urban lawyer. It was implicit in the reaction of the farmers. As a 
British investigator reported in early April 1959, the “traditional system” had 

broken down this year, over a wide area, the landowners having failed to give 

the farmers a chance to harvest in many cases. . 

. . . The net result of this [has] been to disturb the even tenor of the 

traditional methods. Landowners as represented by the NA are now claim— 

ing, in most cases unjustifiably, that they always have taken the entire crop 

[of locust beans]; the farmers affected are counter claiming that they have 

always taken the entire crop”? 

And the notion had certainly occurred to those residents of Akanji village 

in Paiye District who complained in a petition that the alkali ofAlapa had 

insulted them by saying that “Fulanis . . . have right over your farms, you 

are our slaved.”8 Such public rejection of slave, dependent, and tenant 

Status was rewriting tradition indeed. And the ferocity with which the elite 

worked at reclaiming its tribute rights reveals its undersranding of this point. 

On July 1', 1959, all ”councils in the emirate except for the central NA 

Caretaker Council Were dissolved. Elections had been expected soon there— 

after, but, according to the Resident 

in the event this did not prove possible. The death of the Emir [Abdulkadir], 

occurring on 20th June, made it necessary to postpone them and in the end 
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occurring on 20th June, made it necessary to postpone them and in the end 
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only the Ilorin Town Council and the District Councils of Afon, Owode, 

Onire and Paiye could be held before the Federal Elections intervened.‘49 

The Resident went on to record that the Town Council elections, held in 

October, resulted in an NPC victory, which the Alliance attempted to con— 

test. When they were unsuccessful, they “boycotted the elections to the 

four District Councils mentioned above and the Northern Peoples Con— 

gress candidates were elected unopposed.“50 But as to this “boycott,” it 

seems that the Resident was misinformed, if we bear in mind the Action 

Group’s protesr, mentioned above, that its candidates in Afon had been 

held in custody to prevent them from regisrering in time. If there had been 

a deliberate policy of boycott in this particular case, it seems unlikely that 

the protest would have been made. In November, the Galadima Pategi, 

Northern Region Minister of Health, claimed that the return unopposed 

of seven NPC candidates in Onire District showed that the electorate had 

found out the “false propaganda” of the Action Group, and appealed to the 

I people of Ilorin to reject the AG at the Federal Election.151 He was an— 

swered by Alhaji Dindey, leader of the Lagos branch of the Alliance: 

In a statement issued in Lagos yesterday, Alhadji Dindey explained that in 

any democratic country political parties were always given due notice of any 

election dates of nomination and polling days. 

But this was not the case in Aiapa [Onire] District. No party except the 

' NPC, he declared, was allowed to take part freely in the election.‘52 

Again, if a boycott by the Alliance had been in place, the Galadima could 

hardly have claimed a notable victory, and Dindey would not have been 

able to protest against unfair practices. 

The Action Group also appealed to the regional government about I 

“irregularities” in the local elections in general. They complained that there 

were no reliable lists of electors; that the ballot papers, stamped with the 

' emir’s personal stamp, were distributed by the emir (the newly appointed 

Sulu Gambari), “who was, before his appointment, the NPC party man- 

. ager in Ilorin”; that polling officers were members and supporters of the 

NPC; and that all the electoral units where the Alliance had strong support 

had been “mixed” with‘NPC units. The Action Group, finally, demanded 

that all these practices should be corrected immediately.153 

In the Federal Election of December 1959, the Alliance lOSt all its 

seats in the emirate except Ilorin South?“ In Ilorin North (the Metropoli— 

tan Districts) the results were as follows: - 
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Name Party Votes 

Salami Olomadea I NPC 11,244 

A.A.E. Ajayi' AG 7503, 

M.O. Odebode NCNC 1,245155 

Clearly, electoral resistance had decreased in comparison with the heady 

days of 1956—57. It had not, however, ceased altogether. Neither had it 

ceased by 1960, when in April the Alliance won a majority of the seats in 

the Oloru District Council'election: ' 

Location No. of Seats Alliance NPC 

_ Yeregi area 4 2 2 

Asornu 3 I 2 

Adio 4 2 2 

Onibamu. 2 2 0 . 

Ayaki 1 1 0 
Yowere I 1 1 0- 

Abuyanrin 1 1 0 

Shao 1- 1 0156 

In a statement on these results, Alfa Adebimpe Oniyeye, vice-president of 

the Alliance, pointed out that the emir was away on a 40—day tour of Sokoto 

Province. He claimed that the results proved the truth of his party’s asser— 

tions that the NPC could not. win any election “if the Emir did not use his‘ 

office to terrify and scare away voters from the polling stations.”‘57 In June, ' 

].S. Olawoyin, the AG General Secretary for Northern Nigeria, and North- 

ern House of Assembly member for Offa (in Ilorin South) complained in a 

telegram to the Acting Premier of the Northern Region that no campaign 

meetings were being allowed, and that often successful AG candidates were 
“beaten up by NPC thugs?”3 In July, the 134674726 declared that “in practie 

cally all the local council elections contested in Ilorin Province of late, the 

Action Group beat the NPC with a resounding victory” (going on to come 

plain about the “injection” of people into each council to counteract that 

victory),159 but failed to give any details of how many of these successes had 

been recorded in the Metropolitan Districts as against Ilorin South. 

By the following year, however, electoral resistance appears to have 

collapsed. In the regional elections of 1961, the Alliance is said to have 

been “totally overwhelmed,” and the ITP leader, Alhaji Maito, was imprisoned 

and “forced to clean the Emir’s stables as a symbOl of his humiliation.”m° 
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].S. Olawoyin had already been sentenced to six months’ imprisonment 

late the previous yea1, and “asked to cut giass foi the Emi1’s horse. ”“31 No 
longer could the Alliance leaders offer any protection to their people; they 

could not even protect themselves. 

A variety of methods had been used by the resurgent elite, with the 

aim of crushing the resistance movement, starting even before the Alliance- 

controlled council was dissolved. These included threats, intimidation, re— 

prisals, the use of the police and the alkali court system, and manipulation 

of the electoral process: much the same means as they had used in 1956—57, 

and as were used in the resr of the North. 152 

Threats came, allegedly, from the district head of Paiye’s “boys,” after 

he had been reinstated; and before the locust—bean campaign.“ Intimida— 

tion included the attacks which constituted this campaign, 100ting and 

burning of houses, and pressure from the emit.1M In May 1959, 

[t]ragedy struck Arnigari village in Molete District . . . as a gang of armed 

men from Paku village and Molete invaded the farms of members of the 

Ilorin Talaka Parapo Action Group Alliance and destroyed their yarns and 

other farm products.' 

The invaders who travelled to the village at noon are believed to be mem~ 

bers of the Northern Peoples Congress. 

Most of the villagers who arrived here. . . t o  protest to the NA Police 

alleged that the invaders beat drums and sang war songs on arrival at the 

village. 

“We were startled and became helpless,” the villagers said. 

They alleged that as the invaders continued to uproot their yams, they 

were heard saying, “A ti gbo ‘minira’ Eniti k0 ba gba toba iya'ni yio je ku,“ 

meaning: We are now self—governing. He who Fails to accept the Emir will 

suffer until he dies.“35 

If intimidation failed to prevent resistant behavior, then reprisals were 

tried, as with the supporters of a “southern” political party in Elemere-Isale, 

also in Malete District, who were “ejected” from their homes after the Fed— 

eral Election results for Malete were released in December 1959. These also 

' 'Came in to Ilorin to protest to the NA police, Who said, however, that the 

matter would be referred to the emir for investigation.”16 

Clearly, the police had been suborned by the elite. In May 1959, an 

Alliance statement had claimed that the NA was pressuring the police not 

to prosecute over 50 NPC members who had been arrested after raiding 

Alliance supporters’ farms (45 of these NPC supporters were brought be— 

fore the magistrate at the end of June to ansvver private charges brought 
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against them by the Action Group lawyer).157 In June 1960, Olawoyin pro» 
tesred to the Acting Premier, declaring that in the previous year 25 NA 
policemen had been “summarily dismissed for investigating cases involving 
NPC supporters,” and alleging that 16 others would soon be dismissed for 
“failing to tOe the NPC party line."168 In July, the Alliance was petitioning 
to stop the NA from “inciting and inducing its policemen to make unnec- 
essary arrests of ITP supporters.”169 I 

The alkalis’ courts were also used against the Alliance, as has been 

noted in Alapa. In 1959, following protests from the alkalis, the Caretaker 
Council rejected the report of a commission set up by its predecessor “to 
put in order alleged anomalies” in the system.”0 And at the end of that 

year, Resident Bell admitted that the Magistrate’s Court was “the only one 
generally recognised as being politically impartial.”m 

Numerous examples of electoral manipulation and irregularities have 
already been mentioned. Deserving of further examination is' the Care: 
taker Council’s success in delaying fresh elections to the district councils - 

which had been dissolved at the beginning of July 1959. The Resident 
believed that it was the death of Emir Abdulkadir, then the advent of the 
Federal Election, which necessitated the postponement; but, for the meme 
bers of the Caretaker Council, the emir’s death simply provided a useful 

_ excuse. In fact, they had been planning as early as April that there should be 

no local elections until after the Federal Election in December, and that 

“district and village heads should take over control.””’2 TheResident ad 
mitted at the end of 1959 that many of the councils” still being “in abey- 

ance” was “a most unfortunate occurrence which has considerably retarded 

their development. ‘73 Oloru was without a council until April 1960; other 

districts may have waited even longer. 17“ 

Despite the intimidation and harassment, sporadic open resistance 

continued. In 1959, Metropolitan Districts people were still prepared to 

complain openly when attacked, and the people of Oloru elected an Alli— 

ance—dominated council. Well into 1960, the Alliance leaders and lawyers 
continued to publicize and seek redress for the problems of the people, 

even though they were themselves under attack. 175 What seems finally to 

have defeated the Alliance leaders and silenced their supporters in the dis- 

tricts was a series of events, local and national, stretching through 1959 

and 360. In Ilorin, there was the accession of a young, vigorous, manipula- 

tive, and ruthless emir, prepared to use whatever methods were needed to 

terrorize and disempower the inhabitants. At the end of 1959 there was the 

ovenvhelming national NPC victory (and AG defeat) in the Federal Election. ”6 
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Then there was the expectation and final attainment (in October 1960) of 

independence for Nigeria, which, ironically, put the ITP completely at the 

mercy of the Ilorin elite and the Northern Region Government. The thugs 

who taunted ITP farmers with “we are now self—governing, we can do what 

we like,” and “ [w]e are now self—governing. He who fails to accept the Emir 

will suffer until he dies,” were well aware of this. ‘77 The Willink report had 

noted as early as 1958 that “there is a general fear among the members of . 

the ITP . . . that if Ilorin remains in the North the constitutional advances 

which have been achieved may be lost when independence comes and Brit— 

ish influence is removed.”178 With independence fast approaching and then 

achieved, the NPC in Ilorin could ride roughshod and with impunity over 

the Alliance leaders, and prove conclusively that they could no‘ longer pro— 

tect their supporters. 

Conclusion: Change and Continuity 

The lack of correlation between origins and resisrance during this period, 

whether we are speaking of the Metropolitan Districts population as a whole, 

or of their village area heads, suggests very strongly that, for a while at least, 

many of the descendants of the slaves and of the various poor free inhabit— 

ants of the Metropolitan Districts had merged and were acting in solidar— 

ity, on a class (nor ethnic) basis, with something of a unified political con— 

sciousness.179 And while much of their resistance was still directed against 

immediate and specific targets (district heads and other unpopular func— 

tionaries, isrzéole, czmjd, taxation and so on), 13” 

tive than before. It had at least begun to envision, however vaguely, some 

notion of a new political order” (as in the setting up of “shadow” district 
administrations, the embracing of more democratic local government, and 

the genesis of new “traditions”), and it had made connections with urban 

and more widespread movements, that is, with the ITP in the city of Ilorin, 

and the AG in Yorubaland as a whole?“ Granted, the ITP movement in 

the districts was to a considerable extent financed, protected, organized, 

and even orchestrated from above;182 and it was started by outside influ— 

ences: the local government reforms, the foundation of the ITP in the city, 

the involvement of the Action Group. Yet at the local level, villages threw 
up their own leaders and spokesmen”:5 And leaders and other ITP sup— 

porters in the districts were prepared to pressurize the Alliance—dominated 
NA Council to meet their own needs (in the demonstrations against the 

it was decidedly more posi« . 
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district heads of Afon and Paiye), and even to resist this council when nec— 

essary (over the local rate” in Onire). 

Admittedly, not all the forms of resistance manifested during this 

period were new. In Paiye District, in 1956—67, threats of migration were 

made, at least one symbolic message was sent, and opposition to “progress” 

(if it cost money) was prevalent. And after the overthrow of the Alliance 

council, there is evidence of some reversion to old—style, covert, and nega- 

tive resisrance: to taxation, by rumor, and by withdrawal.134 But, at least on 

one occasion, migration had taken a novel turn (into the city), and even 

movement in the “traditional” direction into the northwest of the Western 

Region may now have been informed by the concept of a “merger with the 

West.”'35 And although massive, open resistance was only temporary, it was 

by no means entirely futile.136 It had provided experience of political activ— 
ism and administration. And while for some its defeat demonstrated the 

necessity of accommodation, for others it provided a “mythology” to serve 

as inspiration, and ideas to be resuscitated and developed at a later date. 
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Table 2.1 

Membership of Ejidongari District Council, 1957—45? 

Nominated Elected Village Area Political Party 

AK. Adu DI-I'83 NPC 

Aremu [brother NPC 

of DH, repre— 

senting cattle 

Fulani] ' 

Yakubu Abike ITP 

Alhaji Balogun Amu ITP 

Magaji Aniya Aniya NPC' 

M. Amado Ariori ITP 

Belle Kolawole VH Ayede NPC 

Adamu Alangwa Aiyetoro NPC 

M. Gambari Babadudu NPC 

Salami Ejidongati ITP 

Amasa Ejidongari ITP 

Kuranga Itigiwa 5C Jegalsi’ ITP 

Atiku Ogunbo ITP 

Laba Okutala I ITP 

Salau Okutala II ITP 

Ajagbe Okutala 11 HP 

Maliki Olokiti ITP 

Table 7.2 

The flarz'n Talzzkd Pamper, and the Year: afStmgqla, 195621960 171 

Membership of Village Area Councils, Ejidongari District, (2.1958159'9" 

Nominated Elected 

Village _ No Affiliation . No Affiliation 

Area ITP NPC Given ”'1’ NPC Given 

Abike 2 1 3 

Amu 1 2 7 

Aniya 2 2 3 

Ariori 1 1 2 5 3 

Ayede 1 1 1 1 5 1 

Aiyetoro 2 1 2 3 I 1 

Baba Dudu 3 1 6 

Ejidongati 2 1 6 3 

Itigiwa 1 1 2 2‘91 

Ieje 1 1 1 2192 

Ogunbo 2 1193 7 

Okutala I 1 1 4 l 

Okutala II 3 1 — 7 2 

Olokiti 3ISM 3 4 

Total: 5 21 13 48"” 30 10 
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Table 7.3 - Table 7.3, cont'd 

Political and Religious "Affinities," Selected Areas'“ of Palye Dlstrlct. 
November 1958"" B: Alanna” 

' Compound ITP NPC Moslem Sango Egun 
1 

A: Awuyanm I . . Igbonla 5 6  ' 5 6  

Compouod ITP NPC Independent . _Moslem Egan Babalas‘” Somape 59 . 59 

11¢ Ayiola ' Apo ? 37 37 
(Magbede) 5 2 ‘ 5 2 Mama 50 50 

He Dende Tapa ? I 51 51 

(Ilandc) 14 14 _ Sipata _ l 14 _ 1 14 

He Abasi Kunmi 108 . 108 

(Damgun) 4 4 . Lawonu ' 204 . _ ' _ 204' 

Asunara 33 ' 33 Olori E I - 12 12 

mafia? 52 _ 32 _ ' _ 01m 2' II 49 ’ 49 

Salioja 36 36 _ _ Igbo Bale 62 62 ' 

Ile Alawuyan Malari ? _ 42 42 

(Alangua) 22 22 ' Badedo 54 _ 54 

Elere 40 4O - Gbamgbose 71 71 

Sangme 56 56 . Total: ._ . 758 211 . 427 223 319 
Laila 16 16 

Olokotintin 8 0 80 

Adukese 18 36 54 

Ale 61 61 

Gunniyan 19 19 

Igba Ede 26 26 

Ita YanYan ? 56 56 

Gudu 109 109 

Alapara 19 1 9 

Ateleko 43 - 43 

Dese ? 45 . 45 

. Total: 709 94 14 422 362 33 
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THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICTS AND 
THE POLITICAL CONFLICTS or THE 
1910: AND EARLY 19805 

Introduction 

In the 19703, a further period of political change provided an opportunity 

for some of the Metropolitan Districts inhabitants to engage once more in 

open resistance to the Ilorin elite. This period witnessed the culmination of 

efforts by the military (who had replaced the civilian government of the 

First Republic in 1966) to 1ef01m and rationalize local government, and 

then to b1ing back democratic, civilian 1ule to the nation as a whole 1- As 

has been seen, independence for Nigeria 111 1960 had brought reverses in— 

stead of improvements to the people of the Metropolitan Districts. At in— 

dependence, local government was again firmly in the hands of the emir 
and the city aristocracy. It was only after the military took over that the 

picture began to change. I 

__ This chapter sketches the story of attempts at reform in the districts 

during the first ten years of military rule, then focuses on the years 1975 to 

1979, when the Murtala/Obasanjo military government was resolutely en— 

gaged in the establishment of both local and national democracy, a process 

culminating in the inauguration of the Second Republic. It examines the 

resistance and accommodation of the Metropolitan Districts people to the 

Ilorin elite during these critical years (in terms of their resistance'through 

Political Conflicts oft/re 19705 and Early 19805 175 

attempts to win independence from' Ilorin, and their- resistant or 

accommodationist voting patterns). It carries the story on to the end of 

1983 when the military again seized power. The chapter compares the 

manifestations of resistance and accommodation in the 19705 and early 

’803 with those of the 19503, and closes with a sketch of the situation of the 

Metropolitan Districts people at the end of out period. Since the events 

described in this chapter are of very recent date, and the information avail‘ 

able is fragmentary, the account that follows and the conclusions drawn 

from it remain tentative. They are presented as an attempt to biing the 

story up to date, and. to stimulate future research. 

1966 to 1975: The Gowon Years 

The First Republic in Nigeria was overthrown by a military coup in Janu— 

ary 1966. A further coup in July of that year brought Yakubu Gowon to 

' power. In May 1967, the Gowon government declared the four regions 

(Northern, Eastern, Western, and Mid-Western) abolished, and 12 states 

created.2 The Northern Region was broken up into six states, one of which, 

Kwata,a was made up of the former Ilorin and Kabba Provinces. The city of 

Ilorin became its capital. 

Local government reform 1n the area had begun 1n May 1966, when 

the military had dissolved the Native Authority C ouncil and reconsti— 

tuted” Ilorin as a “Sole Native Authority” with a divisional officer in charge. 

Among other things, the council members were accused of being“ more 

inte1ested 1n factional feuds than in the welfare of the people.’ 4 Local gov— 

ernment was a prio1ity with the military, and further reform measures were 

announced, 1n Kwaia and other States, in late 1968. 5 As a result, local councils 

we1e set up, in the Metropolitan Disrricrs as elsewhere, although for the 

time being their members were appointed, nor elected.6 As a result of gov— 

ernment activities, a researcher found in the early 19703 that tribute to 

district heads in form of goods and services had ceased to be compulsory 

(at least in the localities he visited), and wogi—wogz' (forest guards), wale— 

wole (sanitary inspectors) and owmom'se (fees charged by district .heads’ 

messengers) had been abolished.7 Primary school costs were shared among 

the population as “Education Rates,” and the first secondary school in the 

Metropolitan Districts (at Malete) had been founded.3 
Yet the pace of change was slow. District heads were still chosen from 

the same elite Ilorin families, still practiced nepotism, and were still vested 

with considerable powers.9 They did not go entirely unresisted, however. 
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In 1972 when a new Oluo of Oke Oyi was to be chosen, the district head 

of Igporin (Sarkin Gambari) attempted to intervene in the process, but the 

candidate he opposed was confirmed by a court decision.” 

The appointed local councilors became “preoccupied with serving 

their personal interesrs,” rather than the interests of their people, and tended 

to take up babe leekere positions towards them.” But they also encountered 
resistance, as one of them reported: 

Because Our people did not know how we came to be selected into the Council, 

there have been allegations of a conspiracy between us and the government. 

Since about four years ago, my village has ceased to give me the communal 

service which was an annual event within and between villages that are close 

together. I ‘ 

They had ceased to give me my turn because they were of the belief that 

I decided on my own to join the government. Thus if I was interested in 

farming I must do it myself or . . . hire labourers on commercial basis.” 

Yet this account reveals the understandable lack of trust the districts people 
had in government generally, an old form of negative resistance which also 

very likely contributed to the slow rate of change. Roads and amenities 

were still lacking,” and there were few signs of substantial self—help projects, 
this being: explained in terms of the “overwhelming illiteracy” of the coun- 
cil members, plus the small size of settlements and the frequent enmity 

between them.14 ' ' - 
The pace of progress in education was uneven. The first secondary 

school in the Metropolitan Districts was founded in 1969—70, but, in its 

early years at least, enrolment was limited by parents’ difficulties in paying 
the fees. By 1977, very few Metropolitan Districts candidates were able to 

enter the state’s College of Technology.15 Nevertheless, some did succeed in 
acquiring secondary and higher education, as evidenced by newspaper cor— 
respondence and statements of the late 19705., and the personal hisrories of 

political leaders of those years.16 

. The New Military Government, 1975-1979 

The catalyst for a new period of activism was the overthrow of the Gowon 
regime in July 1975, and its replacement by a government determined to 
return the country to civilian rule. Although the head of the new govern— 
ment, Murtala Mohammed, was killed in a coup attempt in February 1976, 

his successor, Olusegun Obasanjo,-made it clear that he would follow the 
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same political program.” The landmark activities of this government in— 

cluded nationwide local government reforms in 1976, which established 

almost 300 new local government areas throughout the country, each to be 

statutorily provided with funds, and designed to encourage and train people 

at the local level to participate in democratic government and to ensure 

local development. ‘3 This was followed by the promulgation of a Land Use 

Decree in 1978,19 the lifting of the ban on party politics later in the same . 

year, and nationwide elections in 1979. 

In the reforms of 1976, the Metropolitan Districts were split up into 

three new local government areas: Asa (including Onire, Owode, and Afon 

Districts), Moro (Lanwa, Ejidongari, Oloru, Malete, and Paiye), and .Ilorin 

(the city, plus Akanbi and Igporin). The creation of Asa and Moro was at least in 

part a response to representations made to an Administrative Boundary Panel 

in 1976. At the same time, however, a new Emirate Council was set up, covering 

all three areas, with the emir as its chairman.20 Its membership, announced 

in May 1977, included the major Ilorin chiefs and all the district heads.21 

Later in the same year, however, in response to criticisms of the com— 

position of this council, and to a petition from Malete, the state goVern— 

ment agreed that all new district heads in Asa and Moro would be chosen 

by the people of the district concerned, from among “indigenes of the 

area. ”22 This in turn led to a press statement made by the “Oke Moro and 

Oke Asa Development Union,” led by Wole Oke (a native of Shao, in 

Oloru District) and AA. Adefalu (from Okutala, in Ejidongari District),23 

praising the government for its action, and continuing, in sharp condem- 

nation of the city elite: 

Ours is the sad history of a people who have for a long time been living in 

bondage and under the condemnable feudalistic system whereby “foreign— 

ers” were appointed to lord it over us, the existence of our own traditional 

rulers notwithstanding. 

Our sad experience under this sysrem can only be fully appreciated by 

those who had at one time or the other been in the same condition like the 

Igbomina/Ekiti people . . . or the Ibolos. . . . 

. . . All [the] maltreatments were made possible by the “foreign” district 

heads . . . who were the principal agents through which all these inhuman 

acts were being perpetrated. 

In fact, our status under these “foreign” elements was that of a Serf, cre- 

ated to serve till death, their masters in Ilorin. . . . 

. . with the excision of Moro and Asa areas from the former Ilorin 

Division . . . we redoubled our claim to self-determination and to liberation 

from a feudal system. . . . 
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. Our own greatest concern is our liberation from this twentieth cen- 

tury slavery . . . 

. Our last request . . . concerns the status of traditional rulers in our ' 
Local Government Areas. We are appealing to the state government to ac- 
cord [them] recognition and to grade those of them found qualified. There 
is not a single graded chief to the local government areas. .2" 

The Demand for Independence from Ilorin- 

The thrust of the Development Union demands was for Complete separa— 
tion and independence from Ilorin, and much of the resistant activity of 

1977—79 can be interpreted 1n this light. One means of asserting indepen— 
dence was refusal to pay ire/2016 to landlords, which was encouraged by 
farmers’ interpretation of the 1978 Land Use Decree.25 A further step was 
to publicize narratives claiming independent origins. This was greatly fa- 
cilitated by the setting up of a state Chieftaincy Panel, to which many 
Metropolitan Districts settlements made depositions in 1978, in the hope 

. of having their chiefs recognized and graded. In some cases these deposi— 
tions were made by settlements whose claims to independent origins rest 
on firm foundations, such as Shao, Oke Oyi, Apado, Ajagusi, and Ilota.26 
Others came from communities of apparently mixed origins, like Igporin.27 
The submission from Onire area is an example of a claim of very dubious 
historical validity, which seems to have been developed in order to help the 
Ariyibi family terminate its dependen t. relationship with the M agaji Ojuekun 
family.28 Still other claims came from villages whose protestations of 
independent origin cannot, on present evidence, be assessed. These in— 

cluded Elesinmeta (in Igporin District), whose spokesman, Jacob Aremu 
Otunola, maintained that its ruler had fought on the side of the Fulani, but 

been given the “subordinate” post of magazji, instead of his original title, 
cjdgun.” - 

Other processes of separation from Ilorin and its elite seem to have 
been going on outside the framework of the Chieftaincy Panel. A researcher 
in the late 19703 and early ’803 found two villages which “unwillingly” 
acknowledged some previous connections with Ilorin. In each of these, the 
village head claimed to have a compound in Ilorin which he visited on 
occasion, but he did not go into the city for the Muslim festivals.30 Another 
investigator in the early 1980s found that in Oloru village (which is likely 
to have been largely a slave settlement) the descendants of Omodare, the 
slave warrior of Balogun Gambari who had settled the area, had been forced 
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to surrender their claim to paramountcy:31 an indication, surely, of Oloru’s 
resistance to any remaining ties with the Balogun Gambari family. 

The settlements which had put their faith in the Chieftaincy Panel 
were doomed to disappointment. The panel’s report was submitted to the 
military government in October 1978,3'2 but no decisions were forthcom— 
ing. In December, the Oke Moro and Oke Asa Development Union ap— 
pealed, through its secretary, Adebola Adefalu, for release of the report, 
declaring that - - 

[what] bothers one now is the rumour currently gaining ground that a most 
highly placed traditional ruler in the state [i.e., the emit] has succeeded in 
influencing the state government not to release the report just because the 
setting up of the panel was not pleasing to him right from the beginning.” 

In January 1979, the people of Ilota appealed to the government to save 
the Akanbi District inhabitants from the "reign of terror being established” 
by their district head, who had been intimidating all those who had tesri- 
fled to the panel, and threatening to “terminate all village heads who had 
done so. He Was alleged to have declared that the emir had succeeded in 
influencing the state government to set aside the . . . report. ”34 A few months 
later, the state military administrator confirmed that the report would not 
be published until a case brought by the emit (over the panel’s procedure 
with respect to the emirship) was finally settled. It seems that the adminis— 
trator (with less power than the governor he had replaced, and with. little 
time remaining before the reins of government would be handed to the 
civilians) was unwilling to challenge the emit, and happy to use the ongo— 
ing suit as an excuse. Representations by a number of Metropolitan Disa 
tricts communities did nothing to change his mind. 35 

Assertions of independent origins and demands for the grading of 
local rulers were closely connected with the movement to remove the Ilorin 
district heads. The military government’s original decision to democratize 
the system as incumbents died had been prompted in part by an appeal 
from Malete. Its district head had died in August 1977, and the “Malete 
Community” had immediately petitioned that the 1mposition of district 
heads “should be totally terminated”; that they would like to choose their 
own. 36 Although most of the village heads in Oloru District put their names 
to a protesr against democratization,” the Chieftaincy Panel heard many 
calls for the abolition of the existing system, from representatives of Metro— 
politan Districts settlements, from Wole Oke, chairman of the Develop- 
ment Union, and from Offa politician and veteran of the 1950s struggles, 
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].S. Olawoyin?’8 At the beginning of 1979, however, in contravention of 

the 1977 decision, the state government approved the choice of new dis— 

trict heads for Malete'and Oloru from the usual Ilorin families.” Despite 

widespread condemnation, and a suit brought by the bale of Malete against 

the emir and the newly—appointed district head,40 no change was made. 

Party Politics, 1978-1979 

In September 1978, the military government lifted the ban on party poli— 

tics nationwide,41 and so resistance and accommodation, as in the 1950s, 

could once again be expressed through party affiliation and voting. The 

direct descendant of the Action Group and its ally the Ilorin Talaka Parapo 

was the Unity Party of Nigeria (UPN), nationally led by Obafemi Awolowo, 

and the successor to the Northern Peoples’ Congress was the National Party 

of Nigeria (NPN). LS. Olawoyin quickly organized the UPN in Kwara 

State. Members of its first state executive committee included Amos Fajobi 

of Okutala and LA. Otunola of Elesinmeta, and Wole Oke of Shao became 

chief publicity officer.42 The UPN in Kwara was well organized, and began 

its campaign in the Metropolitan Districts briskly,“ but its performance in 

the 1979 elections was disappointing. 

Five elections were held in Nigeria in July—August 1979. In chrono— 

logical order, these were for the Senate, the Federal House of Representa- 

tives, the State Houses of Assembly, the state governorships, and finally the 

presidency. Available figures for the first four elections give some indica— 

tion, though incomplete, of voting patterns in the Metropolitan Districts. ' 

Their inhabitants voted in two senatorial districts on 7 July. In the 

district comprising Ilorin and Asa Local Government Areas (LGAs), the 

UPN candidate received only 18,128 votes, while his NPN rival, Dr. Olusola 

Saraki (an Ilorin city titleholder), won easily with 61,715. In the district 

including Moro LGA, together with Borgu and (Nupe—populated) Edu, 

the NPN candidate received just over 31 thousand, and Amos Fajobi, for 

UPN, just over 13 thousand};4 

In the election for the Federal House of Representatives, Igporin and 

Akanbi Districts were included in the constituency of Ilorin East, together 

with parts of the city, while Asa and Moro formed constituencies on their own. 

In Ilorin East, the UPN candidate, Prince Titus S. Ajibola of Apado, polled 

7023 votes as against over 16 thousand cast for the NPN. In Asa, the UPN 

managed jusr over five thousand votes, against the NPN’s 12,404. The only 

UPN victory came in Moro, by the narrow margin of 8583 1v‘otes to 8262.45 
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In the third election, votes were cast for members of the State Assembly: 

Constituency Included: NPN UPN 
Afon Afon Dist. 7411 3743 

Ilorin NE Akanbi SC 8985 2591 (IA. Otunola) 
' Igporin Dists. 

Lanwa Ejidongari 86 election result contested by 
Lanwa Dists. UPN candidate (AA. Adefalu) 

. Malete Malete 8C ' 2583 1686 i 
' Paiye Disrs. 

Oloru Oloru Dist. 263946 3399 (Wole Oke) 
Onire Onire Dist. 2890 - 903 
Owode Owode Dist. 2612 ' 68 

Thus, the UPN won only one seat, although A.A. Adefalu lost by only a 
narrow margin in Lanwa Constituency, and petitioned the State Electoral 
Tribunal for a new election.47 In the gubernatorial election on 30 July, Adamu 
Attah (an Ebira from Okene, in the extreme east of the state) defeated LS. 
Olawoyin in the state as a'whole. In Asa LGA, 13,602 votes went to the 
NPN, under five thousand to the UPN;'in Moro, however, the margin was 
much narrower, 9030 to 8586.48 - 

Various factors Can be put forward in an attempt to explain the'rela» 
tive paucity of resistant voting in the Metropolitan Districts in 1979, in 
comparison with the activism which had been displayed only a year or two 
earlier, and with the voting record of the 19505. Up to a point, it seems that 
resistant voting was hidden by the Way the constituency boundaries were 
drawn. Yet this does not explain, for example, the overall poor performance 
of the’UPN in the election for State Assembly members. . 

Another factor is electoral malpractice. Certainly, rigging took place I 
in the Ilorin area. This is illustrated by the experiences of staff members 
and students at the College of Technology, whose campus straddled the 
borders of Igporin and Oloru Districts, and whOse opportunities of voting 
were adversely affected by actiOns which were taken to ensure that the in— 
fluence of an educated and largely UPN population was not felt in the 
election results. These actions included removing names from voters’ lists, 
or transferring them to lisrs in remote and inaccessible polling stations.” 
After the senatorial elecrion, the Ilorin newspaper, Mgerz'cm Herald (even 
though it had switched to a pro—NPN stance earlier in the year), reported 
similar problems in the Ilorin/Asa Constituency, both in the city and out— 
side. When disappointed voters from Asa went to the headquarters of the 
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Federal Electoral Commission in the city to complain, they were merely 
advised to seek help from an election office nearer home.” In the State 
Assembly elections, AA. Adefalu, UPN candidate for Lanwa Constitu- 
ency, who lost by only 181 votes, appealed to the Electoral Tribunal on the 
grounds of malpractices, including the failure to count a ballot box used at 
Bode Sadu, “an alleged stronghold of the UPN,” and his petition was up- 
held. In thefresh election, however, he lost by 2428 votes to 4068. A poor 
turnout was reported in some areas, “especially Okutala and LanwaTowns,” 
even though Okutala had been a UPN stronghold, and was Adefalu’s home.51 
Probably by the time of the fresh election, when the general elections were 
long over and the NPN had established its control of both Kwara State and 
the Federal Government, many people considered further electoral resis— 
tance to be useless, even counterproductive. The turnout in the fresh elec— 
tion may also have been affected by the absence of migrant voters; indeed, 
the presence or absence of such voters may well have been a factor in the 
elections as a whole.52 . 

Shao and Okutala are both reported to have been solidly UPN in the 
1979 elections. In Igporin District, the UPN was strong in Apado, 
Elesinmeta, and Oke Oyi.53 Igporin village itself, however, supported the 
NPN, as it had supported the NPC in the 19503, even though in the 19705 
it had become resistant in claiming pre—Fulani origin, and demanding the 
removal of district headship, plus grading for its chief. It seems that its people 
may have been promised some rewards for their support of the NPN in 1979; 
certainly in 1983 there was annoyance that such had not been received?1 

Very likely the reasons for accommodation included not only anticipation 
of rewards but also fear of punishment. The district head of Akanbi had moved 
swiftly to quell resistance in his area after the Chieftaincy Panel hearings; and 
the success of the emir in suppressing its report and installing two new district 
heads from Ilorin must have been a powerful inducement to conformity. 

Rewards and punishments were also involved in the role of Olusola 
Saraki, who by 1979 had become the outstanding political figure in Ilorin 
and its environs. His influence on voters was. achieved by a remarkable 
amalgam of largess, promises, threats, manipulation, and a confident 

. assumption of the trappings and aura of power. His threats to the 
Ilorin newspaper are said to have caused it to shift its support from the 
UPN to the NPN?5 which must have deprived the former of much-needed 
publicity, and persuaded other people into submission. On the other hand, 
his acceptance of the continued existence of Asa and Moro Local Govern— 
ments as separate entities helped to allay fears.5L6 While Awolowo was dis- 
trusted as an Ijebu, and Olawoyin may have conducted a rather lack—luster 
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campaign,” Saraki was an immediately understandable, strong, vivid, local 
personality. 

The Second Republic to 1983 

The general unpopularity of Governor Attah in Kwara State by 1982 
prompted him to make a number of concessions to the Metropolitan Disa- 
tricts, in the hope of securing their votes in the elections of 1983. In 1982, 
for example, the local government areas were-redrawn. Moro .was- divided 
into two, as was Asa, with Owode and Onire Districts becoming a new 
Owode LGA. Akanbi and Igporin Districts were excised from__Ilorin and 
became Osin Local Government Area.58 Some of the farmers in this area 
now felt confident enough to assert their independence by refusing to come 
in to Ilorin with foodsruffs for the feast of Id El-Kebir.59 In 1983, the Ohoro 
of Shao was recognized and graded as a chief (this was later rescinded by 
the new military. government) .6” After the elections, a delegation from A'sa 
complained to the new governor that theirs was the only area left without 
graded chiefs (the ruler of Ojoku had been graded, but Ojoku was no longer 
in Afon District). This delegation included the “Ologbondoroko” of 
Olobondoroko, “Alaboto” of Aboto, “Olu—Ode” of Odo Ode, “Dado” of 
Okeso, “Onireke’.’ of Reke, “Olosin” of Cain and “Are” of Ogele. Some of 
these were from settlements which could make no historically valid claim 
to non—dependent origin. The petitioners even included the AreIOgele, 
descendant of an emir’s settler slave.61 

. In 1983, the presidential election was held first, the others following _ 
in the same order as before. Saraki switched his allegiance from NPN President 
Shagari to his UPN challenger, Awolowo, and during the presidential elec— 
tion “key supporters of Saraki were seen in Ilorin township and environs 
soliciting for votes for Awo.” In parts of the city, remarkably, this resulted 
in UPNvictories. In the Metropolitan Districrs, the results were as follows: 

Constituency NPN UPN‘S‘2 
Afon _ 4574 4431 
Ilorin NE 6692 _ _ 4256 

. Lanwa 3615 _ 3754 
Malete 2224 56 1 
Oloru _ 1998 3648 

Onire 274 1 . . 261 
Owode 1527 15863. 
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Thus Awolowo did well in several of the Metropolitan Districts. Nation— 

ally, Shagari was returned. In the second election, fer seats in the Senate, 

all the candidates in the Ilorin/Asa Senatorial District except Saraki dev 

elated themselves withdrawn, and Saraki was elected with 98 percent of the 

vow.“ The third election was for members of the Federal House of Repre- 
sentatives: in Asa Constituency, the NPN candidate won by 12 ,435 votes 

to 8230, and 1n Ilorin East (including Akanbi, Igporin, and parts of the 

city) by 24, 891 to 14,898. UPN won a narrow victory in Moro, 9567 to 

9220. (’5 

The next election was for state legislators: 

Constituency NPN UPN NPP66 Winning Candidate 

Afon 7055 9984 Alh. M.B. Baako UPN67 

Ilorin NE ' 8913 13,950 Cornelius Adebayo 

- ' Adekunle UPN 

Lanwa 1386 4002 3712 Amos Fajobi UPN 

Malete _ 1334 1531 3105 Alh. A. Ibrahim NPP 

Oloru 1007 5502 2679 W016 Oke UPN 

Onire 4675 1386 Alh. Baba Alapa NPN 

Owode 3214 1971 A111. Baba Bale Ballah NP ‘53 

The Surprising numbers ofNPP votes in certain constituencies are explained 

by a transfer of allegiances from NPN. In LanWa Constituency, the NPN 

victor over A.A. Adefalu in 1979 was now contesting as a member of the 

Nigerian People’s Party (N PP), as was the incumbent in Malete.“ 

In the gubernatorial election, Adamu Attah was defeated by the UPN 

candidate, Cornelius Adebayo (nor to be confiused with Cornelius Adebayo 

Adekunle of Apado, who won a State Assembly seat).70 A journalist 'co'm— 

mented that “the Sarakiefactor which gave Ilorin/Asa/ Moro votes on a plat— 
ter of gold to UPN seemed the predominant factor.”71 

The “Saraki—factor,” and the UPN’s willingness to “wheel and deal” 

with him, together with the general unpopularity of Attah and the far more 

savory reputation of Adebayo, explain much of the peculiarity of the 1983 

' Ilorin results. Yet factors local to the Metropolitan Dist1icts were at work as 

well. The considerable improvement in UPN performance in Ilorin North— 

East Constituency by the time of the State Assembly election, insofar as 

these results reflect actuality, IS likely to be connected with rural dissatisfac- 

tion at the lack of local development, and increased confidence resulting 
from the setting up of new local government areas. 72 . 

On the last day of 1983, political maneuvering became irrelevant. 
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The Second Republic came to an end when General Muhammed Buhari 

took over the government of Nigeria. 

Resistance and Accommodation in the 19705 and 

Early 19805: An Assessment 

In comparison with the 19503, this second period of political upheaval 
reveals both continuity and change, but particularly change, andeven some 
regression. In their demands for total independence from Ilorin, many 
Metropolitan Districts inhabitants were far more radical in their resistance 
in the 19705.73 In their voting patterns, however, they were less resistant 
and more divided. 

In terms of leadership in resistance, a certain amount of continuity is 
seen, with younger family members in some cases taking over from their 
elders?4 As before, local leaders were thrown up, but now there was less 
involvement by outside figures, and people of local origin were active at a 
higher level in the party, and aimed for higher elected office. This was 
because a number 'of them, unlike the leaders of the 19505, had achieved a 
high standard of western education, and were assured p1ofessional men,- 

fluent and articulate 1n English. 75 There 15 also some correlation to be seen 
between Christianity and leadership, especially at the higher electoral level. 
This 1s only to be expected, as the early education of these men, 01 the 
encouragement to seek education, would often have come through mis- 
sionsf'r3 Missionary activity in certain settlementsihad in the past been con-— 
nected with their non—Ilorin origin,"7 and this may help to explain the fact 
that several prominent figures in electoral resistance in the 19703 and early _ 
’805 came from such settlements: Wole Oke from Shao, Titus Ajibola and 
Cornelius Adeltunle from Apado. The home villages of AA. Adefalu and 
Amos Fajobi (Oltutala), and Jacob Otunola (Elesinmeta) may also have 

been of nondIlorin origin.78 Such communities also played a major role in 
the campaign for independence from Ilorin, and were often firmly resistant 
in voting. Thus, in the 19703, there was some indication of a correlation 

between non—Ilorin origin and resistance, as there had been in the earlier 
years of the twentieth century, but not in the more solidly resistant period 
of the 19503.79 

In some instances, accommodation and resistance among the Metro- 
politan Districts people had become a rather complex mix, as exemplified 
in the views of an influential leader from Malete, Salman Bob Sadiq, who 

deplored “the almost perpetual socio-economic tragedy that is our let,” 
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blamed it squarely on Ilorin and the district heads, and declared that “as 

long as absolute poverty reigns supreme in our area, we are bound to be 

diametrically opposed to the seat of the government whether our brothers 

reside there or not.” He was prepared to accept a connection between the 

people of Ilorin and those of the district, but defined them as “brothers,” 

“kins and kiths,” that is, as equals. At the same time, he was against UPN 
policy, and firmly anti—Awolowo and pro-Saraki: 

My people are now convinced more than ever that no living Ijebu person or 

his agent in the state can claim to love them more than their brothers in 

Ilorin town, _ i 

i i In essence, we prefer to worship Saraki to any form of association with 

Awolowo.8U 

The complex relationship of Islam to resistance and accommodation in the 

districts, already noted at earlier period's,81 continued to develop. While 
new commitment to Islam and the spread, in the 19803, of branches of 

Islamic societies from the city to the rural areas might be seen. as examples 

of compliance and subordination on the part of their district members, 
they could equally be“ an expression of equality and a right of access to the 

capital without dependent status. 

In general, the 19705 and early 19805 saw less solidarity in resistance com— 
pared with the 19505, a less unified political consciOusness, and less of a 

merger among the heterogeneous inhabitants of the Metropolitan Districts. 

While speCific targets of resistance were now clearly tied into a vision of a 

new local political order, in terms of independence'fi'om Ilorin, this was 

not always combined with electoral resistance, nor with any real aWareness 

of national issues. And while the resistance movement of the 19705 was 

organized from within, not outside, the Metropolitan Districts, the pre- 

ponderance of educated leaders (although from rural families) means that 

from the point of view of the peasantry it was organized from above. Thus 
differentiation in education helped lead to regression in peasant leadership.“ 

A Sketch of the Metropolitan Districts in' the 19805 

The creation of new local government areas helped to stimulate develop— 

ment activities. By the mid—19805 there had been considerable improve— 

ment in the provision of educational Facilities, at least in Asa LGA.83 In 
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agriculture, efforts were made to provide fertilizers and tracrors for hire, 

but their availability to farmers was variable. 34 Other projects were under- 

taken, although dissatisfaction remained. 85 Local communities, such as Afon, 

Ilota, and Igporin, also carried out developments“ Communities might be 

helped by their migrant members, such as the Lagos State Branch of the 

Asiri—Abo Society ofOloru, which worked to provide electricity for its home 

village, “so that Oloru people outside . . . could come home and establish 

industries.”37 The people of Elebu in Moro LGA worked on constructing 

feeder roads to assist them in their trade in farm products.88 

Clearly, some measure of independence from the city of Ilorin had 

been gained by many Metropolitan Districts individuals and communities. 

Far more people had managed to migrate to the south. 35' Although the 

district heads were still 1n place, and some, like the head ofAkanbi, were 

still prepared to exert their power, others, including the Sarkin Gambari, 

were essentially reduced to tax collectors?“ The creation of new local gov- 

ernment areas, first in 1976 and then in 1983, was a significant move to- 

wards independence, though the decision of the new national military gov- 

ernment to reduce them to the pre— —Second Republic number may well 

have proved a setback for some areas.91 In some small scale, relatively mac— 
cessible villages, conditions of dependence for the remaining inhabitants 

seem hardly to have changed. In 1991 the exeslave occupants of a small, 

difficult—of-access hamlet in Igporin District admitted that they still paid 

rim/sole in form of locust beans and other farm produce to their “master,” 

who had put-up a sign declaring his continued ownership of the village. 

The inhabitants were mostly. elderly, however, and many of the young people 

had gone to Lagos to work.92 Thus, although their fiefholder and former 

master continued to assert his dominance over the few people remaining, 

the migrants at least had gained a measure of independence. ' 
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.conctusiou 

The city of Ilorin grew in importance in the early nineteenth century as a 
frontier emirate of the Sokoto Caliphate, and amassed a large population 
of slaves. Control of this slave population was of enormous importance to 

the city elite. The elite’s continued dominance over the peasant population 
(including slave descendants) has been equally important in the twentieth 
century. The story of this ongoing relationship has been explored with the 
aid of the concepts of resistance and accommodation. 

In nineteenth—century Ilorin, slavery was benign for some, but prob— 
ably harsh for the majority. For this period, the evidence of resistance and 
accommodation among the slave population is sketchy. Nevertheless, it 
does not seem that there was any major slave rebellion. The extent of flight 
by slaves is impossible to measure, but there is no sign that it reached the 
point of threatening the security of the slave system. Certainly the slaves 
engaged in a variety of forms of day—to—day resistance, or resistance within 

accommodation, so they cannot be regarded, overall, as a population of 

“slavish” accommodationists. Many were forced to accommodate to Islam, 

but while some became wholehearted converts, others stopped short at a 
veneer, and still others resisted conversion altogether. Even conversion did 
not necessarily signal an end to resistance. Yet, as elsewhere, the efficacy of 

resistance within accommodation was limited. 
Briefly, in 1397, as a result of the Royal Niger Company’s “breaking” 

of Ilorin, there was an outburst of resistance by flight. This challenged the 
security of the system for a time. But although flight and migration contin— 
ued to occur, the Ilorin elite, with the help of the British, was able to re- 

‘ affirm its control over both slaves and peasants. Few alternative economic 
opportunities opened up for the dependent population, in contrasr with areas 
further north; as a result, opportunities for renegotiation of the terms of depend— 
ence are likely to have been more limited than elsewhere. Resistance proved 
ineffectual, and the rurally based ex—slaves and peasants were subjected to 
harassment and deprivation. The power dynamic remained very much the 
same as before, and thus the exploitation of these groups continued. 

Conclusion 189 

This situation persisted through most of the colonial period. The 

people of what came to be called the “Metropolitan Districts” remained in 

privation, and were largely forced to accommodate to their overlords. They 

did engage in various forms of resistance, which were far from negligible in 

extent, but these were “diffident”- and “negative,” aimed at immediate and 

specific targets, and (as before) limited in effect, just as they have been for 
other peasant populations in restrictive circumstances. Migration out of 

the Ilorin orbit was discouraged. Thus, many of the opportunities offered 

by movement to the cocoa areas and towns of the South were lost. Islam 

was wielded as a coercive instrument, and conversion proceeded apace. 
Nevertheless, there was-still resistance to Islam, either by retention (public 

or private) of “paganism,” or now, for some, by adherence to Christianity. 

There was some correlation between the non—Ilorin, independent origin of 

certain settlements and resistance to Islam, but resistance to Islam was also 

to be seen in areas of largely Ilorin—dependent origin. Even acceptance of 

Islam might signal an active form of resistance in accommodation, with a 

view to development and improved status. ' 

In the early 19505, political consciousness was Stirring in the Metro- 

politan Districts, and, given the opportunity provided by major local gov— 

ernment changes, the inhabitants burst out for the first time into massive, 

open resistance to their overlords in Ilorin, including a “breakdown of law 

and order,” and resistant voring. They united at this point essentially as a 

class, irrespective of religion or origin. The movement, though stimulated, 

influenced, and aided from outside, did produce grass—roots leaders, and 

the beginnings of a “notion of a new political order.” The rebels achieved 

considerable temporary success, but by the time of Nigerian independence, 

ironically, the elite had once again established tight control. 

A further period of political change, in the late 19705 and early 19805, 

while it can be only tentatively described as yet, and needs further investi— 
gation, provides some contrasts to the events described above. Although 

many of the Metropolitan Districts inhabitants demanded, radically, com« 

plete independence from Ilorin control, voting patterns reveal a less resis- 

rant, more divided population. Resistance and accommodation had be— 

come a complex mixture, as illustrated by renewed commitments to Islam. 

The unified political consciousness and class unity had diminished, and 

differentiation along fissure lines of origin, religion, and educationwas 

emerging. The leaders, though of peasant origin, were educated, and no 

longer peasants themselves. Thus the Ilorin example illustrates the fact that 
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190 Conclusion 

changes in peasant movements are not always one—way, and that differen— 

tiation can lead-to problems. 

Nevertheless, by the ”19803, some progress had been made. Many 

more people had managed to migrate. Development activities were pro— 

ceeding. The creation of new local government areas, partly in response to 

popular demand, was a major structural change, and a fundamental chal- 

lenge to the elite. The idea of independent origin, copied from those settle— 

ments which could reasonably claim it, had been taken up by others, and 

was widely used to further the cause of independence from Ilorin. But 

progress still depended on federal or state government initiative or sup- 

port, and could be retarded by government; the emir still wielded consider- 

able influence; and arguments for “independence” had failed to dislodge 

the Ilorin district heads. Some disrrict heads and fiefholders, at least, con— 

tinued to exercise domination over their rural populations. Therefore, while 

there was some indication of the beginnings of a power shift, its Further 

advancement and consolidation was uncertain. Whether any real transfor— 

mation has occurred, and, if so, how far it owes its success to the peasants 

themselves, is a matter for future researchers to pursue. In the long run, 

will continuity or change prevail? 

I hope this study will encourage Further exploration of the recent history of 

the slaves and their successors in the Ilorin area. I also hope it will stimulate 

the investigation of similar populations in other parts of Yorubaland, and 

in other peripheral emirates of the Sokoto Caliphate; of the role of Islam 

among such populations; of the extent to which they have been able to 

improve or even transform their conditions; and of the continuation of I 
their stories to the present day. 

APPENDIX' 

A: Political Leaders 19503, Shao, Okutala, Apado _ 

Name 

Slant): 

Ibrahim Adelakun2 

Ahmadu Eja 

Daniel Kehinde 

Babatunde Oke 

O/mmla: 

Joshua Adefalu 

Alh. LA. Jimoh 

Mallam Jimoh Oro 

Apado: 

Michael Alan 

Okanla Asanlu 

Mohammed Odeyemi Asona . 

Joshua Ibitoye 

" Political Religious 

Affiliation Affiliation 

ITP-a Muslim 

ITP Muslim 

ITP SDA“ 

ITP SIM5 

ITP SDA 

ITP Muslim 

ITP Muslim 

ITP UMS6 

ITP UMS 

ITP UMS? 

ITP UMS 

191 
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in the Nigerian Yi'ionne, Daily Service and Daily limes, pluscolonial offic— 
ers’ reports. The Yrionne was an Action Group broadsheet, produced in 
Ibadan; the Service was a national, Lagos—based newspaper, supporting the 
Action Group. The limes was also a national, Lagos—based paper, and Yusufu 
Adelodun, a Times reporter in Ilorin, was said in the fliionne of 13 Decem— 

ber 1957 to have been an employee of the old NA, and a “die—hard” supe 
porter of the NPC. The Yiibnne and Service may be accused of. pro ITP/AG 
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cated.” NNAK Ilorinprof ACC 57, Afon District Note Book. 
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bias, but they provide much detail in their reprints, and frequently quore 
(translated) statements from involved Metropolitan Districts individuals. 

At least one Yimes reporter may be accused of the opposite bias (although 

editorial opinion, at least with respect to the dissolution of the Alliance 

council, was more balanced; see references in note 24 above). The Times on 

at least one occasion is definitely inaccurate: see its first report on locust— 

bean seizures, 17 April 1958. Numbers given for participants in demon- 

strations, in all the papers, may be exaggerated. 

34. Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 11. 

35. Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 1958, Ilorin, para. 10. 

36. Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 8. 

For events in Lanwa District, see also Daily Timen l3 Augusr .1956; Nige- 

rian Fiber/re, 17, 18, 20, 27, and 28 Augusr 1956; and below. For the 

controversy over the IlorinTown Council elections, seeAnnuoiRepom I956, 

paras. 7—10. 

37. Nigeria, Northern Region,Anmmi Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 11; 

NNAK Ilorinprof 19/4 PLT 40, Paiye District General, memorandum on 

the Metropolitan Districts by M.J. Bax, 4 July 1957, para. 3. 

38. See p. 115 above. 

39. Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 11; 

Campbell, Low and Practice, 177, NA Law 1954, sections 32 and 34 For 

examples of such openings of markets, see NNAK Ilorinprof 19/ 4 PLT 40, 

Paiye District General, memorandum on the Metropolitan Districts by 

M.J. Bax, 4 July 1957, para. 2(c); Daily .Times, 5 January 1957 

40. Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 11; 

NNAK Ilorinprof 19/ 4 PET 40, Paiye District General, memorandum on 

the Metropolitan Districts by M.J. Bax, 4 July 1957, paras. 2(b), 2(c), and 3. 

41. NNAK Ilorinprof 19/4 PLT 40, Paiye District General, memo— 

randum on the Metropolitan Districts by M..J Bax, 4 July 1957, para. 2(a). 

42. Ibid., para. 2(d). The Resident, in his annual report, refers to the 

setting up of a “shadow N.A.” Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 

1956, Ilorin, para. 11. - 

43. NNAK Ilorinprof 19/4 PLT- 40, Paiye District General, memo— 

randum on the Metropolitan Districts by M. J. Bax, 4 July 1957, paras. 

2(c) and 3. For similar symbolic messages earlier, see pp. 129-30 above. 

44. For the “upsurge in paganism,” see NNAK Ilorinprof 19/4 PLT 

40, Paiye District General, M.J. Bax, Paiye, 17 April 1956. Bax was “dis— 

posed to discount this apparent upsurge,” but see Table 7.3 for the num— 
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bers of “pagans” recorded in Alama and Awuyan areas of Paiye District in 
1958, and p. 127 above for the likelihood that people had earlier concealed 

their non—Muslim affiliations. The activities of “Egbe Emule” are men‘ 

tioned in the 1956 Annual Report, where they are described as serving the 

purposes of the 1TB and as “intimidation” (Nigeria, Northern Region, 

Ammo! Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 3, and 53, para. 11). They are also men— 

tioned in NNAK Ilorinprof 19/4 PLT 40, Paiye District General, 53, where 

the society is referred to as “Egbe Imole.” “Emule” or “Imole” appears to 

have been an alternative name for the Ogboni society. See Robert S. Smith, 

Kingdoms oft/ye Yoruba, 3rd ed. (Madison, 1988), 94. 

45. Except that there was an upsurge in (what may well have been 

Shango) cult activity at the end of 1958, after the Alliance Council had 

been dissolved, and in early 1959. There is no available evidence that this 

was connected with the political resistance, but the timing issuggestive. 

Nigerian Fibs/rm, 11, 18, and 24 April 1959. 9 and 19 May 1959. 

46. See Table 7.3. . 

47. Whitaker, Politics of Fudirion; personal communication from 

Stefan Reichmuth; Nigerian Tribune, 26 May 1956. 

48. Appendix A; for Muslim names of ITP leaders, see also Table 7.1 

and references in the text of this chapter (e.g. Hassa'n Balogun). 

49. See p. 153 below, and Appendix A. 
50. Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports I956, Ilorin, para. 11. 

51. For this, and for most of the information in this paragraph, see 

NNAK Ilorinprof 19/4 PLT 40, Paiye District General, memorandum on 

the Metropolitan Districts by M.J. Bax, 4 July 1957. 

52. Daily Rimes, 22 March 1959. 

53 Large majorities, that rs, of men, since women had no vote, so 

this means of resistance was unavailable to them. This does not mean, how— 

ever, that women were passive during this period. Although they only rarely 

enter the written record, it is clear from what data there are that they were 
active both in resiStance and accommodation. With respect to resistance, 

the Afon District delegation to the Alliance council in September 1957 

included women as Well as men (see p. 155 below). In Paiye District, after 

the dissolution of the NA Council and the return of the district head, most 

of the population of Oloworu (Olaworu) village was found to have mi— 

grated. Of the few who remained, the “women were hostile and the men 

would not talk at first. Most of them had their loads packed ready to leave.” 

From Onikoko village, the only person to have left was a woman (NNAK 
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I IlorinprofACC 18, Touring Notes Paiye 1958, 30 September—3 October 
1958). Accommodation among women in Igporin District is seen in a 

report that, when the head of Ileapa village and two companions, all Ac— 
tion Group supporters, went to the district head in 1957 to pay their tax, 
they were publicly humiliated by being made to stand For hours in the sun, 
and then to sweep the market while “women jeered at them.” Mgeriaa 
Wilma, 24 January 1957. 

54. Nigeria, Northern Region, Animal Repairs 1958, Ilorin, para. 10. 
55. Nigeria, Northern Region, Aanaal Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 4. 
56. Nigerian Wibane, 17 and 30 July, 17, 18, 20, 27, and 28 August, 

2, 8, and 31 October, 29 November, 1, 6, and 10 December 1956, 5 and 

26 January, 6 February 1927; Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 
1956, Ilorin, para 36. Also see note 81 below. Of course, not all accusa- 

tions made against, for example, sanitary inspectors, were justified: see 
NNAK Ilorinprof 19l4 PLT 40, Paiye District General, memorandum on 
the Metropolitan Districts by M J Bax, 4 July 1957, para. 4. 

57. Information from M.]. Bax, 14 December 1983. Also see, for 

example, Nigerian Yiilvaae 20 August, 8 and 23 October, 29 November, 1 
December 1956, 6 February 1957; Daily 73mm, 10 December 1956. 

58. This district head was the eldest son of the reigning emit of Ilorin, 
Abdulkadir. The Northern Regional Government asked in February 1957 
that he, as well as the head of Paiye, should be given a c‘final warning.” 
NNAK Ilorinprof 17/1 NAG/30 vol. 1, General, no. MLG.4282/524, 13 
February 1957, Perm. Sec. Ministry of Local Government to Resident Ilorin 
Province, para. 3[?]. See above. 

59. For this paragraph, see Mgerian Yi’ilaaize, 18, 20, 27, and 28 Au— 
gust, 2 and 8 October 1956. 

60. Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 23. 
In some cases, however, protests did lead to elections being re—run. In Feb 
ruary 1957, for example, after local remonStrations had been unsuccessful, 
an Alliance delegation from Afon Districr, led by one Asani Ojoltu, went 
to the regional capital, Kaduna, to prorest to the Premier (the Sardauna) 
about the NPC»controlled Afon District Council. They repolteclly com— 
plained that the councillors had been Hpitchforked Into office. This action 
clearly bore fruit,as the Ilorin Resident noted 1n his 1957 Annual Report 
that “fresh elections to the Afon District Council . . . had been decided 
upon by the Native Authority on the advice of the Premier, following com- 
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plaints that the original elections held in June, 1956 had not been con- 

ducted fairly.” The Fresh elections were finally held in Mayejune 1957. Ni— 

gerian Fibune'6 December 1956, 22 February, 10 and 13 May, 3, 5, and 

12 June 1957; Nigeria, Northern Region,Annaaqmrrr 1957, Ilorin, para. 4. 

61. Nigeria, Northern Region, Annual Reports 1956, Ilorin, para. 12. 

62. Mgeriaa Dianne, 13 October 1956; Daily Times, 13 and 31 Octo— 

ber 1956. Numbers vary slightly in these sources. 

63. Daily 73mm, 13 October 1956. 

64. For Odo Ode, see pp. 100-1 above. 

65. For Ogele and the Arc Ogele, see pp. 29 and 102 above. 

66. For Olobondoroko, see p. 98 above. The first six constituencies 

listed here, up to and including Olobondoroko, were in Afon District. 

67. In Onire District. 

68. This may well be the village in Lanwa District referred to above. 

69. Or “Jehunkunu.” In Malete Disrricr. 

70. In Akanbi District. See reference in note 83 below. 

71. “Shae” in the original. . 

72. Nigerian iii-lasing, 12 October 1956. 

73. Table 7.1. Whitaker’s Table 3. (Politics of Fadirion, 147) gives 

slightly different figulzes 16 eletted members, of whom 10 were ITP, 4 

NPC and 2 Independent.” 

Whitaker 5 Table 3 gives figures for all of the Met1opolitan Districts. 

One major p1oblem with this table, however, concerns Lanwa District. For 

this district, Whitaker records an NPC majority among elected members: 

13 NPC, as against 2 Independent, 5 AG, and no ITP member. Yet, in the 

Lanwa District Council Instrument and Standing Order, as recorded in 

detail by Yusuf Mumeen Ganiyu (“Ilorin and District Administration with 

Specific Reference to Lanwa and Ejidongari Districts c.1823—c.1960” [B .A. 

diss., History Department, University of Ilorin, 1982], Appendix Q), 14 

ITP and only 2 NPC elected members are listed. Given the detailed re— 

cording by Ganiyu, the extent of ITP/AG "activism in Lanwa District, and 

the likelihood that the two “Independent” members listed by Whitaker 

were actually NPC (for evidence, see below), it looks as if in this case 

Whitaker has his figures reversed. Possibly the 5 AG members he records 

were representatives of “stranger” communities. 

The Mgerian Filmer? (27 April 1957) accused the NPC of adopting 

the method of "letting their candidates stand as independents.” In the same _ 
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issue, the Igporin district head is listed as an “Independent.” In the previ— 

ous year, the Daily 7?c (13 August 1956) had reported a disturbance at 

Bode Sadu, in Lanwa District, between supporters of the Alliance and a 

group describing themselves as “independents”: the Resident, however, in 

his annual report, firmly identifies the protagonists as Alliance and NPC 

supporters (see p. 148 above). 

74. Table 7.2, including notes. 

75. Whitaker’s Table 3 (Politics of Ti'aciitioa), gives the following fig— 
ures for elected members: 14 NPC, 2 Independent, no ITP (the Daiiy 

Times, 18 July 1957, however, says there were 14 elected members). For 

further discussion of the composition of Bala District Council and Alliance 

complaints about it, also the fact that the district head of Bala was elected to 
the central NA Council, see below. 

76. Tunde Shuaib Aremu (“Ilorin—Iponrin Relations:The Nineteenth 

Century to the Present” [B.A. diss., History Department,- University of 

Ilorin, 1986], 52), citing NNAK llorinprof 813.01, Local Government 

Reform Ilorin, states that 14 out of 15 (elected?) members of the Igporin 
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At the end of 1958, a touring officer reported that Apado was “the only 
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The Igporin Disrricr Norebook 1958—59 (NNAK Ilorinprof ACC 
_ 66) gives details of village area council membership in 6 of the 12 village 
areas (including, for example, Oke Oyi and Ileapa, but not Apado): in 

these, all the elected members are listed as NPC. This is not to say that 

there were no ITP supporters at all: for the head of Ileapa village, see note 
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- Ose, Kure, Famole, Onikoko and Woru) see Nigerian Yiiétimc, 13 February 
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I interview by EB. Bolaji with anonymous informant 9 (a native of 

Agbeyangi), 29 March 1990. Preferential treatment is also indicated by a 
map in the 1958/ 59 District Notebook, which labels the feeder road from 
Agbeyangi to the main north-south road as “NA,” while all other feeder 
roads in the district are “District Council” or “Communal.” 

Although only a small number of people in Agbeyangi area are listed 

as “Igbomina” in the 1931 Revision (Table 6.2), Agbeyangi is claimed by 

P.O.A. Dada to be part of “Igbomina-occupied land”. SeeA Brigr History of 

Igéomiml (Igimorzez), revised version (Ilorin, 1985), 2. 

The mother of Emir Sulu Gambari (reigned 1959—1992) was a na— 
tive of Agbeyangi. She was the Wife of Momodu Laofe, elder brother of 
Emir Abdulkadir Dada claims that she was an Igbomina See Dada, Brief 
History, 2; Nigerian Herald, 26 Augusr 1977, 24, and 17 November 1979, 

7; Bolaji mterview with anonymous informant 9. 
89. Susan]. Watts,‘ Population Circulation and Multilocality' 1n the 

Ilorin Area of Nigeria” (PhD. thesis, University of Liverpool, 1983), 285. 
For the extent of Islamization in Agbeyangi itself by 1931, see Table 6.1. 
Possibly the number of (non-cattle) Fulani recorded in Agbeyangi VA in 
that year reflect the “emir’s followers” there. Table 6.2. The Fulani village 
area head is mentioned in NNAK Ilorinprof ACC 66, Igporin District 
NOtebook [1958/59]. For the village of Aregun and its history, see p. 97 
above and chapter 5 note 57. 

90. See pp. 114—15 above. There was an alleseason motor road from 
Ilorin to Bala village as early as 194.6. NNAK Ilorinprof 5 4007/ 3.1 vol. 1, 
Development. Ilorin Provincial Development Committee—Correspon— 

dence and Minutes of, Minutes, 29 March 1946, para. 1. 

91. Daiiy Times, 18 July 1957; NNAK Ilorinprof ACC 85, Owode 

District Note Book; Mgerian Yi'iirmae, 25 April 1957. For the district head 
of Bala, see p. 102 above and chapter 5 note'88. 

92. The references above to rejection of village area heads in Onire, 
Paiye and Malete, the opposition to them as village area council chairmen 
in Malete, similar opposition in Apado, and the statement that area heads 

-- in Igporin District had more control than elsewhere all indicate such heads' 
support for the NPC. 

See below for the statement that in Afon District the NPC and the 
village area heads were “practically the same thing.” For other examples of 
area heads who were affiliated with the NPC, see Table 7.1 (the VH Ayede, 
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in Ejidongari Districr, and presumably also “Adamu Alangwa” of Aiyetoro), 
and Table 7.3 (the “Alangua” mentioned is presumably the village area head 
of Awuyan). For examples in Igporin District, see NNAK IlorinprofACC 
66, Igporin District Notebook [1958/59]. 

93. NNAK IlorinprofACC 16, Touring Notes Oloru 1958, 28 Au— 
guSt—l September 1958. 

94. NNAK IlorinprofACC 35, Touring Notes Afon 1958, 14 Octo— 
ber 1958, Afon Political; and 25 October 1958, Situation in Afon. 

95. The heads of Ikotun, Ojoku and Apado were of non—Ilorin de- 
scent; the Are Ogele was descended from a slave agent; and the head of 
Oloru 2 was also very probably the descendant of a slave. See chapter 5. 

96. Ilorin Upper Area Court I/CVF 10/74, Ibrahim Baba Alapa, plain- 
tiff (for Ojuekun family), v Salimanu Magaji Sosoki and Alhaji Anafi Onire, 
defendants. Although he is said to have been forced to leave the village of 
Sosoki, he appears to have remained in control of Onire village and area, as 
he was listed as its Ariyibi in 1978. Onire Area Community, “Memoran- 
dum for the Grading of the Ariyibi of Onir”e, 1978 (for a detailed discus— 
sion of Onire and 1ts Ariyibi, see chapter 5). 
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listed as follows: Ilorin West, Ilorin East, Asa, and Mom. Mgerian Herald, 

27 February 1992, “Passing Away of a Titan.” ' 
92. Information from anonymous research assistant. 

Notes to Appendix 

1. Much of the information in the Appendix was collected by Dr. J.F. 

Adetunji and Yakubu Adeyemi Jimoh in 1994 and 1996. Their informants 

were as follows. In Shao: Babatunde Oke and Hon. Stephen Wole Oke, 

both of Ile Eiyeba; Aminu Baba Alawo, Bolude Compound; Baba Kirinji 

and Daniel Kehinde, both of Dogo Compound; and Ahmadu Eja, Oke 

Siniga (Sinja). In Okutala: Joshua Adefalu, Ile Oriolcuta; and Amos Fajobi, 

Ile Alagba. In Apado: Prince Titus S. Ajibola, Ile Bale; Peter Adebola, Ile 

Ago; David B. Kayode, Mary A. Kayode and Adebayo A. Kayode, all of 

Oke Asanlu; and D.S. Banji, Ile Asipade. Anonymous informants 9, 10 

and 11 were also consulted. For details of the political activities of 19703 

political leaders, see chapter 8, and sources cited there. 

2. Names in each group are listed 1n alphabetical o1der. 

3. Ilorin Talaka Parapo. 

4. Seventh Day Adventist. 

5. Sudan Interior Mission. 

6. United Missionary Society. 

7. Despite the Muslim name. 

8. These are said to have become “predominantly Christian” settle— 

ments. 

9. Unity Party of Nigeria. 

10. 8011 of Babatunde Oke. Attended Government College Kaduna, 

Barewa College Zaria, and Ahmadu Bello University. Won Kwara State 

House of Assembly seat, 1979 and 1983. 

11. Evangelical Church of West Africa (successor church to SIM). 

12. Son of Joshua Adefalu. Attended SDA primary and secondary 

schools. Defeated in State Assembly election, 1979. 

13. Elected to More LGA Council as member for “Ejidongari/ 

Okutala” Constituency, 1977. Nigerian Herald, 11 January 1977. 
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75 Info1mation collected byJ. F. Adetunji andYakubu AdeyemiJimoh, 

1994 and 1996; Appendix B; Myer-jam Hem/d,11 January and 11 Novemv 

ber 1977, 20 July 1979. 
76. See, for example, majo1 UPN leade1s with Chiistian names. Sev— 

eral such leaders came from what had become predominantly Christian” 

settlements: Shao, Okutala, and Apado (Appendix B). Even in such settle— 

ments, however, there were Muslim leaders, atleast at the local level. There 

were also major Muslim leaders, such as Alh. M.B. Baako, for whom see 

above, and note 67. _ 

77. See pp. 118 and 128 above. - 

' 78. For the claims of Elesinmeta, see p. 178 above; for Okutala see 

chapter 5 note 219. ' 

79. For the lack of correlation between non~Ilorin origin and resis— 

tance in the 19505, see p. 153 above 

80. Mgm'an Herald, 20 December 1979, letter from _Salman Bob 

Sadiq. Salman Sadiq, f1 om Ile Babafere 1n Malete, and a librarian by pro- 

fession, was a member of the NPN during the Second Republic, and served 

as Caretaker Chairman of Moro LGA from 1991 to 1992. Interviews by 

EB. Bolaji with Alh. Abdulraman Atanda and Mail. Hamzat Hammed, 

Ilorin, 29 February and 6 March 1990. . ' 

81. See, for example, pp. 128—29 above. 

82. Personal communication from Stefan Reichmuth. 

83. See chapter 5 note 208. On the establishment of new secondary 

schools, see, for example, Mgerz'an Herald, 27 January 1983, Release signed 

by Secretary, Education Planning Committee of the Local Government. 

84. New ierz'an, 28 February, 4 May and 18 July 1978. Interviews 

with the magaji and other farmers, Ago-Oja, Afon District, 30 July and 21 

August 1985 
85. For projects undertaken in Oke Oyi, see information from 

Emmanuel Alao, Oluo Isale Ruling House, Oke Oyi, November 1980; for 

continuing dissatisfaction there, see note 72 above. 

86Mgerz'an Herald, 5 March 1977,11 March 1978,11 February 1983' 

(letter from Ibrahim Abiola). 

87. New Nigerian, 2 March 1978. 

88. Nigerian Herald, 16 August 1977. 

89. See note 52 above. _ 

- 90. Information from Emmanuel Alao. 

91. See Gboyega, Local Government Adminisrration," 82, for the 
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14. Won State Assembly seat, 1983. 
15. Female. 

16. Won State Assembly seat, 1983. 
17. Member of the- Apado royal family Attended UMS primary 

schools, a UMS teachers’ college, and the ECWA Higher Teachers’ College 
at Igbaja. Defeated in Federal House of Representatives election, 1979. 

18. Several Apado leaders are UMS members, despite Muslim names. 
19. Appointed by the NPN Government to serve as Councillor for 

Education in Osin LGA, 1983. ' 
20. National Party of Nigeria. 
21. Lady Chairman of NPN, Apado. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Data from lnformants 

Further details of informants and interviews are available in endnotes. 
Series of interviews conducted by O. Adesiyun in 1975, with weavers in the city of 

Ilorin (collection organized by Paul E. Lovejoy, and results deposited in the 
Lovejoy Collection, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria). Also follow—up inter— 

views conducted with several of these"by Toyin Hassan. 

Two series of interviews organized by Dr. E.B. Bolaji, for the present author, in 

1988 and 1989—90. Interviews conducted with informants mostly in the 

city of Ilorin. ' 
Information researched by Dr. LE Adetunji and Yakubu Adeyemi Jimoh in 1994 

and 1996, for the present author. Interviews conducted with informants in 

Apado, Shao, Okutala, Ojoku and elsewhere. 

Information from the following, collected 1978—88 (compounds [#6] mentioned 

are in the city of Ilorin): 

E0. Adebiyi, formerly of Kwara State College of Technology 

Ago—Oja Village, the Magaji and others 

Abdulraufu Ajao, former student, Kwara State College of Technology 

Mariama Ajibade, Ile Gaindo 

Lawani Akano and Mamudu Alan, Magaji Village 

Emmanuel Alao, Oke Oyi ' 

A.I. Aleshinloye, Ile Baba Isale 

Alh. Saka Aleshinloye, Baba Isalc of Ilorin _ 

' Alh. Yusqremu, Ile Baba Isale 

Ile Ashileke, various informants I _ 

MJ. Bax, former Assistant District Officer, Ilorin Province 

Alh. Babatunde Elias, Ile Tuntun and Oruola Keji 

H.I-I. Alh. Sulu Gambari, Emir of Ilorin 

Yunusa I-I. Gufari, Ile Alawo 

Baba Ibeji, Ile Oba Olodo 

Kayode A. Ibrahim, Ile Magaji Are, and his informants from beadmaking 

families 

Alh. Imam Idiaro 

Hassan Iyanda, Ile Ila Akoduclu 
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Ibrahim Jamiu, Ile Olodu Owo 

L. Lotringer, former agricultural officer i/c Ilorin Province 

Nafisatu, Ile Eleke ' ' 

[-1.]. O’Hear and other farmers of Alara Village Area 

EW Pearce, formerly with John Holt, Ilorin 

Ayotunde Raji, former Secretary to Asa L.G.A. 

Alhaji Saka, Ile Alawo 

Salumanu, Magaji Yaba, Ilorin 

Alh. Umoru, Igporin Village 

Also informants whose names are withheld. 

Archival Materials 

Center for Research Libraries, Chicago. Government Publications Relating to Ni- 

geria, 1862—1960, Group 1, Lagos Colony and Protectorate, 1862—1906, C 

4957, Correspondence Respecting the War Between Native Tribes in the 

Interior and Negotiations for Peace Conducted by the Government of Lagos, 

February 1887. 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office Library, London (U.K.). G.B. Haddon—Smith, 

Interior Mission to Yorubaland 1893, Extracts from the Diary of GB. 
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